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ABSTRACT 

Historically, the physically blind have been repre-seiit-

ed very diversely in literature. These sightless figures are 

numerous, populating the literary spectrum with charac

terizations that are colorful and often entertaining. 

Legitimate or realistic portrayals of actual sightless 

people, however, are rare so that semblances of accurate 

representations are seldom considered in fictional litera

ture. Because of the wide variance in the physically blind 

figures depicted by many different writers, images of the 

sightless differ greatly from one work to another and from 

one literary period to another. Countless roles of sightless 

images reflect marked contradictions in the ways that the 

blind are perceived. One pattern that remains fairly 

consistent is that physically blind characters appear in 

roles that are unflattering and that project inaccurate 

images as compared with "real" people who are actually blind. 

This dissertation provides an in-depth study of varied 

depictions of the physically blind presented in traditional 

Spanish literature of the past and the present. It considers 

historical literary periods and identifies and categorizes 

depictions of the sightless that prevail within these 

periods. It also discusses the implications and modifica

tions of these sightless images as epochs evolve. 

The dissertation is divided into two parts. The first 

part presents a general overview of historical depictions of 

the sightless and surveys the major periods of world litera

ture with regard to traditional depiction of the physically 

blind. It includes literature written in antiquity, the 

Middle Ages/Renaissance and periods spanning the eighteenth, 

nineteenth and twentieth centuries. This survey discusses 

the more prevalent themes and motifs common to physically 

blind characters during each particular literary period. 

Part Two exclusively identifies and discusses the 

vi 



characterizations of the sightless as portrayed by Spanish 

and Spanish-American writers. Chapter IV deals with 

physically blind characters in Medieval and Renaissance 

Spanish literature. Chapter V discusses common themes in 

which the sightless are found during the nineteenth and 

twentieth centuries. Chapter VI concentrates on one par

ticular Spanish writer, examining how and why Valle-Inclan 

makes sightless characters such an important aspect of his 

works. 
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FOREWORD 

To facilitate the reading of this dissertation, prelim

inary comments are in order regarding the chronlogical 

arrangement of the chapters. The dissertation is divided 

into two major parts: the first, a general survey of the 

historical depictions of the physically blind in literature; 

the second, an exclusive discussion of literary depictions of 

the physically blind in certain Spanish and Spanish-American 

literature. The chapters in both parts are historically 

chronological for the most part. Both sections are comprised 

of particular themes under which sightless characters can be 

categorized. In Part One, Chapters II and III, each theme is 

also written in chronological fashion as its genesis is 

discussed as well as its influence on subsequent literature. 

Each theme is historically followed to the present within the 

chapter, offering examples of works that mirror the 

particular theme or motif. In Part One, Chapter II, for 

example, the theme of humor and the physically blind is first 

noticed in the literature of the Middle Ages. The study then 

traces the various aspects of humor dealing with physically 

blind characters in literature, following the theme to the 

present, noting the influence of the Middle Ages as well as 

historical variations that follow and the unique aspects of 

humor and the sightless. Each theme in Chapters II and III, 

therefore, is presented in a complete historical order. Part 

One also establishes fundamental sources that lend to 

developing certain classifications of literary depictions of 

sightless characters that are found in Part Two. 
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PART ONE 

A LITERARY PROFILE OF THE HISTORICAL AND 

TRADITIONAL DEPICTIONS OF 

THE PHYSICALLY BLIND: 

A GENERAL SURVEY 



CHAPTER I 

DEPICTIONS OF THE PHYSICALLY BLIND IN THE 

LITERATURE OF ANTIQUITY INTRODUCTION 

Throughout history, literature reveals that many writers 

have exhibited a particular fascination with, as well as 

great interest in, the state of physical blindness. To be 

sure, the eye, with its incredible ocular ability, has long 

been "viewed" as a most important sense or tool used for the 

survival of man in his struggles with the world. Conse

quently, the loss of sight, with its wide range of impli

cations, has historically been interpreted by writers in an 

infinite variety of ways, yielding a significant segment of 

literature that is indeed rich in imagination in its 

depictions and characterizations of the physically blind. 

This study proposes neither to appraise nor to denigrate 

that body of literature dealing with the physically blind 

with respect to the degree of accurate or realistic 

representations. Rather, this study hopefully will serve to 

survey, to categorize (whenever possible), and to identify 

the thematic trends in history that are responsible for the 

continuing development of that literature in which the 

variety of depictions of the physically blind are found. It 

must be noted, however, that a substantial amount of such 

literature treats the sightless in very negative and dispar

aging terms. Therefore, much of this literature must bear 

the responsibility for having created and reinforced certain 

stereotypes regarding the physically blind through images and 

caricatures that are anything but flattering. 

Historically speaking, as Frances A. Koestler affirms, 

not until recent times (the nineteenth century) has the 

status of the blind become somewhat emancipated from the 

stereotyped spectrum to which it had long been relegated by a 

society that did not understand its blind populace very well. 



as is frequently reflected by such literature: 

They were feared, shunned, pitied, ig
nored. Some were thought to be blessed 
with magical powers, others, to be ac
cursed for their sine. They were princes 
and beggars, bards and soothsayers, 
storytellers and buffoons. Some were 
killed as infants, others were tolerated 
in youth but abandoned to die by the 
roadside or even buried alive when they 
grew old and infirm. There were those 
who roamed the countryside in gypsy 
bands, living by their wits, communicat
ing in a secret jargon. There were 
others who never in their lives ventured 
from home and hearthside. Some came 
under the special protection of the 
church or the crown, and some were thrown 
into madhouses, pesthouses, almshouses, 
where they could be kept out of public 
view. (Koestler 1) 

Therefore, in contemplating the diverse depictions of 

the physically blind in literature, it should be remembered 

that "blindness is also a cultural category constituted by 

those who write and speak of it. It means very different 

things, and moreover it is very different things, at differ

ent times, different places, and in different kinds of 

writing" (Paulson 4). 

1-1 Depictions of the physically blind in Greece 
and Roman mythology: The motif of 

of divine punishment/divine 
compensation 

Most of the literature of antiquity treats depictions of 

the physically blind in a relatively severe manner until the 

advent of the New Testament. This is especially apparent in 

early Greek and Roman writings, and similarly harsh 

approaches continue in the Talmud and Old Testament, as well. 

The New Testament, more compassionate and charitable in its 

approach, nonetheless contains relatively disparaging 

depictions of the physically blind. The major difference is 

that in the New Testament, the blind are portrayed as 



pathetic beggars rather than mystical beings, or as repre

senting evil or sinful transgression incarnate in Greek and 

Roman Mythology. 

Motivating elements behind these early literary depic

tions tend to vary greatly from culture to culture, and from 

period to period. Numerous depictions of the blind of 

antiquity reflect the mysterious, the possessed, and the 

divinely blessed. In an article from the American Foundation 

for the Blind. Oscar Cohen suggests how powerfully this 

literature transmits attitudes and ideas about the physi-cal-

ly blind that still persist in modern society as demonstrated 

in the most current of literature: 

The blind are superior to sighted 
people—an idealization. 

The blind are associated with mystery, 
with magic, and with supernatural powers. 
(Cohen 21) 

One characteristic of early literary depiction that 

dominates much literature of antiquity connects the physi

cally blind with the concept of divine punishment. Divine 

punishment in Greek mythology often involved the blinding of 

a mortal by the gods for his worldly sins or for direct 

offenses against the gods themselves. "Greek literature 

presents blindness as a terrible calamity, a punishment for 

transgression involving sexuality or the gods" (Paulson 5). 

The horrific act of blinding in mythology often chastises 

sexual improprieties by mortals toward their deities. The 

punishment is designed to fit the crime. Many divinely-

compensated sightless sages and bards, for example, were 

blinded for having ogled the bathing Muses, a penalty whereby 

the illicit act was corrected at its source, making 

repetition unlikely. The sightless organ provided a rather 

effective walking example of what could happen if the eye 

were not controlled but allowed to indulge in social or 

spiritual misconduct. If the offense was deemed less serious 

(as involuntary ogling) and the criminal believed to have 



redemptive merit by the gods, the latter might compensate the 

culprit with divine powers, elevating the status of the blind 

mortal via the gift of exceptional abilities. From this 

derived the famous figures of the blind sages or "seers" of 

antiquity with divine insight to foretell the future. 

Similarly, there appeared the blind bards, divinely rewarded 

with the ethereal talents that distinguished them from their 

mortal brethren. For the Greeks, "blindness had a strange 

fascination, being recognized by religious persons as an 

equitable punishment for [hubris] and by inquiring minds as a 

privation accompanied by compensating gifts. Thus the blind 

poet sang more sweetly or more noble; the blind seer 

prophesied more surely" (Darby 200). 

Both Frances A. Koestler and Michael E. Monbeck, how-ev-

er, point out that mythology concerning the sins of the blind 

is situated at a considerable remove from the reality of 

prevailing social attitudes during ancient times. For 

example, a fairly common belief viewed the state of being 

blind as a manifestation of evil or sin; as most blindness is 

congenital, infants so afflicted were not permitted to live; 

and infanticide became the rule of thumb for the child born 

visually incapacitated: 

Such sin-associated myths helped ratio
nalize the social practices among the 
early Greeks that sanctioned destruction 
of blind infants. In Sparta newborn 
children where examined by a committee of 
elders; those deemed physically imperfect 
and thus unfit for future citizenship 
were taken to a mountain gorge and left 
to die. In Athens there was a period 
when special clay vessels were fashioned 
into which such luckless infants were 
placed before being abandoned by the 
wayside. The Romans maintained a similar 
practice; in the marketplaces, parents 
could buy small baskets for use in 
consigning their defective children to 
the waves of the Tiber. (Koestler 2) 
In ancient Greece, infanticide was pro
vided for in both the law codes of Lycu-



rgus of Sparta and of Solon of Athens. 
Plato and Aristotle gave ethical approval 
to the practice. Clearly, it was assumed 
that a blind infant would always be a 
liability and that such a liability could 
not be tolerated. (Monbeck 24) 

One of the more notable mythological characters asso-ci-

ated with the category of divine punishment/divine compensa

tion is Teiresias, the blind prophet eternally charged with 

being the bearer of bad tidings. Teiresias is responsible 

for informing Oedipus of who is really responsible for the 

murder of Laius, as well as the fate that awaits the tragic 

hero. In a climactic moment the blind seer is mocked and 

provoked by Oedipus, a direct affront to the gods who favor 

Teiresias and thus respond violently. Penthius of Thebes 

also taunts the sightless purveyor of bad tidings, provoking 

divine retribution: 

The speaker was the old blind prophet, 
Teiresias, the holy man of Thebes who 
knew as no one else the will of the gods. 
But as Pentheus turned to answer him he 
saw that he (Teiresias) was tricked out 
like the wild women: a wreath of ivy on 
his white hair, his old shoulders covered 
by a fawn-skin, a queer pine-tipped stick 
in his trembling hand. Pentheus laughed 
mockingly as he looked him over and then 
ordered him with contempt out of his 
sight. Thus he brought upon himself his 
doom; he would not hear when the gods 
spoke to him. (Hamilton 58) 

The fate of Menoeceus, the Thebian warrior, is also 

sealed with the appearance of the blind sage. With Thebes 

on the verge of annihilation Teiresias consults with the 

Thebian leaders, prophesying that one must be sacrificed in 

order that the city might be saved. 

Teiresias likewise prophesies the destiny of the infant 

Hercules. In his crib, Hercules is to be accosted by ser

pents as he pretends to sleep. He surprises the deadly 

vipers, seizing and strangling them. Teiresias appears to 
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inform the mother that her child is destined to become a 

great, divinely-inspired leader: 

They (the serpents) were dead. All knew 
then that the child was destined to great 
things. Teiresias, the blind prophet of 
Thebes, told Alcmena: "I swear that many 
a Greek woman as she cards the wool at 
eventide shall sing of this your son and 
you who bore him. He shall be the hero 
of all mankind." (Hamilton 161-162) 

Teiresias himself ultimately perishes as Thebes is 

eventually sacked and its inhabitants flee. In death, 

though, his prophecies continue. In the Odvssev. Odysseus is 

assisted by the ghost of the blind sage on the warrior's 

famous journey home and saved through the warnings of the 

phantom seer, who has been conjured up from Hades. The 

ghosts, Circes tells Odysseus, are attracted to blood. So, 

to lure the ghost of Teiresias to appear, he is advised to 

dig a pit and fill it with the blood of sheep which attracts 

the departed. When the ghost of Teiresias appears, he 

counsels Odysseus to safety: 

But Odysseus kept his courage. He held 
them off with his sharp weapon until he 
saw the ghost of Teiresias. He let him 
approach and drink of the black blood, 
then put his question to him. The seer 
was ready with his answer. The chief 
danger that threatened them, he said, was 
that they might do some injury to the 
oxen of the Sun when they reached the 
island where they lived. The doom of all 
who harmed them was certain. (Hamilton 
214) 

Some disagreement exists concerning the reason behind 

the original blinding of Teiresias. As he is compensated 

with the ability to "see" into the future, Greek and Roman 

literature would suggest that his crime is one of a minor 

infraction: 

In the best-known story, told by Hesiod 
and Ovid, the gift of prophecy comes in 
compensation for the blindness. Hera 
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blinded Tiresias for agreeing with Zeus 
(on the basis of the seven years he had 
spent as a woman) that women enjoy more 
pleasure in sex than men, whereupon Zeus, 
to make amends, granted him the ability 
to see the future. In another account, 
given by Apollodorus, Athena blinded him 
as punishment for having observed her in 
her bath, and then compensated him by 
sharpening his hearing so that he could 
foretell events. Apollodorus also 
reports a version in which Tiresias was 
already a prophet before being blinded by 
the gods, who thus punished him for 
revealing their secrets. (Paulson 6)^ 

Ancient literature reveals that the Greeks, as well as 

other early cultures, feared the affliction of blindness, 

assigning it to a condition with the most horrific of impli

cations. However, as their literature simultaneously re

flects, eternal darkness should be tempered by the blessings 

and support of the gods in the form of divine powers to 

compensate and lift the helpless mortal above this aberra

tional state via direct contact with his deity. "Blindness 

seems to have a frightening meaning for men and therefore, 

the blind have been generously aided—sometimes even rewarded 

as prophets and poets who can 'see' into the future" (Wiener 

60). Distressing perpetual darkness is attenuated by "inner 

vision", paradoxically, more perfect and potent than mere 

mortal sight, which is limited to the mundane^. In an 

extreme instance, the philosopher, Democritus, literally tore 

out his eyes in exasperation so that he would not be subject 

to worldly distractions that interfered with his cerebral 

indulgences. This is certainly not to say that the ancients 

considered the status of the physically blind desirable. On 

the contrary, the idea of complete helplessness, believed to 

be the fate of one with such an affliction, being repugnant 

and intolerable to the ancient Greek, seemed a most 

appropriate form of punishment for one who would violate the 

restraints of society and law: 



The traditional account of the honorable 
position of certain blind men as seers 
and prophets has given rise to the false 
assumption that the word "honored" might 
be applied generally to the blind in the 
ancient period. This assumption surely 
does not hold for the blind among the 
Greeks, on whose traditions it depends. 
Had the Greeks really honored the blind, 
they would have looked upon blindness as 
something of an advantage. This was not 
the case for the Greek gods deprived some 
of eyesight because of their wicked 
deeds...Blindness was not then considered 
by the Greeks as in any sense 
advantageous, but rather, as among all 
other peoples, so far the worst of 
misfortunes, that without some compensa
tion gift of the gods, one could only be 
overwhelmed by it. (French 37-38) 

The Greeks rarely rewarded their mythological blind 

characters with divine compensation when the crimes were 

considered atrocious, as becomes quite apparent in the plays 

of Sophocles (495-406 BC). Acts involving sex and murder 

were judged most severely, with the most frightful penalty 

being punishment by blinding without compensation by the 

gods. This is well demonstrated in the play, Oedipus the 

King. Sophocles shows little restraint as his tragic hero 

commits both patricide and incest, offenses compounded when 

Oedipus accuses Teiresias, the blind sage, with defiant 

sarcasm, suggesting that the prophet is, himself, involved in 

the murder: 

Oed. Aye. verily, I will not spare—so 
wroth I am—to speak all my thought. 
Know that thou seemest to me e'en to have 
helped in plotting the deed, and to have 
done it, short of slaying with thy hands. 
Hadst thou eyesight, I would have said 
that the doing, also, of this thing was 
thine alone. (Sophocles lines 345-350) 

The fate of Oedipus is sealed when he mocks Teiresias' 

ability to assess his fate and rather brazenly disputes the 

divine power of the blind messenger: 
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Oed. Night, endless night hath thee in 
her keeping, so that thou canst never 
hurt me, or any man who sees the sun. 
(Sophocles lines 380-387) 

Teiresias responds to these insults in kind by invoking his 

inner sight and revealing to Oedipus the real source of these 

crimes, as well as the horrible fate that awaits Oedipus: 

Te. I will go when I have done mine 
errand, fearless of thy frown,; for thou 
canst never destroy me. And I tell thee-
-the man of whom thou hast this long 
while been in quest, uttering threats, 
proclaiming a search into the murder of 
Laius—that man is here, in seeming, an 
alien sojourner, but anon he shall be 
found a native Theban, and shall not be 
glad of his fortune. A blind man, he who 
now hath sight, a beggar, who now is 
rich, he shall make his way to a strange 
land, feeling the ground before him with 
his staff. And he shall be found at once 
brother and father of the children with 
whom he consorts; son and husband of the 
woman who bore him; heir to his father's 
bed, shedder of his father's blood. 

So go thou in and think on that; and 
if thou find that I have been at fault, 
say thenceforth, that I have no wit to 
prophecy. 

Teiresias is Jed out by the 
ibojA. (Sophocles lines 447-463) 

The wrath of the gods is then unleashed as Oedipus learns 

that he has murdered his own father, then comes upon the body 

of his wife/mother who has just hanged herself because of the 

ordeal. At this point the tragic Oedipus tears out his own 

eyes in madness, condemning himself to a lifetime of 

wandering, sightless and helpless, through the land, as 

depicted in Oedipus at Colossus. This sequel play advances 

twenty years in the life of the now blind Oedipus. He 

wanders helplessly, dependent on the arm of his daughter, 

Antigone, as the prophecy of the blind oracle comes to pass. 

In the closing scene of Oedipus the King, the choir haunt-

ingly reminds Oedipus that he is to endure the ultimate fate 
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that the Greeks feared more than death itself: 

Ch. I know not how I can say that thou 
hast counselled well: for thou wert 
better dead than living and blind. 
(Sophocles lines 1360-1363) 

It is here that Oedipus recognizes the horror of his fate and 

admits to its divine source: 

Oed. 0 thou horror of darkness that 
enfoldest me, visitant unspeakable, 
resistless, sped by a wind too fair! 
Ay me! and once again, ay me! 
How is my soul pierced by the stab of 
these goads, and withal by the memory of 
sorrows! 
(Sophocles lines 1313-1318) 

Oed. Apollo, friends, Apollo was he that 
brought these my woes to pass, these my 
sore, sore woes: but the hand that struck 
the eyes was non save mine, wretched that 
I ami Why was I to see, when sight could 
show me nothing sweet? (Sophocles lines 
1330-1334) 

Another blind "seer" in ancient mythology is Phineus, 

who is visited by Jason and the Argonauts on their outward 

journey in search of the Golden Fleece. In the Argonauta. 

the only remaining full narration of the "Quest for the 

Golden Fleece," Phineus suffers blinding by Zeus because he 

has revealed all of the god's designs to men in his prophe

cies. Another version has him blinded by the Argonauts as 

punishment for the blinding of his own sons, wrongfully 

accused by their stepmother of amorous advances. Regardless 

of which crime Phineus commits, the gods punish the already 

blind prophet by sending the Harpies, huge birds with heads 

of women, to eat any food that Phineus might possess. As a 

result, Jason and his band find Phineus withered and starv

ing, chasing off the demon birds so that Phineus might eat 

and restore his health. In return, the blind seer warns the 

Argonauts about the perils of their journey: 

He gave them wise advice, too, about 
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the dangers before them, in especially 
about the Clashing Rocks, the 
Symplegades, that rolled perpetually 
against one another while the sea boiled 
up around them. The way to pass between 
them, he said, was first to make trial 
with a dove. If she passed through 
safely, then the chances were that they 
too would get through. But if the dove 
were crushed, they must turn back and 
give up all hope of the Golden Fleece. 
(Hamilton 122) 

The blinding of the poet Thamyris, combines sexual and 

sacred motifs in a narrative given by Apollodorus: "Thamyris, 

who excelled in beauty and musicality, engaged in the musical 

contest with the Muses, the agreement being that, if he won, 

he should enjoy them all, but that if he should be 

vanquished, he should be bereft of what they would. So the 

Muses got the better of him and bereft him of both of his 

eyes and of his minstrelsy" (Paulson 6)^. 

The violent taking of sight to render a foe totally 

helpless surfaces throughout early legend and lore with 

another famous example found in the Odvssev, On his journey 

the legendary warrior Odysseus encounters Polyphemus, the 

hideous one-eyed Cyclops. The memorable moment in which the 

eye of the villainous beast is graphically extinguished with 

a fiery stake by the little crew violently impresses the 

reader as it dominates the exciting scene. The blinding, 

most effective in neutralizing the frightful monster, can be 

considered a fitting punishment for this man-eating menace. 

The famed blinding of the Cyclops possesses such literary 

intensity as to obscure the fact that the Cyclops has a 

history of its own that continues beyond its legendary 

confrontation with Odysseus. 

The family of Cyclops, one of three strains of monsters 

defeated and banished from the earth, became the only race 

permitted to return to earth as these single-eyed monsters 
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are highly favored by Zeus as workmen in forging his thun

derbolts. On their return they are assigned to inhabit a 

rich and fertile isle (believed to be the southern part of 

Sicily), where their primary responsibility involves tending 

flocks of sheep and goats. Here the giants live freely, not 

being subject to any laws nor courts of justice, autonomous 

beasts who become spoiled, so their temper becomes more 

fierce as their disposition turns more savage. Their repu

tation becomes wide-spread and strangers rarely trespass 

until Odysseus and his little band of sailors suffer ship

wreck en route home from the Trojan Wars. Exploring this 

uncharted area they encounter the empty cave of Polyphemus, 

who is out tending the flocks. The monster returns to find 

the uninvited guests helping themselves to the milk and 

cheese of his labors. Odysseus, who engages the Cyclops in 

dialogue, quickly realizes that he is in the presence of an 

arrogant and evil entity. Polyphemus's fate is sealed as the 

monster mocks the gods who have guided Odysseus to the 

island, and then proclaims that he is more powerful than any 

deity: 

So he spoke, and the inward heart in 
us was broken in terror of the deep voice 
and for seeing him so monstrous; but even 
so I had words for an answer, and I said 
to him: "We are Achaians coming from 
Troy, beaten off our true course by winds 
from every direction across the great 
gulf of the open sea, making for home, by 
the wrong way, on the wrong courses. So 
we have come. So it has pleased Zeus to 
arrange it. We claim we are of the 
following of the son of Atreus, 
Agamemnon, whose fame now is the greatest 
thing under heaven, such a city was that 
he sacked and destroyed so many people, 
but now in turn we come to you and are 
suppliants at your knees, if you might 
give us a guest present or otherwise some 
gift of grace, for such is the right of 
strangers. Therefore respect the gods, 0 
best of men. We are your suppliants, and 
Zeus the guest god, who stands behind all 
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strangers with honors due them, avenges 
any wrong toward strangers and 
supplants." 

So I spoke, but he answered me in 
pitiless spirit: "Stranger, you are a 
simple fool, or come from far off, when 
you tell me to avoid the wrath of the 
gods or fear them. The Cyclopes do not 
concern themselves over Zeus of the 
aegis, nor any of the rest of the blessed 
gods, since we are far better than they, 
and for fear of the hate of Zeus I would 
not spare you or your companions either, 
if the fancy took me otherwise. (Homer 
lines IX 259-279) 

This defiant attitude towards the gods assures the beast's 

downfall, as Odysseus is inspired with a plan of escape. 

After Polyphemus feasts on some of the crew (six in all), 

Odysseus begins to ply the monster with wine until he becomes 

drunk and falls asleep. The vengeance of the gods becomes 

manifest as Odysseus instructs his remaining warriors to 

assist in the plan to blind the man-eating Colossus to insure 

their escape: 

They seized the beam of olive, sharp at 
the end, and leaned on it into the eye, 
while I from above leaning my weight on 
it twirled it, like a man with a brace-
and-bit who bores into a ship timber, and 
his men from underneath, grasping the 
strap on either side whirl it, and it 
bites resolutely deeper. So seizing the 
fire-point-hardened timber we twirled it 
in his eye, and the blood boiled around 
the hot point, so that the blast and 
scorch of the burning ball singed all his 
eyebrows and eyelids, and the fire made 
the roots of his eye crackle. As when a 
man who works as a blacksmith plunges a 
screaming great ax blade or plane into 
cold water, treating it for temper, since 
this is the way steel is made strong, 
even so Cyclops' eye sizzled about the 
beam of the olive. He gave a giant 
horrible cry and the rocks rattled to the 
sound, and we scuttled away in fear. He 
pulled the timber out of his eye, and it 
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blubbered of with plenty of blood. (Homer 
lines IX 382-397) 

Polyphemus survives but his captives escape riding underneath 

the bellies of the sheep out of the cave and back to their 

ship. Odysseus cannot resist turning around to taunt his 

sightless foe, invoking references to the gods who, he 

claims, are the source behind his victory over the brute, and 

who have used Odysseus as their instrument to blind the 

monster for having chided them: 

But when I was as far from the land as a 
voice shouting carries, I called out 
aloud to the Cyclops, taunting him: 
"Cyclops, in the end it was no weak man's 
companions you were to eat by violence 
and force in your hollow cave, and your 
evil deeds were to catch up with you, and 
be too strong for you, hard one, who 
dared to eat your own guests in your own 
house, so Zeus and the rest of the gods 
have punished you." So I spoke, and 
still more the heart in him was 
angered...(Homer lines IX 473-480) 

Actually, as Edith Hamilton affirms, Polyphemus is a 

descendent of the gods himself, being the favorite son of 

Poseidon, the Great God of the Sea. Various versions pursu

ant to the episode in the cave show the monster's sight being 

restored by his father to avenge for Odysseus' having mocked 

his son. The monster's demeanor changes radically and he 

appears in a much more pleasant light, wooing the sea nymph, 

Galatea, with love songs. Although she rejects his advances 

and he kills Acis, her lover, the beast is still changed from 

his former vile and violent depiction with Odysseus. 

The one-eyed menace of the Cyclops is but one member of 

the mythological lot comprising those with visual abnormali

ties. The reference, A Dictionary of Symbols, mentions 

varied implications and significance as the eye theme in 

mythology ranges through depictions reflecting anything other 

than two healthy orbs. The above reference cites another 

type of Cyclops found in the lore of Northern Spain, as well 
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as addressing traditional symbolism of the eye: 

According to Caro Baroja, the Ojancanu is 
regarded as a giant with red hair (and 
therefore Satanic), tall and stout, with 
one bright and evil-looking eye. If two 
eyes are an expression of normality, and 
three denote the superhuman (as in the 
case of Shiva), a single eye is a clear 
allusion to what is base. The Cyclops-
myth appears in different versions 
throughout Europe and Asia Minor, but it 
is not known in the Far East (10). The 
Ojancanu is in sum, a symbol of the evil 
and destructive forces behind primary or 
regressive side of Man. (Cirlot 231) 

Greek writers also created monsters with multiple eyes 

that enhanced their sinister ability to watch over their 

captives, such as Argus, the monster with a hundred eyes. It 

is assigned by Juno, wife of Jupiter, to watch over a heifer 

that she suspects to be a nymph in disguise, actually the 

object of her husband's amorous pursuits. Mercury, on orders 

from Jupiter, attempts to lull the monster to sleep in order 

to secure the release of the heifer/nymph, finally telling 

Argus a lengthy tale which ultimately induces its slumber. 

Mercury then cuts off the head of the monster and rescues the 

maiden. Juno gathers the eyes for the tail of her peacock: 

Before Mercury had finished his story he 
saw Argus's eyes all aslee As his head 
nodded forward on his breast. Mercury 
with one stroke cut his neck through, and 
tumbled his head down the rocks. 0 
hapless Argus the light of your hundred 
eyes is quenched at once! Juno took them 
and put them as ornaments on the tail of 
her peacock, where they remain to this 
day. (Bullfinch 36)-* 

Teiresias and Phineus receive divine wisdom in compen

sation for their blindness, while others are transformed into 

blind bards and poets with abilities far exceeding the 

talents of mere mortals. Such blessings enable them to 

nita 
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praise and sing of the acts and deeds of their deity, as well 

as to recount the epic feats and adventures of the mortals 

that are divinely guided. The blind bards are as revered as 

the blind sages, for all possess artistic powers to please 

and calm the gods through poetry and song. Most agree that 

the ultimate blind bard who functions as the prototype for 

all other depictions that follow is the poet. Homer®. 

Whether mythical or real, or a combination of both, the Greek 

and Roman writers acknowledge the author of the Homeric poems 

as being divinely compensated for his blindness. Homer is 

credited with the writing of both the Iliad and the Qdvssev. 

despite much conjecture and speculation as to whether he is 

one or an amalgamation of writers developing early mythology. 

Little is known about Homer, the individual, except that he 

apparently lived around 800 B.C. give or take a few 

centuries: 

Homer is the author of the Homeric poems, 
a hypothesis constructed to account for 
their existence and quality. There were 
several ^Lives of Homer' in antiquity. 
Their date is uncertain, but the Homer 
they present is certainly a figure of 
romance and conjecture. Seven cities, 
though not always the same seven, are 
recorded as claiming to be the birthplace 
of Homer, six centuries are proposed as 
containing his birth date. 
Homeric scholarship turns around the 
facts known about the existence of a 
written text of the Iliad and Odyssey. 
It is established that the works of 
Homer, "and no other poet," were recited 
at the Panathenaic festivals and that 
there was a fixed order for these reci
tations. (Homer, Vol IV, pg v) 
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Since so little is known about Homer, perhaps the figure 

of Demodocus, the blind bard of the Odvssev. might yield a 

reflection of the enigmatic, blind poet and how he may have 

viewed himself through his characters. Regardless, the 

legacy that he leaves flourishes in many literary genres 

throughout Western Civilization, echoing in typical depic

tions of the blind. "Outstanding were the blind bards or 

wandering minstrels who went from court to court, from 

country to country, singing ^strains divine' as the blind 

Homer indicates in his poem (Odvssev VIII) featuring the 

blind singer, Demodocos who seems to reflect his own feel

ings regarding blindness" (Farrell 4). 

In the Qdvssev. Demodokos, highly esteemed for his 

blessed talent, is called to perform at a banquet at which 

Odysseus is a guest. The blind poet is treated with the 

dignity and courtesy worthy of one regarded as divinely 

inspired by the Muses: 

Let none refuse; and summon also the 
inspired singer Domodokos, for to him the 
god gave song surpassing in power to 
please, whenever the spirit moves him to 
singing....The herald came near, bringing 
with him the excellent singer whom the 
muse has loved greatly, and gave him both 
good and evil. She reft him of his eyes, 
but she gave him the sweet singing art. 
Pontonoos set a silver-studded chair out 
for him in the middle of the feasters, 
propping it against a tall column, and 
the herald hung the clear lyre on a peg 
placed over his head, and showed him how 
to reach up with his hands and take it 
down, and set beside him table and a fine 
basket, and beside him a cup to drink 
whenever his spirit desired it. They put 
forth their hands to the good things that 
lay ready before them. But when they had 
put away their desire for eating and 
drinking, the Muse stirred the singer to 
sing the famous actions of men on that 
venture, whose fame goes up in the wide 
heaven...(Homer VIII lines 43-74) 
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When it is time for Demodokos (alternate spelling) to per

form, he sings verses that praise the feats of the gods, as 

well as the mortals who follow their guidance. Odysseus 

listening intently to the blind bard, is moved to tears as he 

listens to his own brave feats set to beautiful and melodic 

verse: 

but every time he began again, aind the 
greatest of the Phaiakians would urge him 
to sing, since they joyed in his stories, 
Odysseus would cover his head again, and 
make lamentation. (Homer VIII lines 90-
92) 

The depiction of the physically blind in the role of 

bard recurs throughout literature in non-fiction, as well as 

fiction or legend: 

Some feel that the earliest blind bards 
were among the Chinese, but the first 
record is not found until the seventh 
century, when it is known that blind men 
with "gong and song" were wide dissemin
ators of folklore. At about the same 
time, the Japanese blind were recorders 
of history, reciting upon request chapter 
and verse of annals of the past. In 
France, itinerant singers, accompanied 
themselves on violins; in Rumania, shep
herds' pipes were used; and in the 
Ukraine, the bards sang in public houses 
at the crossroads of the steppes. In 
Spain, the blind usually gathered at 
church ceremonies and were famed for 
their religious songs, and in Armenia, 
Georgia, and Czechoslovakia, sightless 
minstrels were sought for weddings, where 
their talent for improvisation was 
greatly appreciated. In nearly all 
countries. Christian, Moslem, and Bud
dhist, the blind bards, often led by a 
dog with a bell at its neck to herald 
their arrival, found favor as they sang 
the praises of the countries' heroes and 
of the ruling kings. (Farrell 5) 

The tradition of Homer is reiterated with the advent of 

Ossian, the blind Celtic bard of the third century, reported 
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to have lost his sight in battle. Ossian wanders the Scot

tish countryside with harp in hand, singing of the epic feats 

in which he has participated. In the late eighteenth 

century, the Scottish writer, James MacPherson, announced to 

the world that he had discovered fragments which contain the 

epic poetry of Ossian and that he had translated the Gaelic 

texts into English. His writings reveal Ossian's poetic 

accounts of battles in which his family takes part: 

Oft have I fought. 
Oft won victory in the battle of spears 
But blind, weeping and forsaken 
I can only wander with lowly men. 
0 Fingal, I see you no longer, 
1 see not your kind in the battle. 
(French 64)6 

Ossian's verse also emphasizes the role of the bard as 

the divine recorder of epic history and legend in the Homeric 

vein. The essence of the Ossianic poetry, thought to be a 

magnificent and most important discovery, reinforces the 

image of the blind bard as an integral chronicler of the oral 

tradition: 

In the middle of the eighteenth century a 
rumor went out from Edinburgh that the 
songs of an ancient poet, as great as 
Homer, had been discovered in the High
lands. Fragments of an heroic strain 
were, it was said, often to be heard in 
the valleys beyond the Grampians, or on 
the shores of the Hebrides; telling, in 
mournful verse, of the brave deeds of 
other days, of the battles of Fingal, a 
glorious king, and the woes of Ossian, 
his son, who was left, old and blind, to 
lament the friends of his youth. 
(Saunders I. ) 

Publication of these translations in 1760 met with tremendous 

enthusiasm throughout Britain, with readers declaring that a 

Celtic successor to the Greek bard. Homer, had been found. A 

letter from Andrew Erskine to James Boswell dated January 10, 

1762, typifies the excitement and enthusiasm inspired through 
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MacPherson's translations of the newly discovered Celtic 

material: 

It is quite impossible to express my 
admiration of his poems, at particular 
passages I felt my whole frame trembling 
with ecstacy; but if I was to describe 
all my thoughts, you would think me 
absolutely mad. The beautiful wildness 
of his fancy is inexpressibly agreeable 
to the imagination. (Stafford 1)'^ 

The Ossianic epic, as well as the genius of MacPherson, soon 

spread in whirlwind speed to the Continent, reaching America 

by storm as well. Some literary enthusiasts considered 

Ossianic poetry as the ultimate missing piece, completing the 

whole of the great early literature of Western Civilization. 

The critic, William Hazlitt, early demonstrates its 

significance with remarks such as the following: 

I shall conclude this general account 
with some remarks on four of the princi
pal works of poetry in the world, at 
different periods of history—Homer, the 
Bible, Dante, and let me add, Ossian. 

William Hazlitt, "On Poetry in General", 
1818 (Stafford 1). 

Published under the title Fragments of Ancient Poetry (1760), 

the translation of the Celtic bard's verse soon became an 

international literary vogue inspiring readers as diverse as 

Burns and Bonaparte, Madame de Stael and Mendelssohn. The 

following century saw translations to twenty-six different 

languages. "All the major Romantic poets came under 

MacPherson's spell, while on the continent, Goethe's young 

Werther created a cult of melancholic, blue-coated Ossian 

readers. The poems of Ossian were turned into plays, 

paintings and musical works, as artists all over the world 

turned to MacPherson for fresh subjects" (Stafford 2). In 

her enthusiasm over the newly discovered material, Madame de 

Stael, in De la Literature (1800) proclaims the blind poets 

at the origins of all European literature, evoking the name 

of Ossian: "II existe, ce me semble, deux litt^ratures. 
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tout-a-fait distinctes, celle dont Homere est la premiere 

source, celle dont Ossian est I'origine" (Paulson 121).s 

Initially, no one questioned the legitimacy of this 

find; Edinburgh considered the epic discovery the critical 

foundation on which Scottish poetry is grounded, while the 

Irish also claimed Ossian as their literary inheritance: 

Those who were familiar with the barba
rous speech of the country declared that 
these wild poems were of singular beauty, 
and sublime in their pathos; tradition 
assigned them to a dim antiquity; nay, if 
report were true, their forlorn author 
lived at the time when the Romans invaded 
the north, and his words had been handed 
down on the lips of the people for 
fifteen hundred years. (Saunders 1) 

Shortly thereafter, the poetry of Ossian suddenly became the 

object of fierce controversy among literary critics regarding 

its authenticity in a scandal referred to as "the fraudulence 

issue." MacPherson's credibility, as well as the integrity 

of his publication, was called into question with doubts 

raised as to the origins of the Gaelic verse, provoking 

arguments and opposing critical camps from which scholarly 

battles have raged ever since. Whether MacPherson had really 

translated ancient Gaelic poetry supposedly collected in the 

Scottish Highlands or whether he had, in fact, invented 

Ossian and the stories of the Celtic heroes in order to dupe 

the British reading public continues to divide and incite 

those who speculate. Contemporary critics such as Andrew 

Hook advocate a reconsideration of MacPherson's achievements, 

and current writers such as Richard S. French acclaim the 

Celtic poet, considering the sightless Ossian and his works 

as legitimate and viable: 

Ossian was a true bard. He made up poems 
and to the accompaniment of his harp sang 
not out of a desire for glory but from a 
full enthusiasm for the heroes of his 
race and for the freedom of his native 
land with its fog-draped mountains and 
its moss-grown bogs. (French 64) 
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Regardless, the poetry's validity has since been relegated to 

virtual oblivion as twentieth century critics of English and 

Scottish literature largely ignore it and render it invalid. 

The debate over whether MacPherson should be considered a 

scholarly editor and translator or a charlatan reached its 

most heated extreme in the two decades following the original 

publication of the poems of the blind Celtic bard. Perhaps 

the most famous of critical attacks occurred when Samuel 

Johnson addressed the issue in his publication Journey to the 

Western Island of Scotland (1775), setting the tone for the 

ensuing controversy: 

I suppose my opinion of the poems of 
Ossian is already discovered. I believe 
they never existed in any other form than 
that which we have seen. The editor, or 
author, never could shew the original; 
nor can it be shewn by any other; to 
revenge reasonable incredulity, by 
refusing evidence, is a degree of 
insolence, with which the world is not 
yet acquainted; and stubborn audacity is 
the last refuge of guilt. (Stafford 2)® 

Probably the actual existence of Ossian, as well as 

Homer, will always be the subject of conjecture. Literature, 

however, does assure the existence of Torlogh 0'Cardan 

(1670-1738), a well-known blind Irish bard regarded as the 

last of the wandering minstrels in the ancient tradition. 

The decline of that profession occurred primarily due to the 

phenomena of the publication of books and increased interest 

in travel, ultimately dooming the bard as a popular form of 

entertainment. Historical information concerning 0'Cardan 

reflects a rather unique individual. Blinded at eighteen 

from smallpox, 0'Cardan, became an accomplished harper, as 

well as composer of over 200 pieces of music. The Irish poet 

Tom Moore adapted and published ten of these poems: 

Dr. Charles Burney, the musical histo
rian, wrote in 1787: 0'Cardan, who was 
blind, composed, as we have been informed 
by an Irish gentleman who knew him well. 
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the popular airs which go under his name, 
upon the buttons of his coat, making them 
the representatives of the lines and 
spaces, as Stanley used to compose upon a 
slate, with convex lines. (O'Sullivan 40) 

Literature shows 0'Cardan as leading a relatively 

normal life, building a home on a farm and raising a family 

(seven children) although his wife died young. Though blind, 

he proved very adept at the games of billiards, skittles and 

backgammon, in addition to his job as a successful wandering 

minstrel and his accompanying artistic endeavors. Although 

considered an entertainer, 0'Cardan's diversity and genius 

permitted him to enjoy the social status of his patrons and 

treatment as a friend in the homes where he performed. 

O'Sullivan indicates that biographical depictions show the 

blind poet a productive member of the community. Literature, 

as well, portrays him in a roman-ticized light as a blind 

bard supporting his family and him-self through his poetic 

and musical abilities, citing tales of ancient Irish lore in 

the Gaelic tradition and tongue: 

...the picture of two men on horseback, 
one a blind harper, the other his guide 
carrying his harp, plodding along the bad 
roads of Ireland in most weathers and at 
all seasons of the year, sometimes 
benighted at inhospitable spots but 
eventually reaching a destination where, 
in the nature of things, their coming was 
often unexpected, but where a welcome 
awaited them from lovers of music and 
song, so that there was a certain joy at 
their arrival. (O'Sullivan 40) 

In the novel. Blind Rafterv and His Wife Hilaria (1924), 

author Donn Byrne patterned the central character after the 

Irish harper. The character, like 0'Cardan, appears quite 

competent, independent and in charge of his life: "I am no 

poor blind man to sit by a fire while a woman cooks. Though 

my eyes are empty, woman of Spain, I am an eagle in my ways" 

(Byrne 21). 

rtitfi 



Some village people considered the blind harper to be 

endowed with some psychic gift. In one case, he visited a 

family named Brett in County Sligo, making many unsuccessful 

attempts to compose a piece of music in praise of the daugh

ter of the house. Finally he told her mother, speaking in 

Irish: "There is not a string in my harp that does not 

vibrate a melancholy sound when I set about this tasri, I fear 

she is not doomed to remain long amongst us; nay, she will 

not survive twelve months" (O'Sullivan 42). 

As Christianity developed, blind poets and musicians 

selected from their own ranks a patron saint from whom to 

derive their strength and inspiration. St. Herveus (Herve) 

(d.c. A.D. 565), a poor Welch minstrel, was born blind and 

traveled throughout Brittany and France. His father had been 

a bard, as well, performing in the royal courts of 

Childebert, in Paris. On the death of his father, the son, 

having learned the father's trade, took to the streets of his 

and other villages with his harp to provide means for his 

widowed mother. He is pictured as a barefoot blind man being 

led by a white dog, traveling throughout the villages of 

Brittany and France, teaching songs to the village children 

to praise God and to respect and love their neighbors, as 

well as their work. He is credited with establishing a 

monastery to care for the blind and he became an ordained 

exorcist at Leon and an abbot at Pleuvian in France. 

Numerous legends and popular ballads depict the revered 

blind saint who remains a popular figure with the blind 

populace that travel through the countryside, playing and 

singing for their livelihood. Some say that St. Herveus goes 

about, led by a wolf or dog, seeking his father's grave, or 

listening for the whisperings of his dead loved ones at their 

grave mounds. Sometimes he is depicted as a lonely hermit, 

who in the depths of the woods calls up the wild beasts by 

his soft melodies and tames them. Probably the most common 

depiction is that of him surrounded by children as he teaches 
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them of religious and parental love and worship through song. 

"In art he is represented as blind, and led around by a wolf" 

(Benedictine Monks 342). After his death, Herveus was 

canonized and area judges would administer the oath in 

important matters over his relics (disturbed and ultimately 

lost during the French Revolution). Probably the most 

important aspect of this sightless saint is his representing 

the blind wandering bard and his plight in history. Even 

today, The Feast of St. Herve is held on his birthday every 

June 22 and the city of his birthplace in Brittany is 

inundated with blind musicians making a pilgrimage and 

bringing their musical instruments to be blessed. 

Ĵ -2 Depictions of the physically blind 
in the Old Testament: the motif 

of irremediable sin 

Biblical scriptures of the Old Testament, as well as 

early Jewish legend, underscore the contrast between the 

phenomena of lightness and darkness. The physical and 

symbolic implications derived therefrom are made quite clear 

to the reader. Early references reflect attitudes that link 

darkness and its negative implications with the state of 

physical blindness: 

The association of blindness with dark
ness, a common cliche which no amount of 
contradiction by blind people has been 
able to dispel, carried with it unmista
kable implications of evil. "And God saw 
the light, that it was good," says the 
Book of Genesis...The Bible not only 
refrains from saying so but warns against 
the "powers of darkness." Lucifer, whose 
very name means light-bringer, was 
transformed into the Angel of Darkness 
when he fell from Heaven to become the 
embodiment of evil known as Satan. 
(Koestler 3) 

In Jewish legend, Satan is sometimes referred to as 

Sammael, meaning "The Blind One" (Monbeck 56). The initial 
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Book of the Old Testament has the world brought into the 

light and delivered from eternal obscurity (Genesis 1:2-4) 

Those who do not heed the Divine Word are characterized as 

being spiritually blind, destined to wander aimlessly in 

darkness: 

There were those who dwelt in darkness 
and in the shadow of death. 
Prisoners in misery and chains. 
Because they had rebelled against the 
words of God, and spurned the counsel of 
the Most High. 
Therefore He humbled their heart with 
labor; 
They stumbled and there was none to help. 
(Psalms 107:10-12) 

Therefore, it is relatively easy to understand the correla

tion between darkness and the terrible, fearful and evil 

images that it conjures up, many of which become literally 

incarnate in the depictions of the physically blind. Such 

images are often interpreted as reminders of consequences 

that for those who might not follow or subscribe to the 

sacred word of God: 

The Light is pleasant, and it is good for 
the eyes to see the sun. 
Indeed, if a man should live many years, 
let him rejoice in them all, and let him 
remember the days of darkness, for they 
shall be many. Everything that is to 
come will be futility. (Ecc.11:7-8) 

As the blind are associated with physical darkness, 

logically, blind characters are frequently represented in 

early Scripture as "examples" who incur the Lord's wrath, 

suspicious and odious figures that deserve what they get: 

We grope along the wall like 
blind men. 

We grope like those who have 
no eyes; 

We stumble at midday as in the 
twilight. 

Among those who are vigorous 
we are like dead men. 
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All of us growl like bears. 
And moan sadly like doves; 
We hope for justice, but there is 

none. 
For salvation, but it is far from 

us. 
For our transgressions are multiplied 

before Thee, 
And our sins testify against us; 
For our transgressions are with us. 
And we know our iniquities:...(Isa 59:10-
12) 

More than fifty references in the Bible deal with the 

theme of blindness. Most depictions of the sightless appear 

pathetic or malevolent. As in Greek literature, the Old 

Testament is filled with threats of divine punishment for 

those who would violate God's word. Repeatedly, blinding is 

the result of miracles as God intercedes to safeguard the 

welfare of faithful followers pursued by heathen adversaries: 

And when they came down to him, Elisha 
prayed to the Lord and said, "Strike this 
people with blindness, I pray." So He 
struck them with blindness according to 
the word of Elisha. (2 Kings 6:18) 

Jewish legend, as well, has the army of the Amorites blinded 

by the angel Gethel (Ingethel) so that the soldiers slay each 

other, each one thinking the other to be the enemy. 

Early Books of the Bible contain a plethora of passages 

in which the act of blinding is invoked by the Lord when His 

warnings go unheeded. Several examples are found in the 

Books of Leviticus and Deuteronomy, both considered to be the 

Books of Law: 

"The Lord will smite you with the boils 
of Egypt and with tumors and with the 
scab and with the itch, from which you 
cannot be healed. 
The Lord will smite you with madness and 
with blindness and with bewilderment of 
heart; 
and you shall grope at noon, as the blind 
man gropes in darkness, and you shall not 
prosper in your ways; but you shall only 
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be oppressed and robbed continually, with 
none to save you..." (Deut 28:27-29) 

In the Book of Job, the recurring impression that death is 

more desirable than blindness for those who fall from grace 

repeatedly surfaces throughout: "But the eyes of the wicked 

will fail. And there will be no escape for them; And their 

hope is to breathe their last" (Job 11:20). Its message is 

potent and forceful in the later Books as well as the early 

laws: 

And I will bring distress on men. 
So that they will walk like the blind, 
Because they have sinned against the 
Lord; 
And their blood will be poured out like 
dust. 
And their flesh like dung. (Zeph 1:17) 

Blinding figures prominently as the price of mortal 

defiance toward the Creator. The young Israelite, for 

example, who would dishonor his parents should probably 

familiarize himself with the Book of Proverbs as soon as 

possible: "The eye that mocks a father, and scorns a mother. 

The ravens of the valley will pick it out" (Prov. 30:17). In 

Job 17:5, the sins of the father, as well, are passed on to 

his children, in which inherent blindness is one terrible 

possibility: "He who informs against friends for a share of 

the spoil. The eyes of his children also shall languish" (Job 

17:5). In Genesis 27:1-27, Jacob deceives his blind father 

Isaac, only to become blind himself in later years. Another 

of the earliest examples involves Lot, who is held captive by 

the Sodomites but escapes when the heathens are blinded by 

two angels: "And they struck the men who were at the doorway 

of the house with blindness, both small and great, so that 

they wearied themselves trying to find the doorway" (Gen. 

19:11). 

It is not clear whether the Sodomites are punished in 

this manner because they are inherently evil, or simply 
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tempt for the physically blind in the Second book of Samuel, 

which suggests that the sightless are not permitted into the 

House of the Lord: 

And David said on that day, "Whoever 
would strike the Jebusites, let him reach 
the lame and the blind, who are hated by 
David's soul, through the water tunnel." 
Therefore they say, "The blind or the 
lame shall not come into the house." (2 
Sam. 5:8) 

The Old Testament also shows the blind as disqualified from 

carrying out certain religious rites, as well as entering 

into the priesthood: 

"For no one who has a defect shall ap
proach: a blind man, or a lame man, or 
he who has a disfigured face, or any 
deformed limb, 
or a man who has a broken foot or broken 
hand, 
or a hunchback or a dwarf, or one who has 
a defect in his eye or eczema or scabs or 
crushed testicles. 
"No man among the descendants of Aaron 
the priest, who has a defect, is to come 
near to offer the Lord's offerings by 
fire; since he has a defect, he shall not 
come near to offer the bread of his God. 
(Lev 21:18-21) 

The Bible is not unique in religious disenfranchisement of 

the blind. The Moslems likewise exclude the blind from the 

rank of caliph. Disqualification for having a physical 

defect also extends to the animals considered for sacrifice: 

"Those that are blind or fractured or 
maimed or having a running sore or eczema 
or scabs you shall not offer to the Lord, 
nor make of them an offering by fire on 
the altar to the Lord. (Lev 22:22) 

In Exodus 4:11, the Lord engages Moses in dialogue and 

assures him and his followers protection against those who 

would be an obstacle in their path: And the Lord said to 
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him, "Who has made man's mouth? Or who makes him dumb or 

deaf, or seeing or blind? Is it not I, the Lord?" (Exod. 

4:11). Moses is repeatedly warned of the consequences for 

violating the Commandments in the Book of Leviticus: 

I, in turn, will do this to you: I will 
appoint over you a sudden terror, 
consumption and fever that shall waste 
away the eyes and cause the soul to pine 
away; also, you shall sow your seed 
uselessly, for your enemies shall eat it 
up. (Lev. 26:16) 

In Deuteronomy, Moses reiterates the divine warning as he 

gives his concluding charge to the people: 

"And among those nations you shall find 
no rest, and there shall be no resting 
place for the sole of your foot; but 
there the Lord will give you a trembling 
heart, failing of eyes, and despair of 
soul. (Deut. 28:65) 

In Jewish legend, as Moses does battle with Shion and Og, God 

intervenes to blind the giants. In addition. He sends an 

army of hornets to blind the Amorites, making the Israelites 

victorious. 

There are parallels in the fate of Samson and Oedipus as 

both suffer the horror of being blinded in connection with 

their sexual transgression. Samson's tryst with Delilah 

results in his capture by the Philistines, who promptly put 

out his eyes and render him helpless. When the blind strong 

man repents, God restores his strength to bring down the 

pillars of Dagon: "Then the Philistines seized him and 

gouged out his eyes; and they brought him down to Gaza and 

bound him with bronze chains...." (Judges 16:21). 

Other parallels between the Old Testament and Greek 

mythology also relate to the motif of divine punishment/ 

divine compensation. One such example shows the character of 

Israel as an old blind man who possesses inner vision. 

Joseph brings the old man his sons, Ephraim and Manasseh. 

The father distinguishes between the two silently and 

^ 
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announces that the former will be a great leader of the 

people (Gen. 8:28). In 1 Kings 14:1-8, the blind prophet 

Ahijah correctly predicts the death of Abijah, son of 

Jeroboam, and the end of the father's reign. 

God's wrath is not totally irreversible in the Old 

Testament. The Book of Isaiah implies that restoration of 

sight is possible: 

And on that day the deaf shall hear words 
of a book. 
And out of their gloom and darkness the 
eyes of the blind shall see. (Isa 29:18) 
Then the eyes of the blind will be ope
ned. 
And the ears of the deaf will be unstop
ped. (Isa 35:5) 

Jewish legend, as well, alleges restoration of sight for 

everyone upon the birth of Isaac. Legend also has it that 

blindness and lameness were cured in Exodus so that the 

revelation on Mount Sinai could be given to a sound and 

healthy people. 

These and other works reflect ancient perceptions of the 

blind and their fate in terms of a type of internal prison to 

which all blind are equally relegated and are forever 

confined for violating God's will. Members of this abhorrent 

group are regarded similarly with few exceptions. Such 

collective depictions suggest that blindness is considered 

the result of an outside force that chastises or neutralizes 

those thought to be sinful and corrupt: 

By making outcasts of the blind, disqua
lifying them from important religious 
functions, and considering them to be 
hated by the gods, societies defined 
their difference as something external, 
irremediable. (Paulson 7) 

1.3 Depiction of the physically blind 
in the New Testament: the motif 

of the miserable beggar 

Depictions of the physically blind in the New Testament 

l g ^ 
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differ considerably from the esteemed sages and poets of 

Greek and Roman mythology, as well as from the blind of the 

Old Testament where they were often reduced to a helpless 

status for spiritual defiance. New implications appear in 

the Gospels with Jesus and the advent of Christianity. 

Perhaps the most significant difference is that the physi

cally blind of the New Testament are shown to be victims and 

that even restoration of sight is possible through Christian 

faith. Blindness is no longer an irremediable state resul

ting from uncontrollable forces, grounded in unpardonable and 

inherited mortal sin. In the Book of John, Jesus refutes Old 

Testament notions that the blind are products of sinful acts 

or familial association: 

And as He passed by. He saw a man blind 
from birth. 
And His disciples asked Him, saying, 
"Rabbi, who sinned, this man or his 
parents, that he should be born blind?" 
Jesus answered, "It was neither that this 
man sinned, nor his parents; but it was 
in order that the works of God might be 
displayed in him." (John 9:1-3) 

The symbolism and metaphoric references involving light 

and darkness still appear in the New Testament, with numerous 

scriptural passages in which light is closely associated with 

the Messiah. The Book of John emphasizes the metaphoric 

implication of light as Jesus counsels with the crowds and 

explains His essence as the Son of Man: 

Jesus therefore said to them, "For a 
little while longer the light is among 
you. Walk while you have the light, that 
darkness may not overtake you; he who 
walks in the darkness does not know where 
he goes. 
"While you have the light, believe in the light, 
in order that you may become sons of 
light." (John 12:35,36) 

Analogies relating to darkness include references to the 

blind in a collective vein: 
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And He also spoke a parable to them: "A 
blind man cannot guide a blind man, can 
he? Will they not both fall into a pit? 
(Luke 6:39) 

"Let them alone; they are blind guides of 
the blind. And if a blind man guides a 
blind man, both will fall into a pit." 
(Matt. 15:14) 

The absence of light often symbolizes a lack of faith in 

Christian doctrine which renders one incomplete and groping 

as with the images projected in Isaiah 59:10 of the Old 

Testament. In Luke 4:17,18, Jesus affirms that he has come 

to restore light over darkness and that the promise made by 

God in Isaiah 35:5 is now fulfilled: 

And the book of the prophet Isaiah was 
handed to Him, And He opened the book, 
and found the place where it was written, 
"The spirit of the Lord is upon Me, 
Because He anointed Me to preach the 
Gospel to the poor. 
He has sent Me to proclaim release to the 
captives. 
And recovery of sight to the blind. 
To set free those who are downtrodden... 
(Luke 4:17,18) 

Thus, the Gospels introduce a key factor as Jesus performs 

miracles in which sight is restored to the blind, who func

tion as viable examples of physical transformation through 

faith and the redemptive powers through Christ: 

After the Pharisees deny that Jesus has 
worked a miracle and show that they still 
consider blindness a punishment by 
telling the blind man that he was "alto
gether born in sin," Jesus explains that 
His coming reverses the norms of seeing 
and unseeing: "For judgment I am come 
into this world, that they which see not 
might see; and that they which see might 
be made blind." (Paulson 8) 

The Scriptures of the New Testament portray a community 

in which faith can bring salvation and revitalization of 
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spiritual and physical health: 

And as Jesus passed on from there, two 
blind men followed Him, crying out, and 
saying, "Have mercy on us. Son of David!" 
And after He had come into the house, the 
blind men came up to Him, and Jesus said 
to them, "Do you believe that I am able 
to do this?" They said to Him, "Yes, 
Lord." 
Then He touched their eyes, saying, "Be 
it done to you according to your faith." 
And their eyes were opened. And Jesus 
sternly warned them, saying, "See here, 
let no one know about this!" (Matt 9:27-
30) 
And behold, two blind men sitting by the 
road, hearing that Jesus was passing by, 
cried out, saying, "Lord, have mercy on 
us. Son of David!" 
And the multitude sternly told them to be 
quiet; but they cried out all the more, 
saying, "Lord, have mercy on us. Son of 
David!" 
And Jesus stopped and called them, and 
said, "What do you want Me to do for 
you! " 
They said to Him, "Lord, we want our 
eyes to be opened." 
And moved with compassion, Jesus touched 
their eyes; and immediately they regained 
their sight and followed Him. (Matt 
20:30-34) 
"While I am in the world, I am the light 
of the world." 
When He had said this. He spat on the 
ground, and made clay of the spittle, and 
applied the clay to his eyes, 
and said to him, "Go, wash in the pool of 
Siloam" (which is translated. Sent). And 
so he went away and washed, and came back 
seeing. (John 9:5-7) 

The Apostle Mark also recounts the miracle of restora

tion of sight by Jesus via His saliva as well as the laying 

on of hands: 

And they came to Bethsaida. And they 
brought a blind man to Him, and entreated 
Him to touch him. 
And taking the blind man by the hand. He 
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brought him out of the village; and after 
spitting on his eyes, and laying His 
hands upon him. He asked him, "Do you see 
anything?" 
And he looked up and said, "I see men, 
for I am seeing them like trees, walking 
about." 
Then again He laid His hands upon his 
eyes; and he looked intently and was 
restored, and began to see everything 
clearly. (Mark 8:22-25) 

The blind who receive miraculous new vision from Jesus 

all occupy the role of beggar, a lowly position in society 

that often connotes uselessness and helplessness. The blind 

beggar arouses scorn among the masses, still suspicious of 

the teachings of the Messiah. This rather typical attitude 

toward the sightless is reflected in the Book of Matthew 

(20:31) and Luke(18:39) as the beggars seek mercy and healing 

from Jesus despite opposition from those around them. In the 

Book of Mark (10:46-52) Bartimaeus the beggar pleads with 

Jesus to be healed, but is rebuked by the public on-lookers 

until Jesus attends to him. Luke repeats the incident: 

And it came about that as He was approa
ching Jericho, a certain blind man was 
sitting by the road, begging. 
Now hearing a multitude going by, he 
began to inquire what this might be. 
And they told him that Jesus of Nazareth 
was passing by. 
And he called out, saying, "Jesus, Son of 
David, have mercy on me!" 
And those who led the way were sternly 
telling him to be quiet; but he kept 
crying out all the more, "Son of David, 
have mercy on me! 
And Jesus stopped and commanded that he 
be brought to Him: and when he had come 
near. He questioned him, 
"What do you want Me to do for you?" And 
he said, "Lord, I want to regain my 
sight!" 
And Jesus said to him, "Receive your 
sight; your faith has made you well." 
And immediately he regained his sight, 
and began following Him, glorifying God; 

ttm 
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and when all the people saw it, they gave 
praise to God. (Luke 18:35-43) 

The New Testament's frequent mentions of the sightless 

reflect the impoverished and physically deficit as pathetic, 

pitiful societal outcasts. Logically, Christian institutions 

founded on a philosophy of compassion and charity should be 

responsible for the unfortunate and destitute, and 

consequently, subsequent literature regarding the blind 

reflects the sightless collectively as wards of these insti

tutions, nearly always poorly funded. The blind beggars 

often pursue their mendicancy to contribute to the support 

and welfare of the institutions in which they live: 

The idea that blind people are particu
larly deserving of pity and sympathy is, 
in its earliest manifestations, always 
connected with religious feelings and 
beliefs. Showing pity toward blind 
people was one of the marks of being 
religiously devout...As Best has obser
ved, pity was historically about the most 
that blind people could expect. It was, 
nevertheless, an improvement over the 
kind of attitude that condoned the 
infanticide noted earlier. The Buddha 
taught that mercy should be extended to 
the weak and deformed. The reputation of 
Jesus, in his own time, for mercy and 
pity especially for blind people is shown 
in the Gospels...Because of the Christian 
ideals of charity and pity, ideals which 
were so important in the appeal of the 
early church to the poor, oppressed, and 
enslaved multitudes of the Roman Empire, 
blind people came to be considered the 
special wards of the church. Beginning 
as early as the fourth century, 
innumerable hospices and cloisters were 
established for the relief of blind 
people and other unfortunates. St. Basil 
set up the earliest "haven" at Caesarea 
in Cappadocia. Others were founded by 
the Hermit of St. Lymnaeus in Syria 
(fifth century), by St. Bertrand, Bishop 
of Le Mans, in northwest France (seventh 
century), by William the Conqueror at 
four different sites in France (11th 
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century), and by Duke Welf VII at 
Memmingen, Bavaria (1178). St. Louis of 
France placed an already existing 
institution under his royal protection in 
1260. (Monbeck 26) 

Christianity contributed significantly to molding the image 

of the blind beggar in subsequent literature, with the New 

Testament creating one of the most powerful and enduring 

caricatures of the physically blind that seems to gain 

literary momentum throughout the history that follows: 

"Blindness and begging," writes Levy, 
"appear so intimately connected with each 
other that in the minds of many persons 
the existence of the former seems to 
indicate the presence of the latter." 
During most of recorded history, in fact, 
the role of beggar has been the one most 
frequently assigned to blind people. In 
the ancient world, in both Egyptian and 
Hebrew cultures, most blind people were 
beggars. (Monbeck 40) 

Pity and compassion for the poor and disabled were not 

necessarily the attitudes of society in general, as seen in 

the practice of infanticide of blind babies by the Greeks. 

Similarly, tolerance of the blind beggar by the Romans was 

quite limited and strained as recorded by the literary 

notables of the time: 

The Romans were liberal but not charita
ble. The masses profited, but no atten
tion was accorded the individual suffe
rer. "Can you remove yourself so far 
that you will escape loathsome contact 
with the poor?" once asked Quintilian, 
and Plautus in one of his comedies gives 
him what is surely the popular answer: 
"One only does an ill service to the 
beggar when he gives him to eat and to 
drink; for what he gives is lost and he 
only helps to prolong for the poor man 
his life of misery." (French 40) 

Sightless mendicants appear in every literary genre and 

period, as variations of the biblical prototype in one form 

or another. Although literature after the Age of 
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Enlightenment defuses collective characterizations into more 

varied and versatile images, the motif of the blind beggar 

persists and resurfaces in the most contemporary prose, 

maintaining the ancient images: 

"From Bartimaeus...to Lesueur—the first 
pupil of Haiiy—the blind were left to 
procure a precarious subsistence begging 
at the entrance of temples, in the chur
chyards, or by the wayside." Gowman 
reports that in medieval Europe, "The 
blind were given sole rights for the sale 
of various amulets and the chanting of 
certain prayers. As beggars, they were 
stationed at cathedral doors and many 
wore distinctive dress symbolizing their 
blindness." There were even guild-like 
brotherhoods of blind beggars in 
thirteenth-century France which were 
"sanctioned by religious approval, legal 
privilege, and the customs of feudalism 
..." and which had the effect of "gathe
ring about mendicancy a cloak of reli
gious acceptance and pointing up the 
idleness to which the blind had long been 
condemned." Sixteenth-century England 
experienced a "golden era" of beggary 
such that "...swarms of beggars reached 
such proportions that a shift in 
attitudes took place, investing the blind 
beggar with an aura of evil and 
rascality." (Monbeck 41) 

While literary depictions of the blind, fictional or 

otherwise, tend to project negative inferences, these are not 

all-inclusive. Occasionally a blind personage contradicts 

prevailing stereotypes. One such figure is St. Didymus of 

Alexandria (d. 396), an individual so highly acclaimed that 

his blindness appears as an afterthought. St. Didymus, the 

first important example of successful education of a blind 

person, became a renown theologian as well as teacher. One 

of his pupils, St. Jerome (342-420), is credited with the 

translation of the Vulgate Bible. Didymus displayed an 

indomitable spirit, and the affliction which meant beggary to 

contemporaries only spurred him to accomplish what then was 
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considered incredible. By means of an alphabet carved in 

wood, he learned to read, but he studied via listening to 

others read. His scholarship merited appointment as a 

professor in the "University' of Alexandria and his range of 

knowledge embraced not only religion, but pagan philosophy, 

mathematics, music, and even astronomy. When visited by the 

hermit, St. Antony, and questioned about his affliction, 

Didymus responded: 

"I wonder that a man so wise as you are 
should mourn the loss of what flies, 
ants, and the most insignificant animals 
possess in as great a degree as man, and 
that you should not rejoice in a gift 
which we have in common with the saints 
and apostles. It is better to possess 
wisdom than eyes, which, with a single 
glance, can make us forever unhappy." 
(French 66,67) 

Again, popular lore holds that Didymus possessed inner 

vision as divine compensation for his blindness, a notion 

reinforced on the death of Julian the Apostate, reportedly 

revealed to Didymus at the moment of its occurrence: 

Dydmus, C., at Alexandria. He was blind 
from infancy, but well versed in Holy 
Scripture; the death of Julian the Apos
tate was revealed to him at the moment 
when it occurred. D.ll Apr. 396. Par. 
94.-H.L. (275 A Biographical Dictionary 
of the Saints) 
(Holweek 275) 

Certainly, this intellectual iconoclast provides a rare 

departure from traditional images of the blind. Unfortuna

tely, accounts of similarly gifted, sightless individuals 

will not be repeated for over a millennium. 
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CHAPTER II 

DEPICTIONS OF THE PHYSICALLY BLIND IN LITERATURE 

FROM THE MIDDLE AGES THROUGH THE SEVENTEENTH 

CENTURY AND INFLUENCES SEEN IN 

SUBSEQUENT LITERATURE 

During the Middle Ages, new and rather unique thematic 

strains involving the physically blind character in liter

ature emerged, lasting well into early modern literature. 

The more significant and common motifs to appear during the 

medieval period will be generally classified as: the physi

cally blind and 2.1 the motif of humor; 2.2 the motif of the 

marvelous/mystical and; 2.3 the motif of evil. These 

principles differ considerably from earlier traditional 

writings and, despite appearing during the same time frame, 

each form of depiction differs from the others. They range 

from the sublime to the ridiculous, often yielding completely 

contradictory images of the sightless. In one instance, the 

blind character may represent an idiot or buffoon fLes Cent 

Nouvelles Nouvelles. 1505); in another, he is seen to be a 

stoic genius or to possess extraordinary abilities (The Blind 

Man of Argenteuil. fifteenth century); and in still another, 

the sightless assume a most despicable role (Le Garcon et 

L'Aveugle thirteenth century): 

In the farces of the medieval stage, in 
the picaresque novel, the blind had been 
comic, grotesque, often roguish or vil
lainous figures, capable of evoking 
laughter but also scorn and revulsion. 
(Paulson 72) 

Such extreme variations in the characterizations of the 

blind are not exclusive to the medieval period or any other 

literary period. On the contrary, some variations clearly 

represent the ongoing development of prototypes from earlier 

writings of Greek or Biblical antiquity. In the motif of the 
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marvelous/mystical, for instance, supernatural forces come 

into play that closely parallel a Teiresian or Demodokan 

type. The basic difference in the medieval concept of the 

mystic may lie in the fact that many of the marvelous images 

of the period have paranormal abilities as the result of 

being blind and relying on their other senses as compensation 

for visual loss rather than having received special powers in 

exchange for being blinded by their deity. After the 

Medieval Period, the literary feats of those deprived of 

sight are often accomplished via their remaining senses, 

especially auditory or tactile talents. A popular belief has 

long existed that the blind have an uncanny perception 

through their other senses which are felt to be more acute 

than the normal as the result of inactive sight.^ Dr. W. 

Hanks Levy dismisses this as myth, explaining the misconcep

tion in a more rational and natural perspective. He indica

tes that, rather than the blind having extraordinarily 

developed senses, the sighted are comparably underdeveloped 

in their other senses, relying heavily on the visual, as it 

were.2 

Another motif linking the ancients to modern treatments 

of the blind is the frequent reemergence of the charac

terization of the blind beggar. The sightless mendicant 

resurfaces time and time again, from medieval farces and 

morality plays (L'Aveugle et du Boiteux. fourteenth century) 

to twentieth-century short fiction (Mv Brother Paul. 1919). 

The earliest images still are drawn on by contemporary 

writers who treat the blind personage of the past with fresh 

thematic materials: 

...it is apparent that the blind form an 
element in subject matter from which 
authors draw generously. Blindness 
allows of more artistic treatment than 
other afflictions, and is the misfortune 
most frequently selected for portrayal. 
All sorts and conditions of characters 
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in different spheres of life are used. 
(Patterson 75) 

2,1 The physically blind and the motif of humor 

The element of humor in treating the physically blind 

character first emerged in the early medieval writings of the 

thirteenth century, in such forms as farces, mystery plays, 

morality or passion plays, and popular tales and ballads. In 

a variety of comical scenarios, a blind figure, whether a 

peripheral or central character, becomes the focus of the 

comical. This departure from traditional depictions was both 

innovative and unique. Prior placement of the blind 

character in a humorous context was almost nonexistent: 

In classical literature concerning the 
blind there is rarely any association 
with humor, though there is much humor in 
classical literature, and though there 
were sightless professional buffoons in 
nearby Egypt and probably also in Greece 
itself as well as Italy. In medieval and 
modern literature the association is a 
great deal more pronounced and frequent. 
But even if this indicates more 
widespread humorous reaction to the 
sightless, it does not indicate that they 
were regarded any the less pathetic. For 
of course humor is a way of reacting to 
pathos. (Twersky 18) 

Religious doctrine of the past regarding the mistreatment of 

the afflicted meant that for the blind to be placed in 

situations eliciting levity at their expense bordered on the 

sacrilegious: "You shall not curse the deaf or put a stum

bling block before the blind, but you shall fear your God: I 

am the Lord" (Lev. 19:14). Literary doctrine notwithstan

ding, characterization of the physically blind became in

creasingly comic in medieval literature, and more often than 

not, was cast in an unflattering light, with sightless 

characters frequently the object of derision, trickery and, 

at times, insidious cruelty. One of the more common themes, 

comedic deceit, involves one or more blind beggars plus a 
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roguish type who would rob or trick them of their pittance, 

as reflected in Hans Sach's Der Eulenspiegel (sixteenth 

century) and Franco Sacchetti's "CXCVIII" (fourteenth 

century). The plot or skit might involve comical, as well as 

violent exchanges, with the blind beggar an unwitting 

participant, easily manipulated or duped; similarly, he may 

be presented in an absurd situation of which he is totally 

oblivious and where his safety may be compromised as he is 

unaware of his mortal peril. 

One popular and typical comedic scenario involves a 

miserable, sightless beggar, also viewed as a scoundrel, 

whose trusted but scheming guide relieves him of his money or 

goods. In another variation the guide might simply be a 

prankster such as is found in Le Garcon et L'Aieugle. 

(thirteenth century) and Lazarillo de Tormes. (sixteenth 

century). Relationships between the blind beggar and his 

guide produce a variety of comedic situations, including 

slapstick humor that can escalate to heated or even violent 

exchanges, all in the name of levity. Gustave Cohen 

investigates the comedic sub-genre of the blind beggar and 

his guide, considering it a popular and pervasive theme of 

medieval jest: 

Cohen compared various versions of this 
scene, which he admitted he found "bien 
revdtant," from the 13th century to the 
16th. Looking mainly at Old French 
drama, he found ten farces, moralities 
and mystery plays, and the fabliau Les 
Trois aveugles de Compiegne, all of 
which "presentent un dialogue grossier et 
plaisant entre un aveugle er son valet, 
mais, quant a la lettre de leur texte, 
aucun d'entre eux ne ressemble a 
1'autre." Faced with such evidence, he 
could only conclude that his revolting 
theme was not an isolated phenomenon, 
and that the Middle Ages in general had 
little sympathy for the blind and infirm. 
(Beck 163)3 
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As fiction reflects fact, the blind became victims in 

real-life scenarios played out for the diversion of curious 

onlookers. Early medieval documents, indicate that comic 

deceit of the sightless was sanctioned as communal enter

tainment, recalling ancient Roman tradition: 

In the month of August, 1425, under the 
reign of Charles VII., four blind men, 
cased in full armor and provided with 
clubs, were placed in a fenced square of 
the Hotel d"Armagnac with a large hog, 
which was to be the prize of whoever 
should kill it. The struggle having 
begun, the poor sightless creatures, in 
endeavoring to hit the animal, struck 
each other with such violence that, but 
for their armor, they would certainly 
have killed each other. With this cruel 
sport the savage and unfeeling spec
tators were much diverted. (Anagnos 5) 

A satirical variation on this historical precedent in Camilo 

Jose Cela's Historia de Espana-los ciegos v los tontos 

(1967), is discussed later in Chapter Five. 

The sociological and psychological implications behind 

medieval humor's cruelty were obscured by fear, suspicion and 

hostility as medieval attitudes toward the blind tended to be 

confused and ambiguous: 

Ambiguous because on the one hand there 
was no lack of sympathy and respect for 
the blind: alms and charity were encou
raged and even required by a social 
system whose stability depended on the 
tautness of its moorings in Christian 
thought. And yet the blind person re
mained essentially "un marginal plus ou 
moins suspect, m6pris6, ridiculis^, par 
crainte des faux mendiants, hostility ^ 
leur vie plus ou moins reguliere, ou 
effet d'un symbdisme reduit a son sens 
litteral et rejoignant des superstitions 
millenaires." (Beck 164)^ 

Whether theatrical, fictional or real, medieval spectators 

interpreted physically blind characters or performers in 

terms of ideas and feelings "rooted in the primordial human 
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terror separated in its various forms: mutilation, castra

tion, annihilation. All of which point not to "cruelty', but 

to fear" (Beck 164). Hence, Jean Dufournet's conclusion: 

"Bref, rire des aveugles au Moyen Age etait sans doute le 

plus sur moyen d'exerciser la terreur d'une infirmite tres 

repandue" (Beck 164). Monbeck connects sight and sexual 

function (or blindness and dysfunction) with the fear of 

blindness, associated with symbolic castration: 

And there are indeed striking similari
ties, between feelings about one who is 
castrated and one who is blind that are 
explained by this theory. The sequence 
of emotions beginning with revulsion and 
leading to guilt, anxiety, and finally 
pity is present in both situations. 
Gloom and melancholy are often associated 
with impotence as they are with 
blindness. The castrated man is thought 
to be sinister and to have thoughts and 
impulses that the potent man would never 
entertain. He is not only sly and 
conniving, but also thought to be men
tally subnormal. (Monbeck 140) 

It should be noted that castration or sexual dysfunction not 

only appears in association with the physically blind but 

with other disabilities in medieval writings: 

The loss of an eye is interpreted in the 
Middle Ages as a sign of impotence, as 
the symbolic transposition of another 
deficiency: the eye is a metaphor for the 
sexual organ. 
We should also mention that the word 
essorber in old French, meaning aveugler, 
"to blind," by extension means "rendre 
impuissant," to make impotent. This 
meaning is not listed in dictionaries. 
Yet it has been clearly pointed out by 
Alfred Jeanroy in an example which 
appears in Jeanroy (1910.) 

"Borgne et boiteux": one-eyed and 
limping is a recurrent association of 
adjectives in the texts. For a very 
broad cultural context of the period, 
limping clearly signifies impotence. 
(Cerquiglini 481,482) 
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Medieval association of blindness with impotence/castration 

appeared to symbolize the epitome of helplessness. William 

Shakespeare later took advantage of such a caricature with 

the blind Gloucester in "King Leer." Similar repre-senta-

tions still appear in contemporary works, for example, the 

writings of Friedrich Diirrenmatt (1921-), who cleverly 

transfers the sightless medieval buffoon into a modern-day 

satirical Swiss drama titled Der Besuch der Alten Dame 

(1956). In the play, bordering on the absurd, Claire Zacha-

nassian, the "Alte Dame," is a disfigured old madajne who 

returns after many years to the village which has unjustly 

banished her as a young woman for her supposed lewd conduct. 

Claire, now rich, returns for revenge against those respon

sible. Her ultimate goal is to turn the townspeople against 

each other using her wealth so that those who mistreated her 

destroy themselves, and are exposed as hypocrites. Koby and 

Loby (who originally bore false witness against her, ruining 

her reputation years before) are now in her power and are 

dragged into the town by Claire for display, now transformed 

into idiots. The old woman has blinded and castrated the 

pair; the blathering eunuchs can only obediently follow after 

her like tamed mascots. Ill, the protagonist and Claire's 

former lover, discovers that the sightless duo were once 

community leaders: 

ILL: ich weii3 nichts von ihnen. 
DER BUTLER: Jakob Huhnlein und Ludwig 
Sparr, kennt ihr Herrn 111? 
DIE BEIDEN: Wir sind blind, wir sind 
blind. 
DER BUTLER: Kennt ihr ihn an seiner 
Stimme? 
DIE BEIDEN: An seiner Stimme, an seiner 
Stimme. 
DER BUTLER: 1910 war ich der Richter und 
ihr die Zeugen. Was habt ihr geschworen, 
Ludwig Sparr und Jakob Huhnlein, vor dem 
Gericht zu Gullen? 
DIE BEIDEN: Wir hatten mit Klara 
geschlafen, wir hatten mit Klara 
geschlafen. 
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DER BUTLER: So habt ihr vor mir gesch
woren. Vor dem Gericht, vor Gott. War 
dies die Wahrheit? DIE 
BEIDEN: Wir haben falsch geschworen, wir 
haben falsch geschworen 
DER BUTLER: So ist es, Claire Zachanas-
sian lie0 euch suchen. In der ganzen 
Welt. Jakob Huhnlein war nach Kanada 
ausgewandert und Ludwig Sparr nach Aus-
tralien. Aber sie fand euch. Was hat 
sie dann mit euch getan? 
DIE BEIDEN: Sie gab uns Toby und Roby. 
Sie gab uns Toby und Roby. 
DER BUTLER: Und was haben Toby und Roby 
mit euch gemacht? 
DIE BEIDEN: Kastriert und geblendet, 
kastriert und geblendet. (Durrenmatt 34) 

The most dreaded and feared states of the blind, elici

ting the nervous laughter in literary contexts were converted 

into society's most horrific forms of punishment by laws 

which made both blinding and castration the penalty reserved 

for sexual crimes in medieval Europe and England. In Dfi 

Legibus et Consuetudinibus Anglia (On the Laws and Customs of 

England), the decree spelled out the severe penalties for 

such violations in no uncertain terms: 

Est inter alia appella quoddam appellum 
quod dicitur de raptu virginum. Et est 
raptus virginum quoddetm crimen quod fem-
ina imponit alicui, de quo se dicit esse 
videnter oppressam contra pacem domini 
regis, quod quidem crimen si convicatur, 
sequitur poena, scilicet amissio membro-
rum, ut sit membrum pro membro, quia 
Virgo cum corrumpitur membrum amittit. 
Et idee corrupter puniatur in eo in quo 
deliquit. Oculos igitur amittat propter 
aspectum decoris quo virginem concu-
cupivit. Amittat etiam testiculos qui 
calorem stupri induxerunt. (Hallo 222)^ 

Humor, however relative, sometimes appears alongside 

medieval religion, as in certain Morality Plays or Passion 

Plays of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. Be it subtle 

or blatant, humor might intrude into religious scenarios in 
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which the plight of the wretched, when put in a ridiculous 

context, becomes inspirational or miraculous as the scene is 

played out. A typical example is found in the French 

morality play, "De L'aveugle et du Boiteux" (1504), by 

Andrieu de la Vinge (1450-1515). The author, a courier and 

aide to Charles VIII, also dabbled in letters. The short 

play, based on the religious concept of "Mutuum Auxilium",© 

opens with two beggars, one blind and one lame, bemoaning 

their situation and each attempting to convince the other 

that his particular ordeal is the worst. The blind man's 

guide has robbed and abandoned him, and the cripple is too 

worn out to travel any further: 

Le Boiteux. 
Cheminer ne puis; somme toute, Men Dieu, 
soyez-moy proteeteur! 
L'Aveugle. 

Helas! le mauvais detracteur; 
Qu'en ce lieu m'a laisse ainsi! 
En lui n'avoye bon conducteur: 
Robe m'a; puis, m'a plante ey. (Fournier 
157) 

Finally, the blind man suggests a merger in which he will 

carry the cripple in exchange for visual guidance so that 

they can pursue their mendicancy together, whereas alone they 

will not survive: 

L'Aveugle. 
S'a toy aller droit je pouvoye, 
Content seroye de te porter 
(Au moins, se la puissance avoye), 
Pour une peu ton mal supporter; 
Et toy, pour me reconforter. 
Me donduiroye de lieux en lieux? 
(Fournier 158) 

Following agreement between the two, they start on their 

journey in mutual accord. The scene becomes comical as the 

blind man gets on all fours to better handle the weight of 

the cripple. The intent appears ingenuous and seems to work 

well. Comical irony is also employed as the two encounter a 

funeral procession carrying the remains of a saint and hear 
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that all afflicted in its vicinity will receive the miracle 

of restored health. Horrified at the prospect of an end to 

their begging, which is their livelihood, they frantically 

wander through the city, the lame on top of the blindman, 

trying to avoid the procession, constantly in their immediate 

path, no matter where they turn. Finally, convinced they 

have eluded the funeral march, it suddenly appears and fully 

restores sight and limb. The cripple declares ruination, but 

the blind man, seeing for the first time, praises the event 

and asks forgiveness for trying to thwart God's will: 

L'Aveugle. 
...vers toy, ce matin. 
En francoys, non pas en latin, 
Te rens grace de ce bienfait: 
Se j'ay este vers toy mutin. 
Pardon requiers de ce meffait! (Fournier 
161) 

The origin of the theme of reciprocal aid of the blind 

man and the cripple can be traced to Greek epigrams which 

poetically describe the concept as a moralistic and didactic 

Christian idea. In 1494, Laurentius de Alopa published a 

compilation of epigrams treating the theme of mutual aid of 

the blind and lame: 

One man was maimed in his legs, while 
another had lost his eyesight, but each 
contributed to the other that of which 
mischance had deprived him. For the 
blind man, taking the lame man on his 
shoulders, kept a straight course by 
listening to the other's orders. It was 
bitter all-daring necessity which taught 
them all this, instructing them how, by 
dividing their imperfections between 
them, to make a perfect whole. (Callahan 
402) 

The theme of Matuum Auxilium appears in a popular Renaissance 

emblem produced from the woodcuts of Alciati with the 

inscription: 

The motto: Mutual Aid (Mutuum Auxilium) 
The woodcut: two cripples successfully 
making their way thanks to their 

aask 
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reciprocal assistance. 
The poem: a simple statement of the 
facts: 

Loripedem sublatum humeris fert lumine captus 
Et socii haee oculis munera retribuit. 
Quo caret alteruter, concors 
sic praestat uterque: 
Mutuat hie oculos, (mutuat iii) 
pedes. (Callahan 403) 

The theme of reciprocal aid provided literary fodder for a 

fourteenth century Italian tale by Franco Sacchetti (1330-

1399) simply classified as "CXCVIII" from a collection of 

medieval tales. Grazzio, Salvattori and Lazarro, three blind 

beggars, live together. Each, with his dog, spends the day 

singing and reciting praises in the streets of Florence for 

alms. One night, they discuss pooling their resources to 

work together as a terceto. Their quality of performance 

would improve and their three dogs, together, would provide 

for better protection from robbers and the like. One day, 

while begging in the streets, a prankster approaches Grazzio 

and gives him a copper coin, but says that it is a piece of 

silver. He orders that its worth be divided equally among 

the three: (Edition in Spanish) 

Grazzio, que, come buen ciego, tenia ojos 
en las yemas de los dedos, acaricio la 
moneda y refunfufio: 
—El diablo me lleve si estos tres reales 
de plata no son una mala moneda de 
cobre...(Capdevila 11) 

For several days in a row the act is repeated by the prank

ster, each time giving Grazzio a copper coin described as 

silver which must be shared with the other two. Entering an 

inn for room and board, the three gather around a table to 

count the earnings for the week. It is discovered that 

Grazzio has the least amount when he, supposedly, had the 

most, according to the others who overheard the talk of 

silver. A fight ensues among the three, the room is 
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destroyed, the innkeeper and his wife rush in to break up the 

fracas, and the money is turned over to the owner for damages 

incurred. At the end of the tale, Grazzio, disillusioned, 

declares: 

Las loeuras mas cortas son las mejores. 
Mi buena fe, mi honradez no me han serv-
ido mas que para que me acusen de traic-
i6n. De esta sociedad salgo apaleado y 
mas pobre que nunea...(Capdevila 13) 

Dissolving their merger, the three go their separate ways to 

fend for themselves again separately. 

Comedic deceit of the blind beggar is also the theme for 

a play by Hans Sachs (1494-1576), Der Eulenspiegel mit den 

Blinden (1553), based on an earlier anonymous work, ULI 

Ulenspiegel (1515). On a freezing day, Eulenspiegel, another 

popular medieval prankster encounters three blind beggars on 

the road. Their names are Loeil, Ludl and Liendl (names that 

are comic sounding). The beggars confess to Eulenspiegel 

that no matter where they go, they are met with contempt and 

hostility, as peasants chase them away with their dogs. 

Regardless, they must pursue their efforts in begging for the 

sake of their families. Eulenspiegel listens 

sympathetically, offering to give them a taler so that they 

can go to the inn at Egelsheim to rest and recuperate. The 

three stretch out their hands but the prankster gives them 

nothing, however, each thinks the other to have the gift. 

They are very grateful and bless him. The innkeeper is 

totally against admitting the three when he sees them 

approaching, but relents when they tell him of the money they 

possess. He reluctantly waits on them while they eat and 

drink the night away, praising the kindness of Eulenspiegel. 

When the innkeeper demands payment, each beggar tells him 

that the other has the taler. They then accuse each other of 

lying and thievery, and the innkeeper drives the three into 

his pigsty where he locks them up, telling his wife that he 
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cannot keep them because they will spread lice and fleas if 

they stay. Shortly thereafter, Eulenspiegel tricks the 

innkeeper into releasing them. The trialogue between the 

three beggars, each thinking the other to have pocketed the 

coin, brims with insults as they bring up each other's shady 

past, offering insight into medieval attitudes regarding 

blind stereotypes associating the sightless with the foolish 

and easily duped. Reflecting the same notion, around this 

time frame the terms "hoodwink" and "blindfold" come to be 

synonymous: 

As long ago as 1560, this meant "to 
blindfold," as in the game of "blindman-
bluf" or "hoodman blind"—both very old 
names for our Blind Man's Bluff. From 
"blindfold," the transition to "cheat, 
deceive" was easy. (Monbeck 37) 

The prankster, blind beggar and comedic deceit resurface 

repeatedly as reflected in recent writings of Theodore 

Dreisser (1871-1945), with his short story, "My Brother Paul" 

(1919). The protagonist, Paul, a usually kind and 

sympathetic sort, also likes his jokes. On encountering a 

singing blind beggar, he notes that every time a passerby 

drops a coin in the cup, the beggar interrupts his song to 

thank the donor. Obtaining a number of pennies, Paul ap

proaches the beggar, dropping the coins in hurriedly, one by 

one, creating a dilemma as the singer continually interrupts 

himself each time a coin hits the cup in order to give 

thanks: 

A custom of the singer's, since the song 
was of no import save as a means of 
attracting attention to him, was to 
interpolate a "Thank you" after each coin 
dropped in his cup and between the words 
of the song, regardless. It was this 
little idiosyncrasy which evidently had 
attracted my brother's attention, 
although it had not mine. Standing quite 
close, his pennies in his hand, he waited 
until the singer had resumed, then began 
dropping pennies, waiting each time for 
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the "Thank you," which caused the song to 
go about as follows: "Da-a-ling" (clink!-
-"Thank you! ") "I am—" (Clink!--"Thank 
you!') "growing o—o-ld" (Clink!—"Thank 
you!"), "Silve-e-r~" (Clink!— "Thank 
you!") "threads among the "(Clink!— 
"Thank you!") "Go-o-o-ld—" (Clink! 
"Thank you!"). "Shine upon my-y" 
(Clink!—"Thank you!) "bro-o-ow toda-a-y" 
(Clink! —"Thank you! ") "Life is—" 
(Clink!—"Thank you!") "fading fast awa-
a-ay" (Clink!—"Thank you!") and so on ad 
infinitum until finally the beggar 
himself seemed to hesitate a little and 
waver, only so solemn was his role of 
want and despair though of course he 
dared not but had to go until the last 
penny was in, and until he was saying 
more "Thank yous" than words of the song. 
(Dreisser 81,82) 

Another source of relevant medieval humor appeared in 

popular tales and ballads. The stories quite often were 

highly sexually charged and very bawdy, reflecting a Chauce

rian mode. One such collection, Les Cent Nouvelles Nouvelles 

(1505), edited and published by Philippe de Vigneulles (1472-

1528), contains one hundred individual stories, typically 

involving clergy or lay characters in amusing situations and 

predicaments in which illicit acts become central to the 

plot: 

This narrative material prolongs the 
comic vein of 13th-century fabliaux 
(short, comic narratives popular from 
approximately 1200 to 1340). On the one 
hand, the majority of the tales perpetu
ate the favorite narrative motifs of the 
fabliaux, including sexual deceptions, 
unpunished and unfettered from any moral 
constraints; acrimonious relations be
tween men and women; the substitution of 
one person for another; sexual ignorance; 
linguistic tricks; humor based on the 
parts of the body involved in sex or 
excretion. Moreover, each tale contains 
some type of trick, the prefered narra
tive action of fabliaux. (Diner XV) 

In the second tale of the Les Cent Nouvelles Nouvelles. a 
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one-eyed Franciscan friar is totally blinded under rather 

peculiar circumstances. The story centers around a young, 

beautiful English maiden who suffers from an intimate physi

cal problem: 

It nonetheless happened that the maiden 
developed the unpleasant and dangerous 
malady commonly called hemorrhoids, 
either because God permitted it, or 
because Fortune was unhappy and envious 
of this beautiful girl's prosperity (or 
that of her parents), or both, or because 
of an unknown, secret, natural cause 
(about which I leave it to philosophers 
and doctors to speculate.) (Diner 22) 

Her wealthy parents summon doctors to relieve her discomfort 

but no one offers a solution as the agony persists. Then, a 

half-blind Franciscan friar is summoned as a final desperate 

measure: 

The unhappy maid, who was totally joy
less, listened eagerly, somewhat con
soled, hoping that he would be able to 
help her as he claimed. 

The Franciscan went off after making 
an appointment to return the next day 
with medicine which was so effective that 
it would eradicate all the pain, all the 
suffering with which the poor patient was 
riddled. The night which preceded this 
ardently desired day seemed exceptionally 
long. It nonetheless arrived, and the 
friar kept his promise by coming to the 
patient at the appointed time. 

You can imagine how joyously he was 
welcomed, and courteously he was re
ceived! (Diner 23-24) 

The unsuspecting friar, placed in a ridiculous situation, 

attends to the uncomfortable maiden in good faith. Unfor

tunately the girl becomes tickled, unintentionally causing 

his total blinding through her unfortunate lack of bodily 

control: 

When it came time to examine the patient 
in order to cure her, she lay down on the 
couch, as she had on other occasions. 
Her backside was bared, but was draped as 
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quickly as possible by matrons with a 
fine, white, linen sheet which was 
covered with elaborate embroidery. A 
hole had been cut in it, so that the 
Franciscan could examine the site of her 
illness. He scrutinized her malady first 
from one side, then from another. First, 
he touched the spot gingerly with a 
finger. Next, he glanced at the tube 
with which he was going to blow a cura
tive powder into the lesion. Then, he 
withdrew, once again eyeing her diseased 
parts, as if he could not contemplate 
them enough. After a while, he took in 
his left hand a vessel—small, flat, and 
quite lovely--where he stored the powder. 
With the other hand, he picked up the 
tube which he wanted to fill with the 
medicine. As he looked attentively 
through the hole in the sheet, closely 
surveying the disastrous effects of the 
girl's affliction, the maid noticed the 
strange fashion in which the friar looked 
at her with his one good eye, and was 
overcome with laughter. She managed to 
contain her mirth for a while, but 
finally, she had kept it pent up for 
solong that it was transformed into a 
crude sound certainly never whose wind 
scattered the powder with such force that 
most of it flew into the good 
Franciscan's face and eye. When he felt 
the pain it caused, the friar immediately 
dropped the tube and vessel, and 
staggered backwards. Once he realized 
what had happened, he hurriedly put his 
hand to his eye, complaining bitterly 
that he had been injured, and that he was 
in danger of losing the one good eye he 
had. He was not lying. Within a few 
days, the corrosive powder attacked his 
eye, eating away at it, blinding him for 
good. (Diner 23-24) 

Afterwards the friar sues the parents for his "caecatus 

flatulento" (my term) but to no avail and the girl's problem 

is ultimately cured. 

Blindness and adultery provide material for Hans Sachs' 

play, "Der Blind Mesner Mit Dem Pfarrer Und Seim Weub" 

(1556). Although blindness is a pretense in this story, it 
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reveals pervasive attitudes regarding the vulnerability and 

naivete of the sightless. The play involves a sacristan, who 

suspects his wife of having an affair with the priest: 

Ich bin cin hartseliger Men! 
Wie soil ich all mein Dingen ton? 
Mir geht der Hund um vor dem Licht: 
Mich diinkt; unser Pfaff, der Boswicht; 
der buhlt heimlich mit meiner Frauen. 
Mir tut je langer fester grauen! (Sachs 
246) 

He then orders the priest to stay away from his home and 

Frau, and the dejected pair then meet in the church to 

discuss the problem. The priest suggests a trick to permit 

them to do whatever they desire, even in the presence of the 

sacristan. The wife must approach the Altar of Sant 

Stdprion, who, for an offering, will grant the blinding of 

the husband; however, the sacristan, while cleaning the 

church, overhears the request. Assuming the voice of the 

Saint, he tells the wife that her wish will be granted, but 

that, in return, she must wait on the unfortunate husband, 

hand and foot, giving him unlimited spousal service. After a 

good meal and a few drinks, the husband feigns blindness: 

So ich itz trunken hab den Wein, 
sind mir gar triib die Augen mein. 
Nit weii3 ich, was dasselb bedeut. (Sachs 

256) 

Next he reconciles with the priest, inviting him to his home. 

The clergyman arrives promptly and the desirous pair resume 

their relationship in the presence of the supposedly blind 

husband who suddenly draws a crossbow, accurately felling the 

surprised couple. Sachs concludes in satirical verse that 

the sacristan's spiritual honor has been restored since he 

has permitted the priest open visitation. He has done his 

part of religious obligation which is more than can be said 
of the priest: 

daiS ihr Lehr sei gerecht auf Erd: 
Die sind zwiefacher Ehren wert, 
diese mag man zu Haus wohl laden 
und verehren ahn alien Schaden. 
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Dal3 Zucht und Ehre auferwachs 
bei der Priesterschaft, wunscht Hans 

Sachs. (Sachs 260) 

In his play, "King Lear" (1605), William Shakespeare 

(1564-1616) manifests historical implications regarding 

depictions of the physically blind in the figure of the Earl 

of Gloucester, under the cloak of comedic deceit. The 

Oedipal element of blinding is resurrected as the tragic is 

tinged with humor in what Margaret Robertson terms "The 

Gloucester Treatment." Gloucester is accused of treason, as 

well as sexual misconduct, and is condemned to have his eyes 

put out for the crimes. As the Duke of Cornwall and his 

accomplices carry out the gruesome sentence and perform the 

act of blinding on Gloucester, Norman Holland, in his article 

"Psychoanalysis and Shakespeare", again echoes the very close 

symbolic relationship between the state of blindness and the 

psycho/sexual association manifest in the Earl's punishment: 

"Blinding, particularly the tearing out of eyes, is, as many 

analysts have pointed out, a symbol for the destruction of 

one's manhood—castration" (Hallo 222)."^ The son, Edgar, 

then remarks about his father's tragic loss in metaphoric 

terms in which the eye has a sexual significance: 
... in this habit 

Met I my father with 
his bleeding rings, 
their precious stones 
new lost; became his 
guide, led him, 
begg'd for him, sav'd 
him from 
despair...(Shakespear 
e 1007). 

Edgar's explicit interpretation of his father's blinding as 

punishment for sexual improprieties, according to Jay Hallo, 

is a kind of symbolic castration "and is reinforced when he 

refers to his father's lost eyes as "stones', a common slang 

term for testicles" (Hallo 222). 

The comical comes into play as the Earl, now blind, in a 
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scene resembling that in Oedipus at Colosus. is seen 

wandering, led by his son, who is disguised as a servant. 

Gloucester wishes to end his plight by reaching the cliffs of 

Dover in order to jump to his death. Edgar, in an effort to 

avoid this, leads his father, instead, away from the sea and 

to a mound which he claims is the top of a cliff: 

Glo. When shall I come to the top of 
that same hill? 
Edg. You do climb up it now: look, how 
we labour. 
Glo. Methinks the ground is even. 
Edg. Horrible stee Hark, do you hear 
the sea? 
Glo. No, truly. 
Edg. Why, then, your other senses grow 
imperfect/By your eyes' anguish. 

(Shakespeare 1000) 

Gloucester, somewhat confused and disoriented, steps off of 

the mound and, intending to perish on the rocks below, falls 

a few feet into the dirt. The son convinces him that he has 

in fact survived the treacherous leap, and the Earl, per

plexed, reluctantly accepts his fate, attributing the confu

sion to the lack of sight: 

Glo. But have I fall'n, or no? 
Edg. From the dread summit of this 
chalky bourn. Look up a-height;—the 
shrill-gorg'd lark so far cannot be seen 
or heard: do but look up 
Glo. Alack, I have no eyes.— 
Is wretchedness depriv'd that benefit, to 
end itself by death 'Twas yet some 
comfort. When misery could beguile the 
tyrant's rage and frustrate his proud 

will. (Shakespeare 1000) 

In saving the unfortunate sightless Gloucester from the rocks 

of Dover, Shakespeare rewards the Earl with profound insight 

in the tradition of Greek mythology. In his article, "J 

Stumbled When I Saw and John 11:9-10, " Rodney Delasanta 

expresses this epiphany of wisdom as it also parallels 

biblical scripture regarding the revelations of the blind and 

inner sight: 
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Gloucester, "dark and comfortless" (III, 
vii, 84) and "thrust..out at gates," 
(III, vii,93) has neither light nor way, 
especially when he decides that its 
terminus should be the Dover cliffs and 
suicide. No need for help, he says to 
the Old Man in despairing parody of John 
11:9-10, for even when I had light I 
stumbled (his fatal misjudgment of Edmund 
and Edgar). Now, without either the way 
or the light, I can stumble no worse than 
when I thought I possessed both. How can 
I harm myself further by stumbling in the 
wayless night of my blindness when I have 
already harmed myself beyond repair by 
having stumbled in the benighted daytime 
of my life? (Delasanta 28) 

Z^ The Physically blind and the motif of 
of the marvelous/mystical 

Throughout literature, the image of the blind who posses 

exceptional insight or ability constitutes a stereotype or 

topes that remains fairly constant. The earliest figures of 

the bards and soothsayers frequently reemerge to be utilized 

in a variety of forms with parallels to the past much in 

evidence. It becomes a rather meaningful characterization, 

being one of the few depictions in which the sightless 

character is viewed in a relatively positive role and with a 

modicum of respect, regardless of how fantastic the image. 

In his Paradise Lost (1667), John Milton (1608-1674) draws 

certain parallels between himself and the ancient bards. In 

an effort to reconcile his inner conflict as the result of 

the onset of blindness in his later years, he calls upon the 

mystic figures of the past with whom he now identifies as he 

attempts to understand his own plight. Ironically, it is 

this pondering of his situation in verse that propels him, 

rather late in life, into literary fame, as his affliction 

makes him a member of the fraternity of blind bards 

immortalized in print: 
Nightly I visit; nor sometimes forget 
Those other two equal'd with me in Fate, 
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So were I equal'd with them in renown. 
Blind Thamyris and blind Moeonides, 
And Tiresias and Phineus Prophets old. 
Then feed on thoughts, that vduntarie 
move 

Harmonious numbers; as the wakeful Bird 
Sings darkling, and in shadiest Covert 
hid 

Tunes her nocturnal Note. Thus with the 
Year Seasons return, but not to me re
turns Day, or the sweet approach of Ev'n 
or Morn, Or sight of vernal bloom, or 
Summers Rose, Or flocks, or herds, or 
human face divine: But cloud in stead, 
and ever-during dark Surrounds me, from 
the chearful waies of men Cut off, and 
for the Book of knowledge fair Presented 
with a Universal blanc Of Natures works 
to me expun'd and ras'd 
And wisdome at one entrance quite shut 

out. 
So much the rather thou Celestial light 
Shine inward and the mind through all her 
Powers Irradiate, there plant eyes, all 
mist From thence Purge and disperse, that 
I may See and tell of things invisible to 
mortal sight. (Milton 136) 

The marvelous, mystical, or gifted blind character 

established a firm place in medieval literature via links 

with images of antiquity, offering tremendous contrast to the 

characterization of the blind fool or buffoon. The latter 

also became quite popular during the medieval period, being 

paradoxical in literary design: 

In the popular mind, the concept of 
blindness simultaneously juxtaposes two 
contradictory notions; that loss of sight 
dooms most of its victims to lifelong 
dependence, but that it also rewards a 
few of them with superhuman powers. Out 
of these twin beliefs have grown the 
stereotypes of the blind beggar and the 
blind genius Blindness today slices 
across every stratum of society. It 
encompasses the same proportions of the 
wise and the foolish, the gifted and the 
stupid, the efficient and the fumbling, 
the aggressive and the diffident, as any 
other random sample of the population. 

Mfa 
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If there are indeed more beggars among 
the blind than among the sighted (not 
necessarily the case: the blind person 
is more conspicuous, and thus more easily 
remembered, than others who make their 
living in the streets), it is society and 
not blindness that has cast them in this 
role. (Koestler 7) 

Ballads or legends that were sung by medieval minstrels 

such as "The Legend of the Blind Beggar's Daughter of Bedinal 

Green" (first published in 1635 though hundreds of years 

older); the humorous and bawdy tales by Franco Sachetti 

(fourteenth century); or factual accounts such as that of 

"The Blind Man of Argenteuil" (sixteenth century), all 

feature a marvelous or gifted protagonist who is sightless 

and exhibits a strong resemblance to his mythological or 

classical brethren. The medieval version differs in that the 

scenario tends to be on a more realistic level. Often the 

central character who is blind is called upon or is sought 

out to solve a social problem, a mystery, or perhaps to 

resolve an issue. He is frequently successful, relying on 

his keen wit, his hearing or sense of touch, which are 

depicted as far superior to those of his sighted counterpart. 

Such an example is recorded in W.R. Chambers' "Edinburgh 

Journal" (1844-1854), in a section titled "The Blind Man of 

Argenteuil," classified as a "Norman Tradition of the 

Sixteenth Century" and is believed to have a factual basis 

(Chambers 355). The story was first recorded by Entienne 

Pasquier in his "Recherces sur la France", and is supposedly 

an eyewitness account of the incident seen as a youth some 

fifty years prior. The manuscript, rediscovered and reprinted 

first in London in 1833, appeared in a Scottish Journal some 

ten years later. 

The incident takes place in Normandy in the sixteenth 

century and involves a man concerned about his brother who 

mysteriously disappears and is considered missing. After an 

extensive investigation by the authorities, a suspect is 
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taken into custody, but it appears that there is no eye 

witness to the crime. Then, Gervais, a blind beggar, appears 

in the audience of the courtroom, announcing that he has been 

involved in such an incident and heard the moan of the victim 

as well as the threat that he would also be killed if he were 

not blind. The crimes are tied together and some eighteen 

criminals are paraded in front of the blindman, all muttering 

the same threat. He immediately identifies the voice of the 

perpetrator, who then breaks down, confesses to the murder 

and tells the court where the body is hidden. Given the 

lapse of some nine months since the incident, Gervais' feat 

in identification is considered miraculous. After the 

climactic confession, the blind beggar proclaims his 

extraordinary hearing as a divine gift in a scene paralleling 

that of Teiresias who identifies Oedipus as the one 

responsible for his father's murder: 

Gervais, lifting his hands to heaven, 
said, "God is good, and forsakes not the 
poor blind. Since I lost my sight, I can 
hear wonderfully. Call the people of 
Argenteuil; they will tell you how they 
amuse themselves with embarrassing me, 
and saying, in counterfeited tones, "Who 
speaks to thee?" Ask them if they have 
ever succeeded in deceiving me!' The 
people cried out that all that the blind 
man said was true; his knowledge of 
voices was wonderful. (Chambers 357) 

One of the earliest examples in medieval literature 

concerning the extraordinarily gifted blind beggar appears in 

the fourteenth century collection of tales by Franco 

Sacchetti. One particularly humorous story, "CXCVIII," is 

entitled "Uno cieco da Orvieto con gli occhi mentali, essen-

dogli furato clento fiorini, fa tan to col suo senno, che chi 
gli ha tolti gli remette donde gli ha levati. "^ Cola, a 

former barber, has gone blind and turned to begging. The key 

words to this description, "gli occhi mentali," give the 

dK 
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first clue to an understanding of this blind man's super

human abilities. 

Cola's extreme wit contrasts greatly with his medieval 

counterpart of the blind buffoon as the scenario shows how he 

outsmarts a would-be thief in restoring his stolen money. 

The beggar has saved 100 Florins and, desiring to hide the 

treasure, puts the purse with the money under a loose brick 

behind the church door which is his station. Juccio, a 

cheesemonger, observes the act and after Cola leaves, re

trieves the hidden purse. The next morning, on discovery 

that the florins are missing. Cola tells his son that they 

are to sit by the church door and when the congregation 

starts to enter the church, the son is to observe the facial 

expressions of the passersby noting anyone who looks oddly at 

Cola. On entering, Juccio wears a subtle sneer and the son 

advises the father of such. Cola then tells the son to lead 

him to the cheese shop where he finds the suspect. Cola 

tells Juccio that he considers him an honest friend and that 

he will entrust 200 florins to his keeping, 100 that his 

family holds and another 100 that he has hidden. Juccio 

immediately returns to the church with the money and replaces 

the sum in the original spot, thinking that he will double 

his profit. After retrieving the purse. Cola then tells the 

frustrated Juccio that, alas, the money has been stolen and 

that both are out of luck. At the end of the story Cola 

provides some insight into his superior wit or his "occhi 

mentali" and Juccio's mental blindness when he declares: "Per 

Santa Lucia: Che Juccio e state piu cieco di me" (Sacchetti 

682). The author ends the story with some perceptive 

observations on the blind and blindness. He states: "E non e 

percio da maravigliare, pero che i ciechi sono di molto piu 

sottile intendimento che gli altri; che la luce il piu delle 

volte, marando or una cosa e or un'altra, occupa I'intelletto 

dentro;..." (Sacchetti 684). 

Representations of the blind having the exceptional 
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ability to detect or "sense" occurrences in conjunction with 

divine reward resurface throughout modern literature, 

reflecting both ancient attitudes and more modern artistic 

imagination, connecting and combining the present with past 

literary depictions of the sightless. In Sir Nigel (1906), a 

novel by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle (1859-1930), Andreas, a blind 

beggar, is called upon to assist the English in fighting the 

French during a war in 1350. Andreas is asked to locate an 

underground tunnel to a French castle from above ground with 

his sensitive hearing. One of the leaders. Sir Nigel, is 

confused as to how a blind man can be of any help, but his 

assistant Simon explains: 

"How can he help us in our enterprise if 
he be indeed blind?' asked Nigel. 

"It is for that very reason, fair 
lord, that he can be of greater service 
than any other man,' Simon answered; 'for 
it often happens that when a man has lost 
a sense the good God will strengthen 
those that remain. Hence it is that 
Andreas has such ears that he can hear 
the sap in the trees or the cheep of the 
mouse in its burrow. He has come to help 
us to find the tunnel.' (Doyle 293) 

The feat is successful and then the incredible Andreas 

functions as a "lookout" in the dark while the band dig their 

way into the tunnel: "The blind man lay silent, flat upon his 

face, and twice they heard his warning hiss and stopped their 

work, while some one passed beneath" (Doyle 293,294). 

Andreas continues to astound the group by ultimately 

confronting and killing one of the robber lords who is 

responsible for blinding him. 

The first quarter of the twentieth century brings the 

marvelous aspect of the blind into the rather unusual occu

pation of sleuthing. Such writers as Isabel Ostrander, 

Clinton Stagg and Baynard Kendrick contribute to create the 

blind detective genre in which the central character is a 

sightless sleuth who successfully solves mysteries through 
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remarkable insight and his remaining senses. In one of the 

most popular detective series of short stories and novels by 

Ernest Bramah, the blind Max Carrados, the central investi

gator, always seems to get his criminal. In his introduction 

to The Specimen Case (1925), the author anticipates the 

reader's curiosity about a sightless detective, explaining 

how his main character turns an affliction into an investi

gatory advantage. Max has been stricken with amaurosis and 

is: 

"blind, quite blind, but so far from 
crippling his interests in life or his 
energies, his blindness has merely im
pelled him to develop those senses which 
in most of us lie half dormant and prac
tically unused. Thus you will understand 
that while he may be at a disadvantage 
when you are at an advantage, he is at an 
advantage when you are at a 
disadvantage.' Carrados, it will be 
seen, can read newspaper headlines and 
large type by means of his sensitive 
touch, can sense subtle temperature 
changes and locate electric light bulbs 
by their radiation, can identify scents 
to a degree rivalling a hound, and, of 
course, can analyze the world of sound 
vibration with a finesse impossible to 
any animal. (Bramah i.) 

As a reaction to this form of depiction, critic and 

author Jacob Twersky attacks writing which focuses on the 

blind sleuth, pointing out that the caricature of the 

marvelous in the form of an extraordinary detective genre 

goes too far in representing what borders on the ridiculous 

and that such writing is so constructed to purposely play to 

a public that is condescending to the blind: 

..his author has made him blind for one 
simple reason: to make him more marvel
ous. Even when he solves the mystery 
logically and his abilities are explained 
reasonably, the whole point in having him 
in the story at all, instead of a seeing 
detective, is to make it more 
amazing....the manner of highlighting it 
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in the stories still has only the 
objective of making it marvelous. And 
the author well knows that the general 
public will find it marvelous, curious 
and interesting, that the blind man can 
see the solution to the mystery before 
anyone with sight can. The general 
public is all too ready to be conde
scending toward the blind by marveling at 
them when they in the least are not 
stupid or helpless. The blind detective 
stories exploit this readiness, and that 
it is done to a marked degree is indi
cated by their number and apparent suc
cess of their authors. (Twersky 51) 

In his story, "The Country of the Blind" (1904), H.G. 

Wells (1866-1946) constructs a satirical legend in the 

Swiftian mode that incorporates the mystical and the blind. 

Tucked away in the remote folds of the Peruvian Andes lies an 

isolated valley inhabited by an autonomous people who are all 

blind and have been so for fourteen generations. The concept 

of sight has long been forgotten as they have completely 

adapted to their environment of darkness, though some of 

their beliefs might be considered unconventional and bizarre. 

They think, for instance, that the world has a roof not far 

above them, and that rather than birds, the sounds of wings 

flapping above are angels. 

One day a lost intruder, Nunez, happens upon this 

forgotten land and is first confused about the strange 

sightless people that inhabit the place. But moreover, he 

is delighted at the possibility of dominating them because, 

as he logically concludes "In the Country of the Blind the 

One-eyed Man is King" (Wells 170). Nufiez is aghast to find 

that the community considers him almost extraterrestrial as 

well as primitive and inferior due to his ability to see. As 

he attempts to introduce violence, they quickly respond to 

keep him in check and it is now he who must regard and 

respect their ways and standards. When he attempts to 

explain the concept of sight to the blind elders, they 
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consider him to be delusional and have him examined to find 

the source of this insanity. The diagnosis is a resounding 

satirical paradox on physical sight as Nunez becomes the 

object of pity and repugnance by the sightless society: 

"His brain is affected," said the blind 
doctor. The elders murmured assent. 
"Now, what affects it?" "Ay!" said old 
Yacob. "This," said the doctor, answer
ing his own question. "Those queer 
things that are called the eyes, and 
which exist to make an agreeable soft 
depression in the face, are diseased, in 
the case of Bogota, in such a way as to 
affect his brain. They are greatly 
distended, he has eyelashes, and his 
eyelids move, and consequently, his brain 
is in a state of constant irritation and 
distraction." (Wells 184) 

A blind girl falls in love with the intruder but any 

future for the pair is quashed by the blind leaders' fear of 

introducing an undesirable foreign strain into their commu

nity that would be inferior or subhuman. Now, without 

aspirations of being the master, Nunez, renamed Bogota, 

becomes conditioned to the ways of his captors and attempts 

to conform despite his affliction of sight. Ultimately he 

manages his way back to his "civilization" to relate his 

experience in this mystical land. 

Other literary variations presenting the marvelous/ 

mystical aspect of blindness as advantageous over sight 

appear in abundance during the nineteenth and twentieth 

centuries. A further example occurs in Edward G. Bulver 

Lytton's novel. The Last Davs of Pompeii (1854), one of the 

first representations of a blind heroine in the character of 

Nydia, a humble village girl that sells flowers during the 

time in which Mount Vesuvius is about to erupt. Clever and 

competent, she is esteemed by all for her ability to get 

around the city easily. This comes in very handy when the 

catastrophe occurs and the doomed city remains in darkness 

under the cloud of ash from the erupting volcano. Nydia 
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comes to the rescue of the man she loves and his beloved to 

lead them to safety throughout the now obscure streets and 

corridors of the distressed city. She is the only one who, 

ironically, because of her blindness, maintains her orienta

tion and is familiar with her dark surroundings during the 

ordeal. The lovers survive because of the marvelous feat but 

ultimately Nydia tragically commits suicide because of a 

broken heart. 

Another blind heroine depicted with marvelous powers 

appears in Laura Richards' novel, Melodv (1894). Although 

born blind, the young girl seems perfect in every way. 

Melody exudes an angelic essence and her ethereal singing 

cures the infirm and causes men to quit drinking. She is 

kind to every one and her mere presence makes people feel 

good. In her spare time, she polishes the weathered grave

stones in the old cemetery and reads aloud to the elderly 

from an embossed copy of Paradise Lost. On one occasion 

Melody rushes into a burning building, rescuing a baby. Like 

Nydia, her blindness becomes an asset as she feels her way 

with the infant from the smoking inferno to safety. 

Jacob Twersky is highly critical of Richards' rather 

idealistic and romantic caricature of the blind youth, 

indicating that it is in total contradiction to the extensive 

experience that the author has in dealing with blind 

children. He points out that as a close relative of Samuel 

Gridley Howe (1801-1876), a most esteemed and prominent 

American educator of the blind who runs the Perkins Insti

tute, Richards' association allows her much interaction and 

unique insight regarding blind children. Twersky speculates 

that: 

She grew up among sightless children, and 
yet she either noticed nothing or refused 
to accept what she did notice. Or 
perhaps she believed naively that she was 
doing the blind a service by dreaming up 
Melody and make her public. (Twersky 39) 

iMi 
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The writer also has a tendency to proselytize, present

ing Melody as "God's child." Her blindness magnifies the 

young girl's innocence and purity as her life appears obliv

ious to the sins and vices of the sighted world around her: 

Melody, in common with most blind per
sons, always spoke of seeing, of looking 
at things, precisely as if she had the 
full use of her eyes. Indeed, I question 
whether those wonderful fingers of hers 
were not as good as many pairs of eyes we 
see. How many people go half-blind 
through the world, just for want of the 
habit of looking at things! How many 
plod onward, with eyes fixed on the 
ground, when they might be raised to the 
skies, seeing the glory of the Lord, 
which He has spread abroad over hill and 
meadow, for all eyes to behold! 
(Richards 47) 

Another spin on the motif of the marvelous/mystical 

blind who possess mental or spiritual vision is found in the 

short story, "They" (1904) by Rudyard Kipling (1865-1936). 

Miss Florence, the central character, is blind, beautiful, 

charming, and able to function well with her other senses. 

She manages a very special and unusual estate where she 

lives, sharing it with the ghosts of children who have died 

in the neighboring vicinity. As governess, she is the only 

one who can hear and communicate with the residing cherubs. 

One day, a lost motorist happens onto the estate and also 

hears the laughter of the invisible children who are 

fascinated with his motorcar. He meets Miss Florence and 

takes both governesses and her heavenly wards for a spin 

around the beautiful gardens of the estate. The two become 

friends as he is regarded as someone special in being able 

to hear the spirits of the children around him. He also 

gains some insight into the mystical governess. Ironically 

her powers permit her to perceive the feelings of others 

through colors which are internally visualized, to the 

amazement of the visitor: 
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"But, how in the world do you know about 
colours?" I exclaimed, for here was a 
revelation indeed. 
"Colours as colours?" she asked. 
"No, Those Colours which you saw just 
now. " 
"You know as well as I do," she laughed, 
"else you wouldn't have asked that ques
tion. They aren't in the world at all. 
They re in you—when you went so angry." 

"Do you mean a dull purplish patch, like 
port-wine mixed with ink?" I said. 
"I've never seen ink or port-wine, but 
the colours aren't mixed. They are 
separate—all separate." 
"Do you mean black streaks and jags 
across the purple?" 
She nodded. "Yes—if they are like 
this." and zig-zagged her finger again, 
"but it's more red than purple—that bad 
colour." 
"And what are the colours at the top of the— 
whatever you see?' 
Slowly she leaned forward and traced on 
the rug the figure of the egg itself. 
"I see them so, she said, pointing with a 
grass stem, "white, green, yellow, red, 
purple, and when people are angry or bad, 
black across the red—as you were just 
now." (Beecroft 159) 

Of course, this ability to discriminate between colors she 

has never seen should defy logic. 

2.3 The Physically blind and the motif of evil 

A rather negative exponent and somewhat extreme varia

tion on the medieval/renaissance theme of the marvelous/ 

mystical in early modern and contemporary literature involves 

the physically blind in charac-terizations that are evil or 

menacing. As darkness has long been associated with the 

diabolic and foreboding, those who "live in darkness" (my 

quotation marks) are often perceived as having an aura of 

maleficence. Jessica Langworthy considers possible 
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attitudinal and artistic motives behind such negative 

literary images, reasoning that for some writers, the state 

of blindness is perhaps quite repugnant. Others may utilize 

it to symbolize mental darkness while for others, it may 

function as aesthetic contrast for those artists obsessed 

with perfection.9 The concept of evil takes many literary 

forms both diverse and imaginative. Two primary depictions 

of the blind will be considered: the misuse of power which 

can be manifest in extreme cruelty; and the sinister person

age cloaked in mystery or suspense. 

Various instances in literature depict the blind as 

evil, although few examples exist prior to the nineteenth 

century. One of the earliest examples appears in the begin

ning tratado of the Spanish picaresque novel, Lazarillo de 

Tormes (1554), which will be discussed at length in Chapter 

Four of this study. Initially there exists a constant power 

struggle between a blind beggar and his guide, Lazarillo. 

Although this conflict often has comical results, Lazarillo 

frequently becomes the victim of harsh and abusive treatment 

by his sightless master. 

Another of the rare early examples in which a blind man 

is portrayed as having a significant level of power occurs in 

the character of the extremely cruel and merciless Grand 

Inquisitor in the play "Don Carlos" (1787) by Friedrich 

Schiller (1759-1805). The play infers that the cruel nature 

of the powerful fanatic is due, at least in part, to his 

blindness, as is articulated by the king in a confrontation 

with him: 

Konig. Ich sah in seine Augen—Halte mir 
Den Riickfall in die 
Sterblichkeit zu gut. 
Die Welt hat einen Umgang 
weniger 
Zu deinem Herzen Deine Augen 
sind erloschen. (Schiller 184) 

Among the maleficent blind characters that appear in the 
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literature of the nineteenth century and thereafter, one of 

the most popular is the evil Pew in Treasure Island (1894) by 

Robert Louis Stevenson (1850-1894). Pew, the sightless 

leader of a band of cutthroats, appears at an inn in search 

of the Captain, forcing Jim Hawkins to take him to the 

seaman's table where his presence literally scares the 

Captain to death. Frequently, detailed descriptions of blind 

characters are employed to evoke horrific and malignant 

images by emphasizing their sightless appearance to augment a 

frightful scene. In this case, it is Jim who narrates the 

frightful demeanor of the blind beggar in disparaging terms: 

He was plainly blind, for he tapped 
before him with a stick, and wore a great 
green shade over his eyes and nose; and 
he was hunched, as if with age or 
weakness, and wore a huge old tattered 
sea-cloak with a hood that made him 
appear positively deformed. I never saw 
in may life a more dreadful-looking 
figure...I held out my hand, and the 
horrible, soft-spoken, eyeless creature 
gripped it in a moment like a vise. I 
was so much startled that I struggled to 
withdraw, but the blind man pulled me 
close up to him with a single action of 
his arm. (Stevenson 23,24) 

In Madame Bovarv (1851) by Gustave Flaubert (1821-1880), 

a blind beggar is encountered by Emma on several occasions 

while traveling by coach through the countryside. His 

hideous appearance makes a frightful impression on her. He 

inspires the morbid and she comes to regard him as an omen of 

her own demise. Some critics maintain that the blind beggar 

in the road symbolizes the "deterioration and corruption of 

the flesh which ultimately ends in death. The blind beggar 

is linked by a grotesque affinity with Emma herself" (Bell 

27). The initial description of the tattered and dirty image 

with his imposing horrible bloody sockets prefigures Emma's 

impending doom: 

II y avait dans la cote un pauvre diable 
vagabondant avec son baton, tout au 
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milieu des diligences. Un amas de guen-
illes lui recouvraitles epaules, et un 
vieux castor defence, s'arrondissant en 
cuvette, ini caehait la figure; mais, 
quand il le retirait, 11 decouvrait, a la 
place des paupieres, deux erbites beautes 
tout ensanglantees. La chair 
s'effiloquait par lambeaux rouges; et il 
en coulait des liquides qui se figeaient 
au gales vertes jusqu'au nez, dont les 
narines noires renifiaient 
convulsivement. Pour veus parler, il se 
reuversait la tete avec un rire idiot;--
alers ses prunelles bleuatres, reulant 
d'un mouvement eontinu, allaient se 
cogner, vers les tempea, sur le bord de 
la plaie vive. (Flaubert 295) 

On their first encounter, while in the coach, Emma hears an 

eerie and dreadful song of the beggar who has stopped them in 

the road. Much later, Emma on her death-bed at the 

conclusion of the story hears the beggar again outside her 

window singing the same haunting verses and she expires out 

of fear. 

Other such unsavory blind characters appearing through

out the writings of this literary time frame include Duncan 

MacKeigh in Robert Louis Stevenson's Kidnapped (1886); the 

innkeeper, Stagg, in Barnabv Rudge (1841) by Charles Dickens 

(1812-1870); the abusive Jackson in The Little Savage (1848) 

by Captain F. Marryat (1792-1848); and the brutal sea cap

tain. Wolf Larsen, in Sea Wolf (1904) by Jack London (1876-

1916). Although their literary employment differs, the 

insidious aspects of the characters are enhanced by the 

common fact that all are blind. 

Duncan MacKeigh, a blind Scottish catechist, is also a 

notorious robber and murderer, a cynical contradiction. He 

is an accurate shot, aiming his pistol by sound, and he 

radiates a suspicious nature. His mere presence threatens 

everyone. Twersky attributes his evil side to his blindness 

which dominates his contradictory life.^o On his first 

encounter with MacKeigh, David Belfour, the hero, declares. 
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"But his face went against me; it seemed dark and dangerous 

and secret" (Stevenson 134). His suspicion is soon borne out 

as MacKeigh attempts to rob him. 

Charles Dickens' character, Stagg, is a blind innkeeper 

reviled for his immoral and deceitful nature. He is greedy, 

ruthless and cynical. In one scene, Stagg appears in the 

prison to visit an inmate who describes his unnerving ap

proach: 

After a long time the door of his cell 
opened. He looked up; saw the blind man 
enter; and relapsed into his former 
position. Guided by his breathing, the 
visitor advanced to where he sat; and 
stopping beside him, and stretching out 
his hand to assure himself that he was 
right, remained, for a good space, si
lent. "This is bad, Rudge. This is bad,' 
he said at length. (Dickens 451) 

Captain F. Marryat borrows from Greek mythology in The 

Little Savage as the cruel Jackson is rendered helpless after 

being blinded by a bolt of lightning. A young boy and 

Jackson, the murderer of the boy's father, are stranded on a 

desert island, where the boy is subjected to violent mis

treatment until the cur's eyes are suddenly extinguished. In 

this instance Jackson's evil nature is neutralized by the 

accident and his trauma forces him to repent his evil behav

ior. Desperately he laments: 

"...but now I am blind, I shall never see 
a ship or anything else again. God help 
me! I shall die and rot on this cursed 
island." 
"Blind, what is blind?" inquired I. 
"The lightning has burned out my eyes, 
and I can see nothing—I cannot help 
myself—I cannot walk about—I cannot do 
anything, and I suppose you will leave me 
here to die like a dog." 
"Can't you see me?" 
"No, all is dark, dark as night, and will 
be as long as I live." And he turned on 
his bed-place and groaned. "I had hope, 
I lived in hope—it has kept me alive for 
many weary years, but now hope is gone. 
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and I care not if I die to-morrow." 
(Marryat 14) 

The act of blinding in modern literature commonly 

functions to resolve the issue in which the anti-hero is 

foiled or brought to complete helplessness. Such is also the 

case for Wolf Larsen, a robust but demonic sea captain who 

almost defeats the hero passenger until he experiences loss 

of sight. With blindness, he loses his power and must await 

his fate to go down with his sinking ship. In a final scene, 

he curses his sudden affliction as he mutters helplessly: 

...and the curse of it is that I must lie 
here, conscious, mentally unimpaired, 
knowing that the lines are going down, 
breaking bit by bit communication with 
the world. I cannot see, hearing and 
feeling are leaving me, at this rate I 
shall soon cease to speak; yet all the 
time I shall be here, alive, active, and 
powerless. (London 241) 

In The Dragon in Shallow Waters (1922) by V. Sackville-

West, Silas, a repulsive blind man, and his deaf brother 

suggest that the afflicted must be innately harsh, unfeeling 

and spiritually devoid. Both are competent workers in a soap 

factory which controls the town and though they are dedicated 

to the factory and are considered valuable workers, they are 

regarded as the scourge of the community. On one occasion, 

Silas refuses to take off work to attend his wife's funeral 

when she has been run over by a train. He appears delighted 

with all of the extra attention that he receives as the new 

widower. If blindness reflects the cynical, the maniacal 

Silas is the perfect candidate for the role. He chastises 

love, claiming that it causes weakness which creates 

dependence. He appears rough, impatient and cold to others 

and the entire village fears him. Silas prides himself on 

his intellect and independence, but his blindness tends to 

make any competence negative or sinister. Nan, his brother's 

wife, is quite outspoken and seems to be the only one who 

escapes his powerful hold. On one occasion, frustrated by 
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his control over her husband, she confronts and verbally 

attacks him, declaring that his imposing and controlling 

nature is built on cowardice: 

You're such a coward that there have been 
moments when you were glad you were 
blind, because that saved you from dan
gers other men were expected to under
take. You were quite safe to talk about 
danger; your blindness sheltered you, and 
words couldn't possibly hurt. Am I not 
speaking the truth? Your blindness has 
been your best friend, as well as your 
worst enemy,—your worst enemy, because 
it favored your horrible imagination, and 
provided a darkness that you peopled with 
shapes; your best friend, because all the 
time it preserved you from having to 
practice what you preached. (Sackville-
West 202) 

As her husband, Gregory, remains in his brother's firm grip. 

Nan decides to break the loop and falls in love with another 

who has no affliction. When Gregory finds out he goes insane 

and fights with Silas at the factory, Silas pushes Gregory to 

his death in a vat of boiling soap and becomes a fugitive 

wanted for murder. His power over people finally ends with 

his capture: 

Uncouth, haggard, his clothes torn and 
soiled, his hands always at their unhappy 
groping, his useless eyes turning hither 
and thither, he resembled some half-crazy 
castaway that might have subsisted there 
for days on berries and foul 
water...(Sackville-West 287) 

Rarely does a blind woman appear in literature who is also 

evil but such is the case in The Three Hostages (1924) by 

John Buchan. Mrs. Medina, a beautiful blind woman, reflects 

the epitome of mystery and evil. The narrator feels that her 

physical darkness creates the dark within. The blindness of 

the old woman seems to trigger adversity to an otherwise 

beautiful appearance and reflects a secretive, divisive 

picture that lurks in a sinister mind. Her beauty provides a 

false confidence as the narrator is hypnotized to perform 
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evil deeds in her power and to serve as a pawn for her 

conspiring son. Sir Richard Hanney, the hero, finally comes 

to his senses as he realizes that her outward beauty which 

gives her power, also masks her all-consuming hatred and 

malicious proclivities which inspire criminal activity: 

In most blind people the eyes are like 
marbles, dead windows in an empty house; 
but—how shall I describe it?—these were 
blinds drawn in a room which was full of 
light and movement, stage curtains, 
behind which some great drama was always 
set. Blind though they were, they seemed 
to radiate an ardent vitality, to glow 
and flash like the soul within. 

I realized that it was the most wonderful 
face of a woman I had ever looked on. 
And I realized in the same moment that I 
hated it, that the beauty of it was 
devilish, and the soul within was on fire 
with all the hatred of Hell. (Buchan 
545) 

It is evident that the literature during the medieval 

and Renaissance Periods are very "trichotomous" (my word) in 

the characterizations of the sightless. The more prevalent 

themes of humor/marvelous/evil place the blind in roles that 

contrast greatly with each other. Interesting to note is 

that all of these characterizations survive to reappear 

throughout subsequent literature. As such, the sightless are 

cast in multiple roles that are often as ambivalent as they 

are ridiculous. The sightless character continues to have 

interchangeable parts. 
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CHAPTER III 

DEPICTIONS OF THE PHYSICALLY BLIND IN THE 

LITERATURE OF THE EIGHTEENTH, 

NINETEENTH AND TWENTIETH 

CENTURIES 

The eighteenth century in Europe proved to be a most 

important turning point with respect to the changing atti

tudes toward the physically blind in society as well as in 

literature. One critical factor was the investigative mood 

of the period in which philosophy and science began to 

question and challenge the many aspects of traditional ultra-

orthodoxy. The aspect of blindness became an object of 

serious study and consideration for the new philosophers and 

scientists in their ecclesiastical confrontations. Congenital 

blindness and its many implications with regard to the 

theories behind the origin of learning and of ideas were of 

great interest to the new thinkers who avidly oppose 

conventional church doctrine and dogma. Such philosophical 

leaders of the time as John Lock (1652-1704) and George 

Berkeley (1685-1753) were among the first to dispute eccle

siastical precepts and traditional Cartisian thought. They 

found the theoretical implications regarding congenital 

blindness to be of tremendous potential value and use in 

supporting their own defense as they challenged central ideas 

of the church which considered the origin of ideas and 

learning as innate and of predetermined design by God. The 

bold, new theorists subscribed to an empirical approach and 

maintained that ideas were based on experience, largely 

achieved through the visual sense. They believed the forma

tion of ideas to be based on the sensation of external 

material things as well as reflections of operations on the 

mind. In the so-called Mdyneux Problem, Locke and Berkely 

speculated on the relationship of touch to sight and how one 

could perceive things in darkness as opposed to the light. 

82 
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Such questions were considered as: if one feels or touches 

something, does he then have the ability to identify the 

object at first sight and thus have a predisposed under

standing of its appearance? Or, is experience first neces

sary in uniting the two senses? Do light and color add a new 

dimension to things? The philosophers took the position that 

the concept of spatiality without sight was impossible and 

was incomprehensible through innate judgement to the person 

born blind. This was expressed in Berkeley's "Essay on a New 

Theory of Vision" (1709). At this point in time congenital 

blindness became a focal reference in supporting these then-

heretical speculations. The argument behind the Mdyneux 

Problem provoked intense interest as attention and study were 

directed to the ways of the sightless as never before. As 

the Mdyneux Problem was considered and discussed, some 

believed that if it were possible to restore sight to one who 

had never seen, initial reactions to a new world of vision 

would produce invaluable information in the form of 

revelations that supported their positions and that would 

also resolve issues at the center of the problem: 

The philosophical interest in the newly 
cured blind was motivated by the belief 
that ideas come from sensation, that 
knowing is analogous to perceiving and 
specifically to seeing. The analogy is 
ancient and has both epistemdogical and 
rhetorical implications. The sense of 
sight, more than any other, has at least 
in Western culture been associated with 
the presence of a world exterior to the 
subject and with the subject's represen
tation of that world. Words such as 
"idea" (from the Greek eidos, sight), 
"theory" (from the Greek gheorein, to 
observe), and "intuition" (from the Latin 
intueri, to look at) imply that the 
objects of thought are conceived of as 
analogous to the images seen by the eyes, 
to the visual representation of a 
perceptual presence. In Plato's 
Republic^ Socrates takes sight to be the 
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only sense worthy of figuring true knowl
edge; ... (Paulson 11) 

In the first part of the eighteenth century, medical 

progress started to lend itself to new perspectives con

cerning the blind and possible resolutions of questions 

raised from the Problem. Philosophical and scientific ex

citement were fueled as early as 1709 and 1728, as surgeons 

Grant and Cheselden, respectively, successfully performed 

operations on individuals born blind, and were successful in 

removing firmly attached cataracts. Persons congenitally 

blind achieve sight for the first time. Cheselden"s sur

gical process is recorded in Voltaire's Elements de 

Philosophie de Newtnn (1738). In 1746, Etienne de Condillac, 

in his essay "On the Origin of Human Knowledge," also cited 

Cheselden's successful operation and discussed the effects of 

blindness on the powers of perception: 

The belief that a blind person on recov
ering sight would not recognize objects 
with which he was familiar through touch 
gained scientific support when a thir
teen-year-old boy, operated on for cata
racts by William Cheselden, an English 
surgeon, had his vision restored. With 
his new sight the boy found it difficult 
to form any visual judgment regarding the 
shape of familiar objects. He was 
disappointed when he learned that the 
things and persons he loved best were not 
always the fairest to look upon. He had 
a hard time distinguishing between his 
dog and his cat. Being ashamed to ask 
the oft-repeated question which was 
which, he was observed one day passing 
his hand carefully over the cat and then 
looking at it steadfastly and saying, 
"So, puss, I shall know you another 
time." He had more confidence in the 
judgement of his hands than of his eyes. 
(Farrell 14) 

As philosophers of the Enlightenment directed their 

attention to the unsighted, extensive interviews of blind 

persons yielded profound, as well as more realistic, insight 
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as the sighted intellectuals became acquainted with the 

sightless and their way of life, which were observed as never 

before. This most personal interaction caused a modification 

in attitudes that were more sensitive and appreciative toward 

the blind and their compensatory feats and accomplishments in 

personal struggles to adapt to a visually oriented society. 

The encyclopedist, Denis Diderot (1713-1784), greatly 

impressed and influenced in reading the works of Locke and 

Berkeley, became intensely involved with the study of the 

congenitally blind in his contemplation of the Mdyneux 

Problem, bringing the issue to an expressive head in his 

Lettre Sur Les Aveugles a L'usage de ceux qui voient (1749). 

Diderot became the first important figure to make a careful 

analysis of the thought processes of a person born blind. 

Many of these observations were derived from interviews with 

an average congenitally blind man named Lenotre, known as the 

Blind Man of Puiseaux. Lenotre, the son of a professor at 

the University of Paris, himself attended classes in 

chemistry and botany, and ultimately retired to the little 

village of Puiseaux where he owned a distillery. 

Diderot, one of the more important figures of the 

Enlightenment and editor of the Encyclopedie, fought side by 

side with Voltaire, attempting to discredit the superstition 

and despotism of the period by "strangling the last king with 

the guts of the last priest" (Furbank XII). Diderot's "Loi 

Naturelle" served as a basis for his friend, while Rousseau's 

Social Contract and his influence extended to such notable 

and historical followers as Goethe, Schiller, Hegel, Heine, 

Balzac, Freud and Kafka. 

Initially in his Lettre, in commenting on his personal 

speculations regarding the blind and the Mdyneux Problem, 

the young, impetuous philosopher made some rather unsettling 

and premature statements, which he recanted and revised some 

thirty-three years later in an addition to the original work. 

The original Lettre reveals his early strategy and begins 
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with the ethical question: 

For if it can be shown that the blind 
possess a different code of ethics from 
the sighted, this is already quite a 
victory for relativism. It is one of the 
several ways of enforcing the point that 
the world is not simply "there', as a solid 
and unquestionable fact, but has to be 
constructed by each individual as best as 
he or she can. (Furbank 58-59) 

Diderot's initial interviews with the Blind Man of Puiseaux, 

as well as with Nicholas Saunderson (1682-1739), the famed 

blind mathematician, who said, "if you want me to believe in 

God, you will have to make me touch him" (Furbank 63), were 

contrived to attack the argument from design with some rather 

hasty remarks: 

People blind from birth, he surmises, 
will not know what beauty is and will 
have to take it on trust and from hear
say; they will be likely to be philo
sophical materialists; they will not be 
put in awe by the panoply of civic 
authority—nor indeed will they be 
frightened by that favourite sanction of 
authority, prison. (To the magistrate 
who threatens him with prison, the young 
"blind man of Puiseaux" is imagined as 
replying: "Have I not already been in one 
for twenty-five years?"). They will be 
immune to physical shame. They are very 
vulnerable to adultery and may have to 
accept the practice of holding wives in 
common. They will have a peculiar 
aversion to theft. They may have a 
tendency to inhumanity. (For what dif
ference is there, to a blind person, 
between a man urinating and a man who, 
uncomplainingly, is shedding his own 
blood? Do not we ourselves cease to 
feel compassion when distance, or the 
littleness of objects, produces the same 
effect on us as deprivation of sight?) 
(Furbank 59) 

In his later years, Diderot radically modified parts of 

his initial Lettre. replacing much of the original ethical 

interpretations with words of praise and admiration: 
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I might add to this account of Saunderson 
and the blind man of Puiseaux, Didymus of 
Alexandria, Eusebius the Asiatic, and 
Nicaise of Mechlin, and some other people 
who, though lacking one sense, seemed so 
far above the level of the rest of 
mankind that the poets might without 
exaggeration have feigned the jealous 
gods to have deprived them of it, from 
fear lest mortals should equal them. For 
what was Tiresias, who had penetrated the 
secrets of the gods, but a blind 
philosopher whose memory has been handed 
down to us by fable? (Jourdan 108) 

Aside from the negative reactions from the interviews, 

Diderot also received some rather startling and most signif

icant information regarding the attitudes and philosophy of 

the blind person. Surprisingly, both Lenotre and Saunderson 

expressed a total disinterest in having the ability to see. 

As sight is of little importance to the sightless who suc

cessfully adapt in spite of its absence, potential restora

tion of the sense is perceived as unnecessary, unimportant, 

of little interest, and even undesirable, possibly causing 

more problems than it cures. Lenotre once remarks to 

Diderot: 

If it were not for curiosity, I would 
just as soon have long arms: it seems to 
me my hands would tell me more of what 
goes on in the moon than your eyes or 
your telescopes; and besides, eyes cease 
to see sooner than hands to touch. I 
would be as well off if I perfected the 
organ I possess, as if I obtained the 
organ which I am deprived of. (Farrell 
15) 

This unexpected revelation was but another of the important 

literary implications that developed from the eighteenth 

century Enlightenment. 

Among one of the people considered important for 

Diderot's philosophical reversal was Mademoiselle M61anie de 

Salignac (1741-1763), an exceptionally bright and charming 

blind woman whom Diderot came to know from 1760 to 1763. She 
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lost her sight at two, when her mother put pigeon blood on 

her eyes to protect them from the possible effects of 

smallpox. Diderot, quite impressed and taken by her loveli

ness, commented: 

...nature, however, may be said to have 
compensated for that unhappy mistake, by 
beauty of person, sweetness of temper, 
vivacity of genius, quickness of concep
tion, and many talents which certainly 
must soften her misfortune. (Farrell 15) 

The Mademoiselle was inventively competent and quite inde

pendent, and Diderot became familiar with the ingeniously 

constructed apparatus and methodology that facilitated her 

learning to read, write and master other subjects such as 

math and map reading. Greatly impressed with her abilities 

and accomplishments, Diderot composed an important addition 

to his now famous Lettre. written many years earlier, refer

ring to her impressive education, so inventively and inge

niously achieved. Melanie read by means of cut-out letters, 

and wrote by means of pricking a piece of paper stretched on 

a frame, reading what she wrote by passing her hand over the 

reverse side of the paper. Diderot pointed out in his 

supplement to the Lettre her exceptional knowledge of as

tronomy, algebra and geometry. She declared the latter to be 

the science of the blind because it is of such universal 

application and no external aid is necessary to become 

proficient: 

I have seen the maps with which she 
studied geography. The parallels and 
meridians were made of wire; the bound
aries of kingdoms and provinces of em
broidery in linen, silk, or wool of 
various thickness; the rivers and streams 
and mountains of pin heads of various 
sizes; and cities and towns drops of wax 
of various sizes. (Farrell 16) 

Both math and geographical maps were studied through tangible 

material that was easily discerned by feel, objects that were 

constructed or modified to represent the relevant subject. 
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On one occasion, in an informal interview, Diderot asked 

Melanie if she had ever had a desire to see, as he previously 

asked others in earlier interviews. Her response, quite 

typical of her demeanor, graciously disengage Diderot's 

predisposed notions about blindness: 

"The reason,' she replied, "is that then 
I should only have my own eyes, whereas 
now I have the use of everybody's; by 
this loss I am always an object of in
terest and pity, at every instant people 
do me kindnesses, and at every instant I 
am grateful. Alas! if I could see, no 
one would trouble about me.' (Jourdan 
147) 

His addition to the original Lettre provided an ironic twist 

as it now reflected an association of the blind with purity 

and innocence, greatly influenced through his conversations 

with the charming Mademoiselle de Salignac. These attitudes 

and associations bear directly on a segment of the literature 

regarding the physically blind that followed in the 

nineteenth century in which sightless characters, many who 

are women and children such as found in the works of 

Victo Hugo, Chalres Dickens, and Andre Gide, are presented as 

figures whose blindness underscores their images that reflect 

purity and innocence. In much of this literature, vision, 

becomes a force that corrupts and even destroys. 

At the same time that Diderot was conducting interviews 

with Mademoiselle de Salignac, another influential figure of 

the time was born in 1759 in Vienna. Maria Teresa Von 

Paradies, a famous concert pianist of Europe during the last 

quarter of the eighteenth century, went blind at the age of 

three, later becoming one of the most controversial figures 

of the time when her recovered sight allegedly becomes a 

disruptive factor in her life. 

Maria's parents discovered that at seven their sightless 

daughter had an ardent love for music as well as a natural 

gift for learning. At twelve, Maria received the distinction 
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of playing at the court church of Vienna. Her talent aroused 

such enthusiasm that she was called to play before the 

Empress Maria Theresia. Maria Teresa's father, personal 

secretary of the Empress, named the child after Her Highness. 

The Empress was so impressed with Maria's performance that 

she funded a pension for the sightless child to complete her 

musical training and education. Being extremely prodigious, 

she soon became an accomplished pianist, giving concerts in 

Paris and London. Mozart, much impressed with her, composed 

a concerto dedicated to the sightless prodigy. 

Maria's fame was tragically augmented during a traumatic 

period of time in her life while in contact with the animal 

magnetist Mesmer, who used her as a subject for hypnotical 

experiments in attempting to restore her sight. The young 

lady met the notorious German physician Franz Anton Mesmer 

(1734-1815) who diagnosed her blindness as the result of 

hysteria, offering a therapeutic cure through hypnotism. 

Mesmer, already a controversial figure in Europe, had been 

condemned by medical commissions for his unorthodox approach 

to medicine and his theories about animal magnetism in curing 

disease. After leaving Vienna as the result of medical 

pressure, Mesmer came into contact with Maria Theresa Von 

Paradies through Dr. Von Stock, an oculist appointed to treat 

the girl by the Empress for a horrible twitching plaguing the 

child since early in life. Mesmer encouraged the reluctant 

parents for Maria to move into his house where his clinic was 

located, to facilitate treatment, which she did with her 

parents' approval, but caused a degree of societal scandal. 

The ordeal, avidly disputed and ardently attacked by many 

medical specialists on commissions that were to follow, 

seemed nonetheless to have miraculous results: 

In a very short time a curious state of 
vision set in. When Mesmer raised his 
magnetized wand towards the girl's re
flection in a mirror and then moved the 
wand back and forth, she followed the 
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movements of the stick with her head. 
Soon her eyes—and the nervous twitching 
in them were growing gradually less 
pronounced—moved steadily back and forth 
with his wand. When she was first 
magnetized she had trembled violently. 
This trembling had ceased, but she still 
felt a sharp pain in her head. With this 
pain she became acutely sensitive to 
light: she could tell through three 
thicknesses of bandages whether she was 
in a darkened room or not. Then very 
gradually Mesmer exposed her eyes to the 
light. (Goldsmith 97) 

The girl's initial reactions to first sight were extremely 

unpleasant, as well. First reports indicated that the least 

exposure to light was unbearably painful and her first visual 

encounter with Mesmer is emotionally traumatic: 

"At first," he wrote, "her new visual 
sense was so sensitive that she could 
recognize objects only in a darkened room 
after the shutters and curtains had been 
closed. Even when her eyes were 
protected by a bandage, five layers of 
cloth thick, she would fall to the ground 
as though struck by lightning if one 
passed her with a lighted candle. Dr. 
Mesmer was the first human form which she 
saw. She watched him and the movements 
of his body which he made to study her, 
with rapt attention. She was rather 
horrified by the sight and said: "What a 
terrible sight to behold. Is that the 
image of a human being?' Then she was 
shown a large dog who was very tame and 
of whom she had always been very fond. 
"I like this dog,' she re 
marked, "better than I do human beings; 
the sight of this animal is far more 
bearable.' (Goldsmith 98) 

Maria, terrified by the noses on the faces of people, feared 

they would gouge out her eyes, had great difficulty in 

recognizing colors and estimating distances, and became very 

melancholy at times during the treatments, often bursting out 

in uncontrollable crying. She repeatedly indicated being 

much happier and more tranquil in her blindness. There were 
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reports of her fainting upon seeing relatives or women 

friends for the first time. When she saw portraits, she was 

surprised at the flatness in contrast to the features. With 

her purported new sight, she was also appalled at the 

fashion, particularly the high headgear currently popular and 

that she herself had worn. Before a mirror she became 

utterly astonished at the reflection, a concept of which the 

Blind Man of Puiseaux could not conceive. Seeing the Flu0 

Donau (Danube) for the first time, she thought she could 

reach out and grab the trees on the other side of the great 

river. The pain of the light never ceased and Maria 

constantly asked for her eyes to be rebandaged. Ironically, 

when bandaged, she feared walking without guidance, as she 

had confidently done before, now terrified of relative 

distances. Soon, her parents became disillusioned with 

Mesmer as her music also suffered greatly. The once prodi

gious youth no longer practiced for extended periods of time 

and she could not avoid looking at her hands on the keys, 

causing such distraction that she was unable to strike 

appropriate keys and her musical abilities rapidly declined. 

Another medical commission, formed with Dr. Von Stock as a 

member, further investigated Mesmer and his questionable 

practices, and a confrontation with Mesmer by Maria's parents 

almost turned violent as the girl was found emotionally 

distraught. She was quickly returned home to recuperate from 

an ordeal which had left her physically and emotionally 

drained as well as sightless. The commission totally 

discredited Mesmer, insisting that any supposed restoration 

of sight was an illusion fabricated by Mesmer and that the 

cure itself was a delusion based on imagination through 

sophisticated suggestive processes by the doctor. 

Mesmer abandoned his practice in Vienna to escape 

further persecution when a commission determined, upon 

examining Fraulein Von Paradies, that any alleged miraculous 

cure was impossible and fraudulent. Mesmer ultimately 
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settled in Paris where he met hostility by the scientific and 

medical communities as he tried to set up shop there. While 

his popularity amazingly grew and his followers once again 

increased, his practice was thwarted by still another 

commission, put together to destroy any credibility that 

might remain as animal magnetism gained fashion with Parisian 

cultist society. His patients were primarily women and given 

the touching accompanying physical interaction in his 

treatments, immoral improprieties were imputed to the magne-

tist doctor. A commission convened in 1784 by Louis XVI, 

comprised of such notable Parisians as Dr. Guillotine and 

Jean Sylvan Bailly, a noted astronomer and statesman, later 

the mayor of Paris just before being executed by the inven

tion of Guillotine on the outbreak of the French Revolution. 

Ben Franklin, U.S. Ambassador to France, also served on the 

Commission in an honorary capacity. The investigation 

considered only physical proofs, not too appropriate for 

psychological factors that involved hypnotism, which being 

little understood, was seen by the committee as bordering on 

witchcraft. Mesmer was again rebuked, discredited and 

defeated after members of the commission, serving as "magne-

tizers", performed Mesmer's methods on poor people in 

Franklin's own home and results, expectedly, weighed heavily 

against the doctor. He was doomed to oblivion as his work 

came to a close although later some of his theories were 

picked up by the English m the following century. Fraulein 

Von Paradies ultimately recovered, still totally blind, and 

resumed her accomplished and successful musical career as a 

leading concert pianist in Western Europe. 

In 1784, through her fame from her many recitals, Maria 

came into contact with Valentin Haiiy who was organizing one 

of the first schools for the blind. Maria influenced both 

the founding of the school and the selection of materials for 

the education of the blind, putting Haiiy into contact with 

other educators in the field as well as accomplished blind 
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people who might be of help, such as the blind German 

Weissenburg. The tremendous interest that Maria stirred 

concerning the condition of the blind and the possibilities 

of their education logically also influenced literature. She 

described herself as serving as a living object lesson: 

...the very contrast of her culture and 
refinement with the wretched condition of 
the numerous blind beggars of Paris, 
Vienna, and the other great cities of 
Europe, was a source of inspiration to 
men like Hauy and Wilhelm Klein of Vien
na, who were struggling to better the lot 
of the blind. If one blind person could 
successfully overcome the limitations of 
her narrowed sense life, others could do 
the same in proportion to their native 
abilities. (French 71) 

Valentine Haiiy (1745-1822), one of the last influential 

players of the Enlightenment group, and a dedicated follower 

of Diderot's writings, perhaps most profoundly affected the 

welfare of the blind, as well as the literature that would 

follow during the nineteenth Century. Haiiy ultimately 

considered the "father of the blind" is credited with estab

lishing the first school for the blind in Paris a few years 

before the outbreak of the French Revolution. Valentine, a 

young intellectual inspired by the humanitarian philosophies 

of Rousseau and Voltaire, was intrigued by the metaphysical 

speculations of Diderot. Real inspiration, however, was 

transformed into activism for him given his horror over a 

scene observed during Saint Ovid's Fair in Paris one day in 

1771. He witnessed an incident involving various blind 

musicians that rivaled any medieval scenario: 

Seated on a high platform outside a cafe 
in what is now the Place Vendome were a 
handful of blind men scraping away dis
cordantly at an assortment of musical 
instruments. On their noses hung huge 
empty pasteboard spectacles; to emphasize 
their blindness, the inscribed sides of 
the candlelit music scores faced away 
from them. As though this were not 
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ridicule enough, the men were costumed in 
grotesque robes and crowned with dunce 
caps adorned with asses' ears. An 
advertising poster caricatured the scene 
to attract customers to the Cafe des 
Aveugles (Cafe of the Blind). As he 
gazed at this crude carnival and heard 
the jeers of the crowds, twenty-six-year-
old Valentin Haiiy was seized with "a 
profound sorrow" and "an exalted 
enthusiasm" to do away with such an 
"outrage to humanity." "I will substitute 
the truth for this mocking parody," he 
told himself. "I will make the blind to 
read! I will put in their hands volumes 
printed by themselves. They will trace 
the true characters and will read their 
own writing, and they shall be enabled to 
execute harmonious concerts." (Koestler 
397) 

The incident served as the inspiration for Buero Vallejo's Ki 

Concierto De San Ovidio (1962), to be discussed in Chapter 

Five. 

Haiiy's determination and humanitarian efforts ultimately 

produced France's first school for the blind and the first 

pedagogical innovations to develop systems for educating the 

blind. Haiiy's projects still reverberate in the most current 

of academic settings in the blind schools throughout the 

world. One of Haiiy's first students, Louis Braille (1809-

1852), organized the touch system of reading into a universal 

method named for its inventor which became the Braille 

System. The remarkable people and events of the eighteenth 

century significantly affected much literature of the 

nineteenth and twentieth centuries with respect to depictions 

of the physically blind. One of the most striking literary 

transformations engendered by the Enlightenment drew 

attention to the blind as a class of individuals possessing 

many of the same emotional and intellectual components as 

their sighted counterparts, although the blind never totally 

escape stereotyped charact-erizations an alienated collective 

body traditionally portrayed as comprising helpless beggars 

tfi 
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and social pariah. Moreover, numerous writings that emerged 

in the nineteenth century introduced the reading public to 

blind characters that appeared able to function independently 

and who were capable of interpersonal relations previously 

believed exclusive to the sighted literary character. Such 

literature presented the blind interacting with others on a 

more personal or intimate level in which the individual 

identity became an integral factor in understanding images 

which are often complex in nature and scenario.^ Literary 

assessment of the nineteenth century often brought blind 

characters to the forefront deluged in sentimentality and 

sympathy as blindness served as a kind of emotional catalyst 

or cathartic tool to intensify a sentimental or tragic scene: 

In the farces of the medieval stage, in 
the picaresque novel, the blind had been 
comic, grotesque, often roguish or vil
lainous figures, capable of evoking 
laughter but also scorn and revulsion. 
Now they were to become the heroes and 
heroines of the romantic plot in popular 
plays derived from commedia dell'arte 
scenarios. (Paulson 72-73) 

Many nineteenth century writers that treat the physically 

blind enjoyed literary success thanks to evoking sentimen

tality or sympathy from the reader. To achieve the most 

powerful emotional ties with the reader, the blindness of the 

character functioned powerfully to project and highlight an 

aura of innocence and purity. Blindness was viewed as a type 

of natural protection from the corruptive and corrosive 

elements of the visual world. The sightless condition served 

to encapsulate and preserve the pristine essence of the soul, 

insuring against exposure to the temptations of decadence and 

vice that the world of the sighted offered. Very often blind 

women and blind children characters were introduced to secure 

the maximum effect of innocence and pureness of mind and 

body. Jessica Langworthy suggests that blind images are 

employed to represent the ideal because it conforms to the 
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popular notion that the blind are naturally good "or perhaps, 

have little opportunity to be otherwise" (Langworthy 276). To 

intensify the emotional bond between character and reader, 

the sightless must brave mistreatment from a harsh visual 

world in scenes that are compelling and emotionally-charged. 

In other scenarios the image of innocence and purity are 

preserved through blind characters who remain oblivious to 

their unpleasant surroundings, often insulated from the harsh 

realities of life through the support of loved ones who are 

totally devoted and dedicated to protect them from physical 

or emotional hurt. 

Another popular theme resulting from the concerns of the 

eighteenth century philosophers presents the physical and 

emotional implications involved in the adjustment process of 

characters whose sight is either abruptly restored or 

suddenly lost. The effect of these characters on the reader 

as they react to and attempt to adapt to a new and strange 

world has the potential to evoke a plethora of emotions, 

ranging from pity to inspiration, and frequently being 

naturally cathartic. Whether it is the motif of 

innocence/purity or the motif of adjustment to sight gained/ 

sight lost, the blind character comes to be recognized as 

possessing individual human qualities and characteristics, 

and often endowed with emotions and feelings with which the 

reader can identify. Hence, the literary image of the 

physically blind becomes less estranged and less an 

alienated object of limited depiction in literature, 

acquiring more depth and flexibility. 

3-1 The Physically blind and the motif 
of innocence/puritv 

Among classic examples during the Romantic Period that 

captures the essence of innocence and purity in the depiction 

of blind women is the image of Dea in L'Homme qui Rit (1869), 

known in English as Bv Order of the King by Victor Hugo 
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(1802-1885). Dea represents purity in its most pristine form 

as the traveling singer who is sightless and who falls in 

love with the disfigured Gwynplaine. She is completely 

devoted to a man whose horrible face is so distorted that it 

gives the appearance of a perpetual leering grimace from 

whence is derived the title. In a Quasimodion vein, Dea and 

Gwynplaine complement each other, emotionally compensating 

each for the other's physical impairment. Gwynplaine's 

physical ugliness functions to augment Dea's innocence in 

darkness as her love transcends physical imperfection to 

which she is oblivious because of her blindness: 

Dea assisted Gwynplaine in her perfor
mances. If human misery could be summed 
up, it might have been summed up in 
Gwynplaine and Dea. Each seemed born in 
a compartment of the sepulchre; 
Gwynplaine in the horrible, Dea in the 
darkness.... 
In her dead look there was a celestial 
earnestness. She was the night, and from 
the irremediable darkness with which she 
was amalgamated, she came out a star. 
(Hugo 357-358) 

Margaret, another blind girl who is ultra pure and 

sweet, appears in John G. Morris' The Blind Girl of 

Wittenberg, A life Picture of the Times of Martin Luther 

(1856). Set during the Reformation in Germany in 1527, 

Margaret lives with her father and sister who severely 

mistreat her until the intervention by Martin Luther, him

self, who shows them the error of their ways. As Margaret 

falls in love with Leonard, dialogues frequently arise with 

regard to her blindness as it relates to romance and the 

possible conflicts that might occur in relationships with the 

sighted. Margaret reproaches Leonard who has a tendency to 

pity his future bride. Her attitude towards the sighted 

world recalls Mademoiselle de Salignac's discussion with 

Diderot almost a century before: 

Margaret laughingly shook her head, and 
observed, "How you people who see do 
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judge of us! It is true, I do not see 
your world, of which you tell so many 
wonderful things, and I do not behold its 
brilliancy and magnificence, which you 
say so often dazzle your eyes. I do not 
even know what you mean, when you say 
that this or that occasionally blinds 
your eyes. To you it appears to be 
something awful, and yet I am so happy in 
that condition. Do you not think. Sir, 
that we blind people have a world within 
us which is perhaps more beautiful than 
yours, and that we have a light within us 
which shines more brilliantly than your 
sun?" 
(Wildenhahl 37,38) 

Margaret, who is religiously devout, often comes across as 

saintly, unnerving her threatened sister, Catherine, who 

accuses Margaret of deceit in attempting to secure the 

affections of Leonard through eliciting his sympathy for her 

blindness. Catherine displays envy for her sightless sister 

and her pious stance, and on one occasion dresses her down as 

a fraud using blindness to project an image of saintly purity 

and ultimately in acquiring a man: 

"But the saints have punished you, and 
yet you are not the better for it." 
"The saints cannot punish me," replied 
Margaret, with composure; "and if you 
consider my blindness a punishment, I 
will cheerfully bear my portion of the 
blame; but it is not sisterly for you to 
mock my misfortune." "Misfortune!" 
repeated Catharine, and her face was 
almost distorted with an expression of 
scorn and rage. "Oh, just look at it. 
Miss Margaret! hitherto, to every one who 
sympathized with you on account of your 
blindness, you said you were not unhappy; 
and you acted as if it were a real 
benefit and favor to be blind; and you 
have often spoken to me and father about 
it in such exalted strains, as if indeed 
it were better to be blind than to see. 
Yes, it would not have required much to 
make us envy you. And now, all of a 
sudden, it is a misfortune! Yes, yes, I 
know whom you would like to see; and it 
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is, no doubt, a great misfortune that 
even he can have no fancy for a blind 
girl." (Wildenhahl 68,29) 

Margaret ultimately marries Leonard and the novel ends with 

both happy and content with their unity buttressed by faith 

and the teachings of Martin Luther. 

Muriel, in Mrs. Dinah Maria Mulock Craik's novel jlolm 

Halifax. Gentleman (1856), offers another good example of an 

innocent, sweet blind girl who lives in her own spiritual 

world, sustained by her faith which protects her from the 

harsh realities of the sighted world. Often the innocent and 

pure blind women and children in nineteenth century novels 

are presented as pathetic creatures quite incapable of any 

wrong-doing. Such is the case with Muriel, which is manifest 

at the onset of the novel in a scene just after her birth 

with the traumatic disclosure of her inability to see. 

Through the birth of the blind infant, Mrs. Craik immediately 

secures sympathy in great abundance from readers because the 

father, John Halifax, and his wife also extol purity and 

devoutness. Their predicament can only be tolerated through 

caring, love and faith by an idealized family leading a life 

that is inspirational and exemplary: 

Ursula resisted no more, but let him take 
Muriel—little, unconscious, cooing dove! 
Lulled by her father's voice she once 
more opened her eyes wide. Dr. Jessop 
passed the candle before them many times, 
once so close that it almost touched her 
face; but the full, quiet eyes never 
blenched nor closed. He set the light 
down. 
"Doctor!" whispered the father, in a wild 
appeal against—ay, it was against 
certainty. He snatched the candle, and 
tried the experiment himself. 
"She does not see at all. Can she be 
blind?" 
"Born blind." 
Yes, those pretty baby eyes were dark— 
quite dark. There was nothing painful 
nor unnatural in their look, save. 
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perhaps, the blankness of gaze which I 
have before noticed. Outwardly, their 
organization was perfect; but in the fine 
inner mechanism was something wrong— 
something wanting. She never had seen— 
never would see—in this world. "Blind!" 
The word was uttered softly, hardly above 
a breath, yet the mother heard it. She 
pushed every one aside, and took the 
child herself. Herself, with a desperate 
incredulity, she looked into those eyes, 
which never could look back either her 
agony or her love. Poor mother! (Craik 
277) 

The opening scene of Edith Ballenger Price's Mv Ladv Lee 

(1925), closely parallels that of Craik's novel, as the 

family is gathered at the birth of their blind daughter, Lee. 

As the child matures, conversations between mother and 

daughter on blindness recall those between Diderot and the 

Blind Man of Puiseaux as each inquires about the other's 

world. The novel is designed to be inspirational as the 

blind girl, through the support of her mother, achieves 

ultimate fame as a performing singer. The adversity mounts 

as Price reveals conventional attitudes that currently exist 

about the blind which tend to be very stigmatic, reflecting 

little true understanding of the unsighted: "But there's 

only a limited number of things they can do, isn't there? The 

man seem to tune pianos very creditably. What do the girls 

do? They can make mops and things can't they?" (Ballinger-

Price 48,49). Lee seems almost relegated to her innocence as 

she perseveres in a career that can never really free her 

from the stigma of blindness. In one scene, Lee plays a 

concert with her mother in the audience. Anne overhears the 

comments by the people around her who seem oddly curious as 

well as transfixed on the sightless condition of the 

performer and in amazement of her talent: 

She woke to cold consciousness of 
the softly creaking audience behind her; 
the hundreds of faintly glittering eyes 
that were all fixed on Lee. All those 
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eyes fastened on the only person in the 
hall who could not return their various 
stares. It struck Anne with a curious 
sense of injustice. (Ballenger-Price 288) 

The mother is clearly the inspirational force behind Lee's 

pure design and philosophical outlook which radiates an 

internal beauty. At every turn and stage of life, Anne is 

instrumental in her support as Lee is confronted with the 

emotional agenda that the blind are thought to face. In one 

discussion between the two on love and relationships, Anne 

clarifies the concepts of pity and sympathy as they relate to 

her inquisitive, blind daughter: 

"Most people just pity. It seems as if 
pity ought to be a comforting sort of 
thing, but it isn't, Mamsy. Why not, I 
wonder?" "Perhaps because pity and pa
tronage go hand in hand," Anne mused. 
"Pity is sympathy with imagination left 
out, you know. Pity is superiority; 
sympathy is equality." (Ballenger Price 
365) 

Some novelists attempt to protect the internal world of 

purity and innocence of the blind character at all cost 

through well-intended loved ones who revolve around a central 

sightless figure. The depiction, often pitiful, exposes the 

pathetic character to the realities of the world, wreaking 

external corruption which suggests that the sightless tend to 

be vulnerable and weak. One such example can be found in F. 

Marion Crawford's In the Palace of the King (1900), a love 

story set in old Madrid during the reign of King Phillip II. 

Inez, whose main function seems to be to elicit pathos, is 

the blind sister of Dolores who is in love with Don Juan de 

Austria. Dolores serves in the capacity of absent parents to 

Inez and makes every effort to give comfort to Inez and to 

verbally decorate the internal world of her sightless sister 

because Inez's extreme abuse as a child by a heartless nurse 

has left her with little self-esteem: 

Later, when the nurse was gone, and 
Dolores was a little older, the latter 
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had done all she could to heal the cruel 
wound and to make her sister know that 
she had soft, dark hair, a sad and gentle 
face, with eyes that were quite closed, 
and a delicate mouth that had a little 
half painful, half pathetic way of 
twitching when anything hurt her,—for 
she was easily hurt...But the first hurt 
had been deep and lasting, and she could 
never quite believe that she was not 
offensive to the eyes of those who saw 
her, still less that she was sometimes 
almost beautiful in a shadowy, spiritual 
way. (Crawford 5-6) 

At times the personal observations of Crawford surface 

regarding the aspects and expectations of the blind in the 

novel. The image is one of innocence and purity but total 

helplessness. This is somewhat ironic in that Crawford, like 

Laura Richards, is also a close relative of Samuel Gridley 

Howe, and a novelist who has had constant exposure to blind 

children like her kin, Richards. The suggestion is, however, 

that the blind are a pitiful lot and can never really escape 

the dreadful bondage of their affliction, which by its very 

nature reduces and destroys the individual. Her attitude, as 

altruistic as it may appear, closely parallels biblical 

passages in which the blind are totally dependent on the 

compassion and charity of others and are relegated to 

begging, devoid of any self-reliance. Like Richards, 

Crawford employs her sightless character as a spring-board to 

promote Christian ethics in connection with the humane 

treatment of the blind: 

The blind, of all their sufferings, often 
feel most keenly the impossibility of 
knowing whether the truth is told them 
about their own looks; and he who will 
try and realize what it is to have been 
always sightless will understand that 
this is not vanity, but rather a sort of 
diffidence towards which all people 
should be very kind. Of all necessities 
of this world, of all blessings, in all 
guides to truth, God made light first. 
There are many sharp pains, many terrible 
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sufferings and sorrows in life that come 
and wrench body and soul, and pass at 
last either into alleviation or recovery, 
or into the rest of death; but of those 
that abide a lifetime and do not take 
life itself, the worst is hopeless 
darkness. We call ignorance "blindness,' 
and rage "blindness,' and we say a man is 
"blind' with grief. (Crawford 6) 

The care and protection of the blind from a cruel, outside 

world by loved ones reaches a literary extreme in the novel 

The Deliverance (1904), by Ellen Glasgow. Mrs. Blake, an old 

southern lady, is crippled and blind and totally dependent on 

others: 

In a massive Elizabethan chair of black
ened oak a stately old lady was sitting 
straight and stiff, with her useless legs 
stretched out upon an elaborately 
embroidered ottoman. She wore a dress of 
rich black brocade, made very full in the 
skirt, and sleeves after an earlier 
fashion, and her beautiful snow-white 
hair was piled over a high cushion and 
ornamented by a cap of fine thread lace. 
In her face, which she turned at the 
first footstep with a pitiable, blind 
look, there were the faint traces of a 
proud, though almost extinguished, beau
ty—traces which were visible in the 
impetuous flash of her sightless eyes. 
(Glasgow 53) 

Mrs. Blake is deceived into believing that nothing has 

changed on the plantation and that times are exactly the same 

as before the Civil War. Her property now belongs to the 

former overseer but she is totally unaware of these 

developments. Her family is economically devastated and her 

slaves are now freemen. The family, relatives, friends, and 

former slaves as well as practically all of the people in the 

vicinity conspire to deceive her so that she remains as happy 

as possible in her remaining years and that her internal 

world conforms to the circumstances which she has always been 

accustomed. They all dedicate themselves to this effort in 

spite of any personal discomfort, making considerable 
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sacrifices for her benefit. One daughter sews for money to 

buy the old lady port, her customary daily drink. Mrs. Blake 

literally remains in the dark for fifteen years, never once 

suspecting any improprieties and totally oblivious to her 

life's being completely fabricated by the love of others. 

Twersky infers that the only way to make the fantastic 

scenario credible would be "to have Mrs. Blake blind" 

(Twersky 41). 

The novels that perhaps are the most effective in their 

presentation of the blind in association with innocence and 

purity are found with the depictions of blind children. One 

such example is found in Shining Ferrv (1904), by A.T. 

Quiller-Couch. In the Twistian mode, young Clem is a blind 

youth who is badly mistreated and whipped by Mr. Sam, an 

overrighteous brute whose romantic advances are repelled by 

Clem's mother. Clem is ultimately sent to an orphanage 

designed to house blind children. He is very courageous and 

at one point submits to an old woman who claims she can cure 

blindness through her herbs and Christian faith. During the 

procedure, which ultimately fails, she evokes the name of 

Christ in poetic discourse, acting as a kind of Biblical 

medium: 

Clem knew why he was summoned. Two days 
ago Susannah had told them of an old 
woman living at Market Jew who had mixed 
a pot of green ointment and touched her 
eyes with it, and ever afterwards seen 
the fairies. At once Myra, who was 
naught if not practical, had secreted 
Susannah's jar of cold cream (kept to 
preserve the children's skin from freck
les) and a phial of angelica-water from 
the store-closet, and stirred these into 
a beautiful green paste, and had anointed 
her own eyes and Clem's with it, using 
incantations—"Christ walked a little, a 
little before the sun did rise; Christ 
mixed clay with spittle, and cured a 
blind man's eyes; This man, and that man. 
And likewise Bartimee—What Christ did 
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for these poor men I hope He'll do for 
me." (Quiller-Couch 272) 

As a final example of depiction of the physically blind as 

extremely innocent and pure, convincing evidence of senti

mentality appears in Charles Dickens' Cricket on the Hearth 

(1846)2. Bertha, a poor little blind girl, is the quintes

sence of innocence, completely insulated in her blindness by 

her father, Caleb, from the harsh realities of a Dickensian 

London. The dad ekes out a living in a run-down flat making 

toys for the tyrant toy-merchant, Tackleton, and Bertha 

assists him with his tasks. Dickens sets up a situation that 

is paradoxical in nature. Caleb and Bertha must sustain each 

other through their love and emotional support in their 

miserable setting as they are constantly pressured and 

pestered by the tyrant to supply toys designed to bring 

happiness and comfort to an outside world which is completely 

alienated to them. Like Glasgow's Mrs. Blake, Bertha is 

totally oblivious to the realities of her dismal surroundings 

because her father wishes her to think that everything about 

their lives is completely normal and unencumbered by the 

problems of poverty. Through her father. Bertha is a dreamer 

and filters out all ugliness with her imagination which 

replaces her sight. She thinks of her world in terms of the 

information that her father constantly supplies her: 

I have said that Caleb and his poor Blind 
Daughter lived here. I should have said 
that Caleb lived here, and his poor Blind 
Daughter somewhere else—in an enchanted 
home of Caleb's furnishing, where 
scarcity and shabbiness were not, and 
trouble never entered. Caleb was no 
sorcerer, but in the only magic art that 
still remains to us, the magic of devot
ed, deathless love. Nature had been the 
mistress of his study; and from her 
teaching, all the wonder came. 
The Blind Girl never knew that ceilings 

were discoloured, walls blotched and bare 
of plaster here and there, high crevices 
unstopped and widening every day, beams 
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mouldering and tending downward. The 
Blind Girl never knew that iron was 
rusting, wood rotting, paper peeling off; 
the size, and shape, and true proportion 
of the dwelling, withering away. The 
Blind Girl never knew that ugly shapes of 
delft and earthenware were on the board; 
that sorrow and faintheartedness were in 
the house; that Caleb's scanty hairs were 
turning greyer and more grey, before her 
sightless face. The Blind Girl never 
knew that Tackleton was Tackleton in 
short; but lived in the belief of an 
eccentric humorist who loved to have his 
jest with them, and who, while he was the 
Guardian Angel of their lives, disdained 
to hear one word of thankfulness. And 
all was Caleb's doing; all the doing of 
her simple father! (Dickens 238-239) 

Bertha literally drips with sweetness but is quite vulnerable 

to hurt as she and her father are often reproached and 

scolded by the condescending and unfeeling Tackleton: 

"Every man thinks his own geese swans," 
observed the Toy-merchant, with a shrug. 
"Poor Devil!" 

Having delivered himself of which 
remark, with infinite contempt, old Gruff 
and Tackleton withdrew. 
Bertha remained where he had left her, 
lost in meditation. The gaiety had 
vanished from her downcast face, and it 
was very sad. Three or four times, she 
shook her head, as if bewailing some 
remembrance or some loss; but her 
sorrowful 
reflections found no vent in words. 
(Dickens 247) 

After each incident with Tackleton, Caleb restores his 

daughter's spirit by assuring her that the tyrant is in 

reality a very good and kind but eccentric humorist. The 

pair continuously breathe life into each other. Their love 

for one another is undaunting and sustains them in dealing 

with a world that appears alienated and cold. Bertha seems 

perfectly content and happy most of the time in the world 

contrived by her father. At times, Caleb's reassurance is 
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necessary for the deception to endure: 

"Father, I am lonely in the dark. I want 
my eyes, my patient, willing eyes." Here 
they are," said Caleb. "Always ready. 
They are more yours than mine. Bertha, 
any hour in the four-and twenty." 
(Dickens 247) 

2.J2—The Physically blind and the motif 
of the newly sighted 

The Mdyneux Problem provided literary nutrition for 

writers of the next two centuries, augmenting the vitality of 

the emotional and dramatic popular literature of the modern 

era. Scenarios develop in which scenes play out the 

responses to the questions raised by the philosophers of 

reason regarding cured blindness and its implications for the 

individual adjusting to a new world of vision. Several 

sentimental works of the time were direct extensions of the 

philosophical and scientific contemplations of the eighteenth 

century. The sentimental and dramatic nature of nineteenth 

century literature produced numerous scenario possibilities. 

The theme of cured blindness becomes a kind of evocative 

intensifier for writers to develop highly-charged, emotional 

scenes in which relationships are dramatically altered as the 

protagonist gains his/her sight for the first time. The 

results range from relationships that are inspirationally 

strengthened, such as found in Wilkie Collin's, Poor Miss 

Finch (1872), to that of tragic disruption of Benito Perez 

Galdos's novel Marianela (1878) and Andes Gide's Svmphonie 

Pastorale (1925): 
Sentimental relations between the sexes 
are the major theme of literary works in 
which the cure of blindness plays a part, 
both because this was the major theme of 
the kind of popular literature in which 
these cures became a topic and because 
the "awakening" to sight offered a 
particularly propitious moment for 
emotional or erotic revelations...the 
cure of blindness could add special 
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intensity to the first meeting of the 
eyes, a moment traditionally given spe
cial attention in the literary represen
tation of love. The cure of blindness 
thus marks the passage from one kind of 
idyllic love relation to another. 
(Paulson 73) 

Many critics invoke the sentimental novel Poor Miss 

Finch in establishing a direct correlation between the Age of 

Reason and the sentimental literature of the nineteenth 

century. Such experts on the subject as Jacob Twersky show 

Diderot's direct influence on Collins (1824-1889), who makes 

an intense study of Lettre sur L'Aveugles as his protagonist, 

Lucilla Finch, incarnates both the Blind Man of Puisaux and 

Mademoiselle Melanie de Salignac. When Lucilla regains her 

sight, she is confused by her new world in accordance with 

those precepts outlined by Diderot for persons who are cured 

of congenital blindness. Prior to gaining her sight, Lucilla 

seems perfectly content with her life as hearing and touch 

compensate for her visual deficiency: 

"May I see you in my way?" she asked, 
gently, and held up her pretty white 
hand. "May I touch your face?" 

I sat down at once on the window seat. 
The soft, rosy tips of her fingers seemed 
to cover my whole face in an instant. 
Three separate times she passed her hand 
rapidly over me, her own face absorbed 
all the while in breathless attention to 
what she was about. "Speak again!" she 
said, suddenly, holding her hand over me 
in suspense. I said a few words. She 
stopped me by a kiss. "No more!" she 
exclaimed, joyously. "Your voice says to 
my ears what your face says to my 
fingers. I know I shall like you." 
(Collins 29) 

In one scene, as Janet G. Patterson points out, Lucilla's 

remarks are almost directly from remarks by the Blind Man of 

Puisaux in response to Diderot's scrutiny of sight, relegat

ing the desire to see to a mild curiosity: 

She suddenly held out both arms over the 
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breakfast table. "The stretching of 
THESE to an enormous length. I could 
find out better what is going on at a 
distance with my hands than you with your 
eyes and your telescopes. What doubts I 
might set at rest, for instance, about 
the planetary system, among the people 
who can see, if I could only stretch out 
far enough to touch the stars. I tell 
you I would much rather perfect the sense 
in me..." (Collins 345) 

As Lucilla gains her sight for the first time, her reactions 

to the visual adjustment confirm Diderot's earlier specula

tions, discrediting the designed origin of ideas. Through 

Lucilla, Collins articulates the philosophical gravity of the 

relationship of touch to sight and the discrepancy of size, 

shape and distance as physical vision emerges for the first 

time. Lucilla's reactions in her new visual discoveries 

appear mimetic of the youth whose cataracts Cheselden removed 

more than a century before: 

I caught up puss, and shut my eyes and 
felt her soft fur, and opened my eyes 
again, and associated the feel of it 
forever afterwards with the sight of the 
cat...The moment my aunt questions me 
about distances she makes a toil of my 
pleasures. It is worse still when I am 
asked about the relative sizes of ships 
and boats. When I see nothing but a 
boat, I imagine it is larger than it is. 
When I see the boat in comparison with a 
ship, and then look back at the boat, I 
instantly go to the other extreme, and 
fancy it is smaller than it is. The 
setting this right vexes me almost as 
keenly as my stupidity vexed me some time 
since when I saw my first horse and cart 
from an upper window, and took it for a 
dog drawing a wheelbarrow. Let me add in 
my own defense that both horse and cart 
were pictured at least five times their 
proper size in my blind fancy—which 
makes my mistake, I think, not so very 
stupid after all. (Patterson 73) 

Lucilla's ultimate adjustment to her new sighted world is 

idyllic. Already married to a sighted man, her husband is 
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very supportive and helpful in introducing her to what at 

first appears strange and alien. Their relationship prospers 

and their happiness is heightened with the miraculous 

restoration of sight. 

Such idyllic scenarios are not the rule in other novels 

in which cured blindness culminates in frustration, sorrow 

and even tragedy.^ In some cases relationships alter and 

dissolve as sight is gained, as happens between Marianela and 

Pablo in Marianela (1878) by Benito Perez Galdos (1864-1936). 

The innocence of young love is lost as Pablo receives sight 

through surgery and falls in love with another, leaving 

Marianela devastated. In Miguel de Unamuno's short play, "La 

Venda" (1899), spiritual innocence is disrupted when the 

protagonist's vision is restored through an operation. She 

is unable to function with her new sense of sight and must 

literally blindfold herself in order to find her way around 

the town. The works of GaJdos and Unamuno will be discussed 

in greater detail in Chapter Five. 

Perhaps one of the best examples in which the miracle of 

cured blindness results in complete tragedy appears in Andre 

Gide's la Svmphonie Pastorale (1925). As in "La Venda," the 

implication is that vision corrupts the spiritual innocence 

of the blind and introduces the victim into the world of sin. 

Andre Gide (1869-1951), himself experienced a spiritual 

crises in 1916, used the characters of the blind Gertrude and 

her caring pastor in artistically resolving his own internal, 

spiritual conflicts. 

The story of Gertrude is recounted through narration by 

the pastor from his thoughts and memories as he makes daily 

entries into his notebooks concerning the relationship with 

Gertrude. The pastor first finds young Gertrude in an old 

shack, kept by her grandmother who has just died. The child 

is blind and unable to respond verbally and having been shut 

up all of her life, appears virtually uncivilized. When then 

brought into the home of the pastor and his family, she is 
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educated and slowly learns social interaction and grace. 

Gertrude and the pastor become inseparably close as he 

teaches her to play the church organ. She learns of nature's 

beauty from the pastor on their long strolls together. 

Initially the pastor regards his duty towards the blind ward 

as spiritual in nature. As Gertrude develops into maturity, 

his feelings become confused and altered and later he faces 

the internal conflict of mortal temptation: 

I persuaded myself I loved her as one 
loves an afflicted child. I tended her 
as one tends a sick person—and so I made 
a moral obligation, a duty of what was 
really a passionate inclination. (Gide 
406) 

The story becomes more complex as a relationship develops 

between Gertrude and Jacques, the pastor's son, quickly 

discouraged by the girl's religious mentor as the pastor's 

wife silently observes with suspicion. Soon the pastor 

begins to yield to his desires for the innocent blind Ger

trude: "I held her long in my arms pressed to my heart. She 

made no attempt to resist and as she raised her face to mine, 

our lips met" (Gide 416). 

The story line becomes further complicated as the Pastor 

and his friend. Dr. Martins, discuss Gertrude's blindness and 

the possibility of a cure. In one dialogue closely 

resembling that between the oculist and the blind boy in the 

novel L'Aveugle que refuse de voir. Dr. Martins plays the 

devil's spiritual advocate. He philosophizes that "man's 

spirit imagines beauty, comfort and harmony more easily and 

gladly than it can both disorder and sin which everywhere 

tarnish, stain, degrade and mar this world and further, that 

this state of things is revealed to us by our senses, which 

also help us to contribute to it" (Gide 385). 

While contemplating the spiritual implications of the 

surgery, the Pastor reveals in his notebooks that his feel

ings toward Gertrude accord with Dr. Martins' observations 
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and that it is he who has become spiritually blind: "Le 

veritable sujet de La Svmphonie Pastorale, a-t-on si souvent 

repete, est I'aveuglement de Pasteur plutot que la cecite de 

Gertrude" (Steel 76). 

The dramatic level increases after Gertrude's success

ful surgery as she gains sight for the first time. One of 

the first things she sees is the troubled and painful ex

pression on the face of the Pastor's wife, who feels betrayed 

by both. This creates an overwhelming guilt in the naive 

Gertrude which she is unable to handle. Soon thereafter, 

Gertrude seemingly goes out to pick flowers and, unable to 

project distances, she plunges into the river and is brought 

back to the house half dead. On her deathbed, she confesses 

to the Pastor that it is really Jacques that she truly loves. 

As she expires, she affirms that her spiritual innocence has 

been protected by blindness which had always insulated her. 

With this admission, the Pastor addresses his own spiritual 

blindness and the two part as they had begun, in the pure 

Christian relationship of the charitable Pastor and his ward: 

Then she closed her eyes and kept them 
shut for a time, as though to concentrate 
her thoughts or to recover her former 
state of blindness; and in a voice which 
at first was trailing and mournful, but 
which soon, as she reopened her eyes, 
grew louder, grew at last animated even 
to vehemence: "When you gave me back my 
sight," she began, "my eyes opened on a 
world more beautiful than I had ever 
dreamt it could be; yes, truly, I had 
never imagined the daylight so bright, 
the air so brilliant, the sky so vast. 
But I had never imagined men's faces so 
full of care either; and when I went into 
your house, do you know what it was that 
struck me first?...Oh, it can't be 
helped, I must tell you: what I saw 
first of all was our fault, our sin. No, 
don't protest. You remember Christ's 
words, "If ye were blind ye should have 
no sin'..."My friend I am going to grieve 
you very much, but there must be no 
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falsehood between us now. When I saw 
Jacques, I suddenly realized it was not 
you I loved—but him. He had your face— 
I mean the face I imagined you had..." 
(Gide 421) 

2^—The Physically blind and the motif 
of sight interrupted 

Prior to modern literature, depictions of blindness 

contained elements of mystery or penalty, suspicion or 

punishment. Either the ancients invoked the gods to blind 

one for evil doings, or the congenitally blind remain so for 

insufficient faith. Whether the literary origin of blindness 

was the result of birth, as in the case of the traditional 

blind beggar, or of direct trauma that was divinely inspired, 

the underlying primary message inferred a punitive motive for 

potential or past culpable behavior, or for conduct that was 

antisocial or socially unacceptable. Thus the blinding of a 

character usually seemed necessary or well-justified and was 

considered appropriate by the observer. 

The interruption of sight in contemporary literature, on 

the other hand, takes on a variety of forms. Some clearly 

incorporate ancient and traditional images, while others 

pursue different avenues, offering more current motifs as 

well as newer perspectives. In some instances in early 

modern literature, the character may gradually go blind 

through no apparent fault of his/her own. The personage, 

frequently female, is often represented as courageous, stoic 

and religiously steadfast in character. The figure's blind

ness appears to strengthen rather than debilitate her or him, 

enhancing internal qualities such as wisdom and insight of 

the character, who is generally seen to be mature, resilient 

and independent. Examples appear in such characters as proud 

Margaret in Rosamund Gray (1795) by Charles Lamb (1775-1834), 

as well as the strong sightless women who persevere undaunted 

in the works of Sir Walter Scott (1771-1832). Scott's 
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depiction of the old lady innkeeper who has gone blind in Old 

Mortality (1816), shows her as stable and quite self-

sufficient, even after having lost two sons in war. Her 

strength is sustained through unwavering faith: 

Notwithstanding her blindness, she was 
assiduous in her attendance, and seemed, 
by a sort of instinct, to find her way to 
what she wanted. 
"Have you no one but this pretty little 
girl to assist you in waiting on your 
guests?" was the natural question. 
"None, sir," replied his old hostess; "I 
dwell alone, like the widow of Zarephath. 
Few guests come to this puir place, and I 
haena custom eneugh to hire servants. I 
had anes twa fine sons that lookit after 
a' thing—But God gives and takes away— 
His name be praised!" she continued, 
turning her clouded eyes towards Heaven— 
..." (Scott 339) 

Margaret seems content in her darkness which shields her from 

the graphic horrors caused by a war that has destroyed her 

family. Now in her later years, Margaret's attitude 

regarding her blindness appears to be one of contentment. She 

deals with her blindness in much the same manner as 

demonstrated with Mademoiselle de Salignac and Maria Teresa 

von Paradies, who both regard sight as more of a disruption 

than an advantage: 

"I judge no one, sir," replied the 
woman, "and your voice sounds like that 
of a civil gentleman; but I hae witnessed 
sae muckle ill wi' sodgering in this puir 
land, that I am e'en content that I can 
see nae mair o't wi' these sightless 
organs." As she spoke thus, Morton 
observed that she was blind. "Shall I not 
be troublesome to you, my good dame?" 
said he, compassionately; "your infirmity 
seems ill calculated for your 
profession." 
"Na, sir," answered the old woman; "I can 
gang about the house readily eneugh; and 
I hae a bit lassie to help me..." (338) 

In Scott's The Bride of Lammermoor (1819), Old Alice is 
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also sightless, semi-paralyzed and alone. Regardless, she 

handles her struggles through spiritual courage inspired by 

faith and her ethics of hard work. Her blind characteriza

tion appears secondary and has long been disregarded as a 

deficiency given her unshakable strength as she accepts life 

and deals with its hardships. Alice does not consider 

charity and she prides herself on her independence: 

Whatever there had been which was 
disastrous in her fortune—whatever there 
was miserable in her dwelling, it was 
easy to judge, by the first glance, that 
neither years, poverty, misfortune, nor 
infirmity, had broken the spirit of this 
remarkable woman. She had once 
been beautiful, but her beauty had been 
of a bold and masculine cast, such as 
does not survive the bloom of youth; yet 
her features continued to express strong 
sense, deep reflection, and a character 
of sober pride, which, as we have already 
said of her dress, appeared to argue a 
conscious superiority to those of her own 
rank. It scarce seemed possible that a 
face, deprived of the advantage of sight, 
could have expressed character so 
strongly; but her eyes, which were almost 
totally closed, did not, by the display 
of their sightless orbs, mar the 
countenance to which they could add 
nothing. She seemed in a ruminating 
posture, soothed, perhaps, by the murmurs 
of the busy tribe around her, to 
abstraction, though not to slumber. (32) 

Frequently, in more contemporary literature, scenarios 

occur in which the image of the character is well-defined and 

established, and is then suddenly robbed of sight. This can 

yield a variety of situations that can be highly dramatic, 

exciting and suspenseful. Often the central figure possesses 

most admirable qualities and the sudden trauma of loss of 

sight inspires sympathy and concern on the part of the 

reader, who generally has already developed a high regard for 

the unfortunate soul on a personal level and can readily 

identify with the reality of such a potential disaster. The 
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unexpected blinding often leaves the protagonist completely 

helpless in an impossible situation in which he must fend for 

himself and overcome the ordeal to survive. When sight is 

suddenly lost, the reader tends more to sympathetically bond 

with the victim who is struck blind in scenarios in which 

daring or miraculous feats are required for resolution of the 

situation and the sightless character is cheered on rather 

than rejected by his audience. 

The unanticipated and rapid onset of blindness seems 

generally perceived as more horrific and merciless than 

congenital lack of sight in which the adjustment process has 

time to develop. Historically, literary depictions of the 

suddenly blinded present characters initially projected as 

strong and fearless types who are transformed, becoming 

totally helpless. The literary message is that life is 

virtually over after the loss of sight. The phenomenon often 

parallels the loss of spirit such as is reflected in 

Shakespeare's Gloucester as well as Shiller's Heinrich von 

Halden. Both plays contain excellent examples in which the 

victorious foe completely humiliates his adversary, condemn

ing the victim to a slow death without dignity by extin

guishing the eyes. If the character is villainous such as 

Marryat's Jakson, or London's Wolf Larsen, sudden blindness 

is applauded as justice is meted out. But sudden blindness 

of characters who represent heroic roles may elicit great 

pity and sympathy as their image is diminished through this 

sensory loss. An early example of such a character is found 

in Wilhelm Tell (1804) by Friedrich von Schiller (1759-1805). 

In the play, the elderly Heinrich von Halden is a kindly old 

fellow who is tortured and robbed of his property by a 

ruthless tyrant. On learning of his father's fate, his son, 

Arnold von Melchthal, deems the blinding of his father a 

sentence of death. Had the father been immediately killed, 

his martyrdom would have been secured. Instead, complete 

humiliation is the result as the old man, now perceived as 
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ineffectual, can only welcome his own demise. His enemy has 

achieved victory over the vanquished in a most effective form 

of symbolic retribution: 

MELCHTHAL. Niemals! Niemals wieder! 
(Er druckt die Hand vor die Augen und 

schweigt einige Momente, dann wendet er 
sich von dem einen zu dem andern und 
spricht mit sanfter, von Tranenerstickter 
Stimme) 
0, eine edle Himmelsgabe ist 

Das Licht des Auges-Alle Wesen leben 
Vom Lichte, jedes gliickliche Geschopf-Die 
Pflanze selbst kehrt reudig sich zum 
Lichte. Und 
er muB sitzen, fUhlend, in der Nacht, Im 
ewig Finstern-ihn erquickt nicht mehr Der 
Matten warmes Griin, der Blumen Schmelz, 
Die roten Firnen kann er nicht mehr 
schauen-Sterben ist nichts-doch leben und 
nicht sehen. Das ist ein Ungliick. 
(Schiller 573-574) 

The image of the blind Von Halden figures among the earliest 

examples of a string of nineteenth century works in which the 

"good guy" does not necessarily prevail, but rather must 

undeservedly endure total defeat of body, spirit and mind. 

In the novel Romola (1865), by George Eliot (1819-1880), 

Bardo, Romola's father, is a scholar who has formerly 

dedicated his life to the study of literature and is now 

newly blind. He fears that his blindness will cause intel

lectual darkness, reading and research has been at the center 

of his world. The devoted heroine daughter dedicates herself 

to become his reader to compensate for Bardo's visual loss. 

The father reacts to his new affliction as not merely an 

extreme infirmity but rather a radical scholarly disruption: 

...for he used to look at his copy of 
Homer and think sadly that the Greek was 
a dead letter to him: so far, he had the 
inward blindness that you feel is worse 
than your outward blindness. 
Bardo shook his head again. "It is not 

mere bodily organs that I want: it is 
the sharp edge of a young mind to pierce 
the way for my somewhat blunted 
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faculties. B'or blindness acts like a 
dam, sending the streams of thought 
backward along the already-travelled 
channels and hindering the course on
ward. .." (Eliot 51-52) 

Romola, in turn, sees her newly blind father as merely the 

shell of his former self. When the two are together, Eliot 

articulates her observations and sentiments in terms of pity 

and with pathetic regard: 

But as she approached her father and saw 
his arms stretched out a little with 
nervous excitement to seize the volume, 
her hazel eyes filled with pity; she 
hastened to lay the book on his lap, and 
kneeled down by him, looking up at him as 
if she believed that the love in her face 
must surely make its way through the dark 
obstruction that shut out everything 
else.... In 
these last words the old man's voice, 
which had risen high in indignant 
protest, fell into a tone of reproach so 
tremulous and plaintive that Romola, 
turning her eyes again towards the blind 
aged face, felt her heart swell with 
forgiving pity. (Eliot 49,53) 

The ever-popular novel Westward Ho (1855) by Charles 

Kingsley (1819-1875) presents the character of Amyas Leigh 

whose life is severely altered as he is suddenly blinded by 

lightening in much the same fashion as Captain Marryat's 

villainous fiend. Amyas Leigh, a swashbuckling, ferocious 

Elizabethan gentleman adventurer, is abruptly reduced to a 

sightless status, "though he were to be too helpless to be 

anything else, and his arrogant demeanor forever changed" 

(Twersky 31). He ultimately lives to a ripe old age in 

darkness, becoming sedate, married and content as the result 

of the disability. Immediately after the accident, however, 

the adjustment process is extremely difficult for Amyas and 

Kingsley depicts him as completely frustrated with his 

helplessness. The writer shows genuine insight into the 

problems of adjustment for the newly blinded with 
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descriptions and scenes that appear quite real, filled with 

emotionally provoking situations with which a blind person 

can readily identify. In one particular scene, Amyas returns 

to his boyhood home. Left alone in an unfamiliar room, a 

seemingly normal situation turns into an extreme trial for 

the newly blind man. He experiences emotional release as he 

contemplates his own helplessness when unable to find an 

apple that he has just dropped, becoming overwhelmed with the 

ordeal: 

Where was she? He had not thought of her 
till now. How he had wronged her! Let 
be; he had been punished, and the account 
was squared. Perhaps she did not care 
for him any longer. Who would care for a 
great blind ox like him? Tut! How long 
his mother was away! And he began 
playing again with his apples, and 
thought about nothing but them, and his 
climbs with Frank in the orchard years 
ago. At last one of them slipped through 
his fingers, and fell on the floor. He 
stooped and felt for it: but he could not 
find it. Vexatious! He turned hastily 
to search in another direction, and 
struck his head sharply against the 
table. Was it 
the pain, or the little disappointment? 
or was it the sense of his blindness 
brought home to him in that ludicrous 
commonplace way, and for that very reason 
all the more humiliating? or was it the 
sudden revulsion of overstrained nerves, 
produced by that slight shock? Or had he 
become indeed a child once more? I know 
not; but so it was, that he stamped on 
the floor with pettishness, and then 
checking himself, burst into a violent 
flood of tears. (Kingsley 411-412) 

The recurrent and resounding literary message that 

blindness produces complete helplessness is also well ex

pressed in the novel The Light That Failed (1899) by Rudyard 

Kipling. The central character, Dick Helder, an artist and a 

former soldier, learns from an oculist that he will go blind 

within the year as the result of a prior wound in battle. 
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Presently, his poor vision restricts painting. As the year 

comes to a close, Dick goes totally blind and completely 

dependent on his girlfriend, Maisie and his friends who, like 

the characters in the above-mentioned works, regard him as 

less than the former person they had known. When Maisie sees 

him blind for the first time, she is confused, wondering 

whether she should be terrified, repulsed or feel pity, but 

acceptance and support don't seem to be emotional options: 

Maisie's heart beat more wildly, and she 
breathed in gasps. Dick rose and began 
to feel his way across the room, touching 
each table and chair as he passed. Once 
he caught his foot on a rug, and swore, 
dropping on his knees to feel what the 
obstruction might be. Maisie remembered 
him walking in the Park as though all the 
earth belonged to him, tramping up and 
down her studio two months ago, and 
flying up the gangway of the Channel 
steamer. The beating of her heart was 
making her sick, and Dick was coming 
nearer, guided by the sound of her 
breathing. She put out a hand me
chanically to ward him off or to draw him 
to herself, she did not know which. It 
touched his chest, and he stepped back as 
though he had been shot. (Kipling 254) 

The story continues to depict Dick's life without sight as a 

fate worse than death. Some dignity is spared as the hero 

plans a glorified suicide, ending it all by joining once 

again in military combat. He leaves England to be alongside 

his army comrade as imperialistic skirmishes break out in one 

of the British protectorates. Blind, but ecstatic to be part 

of a military engagement once more, he intends to go out in a 

blaze of glory. This soon occurs as he stands up in the midst 

of the action and is struck by a fatal bullet, terminating 

his unbearable, sightless state. 

The effects of mass blindness provide for an interesting 

plot in Jean Barreyre's The Blind Ship (1925) which supplies 

an interesting and exciting scenario as a plague breaks out 

on a sailing ship while at sea and the entire crew goes 
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blind. All on board resign themselves to their impending 

fate as death appears imminent. The newly-blind captain is 

constantly challenged as he tries to rally the men to the 

extraordinary ordeal. They are ordered to modify those 

senses that remain: 

Once more he called out to the crew, 
summoning them by name, one by one. But 
they were seemingly sunk in lethargy, 
hardly moving their heads or even lifting 
their eyelids at the summons. They 
looked like men silently awaiting their 
doom. Whether stretched out at full 
length or doubled up in pain, they were 
as motionless as if they were strapped 
down to the deck. Yet despite this 
physical stagnation their minds were 
unusually active. Each man was in his 
own way speculating upon his fate, trying 
to imagine what form it would take. The 
space of time which separated them from 
death became, for these beings to whom 
the physical world would be evermore 
invisible, as transparent as a sheet of 
glass. 
(Barreyre 128) 

Slowly the crew of the doomed ship adapts to mastering the 

vessel, learning to set the sails solely through touch as the 

captain teaches himself to decipher the compass. Regardless 

of their efforts, however, they are still doomed to failure 

in sailing the craft and are destined to wander, starve and 

finally perish in spite of their frantic attempts to survive: 

"The rippling sea bore the Sea-Shine on her rudderless 

course. She drifted on her way to join the company of 

phantom ships" (Barreyre 279). 

To some critics the author's message that futility 

rules over any competence that the blind may possess is 

emotionally evocative. Twersky, for example, anticipates 

Barreyre's inference that the crew is, in effect, dead as 

soon as the plague strikes: 

Whatever this symbolizes about the human 
race as a whole, the implications about 
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the physically blind as a separate ele
ment are undeniable. The novel is not 
criticized here on the grounds that the 
sightless captain and crew could have 
brought the ship safely to port—that is 
not the point, regardless of whether or 
not such a thing is possible—but rather 
on the grounds that it upholds the view, 
without even a suggestion to the con
trary, that the sightless no matter how 
competent are always in the end ineffec
tual, that they might as well not exert 
themselves, that they might as well 
acknowledge they are dead. (Twersky 49) 

In The End of the Teather (1903) by Joseph Conrad (1857-

1921), the novel's main character. Captain Whalley, endures a 

similar fate as he suddenly becomes sightless while at sea. 

The writer casts him as a Samson type and like Kipling's 

Helder, the fearless sailor would rather die than live 

without sight and be helpless. Finally, he succumbs by 

remaining on his sinking vessel with which he goes down. 

Langworthy vehemently supports Twersky's critical 

appraisal with regard to the degree to which contrived 

depictions of the blind in literature propagate myths and 

stereotypes that reinforce attitudes already ingrained in the 

reading public. Their primary contention is that few 

writers, regardless of motive or intent, create accurate 

characterizations of the physically blind or write from 

realistic perspectives. Except for such rare exceptions as a 

Wilkie Collins or a Charles Kingsley, who made a concerted 

effort to research their material, traditionally, little 

effort is made by the typical creator writing of the sight

less to do viable research and acquire insight and perspec

tive from those who actually experience blindness. Histori

cally, the depictions tend to be fabricated from preconceived 

notions that bear little resemblance to reality, thereby 

rendering blind types in literature relatively easy to 

classify. Such classifications tend to extreme forms, 

reflecting the thoughts and attitudes from whence they are 
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born: 

Sometimes the blind characters are stud
ied with a degree of care and show some 
information about the ways of blind 
people, but usually they embody the 
feelings of the author,—as of the gen
eral public,—of pity, awe, or idealiza
tion of an unknown and little understood 
condition. Since the blind are already a 
misunderstood class, each new work of 
fiction sent out to a credulous public 
with an unfortunate presentation of a 
blind character adds to the burden of 
misunderstanding and, naturally the abler 
and more interesting the book is the more 
harm it can do to persons already 
struggling with a major handicap. 
(Langworthy 271) 

Literary treatments of the physically blind that have 

been written within the last century and a half often depict 

the newly blind making frantic adjustment to problematic 

situations in which they are placed to produce intense 

excitement, gripping drama or perilous adventure. The 

immediate modification of skills, or lack thereof, becomes 

the central issue and can determine the character's longevity 

in the work. Whether the scene is on the high seas or in an 

alien environment, the tasks to be performed in order to 

insure the safety of the blind character tend to be quite 

overwhelming and unrealistic. 

Current treatments of the newly blind tend to focus on 

the psychological implications produced during the adjustment 

process. The profile of the character is much more realistic 

although the dramatic is not sacrificed. An important 

impetus for a more realistic treatment of blindness in 

fiction springs from the number of servicemen blinded in the 

war efforts of the twentieth century. Such characters 

include Timmy Douglas in Rosamond Lehmann's Invitation to the 

Waltz (1932) and Paul, the central figure who loses his sight 

and legs while in the Red Army in The Making of a Hero (1937) 

by Nicholas Ostrovski. In the war fiction genre, newly 
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blinded characters are often shown to rapidly acclimate to 

their changed lives and make successful adjustments. The 

veteran that returns without sight is provided with a more 

reasonable metamorphosis that no longer automatically 

dispatches him to his doom. Writers tend to be better 

advised and more knowledgeable about the newly blind, as well 

as the natural processes and problems in adjustment for the 

newly sightless. One writer that receives high praise from 

Twersky is Baynard Kendrick, who authors Bright Victory 

(1945), originally titled Lights Out: 

It is a novel about the war-blind and 
reveals knowledge and insight. True, it 
has many contrived situations, shallow 
observations and such common misconcep
tions as that the blind have "perpetual 
night." But he describes well the re
education and adjustment of blinded 
soldiers, shows the blind to be individ
uals and human and makes the point that 
they can lead essentially normal lives, 
useful and happy. (Twersky 53) 

One of the characters in Kendrick's novel, Larry, has been 

blinded in battle and is now recuperating. He is often found 

in dialogue, discussing his blindness and the many aspects of 

his changed life. Although it makes for compelling fiction, 

realistic revelations abound, such as Larry's relationships 

with the opposite sex: 

"I'm not fooling, Ivan," Larry said 
desperately. "A girl asked me to spend 
this week end in Philadelphia. I turned 
it down." 
"You're crazy," said Ivan. 
"That's what's worrying me." Larry 
paused. "I was afraid of what she'd 
think about my blindness. It stopped me 
the other night. I thought maybe she 
was--hell, I don't know—pitying me, I 
guess. I grew cold all over. Did you 
feel like that at all?" 
Ivan reached out and put a hand on 
Larry's arm. "The only thing I lost in 
France was eyeballs, Larry..." 
(Kendrick 64) 
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Another such example is the character of Milton Halpern in 

James Bellah's Ward Twenty (1946) wherein blindness appears 

as the worst disability in the ward of wounded soldiers. 

Halpern is shown, however, to adjust well, eventually meeting 

a girl who is attracted to him. In Cecile Boxer's Light in 

Darkness (1953), the heroine is blinded in an air raid. The 

novel often gushes with emotion and sentiment but makes the 

point that blindness is not the worst misfortune that can 

happen to someone, and healthy attitudes toward rehabil

itation are often expressed. 

A final instance of the motif of sight interrupted 

involves the classic short story. The Blind Man (1918), by 

D.H. Lawrence (1885-1930), with a compelling look into the 

relationships between the sighted and the newly blind. 

Lawrence figures among the first writers of the twentieth 

century to address the problems of the newly blinded with 

respect to social interaction and how the sighted outsider 

may perceive the sightless. In reality, according to 

Michael Ross, the symbolic intent of the story reflects the 

troubled relationship between Lawrence and Bertrand Russell 

(1872-1970), during the period of 1915-1916. "Maurice 

Pervin," the blind man, "is a fictional surrogate for Law

rence" (Delany 92). Regardless of the motive, the story is 

written more on a psycho dramatic level, revealing how the 

sighted may view and emotionally or intellectually relate to 

one who is recently blinded. Conflict often occurs between 

the two elements and often results in the alienation of the 

unsighted. In the story, the main characters, Maurice and 

his wife, Isabel, share in adjusting to his recent blindness, 

the result of a war wound. Maurice appears content and 

active at times and the couple usually give each other 

emotional support. Reality dictates, however, that adjust

ment to a new disability is never smooth and deeper attitudes 

and feelings surface during the process: 

But as time wore on, sometimes the rich 
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glamour would leave them. Sometimes, 
after months of this intensity, a sense 
of burden overcame Isabel, a weariness, a 
terrible ennui, in that silent house 
approached between a colonnade of tall-
shafted pines. Then she felt she would 
go mad, for she could not bear it. And 
sometimes he had devastating fits of 
depression, which seemed to lay waste his 
whole being. It was worse than 
depression--a black misery, when his own 
life was a torture to him, and when his 
presence was unbearable to his wife. 
(Lawrence 46-47) 

To relieve the tension and to create some needed social 

interaction for the pair, Isabel invites a childhood friend 

to visit. As Bertie arrives, an immediate standoff develops 

between Maurice and him, with neither quite sure of how to 

receive the other. Isabel feels caught in the middle as she 

evaluates the two people that have been closest to her. 

Maurice is at first withdrawn and sullen as Isabel encourages 

him to reach out and try to socialize with her friend. The 

dramatic tone intensifies as Maurice meets Bertie in the barn 

one night. Maurice appears now to be reluctantly ready to 

make an attempt to break the ice and to share his thoughts 

and feelings on a more intimate level with Bertie. The 

exchanges between the two reflect the complexity of feelings 

that can exist between the sighted and the blind. In one 

aspect, Maurice finds himself desperate to be accepted by 

another man. As his confidence builds he is more open with 

Bertie and becomes quite excited with this new development of 

a possible friend in his life: 

"Sometimes I feel I am horrible," said 
Maurice, in a low voice, talking as if to 
himself. And Bertie actually felt a 
quiver of horror. 
"That's nonsense," he said. 
Maurice again straightened himself, 
leaving the cat. 

"There's no telling," he said. Then 
again, in an odd tone, he added: "I don't 
really know you, do I?" 
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"Probably not," said Bertie. 
"Do you mind if I touch you?" The lawyer 
shrank away instinctively. And yet, out 
of very philanthropy, he said, in a small 
voice: "Not at all." (Lawrence 61) 

With this seemingly innocuous act Bertie is startled and is 

thrown off guard. "This weakness causes the ceremony of 

mutual bonding to short-circuit, and all unknowingly Maurice 

is left with a second sham marriage. Nevertheless Maurice's 

effort does look forward to a time when male brotherhood will 

pre-empt heterosexual marriage" (Breen 68). As Maurice 

touches Bertie another factor comes into play between the 

two. Unaware or otherwise, Maurice has altered the power 

struggle that subtly exists between the two spurred by 

Isabel. Maurice now controls Bertie through his seemingly 

peculiar actions although unknowingly he has provoked total 

alienation of Isabel's friend because he is blind. On one 

level, Maurice's attempt to reach out to someone results in 

complete rejection. "Maurice Pervin does not realize how 

badly his attempted communion with Bertie has failed" 

(Cushman 125). On another level, however, again perhaps 

unbeknownst to Maurice, his honest efforts have gained him 

the upper hand with relation to Isabel as the man cowers 

before him, afraid and unsure after being asked to feel the 

eyes of the blind man: 

"...Touch my eyes, will you? touch my 
scar." Now Bertie quivered with revul
sion. Yet he was under the power of the 
blind man, as if hypnotised. He lifted 
his hand, and laid the fingers on the 
scar, on the scarred eyes. Maurice 
suddenly covered them with his own hand, 
pressed the fingers of the other man upon 
his disfigured eye-sockets, trembling in 
ever fibre, and rocking slightly, slowly, 
from side to side. He remained thus for 
a minute or more, whilst Bertie stood as 
if in a swoon, unconscious, imprisoned. 
Then suddenly Maurice removed the hand of 
the other man from his brow, and stood 
holding it in his own. 
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"Oh, my God," he said, "we shall know 
each other now, shan't we? We shall know 
each other now." 
Bertie could not answer. He gazed mute 

and terror-struck, overcome by his own 
weakness. He knew he could not answer. 
He had an unreasonable fear, lest the 
other man should suddenly destroy him. 
Whereas Maurice was actually filled with 
hot, poignant love, the passion of 
friendship. (Lawrence 62) 

The events of the Enlightenment caused a dramatic shift 

in that segment of literature that incorporates the physi

cally blind. For one, the times reflected the beginning of a 

genuine concern for the welfare of the sightless with 

innovations in opthomdogy and schools that began to 

specialize in teaching and training for the benefit of the 

sightless. Other dynamics of the late eighteenth century 

that stressed strong individuality on one hand and literature 

that evoked a deep sentimentality on the other combined to 

give rise to new and different characterizations of the 

blind. During the period of Romanticism the blind started to 

emerge as figures who were more central and of greater 

importance to the work which tremendously augmented the 

dramatic effect such as found in Hugo's works. In one of the 

earliest works of its type, L'homme qui rit, blindness and 

sentimentality come together when, a co-protagonist, Dea and 

her lover share the poignant theme of the sublime and the 

grotesque. The sentimental string of these types of works 

that found their way into the twentieth century revealed the 

sightless to be a most popular figure that was capable of 

producing a gamut of emotional responses on the part of the 

reading and viewing public. Whether the scenario be a matter 

of sight that is restored or of one in which the character is 

faced with the implications of a darkened world, blindness 

became a most effective literary tool of diversity in 

cranking out successful and popular literature. Certainly 

the blind continue to be typecast but such literary sorts as 
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the buffoon, the mystic or the malevolent now share drama and 

novels with other sightless figures that exude qualities more 

personal and favorable establishing an emotional and 

spiritual blend that presents the character in a more multi

dimensional, positive light than previous sightless types in 

literary history. 

For one thing the sightless begin to be cast as part of 

a family unit (Melodv and The Cricket on the Hearth). Blind 

characters are also directly involved in adventures {Ths. 

Light that FailedK To be sure, the physically blind char

acters never totally shed the variety of traditional "types" 

or "sorts" in roles that they have occupied throughout their 

literary run. However, more diverse employment becomes 

progressively evident as the sightless are no longer exclu

sively bound to represent the essence of pity, pauperism, and 

promiscuity. Rather than historical clones, the physically 

blind now begin to represent roles previously considered 

only for the sighted. Now the sightless character is 

evaluated in forms that are multi-faceted and complex rather 

than simply assessed because of preconceived ideas of blind

ness and its historical connotation. 
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Noias 
1. It is during the Nineteenth Century that books first 

appear chronicling the achievements of physically blind 
individuals. Two of the most important works during this 
time are: James Wilson (1779-1805), Biography of the Blind 
(Belfast: Lyons 1821) 3rd ed. and William Artman and L.V. 
Hall, Beauties and Achievements of the Blind (Dansville, 
N.Y.: 1853), 1st Ed. 

2. Michael E. Monbeck, The Meaning of Blindness. 
(Bloomington and London: Indiana University Press, 1973): 
"Dickens, who visited the Perkins Institution and 
Massachusetts Asylum for the Blind in 1842 and saw the famed 
deaf-blind Laura Bridgman, quotes from a report by Samuel 
Gridley Howe about the young girl:"But what a situation was 
hers! The darkness and the silence of the tomb were around 
her... . ' " (32 ) . 

3. Oliver Sachs, "To See and Not To See," New Yorker 
(New York: May 10, 1993), 59-73. The article documents 
Virgil's life after having regained his sight through 
surgery. The results were ironic and tragic as his life was 
literally ruined due to his inability to adjust to his new 
visual acquisition. 
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CHAPTER IV 

DEPICTIONS OF THE PHYSICALLY BLIND IN SPANISH 

LITERATURE FROM THE MIDDLE AGES 

THROUGH THE GOLDEN AGE 

1^ The Physically blind and the Lazarillian motif 

One of the earliest and more popular themes in Medieval 

European literature dealt with the comical antics of a 

sightless beggar and his young guide. In Spanish literature 

during the late medieval transitional period, the concept 

developed into the genre of "el ciego y su mozo." Early 

literary creations that include the typical scenario of the 

blind beggar and his guide ultimately engendered the pica

resque genre that fully blossomed throughout Europe during 

the sixteenth century. Rosa Perelmuter Perez facilitates an 

understanding of the ultimate role of the picaresque charac

ter who frequently plays off of his blind master. Often in 

the role of a blindman's guide, the young scamp is described 

as a trickster who: 

...is typically a mischievous figure. 
He is childish, cynical, and unfeeling, 
completely controlled by his appetites 
and forever running into pain and injury. 
Radin describes him as someone "who is 
always hungry, who is not guided by 
normal conceptions of good and evil, who 
is either playing tricks on people or 
having them played on him, and who is 
highly sexed." (Perelmuter Perez 820) 

The blindman's guide ultimately became a fully developed 

picaro in the sixteenth century Spanish genre, serving 

multiple amos in pursuit of romance and adventure as can be 

seen with Mateo Aleman's Guzman de Alfarache (1599). The 

picaro's literary genesis in Spain, however, begins with the 

desperate, mistreated adolescent apprentice of a blind beggar 

in Lazarillo de Tormes (1554). This kind of depiction 

profoundly influenced the development and expansion of the 
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personality of both the picaro and his blind master and 

became a uniquely Spanish genre. 

The rather strained relationship between master and 

guide often results in comedic debacle in which one exacts 

some form of violence on the other. Despite variations on 

the theme modifying roles of the discordant pair, the blind 

beggar was generally cast as a crafty, loathsome scoundrel 

who mistreats and physically abuses his young guide, who has 

been entrusted to him for training by desperate parents who 

can no longer afford to care for the boy. The young ward, on 

the other hand, typically loses his youthful innocence as he 

is quickly forced to deceive and steal goods from his blind 

master in order to stave off constant hunger. The often 

mutual mistreatment by both the blind beggar and his 

deceptive ward creates constant comedic conflicts in scenes 

wherein medieval humor and violence alternate. Although the 

action is frequently laden with harm that each inflicts on 

the other, a sort of dysfunctional love-hate relationship 

between the duo endures, perhaps founded on the mutual 

dependency essential for their immediate welfare. Each 

demonstrates a kind of mutual respect toward the other though 

the concept of "honor among thieves" is frequently absent. 

On one level they are thrust together to survive a harsh and 

merciless world whereas on another level, to remain together, 

they must survive each other. 

As the Renaissance begins to enter Spain, one of the 

most important staples in Spanish literature appeared and the 

Spanish version of the blindman and his guide was born. The 

anonymous La Vida de Lazarillo de Tormes v de sus Fortunas v 

Adversidades (1554) constitutes the prototype and 

quintessence of the Lazarillian genre and also provides the 

model for the popular image of the Spanish picaro: 

Es la obra mas original de su tiempo e 
inicia la novela picaresca espanda. Se 
cree que brota como reaccion contra los 
libros de caballeria, pero mas sencilla-
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mente, debio de nacer del deseo de ser 
cuadro literario, de estar representada 
en el museo del mundo la vida popular de 
los caminos de Espana, revelando una gran 
experiencia de la vida. (Espasa Calpe 
1969) 

This anonymous novel constitutes the earliest and one of the 

most significant Spanish works in which the representation of 

the physically blind becomes central to a story line while 

offering a new variation on a traditional medieval theme. 

Though introduced in a completely Spanish context, it still 

recalls many historical images of the blind of past 

literature. 

Lazarillo's sightless "tie", is a composite character 

from the past. He is the first master with whom the youth 

pairs and around which the initial tratado revolves. De

scribed by R.O- Jones as "una obra comica, de una comicidad a 

vaces brutal, y de hecho uno de los libros mas divertidos de 

la literatura espanda, escrito en un estilo ingenuoso y 

agudo" (Jones 111), the novel opens its first of seven 

tratados with the blind beggar who takes Lazarillo into his 

employ as a guide at the urging of the boy's destitute 

mother. The young servant will assist the beggar with his 

mendicant wanderings. It is the responsibility of the young 

apprentice to lead the blind man from town to town, as well 

as assist him with the peddling in the streets. In return 

for his tasks, the lad is to receive training and care. 

Both, however, are harshly dispatched by the sightless 

master, banishing innocence and creating the image of the 

classic Spanish picaro whose name, in time, was to become 

associated with a blind man's guide in the Spanish 

vernacular.^ 

At first the innocent Lazarillo does not fully compre

hend his role, but he quickly learns to appreciate the 

gravity of his blind master's capabilities as the beggar 

tells him "...yo ore ni plata te lo puedo dar; mas avisos 
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para vivir muchos te mostrare" (Espasa Calpe, 1969, 44). 

Lazarillo soon discovers that the training and care that 

follow translate into verbal and physical abuse for the youth 

as the blind beggar, cast as a loathsome and cruel scoundrel 

regularly applies beatings in place of any previously 

promised care or comfort. As Richard Bjornson observes, "the 

episode of the blind beggar exists within a framework of 

blows" (Nowak 90). Howard Mancing concurs, observing that 

"throughout the period of apprenticeship with the sadistic 

blind beggar, the reader shares Lazarillo's physical 

misfortunes" (Nowak 900). 

Although comedic and cruel antics between the blind 

beggar and his guide first appeared in manuscripts centuries 

before, the version found in the initial tratado of Lazarillo 

de Tormes provides the earliest instance in which the harsh 

realities of Spanish society of the period are reflected in 

the picaresque structure. Though on one level the novel 

constitutes a definitive literary reaction to the popular 

romanticized libros de caballeria, it tends also to more 

accurately approximate the life struggles of the various 

levels of Spanish society during the period. Immersed in 

comedy and satire which can be quite brutal, the opening 

tratado presents issues and implications associated with the 

Spanish plebe in its struggle to survive in a society in 

which hunger was a pervading reality that remained constant 

as Spain moved into the Renaissance: 

El Lazarrillo es un cuadro realista del 
ambiente y de la gente que el 
protagonista encuentra. Espana, como el 
resto de Europa en aquella epoca, tenia 
una enorme masa de mendigos y pobres, 
aunque la vida fuera tambien dura para 
otras gentes: el hambre en los anos de 
escasez asediaba a las economias 
modestas. Habia muchos hidalgos 
empobrecidos, reacios al trabajo por su 
desmedido orgullo y avergonzados para 
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mendigar, que podian servir de modelos al 
escudero de Lazaro. (Jones 112) 

The recurring issue of Lazarillo's constant hunger functions 

as an overriding influence in defining the villainous image 

of his blind master early in the first tratado. It is 

through Lazarillo's deprivation that his youthful innocence 

quickly becomes compromised. He, as narrator, observes that 

this is indeed motivated by the greed of his insensitive and 

abusive sightless master: 

Mas tambien quiero que sepa vuestra 
merced que, con todo lo que adquiria y 
tenia, jamas tan avarlento ni mezquino 
hombre no vi; tanto, que me mataba a mi 
de hambre y asi no me demediaba de lo 
necesario. Digo verdad: si con mi suti-
leza y buenas mahas no me supiera 
remedia, muchas veces me finara de 
hambre... (Espasa Calpe, 1969, 45) 

As Lazarillo relates the misfortunes that the pair inflict on 

each other, it becomes quite evident that nevertheless they 

grudgingly respect one another—a respect grounded in 

suspicion and distrust. This pervasive attitude yields 

catastrophic results in seven humorous incidents or episodes 

as one or the other attempts to avenge himself of the deceit 

or trickery by his partner while they beg in the streets of a 

medieval Spain. 

The characterization of the sightless mendicant in 

Lazarillo as a shiftless, malevolent and manipulative social 

parasite is certainly cast from a traditional European mold 

that rests upon a historical foundation. Stereotypical 

imaging of the physically blind emits a profound literary 

influence which continues to surface in even the most current 

of literatures with such depictions: 

...these large groups of blind wanderers 
were often feared and distrusted because 
of their association with more disrepu
table outcasts and infiltration by im
postors. The phenomenon made famous in 
modern times by Victor Hugo'^ "cour des 
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miracles" contributed to an image, by no 
means universally accepted, of the blind 
person as crafty scoundrel. (Paulson 8) 

In fact, certain medieval records document the anti-social 

behavior of blind beggars implying a lifestyle that was 

anything but flattering and that aggravated negative images 

as Richard S. French observes: 

Blind musicians, like blind beggars, were 
present at church feasts and cele
brations. Their behavior in sacred 
precincts was not always as edifying as 
it might have been, as witness the fact 
that the blind singers at Chartres were 
more addicted to the famous wines of that 
city than to service at the "mercy-seat" 
of the place of pilgrimage. (French 65) 

The blind beggar in Lazarillo de Tormes exhibits glut

tonous and slovenly behavior, which appear to be motivating 

factors in training the young guide. To exploit the boy's 

energies is a prime objective as the budding picaro himself 

observes: "Comenzamos nuestro camino, y en muy pocos dias me 

mostro jerigonza. Y como me viese de buen ingenio, hdgabase 

mucho-.." (Espasa Calpe, 1969, 44). As the pair begin their 

tumultuous odyssey, the beggar's cruel and deceptive nature 

quickly surfaces as he mandates complete obedience by the 

lad. Attempting to subjugate Lazarillo, he promptly defines 

the guide's subordinate role through trickery and violence. 

In the first episode, for example, the beggar forges 

Lazarrillo's passage from a naive child to a street-wise 

rogue through the medium of deception. Guillen observes that 

"the learning process begins abruptly with a crises, or rite 

of passage" (Nowak 901). The rather abrupt conversion of the 

young apprentice begins when the sightless amo orders 

Lazarillo to put his ear next to a stone bull in order to 

hear the sounds that come from within. As Lazarillo does as 

he is told, the beggar suddenly knocks his head against the 

statue, remarking: 

—Necio, aprende que el mozo del ciego un 
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punto ha de saber mas que el diablo. 
Y rio mucho la burla. 
Pareciome que en aquel instante desperte 
de la simpleza en que, como nine dormido, 

estaba. (Espasa Calpe, 1969, 43) 

At that point it becomes painfully clear to the stunned youth 

that the harsh treatment constitutes his "on-the-job 

training" by his sightless boss. Though this initiates the 

direction that the relationship will take between amo and 

guide in the first tratado, Lazarillo will not fully come to 

appreciate the sagacious beggars's subtle prophecy until the 

final tratado. The guide intuits that these rather unortho

dox methods in his training are not motivated by an uncondi

tional love on the part of the "mal ciego". The term "mal 

Ciego" or "maldito ciego" appears at least nine times in 

other pejorative references.^ Although the assaults per

sist, Lazarillo never fully loses the appreciation or amaze

ment that he feels toward his sightless master, whose abili

ties and talents in successfully dealing in the streets are 

considered ingenuous by the brutalized picaro. Lazarillo 

realizes that his first amo effectively equips him with 

knowledge and critical training necessary later to fend for 

himself and surrenders his innocence, becoming a "picaro". 

Praise for his master reads like an impressive medieval 

resume as Lazarillo lists limitless talents and a seemingly 

innate gift for successful solicitation and manipulating his 

society yielding an impressive measure of profit. He extols 

the blindman's knowledge of countless prayers for every 

occasion, his perceptiveness in discerning people's maladies 

and prescribing remedies in the style of an ancient curande-

ro. Whether legitimate or otherwise, the beggar ably 

secures the trust and business of the Spanish plebe: 
Pues, tornando al bueno de mi ciego y 

contando sus cosas, vuestra merced sepa 
que, desde que Dios crio el mundo, 
ninguno formo mas astute ni sagaz. En su 
oficio era un aguila. Cientos y tan-tas 
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oraeienes sabia de coro. Un tone najo, 
reposado y muy sonable, que hacia resenar 
la iglesia donde rezaban un ros-tro 
humilde y devote, que con muy buen 
centinente penia cuando rezaba, sin hacer 
gestos ni visajes con boca ni ojos, come 
etros suelen hacer. 

Allende deste, tenia otras mil 
formas y maneras para sacar el dinero. 
Decia saber oraeienes para muchos y 
diversos efectos, para mujeres que no 
Parian, para las que estaban de parte, 
para las que eran malcasadas que sus 
marides las quisiesen bien. Echaba 
pronostices a las prefiadas: si traia hije 
o hija. 

Pues en case de medicina, decia que 
Galeno no supe la mitad que el para 
muela, desmayes, males de madre. 
Finalmente, nadie le decia padecer alguna 
pasion que luego ne le decia: 

<<Haced este, hareis estetro, coged 
tal hierba, tomad tal raiz.>> (Espasa 
Calpe 44) 

In addition, Lazarillo subtly boasts that his blind amo also 

wins the favor of the opposite sex while filling his pockets: 

Con este andabase todo el mundo tras 
el, especialmente mujeres, que cuanto les 
decia creian. Destas sacaba el grandes 
prevechos con las artes que digo, y 
ganaba mas en un mes que cien ciegos en 
un aho. (44-45) 

As the beggar's ill temper progressively increases and 

punishment for the guide becomes more intense, the competi

tive playing field becomes more level as Lazarillo subtly 

begins to retaliate, though his narration continues to bestow 

praise and implys a restrained admiration for the sightless 

tyrant. In a comic twist, the beggar ironically finds 

himself at the mercy of his sighted apprentice whom he has 

trained well in the art of deception: 

— oPensareis que este mi mozo es algiin 
inecente? Pues old si el demonie 
ensayara etra tal hazana. 

Satiguandose les que lo eian, decian: 
iMira quien pensara de un muchachho 
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tan pequeno tal ruindad! 
Y reian mucho del artificio, y 

decianle: 
Castigadlo, eastigadle, que de Dios le 

habreis. 
Y el, con aquello, nunca etra cosa 

hacia. 
Y en este yo siempre le llevaba por 

los peores caminos y adrede, por le hacer 
mal dano: si habia piedras, por ellas; si 
lode, por lo mas alto. Que aunque ye no 
iba per lo mas enjto, hdgabame a mhi de 
quebrar un ofe por quebrar des al que 
ninguno tenia. Con este, siempre con el 
cabo alto del teinto me atentaba el 
cdodrillo, el cual siempre traia lleno 
de tdondrones y pelade de sus manes. Y 
aunque yo juraba no lo hacer con malicla, 
sino per no hallar mejor camino, no me 
aprovechaba ni me creia mas: tal era el 
sentido y el grandisimo entendimiento del 
traidor. (50) 

A typical episode eliciting the blind man's anger usually 

results from Lazarillo's desperate efforts at fooling his 

insensitive master and relieve his constant hunger as he is 

only sustained through his wits. Inevitably discovered by 

the intuitive amo each time he attempts to snatch a morsel er 

drop, he manages only to incur his master's hostility: 

Aunque yo quisiera asentar mi corzon y 
perdonarle el jarraze, ne daba lugar al 
maltratamiento que el mal ciego dende 
alii adelante me hacia, que sin causa ni 
razon me haria, dandome eoscorrones y 
repelandome. (Espasa Calpe 49) 

To suggest that the beggar, so frequently unleashed upon 

his servant, is completely unprovoked would hardly be valid. 

The whole episodic process in the first tratado is cyclical 

in structure, i.e., the blind beggar does not adequately feed 

Lazarillo, so the desperate guide steals from him to 

compensate and is caught. The blind man then punishes 

Lazarillo for the misdeed, motivating Lazarillo to become 

ever more cautious and crafty the next time, becoming a 

nemesis of his blind master, devoid of loyalty and 
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indifferent to the beggar's welfare. Lazarillo's continuous 

hunger pangs propel him into trickery as he, through his 

wits, must constantly challenge the authority of his master. 

Provocations notwithstanding, the beatings in each episode 

function as a kind of grim but comical closure for the 

incident; but each time, the scars ironically provide a 

valuable lesson. In the particular episode involving the 

stolen wine, for example, Lazarrillo receives his most severe 

wounds as well as extensive verbal abuse. The thirsty 

servant, on occasion, attempts to syphon wine with a straw 

from the jug of the drowsy beggar, who more carefully guards 

the vessel in his lap. Lazarillo eventually makes a hole in 

the bottom of the jug and then seals it with wax enabling him 

te enjoy the brew at any propitious time. Requesting to lie 

in the beggar's lap with the pretense of seeking warmth from 

the cold night, Lazarillo positions himself under the vessel 

embraced by his master and removes the wa^ seal, gulping the 

spillage until the process is finally discovered by the 

perceptive blind man who raises the jug and abruptly brings 

it down crashing on Lazarillo's head, shattering both in the 

process. As the amo then nurses the youth and washes his 

wounds, his sarcasm is filled with comic irony: 

Fue tal el gdpecillo, que me desatino y 
saco de sentido, y el jarraze tan grande, 
que los pedazos de el se me metieron per 
la cara, rompiendomela por muchas partes, 
y me quebro los dientes, sin los cuales 
hasta hoy dia me qued^. Desde aquella 
hora quise mal al mal ciego, y, aunque me 
queria y regalaba y me curaba, bien vi 
que se habia holgado del cruel castigo. 
Lavome con vino las roturas que con los 
pedazos del jarro me habia hecho, y, 
sonriendose, decia: 

— <i,Que te parece, Lazaro? Le que te 
enfermo te sana y da salud. (49) 

This incident like that with the statue function as crude 

epiphanies, motivating Lazarillo's ultimate retaliation as 
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well as escape in the final episode of the initial tratado. 

The cruel master is made to look ridiculous as his guide, in 

an ironic twist, avenges himself. 

In the penultimate incident, in which verbal and mental 

abuse abound, Lazarillo again provokes his master's suspicion 

and anger out of hunger as he surreptitiously palms and 

quickly swallows an entire large pork sausage in order to 

avoid detection. The blindman, who claims to smell the scent 

of the stolen property on the boy's breath, forces the lad to 

open his mouth for inspection and literally inserts his nose 

into Lazarillo's throat to confirm his suspicion of the 

misdeed. Suddenly, both sausage and nose are regurgitated by 

the nauseous youth as one item follows the ether out of the 

guide's mouth. The undigested morsel nets the guide another 

expectedly severe beating after the beggar recovers and 

Lazarillo is publicly humiliated by his master before a 

street crowd, prompting Lazarillo to terminate his role as 

guide and move on: 

iOh gran Dios, quien estuviera a aquella 
hora sepultado, que muerto ya lo estaba! 
Fue tal el coraje del perverse ciego que, 
si al ruedo no acudieran, piensa no me 
dejara con la vida. Sacaronme de entre 
sus manes, dejandoselas llenas de 
aquellos pocos cabelles que tenia, 
arahada la cara y rascuhado el pescuezo y 
la garganta. Y este bien lo merecia, 
pues por su maldad me venian tantas 
persecuciones Visto este y las malas 
burlas que el ciego burlaba de mi, 
determine de todo en todo dejarle, y como 
lo traia pensado y lo tenia en vduntad, 
con este postrer juego que me hizo 
afirmele mas. (56-58) 

The ultimate in comic closure develops in the last 

episode of the initial tratado as Lazarillo enacts spiteful 

vengeance upon his abusive amo. Retribution and escape both 

become possible as the pair comes to a swollen stream that 

they must cross on leaving the city. Lazarillo positions the 
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blind beggar in a spot allegedly far enough back to gain 

momentum and then instructs the amo to run and jump when the 

guide so signals. The beggar is, however, unaware that he 

has been se maneuvered by the bey that a rock pillar stands 

between master and creek: 

--iSus! Salta todo le que pedals, porque 
dels deste cabo del agua. 
Aun apenas le habia acabade de decir 
cuando se abalanza el pobre ciego come 
cabron y de teda su fuerza arremete, 
tomando un pase atras de la corrida para 
hacer mayor salto y da con la cabeza en 
el poste, que send tan recie como si 
diera con una gran calabaza, y cayo luego 
para atras medio muerto y hendida la 
cabeza. (59-60) 

Leaving the blind amo unconscious Lazarillo skips across the 

stream as he caustically quips, "<i,C6mo y eliste la longaniza 

y ne el poste? |01e!" (Espasa Calpe, 1969, 60). 

The last incident of the tratado propels Lazarillo into 

a full blown picaro as his wits earn him his freedom from the 

clutches of the abusive, blind beggar. His actions reflect 

those of his master, as both painfully exploit each other's 

vulnerabilities. As the sightless beggar has taken advantage 

of Lazarillo's youth and innocence, so now dees the mature 

picaro exact his revenge capitalizing on his master's 

blindness. Lazarillo abandons the blindman "because it is 

too painful to stay and because he needs to exact his revenge 

in kind, with impunity" (Nowak 903). 

To an extent, the Blindman in Lazarillo de Tormes, 

conforms to the traditional medieval literary blueprint from 

which it follows. It also touches on biblical precepts 

implying that the deprival of sight reflects sinful deeds. 

It is therefore understandable how the outward appearance of 

a sightless beggar, who gropes and fumbles in seemingly 

suspicious endeavors and must be led by others, might leave 

the unenlightened spectator with impressions that are rooted 

in mystery and evil: 
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El ciege-medieval tradicionalmente es un 
ser nagativo que tarde e temprano es 
burlado por otro. Parece que su cariz 
negative se origina en que su ceguera, un 
defecte exterior y fisco, viene de un 
defecte moral e pecaminoso interior, tal 
come el ciego en San Juan (IX), en el 
teatro religiose franees medieval, en el 
teatro de Sebastian de Horozee y en ebras 
de etros escriteres peninsulares de los 
siglos XV y xvi. Y como persona 
pecaminosa, castigada aparentemente por 
Dies, recibe la ira y los gelpes de la 
gente que lo mira hestilmente. (Weiner 
17)3 

The depiction of the sightless beggar in Lazarillo, however, 

is by no means limited te the medieval prototype. Whereas 

the predominant representation of Lazarillo's first amo 

reflects a loathsome, unscrupulous character riddled with 

greed and vice, quite typical of the medieval literary time 

frame, the sightless scoundrel nonetheless possesses certain 

elements that transcend customary depictions of the period. 

Those elements emanate from a much older source upon which 

certain literary elements were drawn during the Renaissance: 

El ciego de Lazaro es un personaje unico 
y el se caracteriza per unir en si des 
tradiciones del ciego en el occidente: El 
cristiano-y el ciego clasice-pagano cuyo 
protetipo por excelencia es el sacerdote 
y profeta Tiresias. (17) 

In the first tratado of Lazarillo de Tormes, the blind beggar 

at times takes on the role of profit or seer, advising 

Lazarillo of things to come which are ultimately realized in 

the final chapter. As these revelations come to pass in 

"Tratado Septimo" the status of the abusive mendicant raises 

from that of a medieval scoundrel and buffoon to the plane of 

a classical sage and revered oracle. Posthumously he not 

only earns the gratitude of his former guide, but is finally 

given his due as one responsible for the welfare and success 

that his picaro guide now enjoys in later life: 

Mas el pronostico del ciego no salio 
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mentiroso, y despues aca muchas veces me 
acuerdo de aquel hombre, que sin duda 
debia tener espiritu de profecia, y me 
pesa de los sinsabores que le hice, 
aunque bien se lo pague...(Espasa calpe 
57-58) 

The first revelation of the blind beggar takes place as 

the pair enter the town of Escalona and encounter some ropes 

hanging outside of a shoe she As the two pass under the 

hanging hemp the Blindman feels a rope and implies its 

forbidding function in some significant capacity for the 

youth at a later time in life. Touching the rope he admon

ishes his confused guide, "segun las mafias que llevas, lo 

sabras y veras come digo es vardad" (Espasa Calpe 52). The 

veracity of the prediction appears in the final chapter when 

Lazarillo becomes a notable "pregonero" or crier and takes 

part in the hanging of a thief. As he assists in the pro

cession and totes the rope to the gallows, the impact of his 

master's instruction and guidance comes te mind as he now 

carries rather than wears the instrument of death. In rather 

humbling thoughts that approach an attitude of "but for the 

grace of God (and the Blindman) there go I," his appreciation 

of his first master becomes manifest: 

En el cual oficio, un dia que ahorcabamos 
un apafiader en Toledo, y llevaba una 
buena soga de esparto, conoci y cai en la 
cuenta de la sentencia que aquel mi ciego 
amo habia dicho en Escalona, y me 
arrepenti del mal page que le di, per lo 
mucho que me ensefio. Que, despues de 
Dios, el me dio industria para llegar al 
estado que agora estoy. (Espasa Calpe 
140) 

Another prophecy, whose enunciation follows that con

cerning the ropes, more closely patterns the Teiresian mode. 

It involves matters of a sexual nature that Lazarillo will be 

forced to address with regard to his future spouse. Before 

entering an inn, the pair encounter horns that are hanging en 

the front door. The sightless beggar clutches these symbols 
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of cuckddry and declares them as an omen to be pondered by 

the perplexed guide. Seen in retrospect, it implies that 

Lazarillo, when ultimately married, will face the suspected 

adultery of his future wife as gossip will imply that he is 

cuckolded. Feeling the horns the Blindman admonishes: 

—lOh, mala cosa, peer que tiene la 
heehura! ;De cuantos eres deseado poner 
tu nombre sebre cabeza ajena y de cuan 
pocos tenerte ni aun eir tu nombre per 
ninguna via! 

Como le oi le que decia, dije: 
—Tie, oque es este que decis? 
—Calla, sobrino, que algun dia te dara 
este que en la mane tengo alguna mala 
comida y cena. (Espasa Calpe 53) 

With this advice, Lazarillo shows wisdom as he implies that 

he will net lend credence to slander. In the last chapter as 

Lazarillo, now married, sits alone and somewhat suspicious 

over the absence of his wife, the words of his sagacious 

master come to mind as he contemplates his cold meal while 

waiting for her: 

Aunque en este tiempo siempre he tenide 
alguna sospechuela y habido algunas malas 
cenas per esperarla algunas noches hasta 
las laudes, y aun mas, se me ha venide a 
la memoria le que mi amo el ciego me dije 
en Escalona estando aside del cuerno. 
Aunque, de verdad, siempre pienso que el 
diablo me le trae a la memoria per 
haberme malcasado, y no le apreveeha. 
(Espasa Calpe 141) 

In the final chapter the Archpriest counsels with Lazarillo 

who decides for his own comfort that his wife is exonerated. 

Interesting references to food or lack thereof appear in 

both prophecies, reinforcing notions that hunger remains ever 

present. In both instances, the avoidance of what is 

metaphorically portrayed as tainted food leaves Lazarillo 

empty as he follows the admonitions of his master. The 

medieval theme of hunger remains fairly constant in the genre 

of the medieval, blind beggar. In the Blindman's 

soothsaying, symbolic hunger is utilized as Lazarillo learns 
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the need te avoid certain tainted food as it can poison 

(symbolically parallel to the Biblical catastrophe of the 

forbidden fruit). 

The fulfillment in the last chapter of prophecies 

enunciated by the beggar in the opening chapter makes the 

blind character mere of a central force, providing unity via 

a circular structure. Even though Lazarillo left a malevolent 

and abusive amo unconscious beside a rock pillar, the 

beggar's essence as a teacher and prophet endure with his 

presence repeatedly felt. His lessons constituted a societal 

gyroscope, keeping his former guide on course in life. 

The ciego's diehetomous role of nemeses and sage cannot be 

explained solely in terms of a medieval configuration. His 

characterization transcends the typical image of the crafty 

blind scoundrel working the streets with a guide whom he 

frequently maltreats, offering a literary composite of 

representative sightless images from different periods and 

eras. His perspicacious component enters the realm of the 

divinely gifted as he is ultimately recognized on the level 

of a "Teiresian seer" (Nowak 900): 

...el ciego clasico-renacentista es 
objete de veneraeion y respete, princip-
almente por su gran sabiduria, la cual es 
caraeteristica tambien del sagacisimo 
ciego de Lazaro. Tiresias, come etros 
ciegos clasices y como el ciego de 
Lazaro, ve el future. Pero les des 
ciegos sen muy especiales en que sus 
profecias se relaeionan principal, aunque 
no exclusivamente, con catastrefe y 
asuntos conyugo-sexuales, caraeteristica 
de la situacion de Lazaro al final de la 
obra. (Weiner 17) 

Another of the earlier and more significant works that 

treat the Lazarillian motif in the Spanish tradition can be 

found in the religious drama of Sebastian de Horozee (1510-

1580). As a great admirer and follower of fifteenth century 

poets such as Gomez and Jorge Manrique, Horozee was a pre

cursor of Lope who brought medieval themes into Renaissance 
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drama: 

El era sebre todo, un precursor del 
espafiolisme, que surge despues de haberse 
mezclado los nueves elementes creados 
durante el Renaeimiento con la nueva 
valoracion de los tesores tradicienales 

y de los cambios que ecurrieren 
al principle del Renaeimiento, del periode 
prelopista y de la comedia, sirva de 
armazon para este corte periode de 
tanteos en que el teatro de Horozee dejo 
sus huellas permenentes. (Mazur 5). 

More specifically for this study, Horozee was among the 

earliest writers te bring the images of the blind beggar and 

his guide into thematics that are uniquely Spanish. "Horozee 

es quizas el unico, ademas del escritor de El Lazarillo de 

Tormes, quien trata al ciego desde el punto de vista medieval 

y renacentista" (Weiner 21). 

In his Cancienero (1548), a prolific compilation of 

poetry and plays grounded in biblical scripture, the opening 

te one of Horozee's "Representaciones" closely follows the 

scenario of el ciego y su mozo found in Lazarillo de Tormes 

and may even predate the Spanish picaresque prototype of 

1554. In his "Representacion de la Historia Evangelica Del 

Capitolo None De Sanct Joan, Que Comienga, Et Preteriens JHS. 

Vidit Homenem Cecum," the Tdedean poet interpolates a 

typically Spanish Lazarillian motif in introducing his 

version of Jesus's restoration of sight to the blind beggar 

described in the Scripture (John 9). Horozco's liturgical 

script is not unusual: as mystery plays of the fourteenth to 

sixteenth centuries regularly comprised farcical routines 

conflated with the biblical story of the blind man being 

healed by Jesus. William R. Paulson indicates that sometimes 

because of the comic misdeeds of the blind man and his guide, 

he never really meets Jesus and no miracle takes place.^ 

Excepting the first part of Horozco's play, he follows 

the biblical account described in the Gospel, but introduces 

cultural modifications: The short play opens on a typical 
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Spanish street of the period as a blind mendicant and his 

youthful guide suffer a slow day in their beggary just before 

the arrival of the Lord and His Disciples. As his 

lamentations go unnoticed, the blindman recommends that they 

try elsewhere: 

Ay quien haga caridad, 
seneres, a aqueste ciego, 
que de su natividad 
vivio siempre en eeguedad 
sin plazer y sin sosiego? 
per amor de Dios es ruego 
querais dar 
para ayuda aga remediar 
tantas fatigas y enejos, 
asi Dies quiera guardar 
sin Qogobra y sin pesar 
la vista de vuestres ojos; 
escusados sen antejos 
para mi, 
pues asi ciego nasci 
desde el vientre de mi madre; 
lazarillo, vamos, di, 
ne dan alge por aqui 
per mas qu'el hombre les ladre? 
(Horozee 157) 

Both characters' true natures appear when a verbal dispute 

erupts between them following accusations by the guide of 

mistreatment by his blind master. The central issue is again 

the guide's malnourishment, paralleling the situation in 

Lazarillo de Tormes, Horozco's blind beggar, unsympathetic 

te the complaints of his guide, rejects any notion of 

inadequate care for his ward: 

Cie.—Yo ne te doy de comer? 
La. Que he comide! 
distesme un giieso roido; 
pensais que soy algun teche? 
no veis que negro partide! 
y aun en todo hoy ne he bebido 
sine sole un escamocho. 
Cie. Bebes y comes mas que echo, 
y mal centento. 
La. Pardies, siempre ando ham-

briento, 
porque un mogo de mi estofa 
no se mantiene del viento. 
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ni basta el mantenimiente 
que me dais de la gallofa. 
Cie. No aveis visto quien ya mofa? 
di, malyade, 
no es verdad que te has hartado 
de bergas, tocine y vaca? 
La. Aqueso ya es olvidado, 
despues qu anda el hombre atado 
come dicen, asno a estaca. 
Cie. 6 de la casta bellaca, 
si te apafie! 
saquete de ser picafie 
que andabas roto y desnudo, 
y dite un saye de pane, 
y llevasme quante araho, 
y mal centento y safiude. (Horozee 158) 

Although the discourse between the initial characters in 

the play prefigures a comedic climax as in Lazarillo de 

Tormes. it also reflects social and economic realities 

confronting the Spanish populace of the late medieval period. 

Paulson points out that the medieval struggle to survive 

significantly bears en the negative images of the blind in 

the literature of the time when large groups of blind 

wanderers were widely feared and distrusted because of their 

association with more disreputable outcasts. Oleh Mazur also 

focuses on the depictions of "el ciego y su amo" as 

personages typifying the lower echelon of Spanish society of 

the sixteenth century, often destitute and desperate: 

El personaje de Lazarillo es el mejor 
ejemplo del picaro espanol, y Horozee fue 
uno de los primeros que se dieron cuenta 
de la gran significaciion antiher6ica de 
este personaje que llega a ser la 
antitesis del heroe anterior simbolizado 
per Amadis de Gaula. El tema del hambre 
vinculado con nuestro personaje merece 
especial atencion porque esta relacionado 
con los preblemas de la decadencia de 
Espana. El Lazarillo de mediados del 
siglo xvi puede ser censiderado como uno 
de les miembros de la class modesta 
urbana que se encontro fuera de la esfera 
de los artesanos, jornaleros, etc., 
integrades en sus instituciones 
gremiales. (Mazur 32) 
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Particularly relevant for this study is the treatment of 

Horozco's characters since close parallels exist between the 

work of the Teledean poet and that of the anonymous Lazarillo 

de Tormes. Because of the close proximity in their dates of 

publication, both figure among the earliest examples of the 

SpsLnish picaresque genre, influencing works that later 

followed such as Mateo Aleman's Guzman de Alfarache (1599) as 

well as Francisco de Quevede's El Buscon (1626), which with 

Lazarillo de Tormes. comprise the three fundamental works of 

the Spanish picaresque genre. 

Certainly the mannerisms of the blind beggar and his 

guide in Horozco's play closely resemble those of the 1554 

novel. Similarities of the schematics in both works also 

become evident. In the closing lines of both works the 

action and exchanges between master and guide reveal a 

parallel pattern in the sarcastic quips of the guides. In 

Horozco's "Representacion" the mischievous and clever 

Lazarillo purposely causes his sightless employer te crash 

into a street corner. That rascal's sarcastic retort closely 

resembles the comment of Lazarillo de Tormes after his blind 

amo has met with the stone pillar. Horozco's picaro 

comically chides his wounded amo in virtually the same manner 

and style: 

La.—Bien lo trabajo y le sude, pues es 
trayo per las calles como un rayo. 
Cie.--Asi pues, que te pensabas? por eso 
te di un buen saye. 
La.—Dexad venga el mes de mayo quando 
comiensen las habas. 
Cie.—Tornaras a lo que andabas, don 
refine. 
La.--Sus, vamos nuestro camino. 
Cie.—Aguija, vamos ayna, ay! que me 
dado, mezquino! 
La.--Pues que olistes el tegino 
como no olistes la esquina? (Horozee 158) 

In the Cancionero- however, Horozco's Lazarillo remains 

with his master as they ultimately encounter Christ and the 

scene changes te a more Biblical setting as narrated in 
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John 9. Nevertheless critics including Mazur and Asensio 

maintain that the parallels between the "Representacion" and 

Lazarilie de Tormes are no mere coincidence. Mazur posits 

the possibility of an older common antecedent serving as a 

model from which each is constructed, given the extraordinary 

duplications in action and dialogue in the closing scenes of 

both: 

No es dificil de advertir una semejanza 
entre las picardias de este mozo de ciego 
con las aventuras de la novela: por 
ejemplo, los incidentes de los des ciegos 
relacienades con <<tocino-longaniza>> y 
<<esquina-poste>>, no cabe duda de que 
habia un antecedente cemun, bien sea un 
cuento o bien una obra de teatro. (Mazur 
31) 

Jose Maria Asensio argues emphatically that Sebastian de 

Horozee may have been the legitimate author of both works. He 

stresses the analogies between the "tocino/longaniza, 

esquina/poste' phenomenon in defending his theory of a common 

writer. He also considers the "Representacion" to predate the 

1554 novel: 

El suceso es enteramente igual, hasta en 
algunas de las espresienes, al que se 
refiere al final del Tratado I. de la 
vida de Lazarillo de Tormes. Hasta en el 
nombre son iguales los des piearesccs 
guias...Netaremos, sin embargo, a favor 
de la orijinalidad de la historia 
evanjelioa que esta debio estar escrita, 
come la antecedente parabola, mucho antes 
del ano 1548: y el Lazarillo se publico 
per vez primera en Amberes en 1553.--
<i,C6mo olistes la longaniza y no el 
poste?—Dice Lazarillo a su ciego.—El de 
Horozee esclama: 

oPues que olistes el tocine 
come no olistes la esquina? 

Cierta analogia encontramos entre el 
dialego y frases de Sebastian de Horozco 
y las del Lazarillo de Tormes, que nos 
hacen sospechar pudiera ser la novela 
obra de aquel;...(Horozco 158) 

Though Asensio totally dismisses the notion, the name of 
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Diego Hurtado de Mendoza (1503-1575) continues to attract 

supporters of his possible authorship of the anonymous novel 

of 1554. Antonio Martin Gamero, the author of Historia de 

Toldeo (1862), in his introduction to Cancionero. indicates 

that some of Horozco's works have been confused with these of 

Hurtado de Mendoza. Hurtado de Mendoza's name is still often 

attached to many editions of Lazarillo de Tormes s Miguel 

Capdevilla, for example, represents Hurtado de Mendoza as the 

author of Lazarillo as he discusses various famous blind 

characters in literature and anthologies segments. The 

Lazarillian segment includes a short biography and painting 

of Hurtado de Mendoza as the undisputed author.^ Most 

critics, however, decline to recognize Hurtado de Mendoza as 

definitely responsible for the picaresque piece."^ Others 

attribute its source to the cleric Francisco Delieado, citing 

his work Retrato de la lozana andaluza (1528) as a possible 

inspiration, since here too social and religious satire 

dominates and both may be described as a "relate de episodies 

de vida lieenciesa" (Del Rio 366). 

Notwithstanding polemics concerning authorship, many 

critics concur that perhaps the earliest and most logical 

literary source that treats the comedic and violent antics of 

a blind beggar and his rascal guide can be traced to a brief 

anonymous thirteenth-century French farce titled "Du Gargon 

Et De L'Aveugle" (1285), also sometimes referred to as 

"L'Aveugle Et Son Valet": 

The Old French farce. The Beggar Bev and 
the Blind Man, written in the second half 
of the thirteenth century in Tournai, 
Belgium, is unique in the history of 
French theater for two reasons chiefly. 
First, it is the oldest known French 
farce, and there are no other extant 
examples of the genre until the mid-
fifteenth century. Second, it was 
imitated in four fifteenth-century reli
gious plays—the Passion of Semur, and 
the Mvsterv of the Resurrection—as well 
as in several sixteenth-century farces 
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and morality plays, and there are remi
niscences of our play in the Spanish 
Lazarillo de Tormes and in Meliere's 
Fourberies de Scapin, (Hyatte 165) 

Another practitioner of the Lazarillian genre in Spanish 

literature is Diego Sanchez de Badajez (1496-1552). Two of 

his plays, in particular, thought te be written between 1525 

and 1547, present the lazarillian pair in the typical design 

of their carteonish literary siblings. Beth plays, "Farsa 

Militar" and "Farsa del Molinero," exhibit a theological 

underpinning. The two plays contain, in skit form, an 

avaricious blind beggar naturally suspicious of his dubious 

guide, who mocks and berates his master as a self-serving 

fool who mistreats him. The dispute leads to blows as the 

violent interaction seems par for the medieval thematic 

course of the Lazarillian motif. 

In "Farsa Militar" contains an allegorical prefi-

guration in much the same fashion as found in Hugo Von 

Hofmannstahl's dramatization of Jedermann (1911). The ene

mies of man's spiritual essence, Carne, Mundo and Diablo, 

test and frustrate mortal objectives which include "un ciego 

y un Cojo que le adiestra" (Badajez 381). As the pair 

approach the Fraile for alms, he laments that the money 

appropriated for the beggars is missing (actually taken by 

Mundo). In his apology to the disappointed duo he proffers a 

brief lecture en mendicancy and its perpetuation of the 

slovenly and wicked: 

Aprended algun oficio, 
Porque en los que viven flojos 
Mucho mas se encarna el vicio, 
Y el oficio es beneficio 
a los sanos y a les cojes. (Sanchez de 
Badajoz 381) 

The sermonette does little to appease the brooding team but 

rather provokes them to turn against each other out of anger 

and frustration. Each verbally attacks the integrity of the 
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other that is implied in the admonitions of the Fraile who 

suggests that they get a real job. 

The Diablo, a practical joker, temporarily invisible, 

steps in to further incite the ire of the disputing pair, 

hitting the Ciego with a stick. The Ciego, totally enraged 

thinks the Cojo to be the assailant and begins beating him, 

with both seen exchanging blows in full combat te the delight 

of the gloating Diablo: 

Diablo. 

Ciego. 

Cojo. 

Ciego. 

Cojo. 
Ciego-

Tema, a ver come anda 
el juego 
i Ay! que me ha 
descalabrado. 
io puto, Cojo 
traidor! 
Pues tema, don ahor-
cado. 
Aqui, aqui, desespe-
rado. 
Aqui. 
Justicia, senor. 

(Sanchez de Badajoz 383) 

The scrap continues as the Ciego new suspects the Cojo to be 

part of a conspiracy in the theft of the appropriated funds. 

The comical scene ends only when the frustrated Fraile runs 

the disruptive pair off: 

Cojo. Ne se hallaron aqui 
Sin duda; creedlo ansi. 
Que es verdad en mi 
conciencia. 

Ciego. <LES este verdad, 6 
no? 

Cojo. [Vote a diez! iaun no 
OS 
creels? 

Ciego. iLuego el Fraile nos 
burlo? 

Cojo. Pues aqueste es. 
Ciego. Po,po,po, 

Jure a diez que ves 
pagueis, aqui, 
compafiere, aqui 

Cojo. Tomad, tomad, tomad 
ves. Que burlo de ti 
y de mi. Sus de aqui, 
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pegale ahi. 
Fraile. Vaya per amor de 

Dios. (Sanchez de 
Badajoz 384) 

In his play "Farsa del Molinero," Sanchez de Badajoz 

employs comic irony as the Muchache leads his blind master to 

the Pastor seeking alms in exchange for orations. The blind 

beggar vents his rage on the guide when he discovers that the 

boy has led him te a competitor rather than customer: 

Ciego-

Muchache 
Ciego. 

Muchache 

Ciego. 

Muchache 

Pastor. 

Muchaco, oquien habia 
aqui? 
Un fraile. 
iGuardame aca! 
iPerro, ladron! 
Acaba. 
iAy, ay, ay, triste 
de mi! 
<i,Ne te tengo dicho a 
ti que me alexes de 
quien pide? 
iQue se yo! Agora lo 
vide. 
Escucha, hi, hi, hi, 
hi. 
(Sanchez de Badajoz 
204) 

The selling of oraeienes recited from memory by the 

medieval blind beggar is perhaps the most charaoteristic 

trade in the lazarillian genre. Many blind characters in 

Lazarillo de Tormes as well as in the farces of Horozco 

appear successful and greedy as they apply their skills. 

While suspicious people regard these abilities at recitation 

as fraudulent and sacrilegious, believing that the only 

motive is to fleece the customer.^ Badajoz incorporates 

this feeling in the dialogue between the Fraile and the 

Pastor while the Blindman inflicts his wrath en the Muchache 

who finally flees: 

Fraile El tiene razon, de 
veros, que los chices 
y mayores aborrecen 
pedidores 

Pastor Y mas, cas de 
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cavalleros. 
Fraile Parleros y 

lisongeros, aquellos 
son venturosos: mas 
pobres y virtuosos, 
ivayan para majaderos! 

(Sanchez de Badajez 205) 

Many early sixteenth century works regarding the physi

cally blind are grounded in medieval Christian theology, with 

the image of the helpless blind beggar abandoned by his guide 

serving as a symbolic instrument in the diadactics regarding 

faith. The premise is that the floundering, sightless beggar 

needs no one, but rather faith in order to survive. The 

beggar, at the mercy of his guide, represents a kind of 

spiritual blindness which translates to mortal vice. The 

guide only facilitates the beggar's acquisition of material 

goods through empty prayers and bogus sacred declarations, 

recited out of greed in mechanical fashion. As the frantic 

beggar in "Farsa de Molinero" pleads for the return of his 

guide, the Pastor and Fraile analogize the concept of 

spiritual blindness in terms of the existing situation: 

Ciego iPerico! iPerice!, <i,a 
do estas? 
iVen, vellaee, mala piega! 

Pastor io! iVeis, veis come 
trompiega? 

Muchache Ansi, pese a Santias. 
Ciego Ora, hije, ya no mas; 

sin ti dame per perdido. 
Pastor De la guia desaside 

anda el ciego caratras. 
Fraile Pues ansi son los 

humanes, 
que perdido el gevernalle 
pierden el camino y calle 
sin poderse darse a manes; 
en misterios soberanos 
es la fe la que govierna 
y al mente de vida eterna 
lleva por caminos llanos. 
Sanchez de Badajoz 
285)9 

As demonstrated in "Farsa Militar," recurring techniques 
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in medieval and later writing present the physically blind as 

hapless buffoons. Customarily, a trickster beats or robs the 

unsuspecting sightless beggar. Sometimes this is accomplished 

through "la feinte du valent deguisant sa voix pour battre ou 

deper sen maitre" (Cohen 366). The culprit then deceives the 

blind beggar into believing that someone else is responsible, 

producing comical confusion and brawls between beggar and 

guide. A variation features a deceptive rogue who exploits a 

pair er mere of sightless mendicants who are "led" to accuse 

one another, oblivious to the guilty and mocking onlooker as 

the situation often turns to blows. This technique becomes a 

feature of the picaresque genre where it clearly defines the 

roles of the Blindman and the Lazarillo. The trickster 

thief, usually (but not exclusively) the guide, is often 

placed in a superior position te his master, frequently cast 

as totally helpless, vulnerable and a foolish victim 

controlled by the sighted prankster and thief. 

The origin of the scenario of the confused, helpless 

blind beggar and his deceptive guide, traced to a thirteenth 

century French farce, constitutes an influential basis for 

the European picaresque genre and particularly for the 

Spanish variant some three hundred years later. In fact, 

many critics consider the brief anonymas play "Du Gargon et 

de L'Aveule" (believed to be written between 1266 and 1290), 

the quintessential prototype for the picaresque concept and 

primary source for literary depictions of the blind beggar in 

medieval Europe. 

This old French farce apparently originated in Tournai, 

Belgium and, as Reginald Hyatte previously indicated, is the 

oldest known French farce. There are no other extant exam

ples of the genre until the mid-fifteenth century. Hyatte 

also points out imitations in four fifteenth century reli

gious plays and in several sixteenth century farces and 

morality plays.lo Authorities including Hyatte, Dufournet 

and Cohen consider the ancient farce the primary antecedent 
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for the genre, arguing that Lazarillo de Tormes and many 

ether works directly result from its influence: 

Et il s'agit d'une tradition que, jusqu'a 
plus ample informe, est uniquement 
frangaise, car I'auteur incennu de 
Lazarille de Tormes ne I'aurait pas 
laisse echapper et en aurait enrichi son 
plaisant recit. II n'est pas impossible 
par centre que, comme le veut G. Paris, 
Moliere en ait recueilli un echo dans les 
Fourberies de Scapin, ou Silvestre, 
deguise en spadassin, terrorise Argante 
que ne le volt point. (Cohen 367) 

Close parallels exist between the personality types of the 

blind beggar of Lazarillo de Tormen and these found in its 

French predecessor: 

II est tres vrai que 1'aveugle ne vaut 
pas mieux que son valet. A Tournai, 11 
est paillard, cynique dans ses actes 
comme dans ses prepos, ivrogne, et avare; 
ainsi est le patron de Lazarille, Type de 
mendiant deprave, de gueux retors, qui 
salt par teutes sertes d'ingenieuses 
pratiques selliciter la charite des 
petites gens...(Cohen 371) 

In both cases the blind beggars are shewn to be quite vul

nerable to their guides, but certain fundamental differences 

exist between the two blind men. In "Du Gargon," the 

sightless beggar seems much more helpless and foolish while 

the deceptive servant, Jehannet, is abusive without fear of 

reprisal or retribution, unlike his literary brother of the 

sixteenth century Spanish version. L'Aveule (Old French), 

largely a naive victim, is mistreated and exploited. As a 

fool, he lacks the respect of Jehannet, who sees an easy 

target. Though L'Aveule has many frailties, he appears 

relatively honest as he applies his trade of singing for 

alms, becoming fairly prosperous. Lazarillo's master, more 

evenly matched with his guide, is only temporarily deceived 

because of his blindness and even then, his sagacity merits 

the respect and caution of Lazarillo. The blind beggar in 
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Lazari1 In also has a temper with a short fuse and any decep

tion is undertaken at full risk. In essence, Lazarille's 

master is a sage who is sometimes foolish whereas L'Aveule is 

simply a fool. Jean Dufournet indicates that L'Aveule of the 

French farce dees not suffer defeat at the hands of a cunning 

guide, but rather is primarily responsible for his own 

downfall through his foolishness because he considers his new 

valet as innocent and unprimed: 

Certes, 11 s'agit de tromper un aveugle, 
ce qui peut sembler plus facile que de 
duper un hemme disposant de la vue. 
Main, lei, la victime est un aveugle que 
a lui-meme, par la ruse, amasse beaucoup 
d'argent, et qui cependant se revele 
deublement aveugle, ear il ne sent pas 
qu'il a afaire a plus ruse que lui. 
Jeannot lui parait jeune, enthousiaste, 
inexperimente, aimable, courageux, inca
pable de faire le mal; en realite, e'est 
lui le naif, le dupe, totalement 
depouille a la fin de texte, au point 
qu'il n'a plus ni argent ni vetements. 
(Dufournet 215) 

His premature trust for the guide has its genesis in the 

introduction of the play with the appearance of Jehannet. The 

clever boy seems an answer to the beggar's prayers, when, 

after hearing the pleas of the beggar in passing, he quickly 

evaluates the situation and suddenly appears, feigns a rescue 

of the beggar from falling into a cellar, quickly gaining his 

confidence (from original text): 

LI AVEULES 

A! mere Dieu, sainte Marie, 
souveraine, quele eure est 11? 
Je n'et nului; trop me tieng vill 
que je n'ai au mains un garchen 
que me remenast en maison: 
car, s'il ne savoit bien canter, 
si saroit 11 dou pain rouver 
et moi mener as grans osteus. 

OR PAROLE LI GARgONS [a part] 
E! las, con je sui disiteus! 

[11 apergoit 1'aveugle] 
II ne me faut plus nule rien. 
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OR PAROLE LI GARQONS [a 1'aveugle] 
Sire, veus n'ales mie bien: 
veus querres ja en cest celier. (Hyatte 
168) 

The grateful beggar immediately rewards the boy with a job as 

his guide and the assurance of his future wealth through 

learning the beggar's trade. The arrogant Jehannet quickly 

reveals his true nature and his real intent to funnel any 

profits of the pair into his own pockets: 

LI AVEULES 
Pour mi pourmener sans mesfaire 
aval la cite de Tournay: 
tu prieras, je canterai; 
s'arons asses argent et pain. 

LI GARgONS 
He! par la panche saint Gillain, 
bien me cuidies ere feubert; 
mais je veus de bien en apert 
k'un escugen le jour aray 
de tant k'aveeques veus iray, 
et si n'en lairai nule cose. (Hyatte 170) 

The cunning Gargon is utilized by the creator to reveal 

the blind beggar as licentious and lecherous. The beggar's 

lascivious proclivities are aroused and fueled by the devious 

youth who promises to procure a woman for both of them. A 

brief segment of dialogue is quite bawdy and reminiscent of 

the risque tales found in Les Cent Nouvelles Nouvelles. In 

graphic detail the lustful mendicant verbalizes his sexual 

fantasies with the willing maiden to be brought to him by the 

guide: 

LI GARgONS 
Sire, se Diex me puist aidier, 
veus aves droit. Diex, con grant feste 
menrons! car je sai bien de geste 
canter, si veus en deduirai. 
Et se mestier aves, je arai 
tantost bele grace amenee 
qui n'ara pas pance ridee, 
mais blance, et tenre le viaire: 
nus tele ne porroit pourtraire 
de pourtraiour ne de pincel; 
Gillot un escuier si bel 
n'a si jelit ne si bien fait; 
et si ara un tel connait 
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k'a escuelloites sauriens ens. 
LI AVEULES 

Tu me fais aachier les dens, 
Hanet; de tel raisen laidis. 
Je ne veuli pas que tu me dis 
d'avoid garee, que bele I'ai; 
et, quant je le peurqulerai, 
tu le me venras estuper 
e'en 11 perra tresbien jeter 
seur les plantes des pies trois des. 
(Hyatte 176) 

In an ironic turnabout the guide, now feigning panderer, 

admonishes his master for vulgarity that is socially unac

ceptable and urges him to take caution in being overheard. 

He asks leave to relieve himself and then changes his voice, 

pretending te be an irate passer-by offended by the beggar's 

obscenities. Jehannet proceeds to dress down his unsuspect

ing master in a disguised voice, and the scolding is accom

panied by physical blows: 

LI GARgONS [d'une voix eontrefaite] 
Truans, Diex veus doint mal estrine, 
quant si desordenement paries! 
Mais chierement le comparres: 

[11 frappe 1'aveugle] 

tenes pour gou! (Hyatte 178) 

The guide prolongs his private joke, then pretends to 

reappear and ministers te the beggar's wounds, claiming to be 

well versed in medicinal practices as he liberally applies 

horse manure on the face of his master calling it the ulti

mate remedy for relief. Afterward, this is not enough and 

the blind idiot gives all of his clothes and money to the 

ready servant, ordering Jehannet to take his clothes for 

repair, buy wine and to return with all plus a willing wench 

to boot. As the farce ends, the Gargon cannot resist telling 

the blind beggar that he is too stupid to live. He boasts of 

his deception for he now has the total sum of the Blindman's 

worth: 

Sire, queres autre vallet. 
Je ne veus veul mie trahir, 
je m'aaiserai par loisir 
dou vestre, et par droite raisen: 
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ne veus ai je bien mene dent? 
Or nes un gre je ne veus sai, 
certes, de ve argent que j'al 
ne de vo houee. Je m'en vols. (Hyatte 
184) 

Jehannet exits, leaving the beggar crushed and welcoming 

death for his extraordinary stupidity. 

Unquestionably, the impact of the little French farce 

was felt throughout sixteenth century Europe. From its roots 

sprout the works of the Italian writer Franco Sacchetti as 

well as the exploits of the German Dil Ulenspiegel. Their 

import to the sixteenth century Spanish picaresque genre 

cannot be minimized. 

While the beggar in Lazarillo de Tormes might be con

sidered te be somewhat of an anomaly in literary design, 

common underlying characteristics emerge upon considering the 

thirteenth century French farce. Other Spanish works of the 

early Golden Age are even more closely aligned to their 

French archetypal antecedent as the blind are shown to be 

helpless and foolish victims. The action tends to over

shadow and subvert any well-developed character as the beggar 

is simply represented as a witless buffoon. Similar examples 

appear in the tales of Juan de Timoneda (1518-1583) who also 

shows Italian influence in theme, tone and personage. In a 

tale and drama that closely parallel each other, Timoneda 

presents rapacious blind mendicants who become deserving 

victims as they are outsmarted by rascal tricksters and, in 

Sacchetian style, are left suspiciously squabbling among 

themselves. The writer depicts the beggars in the typical 

Lazarillian mode as being quite self-centered with little 

regard for anything but profit. To be robbed by a desperate 

but likeable rascal is not only considered justified, but 

encouraged. The deception that causes the beggars to turn on 

each other provides several popular and humorous medieval 

scenarios. 

In one tale titled "Patraha [Docena]," Timoneda offers a 
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rather unflattering description of a blind beggar, laying the 

groundwave se that his just desserts will receive the 

enthusiastic approval of the reader, apparently anything but 

sympathetic towards the sightless glutton: 

Era un ciego tan avariente, que per su 
sobrada mesquindez iba solo por la 
ciudad, sin llevar mogo que le guiasse, y 
al comer comia donde le tomaba la hambre, 
per ahorrar de costa y no comer tanto; y 
para recegerse de noche, tenia alquilada 
una pobre casilla, en la cual a la noche, 
cuando se retraia, se eneerraba en ella 
sin lumbre, come aquel que no la habia 
menester; y cerradas las puertas, 
desenvainaba de una espadilla corta que 
tenia, y por reeonescer si habia alguno, 
daba cuchilladas y estocadas por los 
rineones y baxe de la cama, diziendo: 

— ILadrones bellacos, esperad, 
aguardad! iAhi estais? 

Y viendo que ne habia nadie, sacaba de 
una eaxuela que tenia un talegon de 
reales, y hazia resena, per retogar y 
regezijarse con ellos y ver si le faltaba 
alguno. (Timoneda I 120) 

The beggar's curious and sly neighbor makes a hole in the 

wall and silently observes the ritual, noting where the 

beggar hides his treasure. The next day, when the beggar is 

out, the neighbor enters the house and takes the loot, 

watching as the blind man returns and discovers the money te 

be missing. As he frantically rushes out of the house, the 

thief follows, witnessing the encounter with another blind 

mendicant to whom he complains of his misfortune. The second 

beggar chides his compatriot for not keeping the money hidden 

on his own person so that any detection of theft would be 

immediate, revealing that he himself keeps his wealth in the 

lining of his hat. The thief promptly snatches the bonnet 

and runs away with the loot. The second sightless beggar, 

startled and bewildered, thinks the first to be the logical 

culprit. As the tale closes, both sightless mendicants have 

become the seemingly warranted victims of the clever thief: 
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"...sebre este vinieron a tal competencia que se dieron de 

pales, y el ladron se fue con los dineres de los des ciego" 

(Timoneda I 121). 

In a paso written at about the same time, Timoneda 

largely duplicates his tale with a slight variation. "Un 

Passe De Dos Ciegos Y Un Mogo Muy Graeieso Para La Noche De 

Navidad" presents virtually the same scenario with the 

beggar's mozo in place of the neighbor. The starving guide 

considers his avaricious master unfeeling and cruel as he 

constantly leaves Palillo, the lazarillo, to starve. Thus 

the lad's suffering prompts his stealing. He defends taking 

advantage of opportunity in a manner considered criminal: 

Yo estaba, no ha mucho tiempo, 
con un amo que reyreys, 
y porque mejor noteys, 
era ciego; 
que de su vida reniego, 
cual el triste la passaba, 
que de pan no me hartaba. 
yo, come rapaz matiego, 
acorde tramalle un juego 
muy graeieso 
y para mi provechose, 
y es que supe que escendia 
los dineres que tenia, 
por ser dellos codicioso. 
Yo, come mogo astucioso, 
de hambre muerto, 
aceche el lugar cierto 
do escendia este dinero 
y vi qui en un agujero 
lo escendia con concierto. 
Yo en habelle descubierto 
la vereda, 
con mi mane mansa y leda 
apafie todo el caudal... (Timoneda III 28) 

On discovering that Palillos has absconded with his money, 

Martin, the blind beggar, encounters Pero, another blind 

mendicant, to whom he complains: 

Martin. que mi mogo, cuando 
huyo, seys ducados 
me hurto. 

Pero. Mas. . .i,burlays? 
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Mar. No, son de vero. 
Dexome tan lastimero 
de verdad, y en tant 
necessidad, cempadre, 
podeys creer, cual 
nunca me pense ver. 
(Timoneda III 31) 

As Pero listens disgustedly, he indicts the entire Lazarillo 

species as inherently dishonest and unscrupulous, declaring 

that none can be trusted and that it is better for the 

sightless beggar to fend for himself alone, as a guide will 

ultimately be more costly: 

Pero. iOh que mogo que bendad! iSi 
Dios me de sanidad y alegria, qu' 
en verdad tal no sabia! Mas 
icuanto ha que yo es hablo que deys 
megos al diablo? 

Porfia. Ves teneys vuestra queos roban 
de cada dia per razon cuanto pueden 
sin pasion, y el mogo, per hablar 
dare tan sole per la mession. 
Assi qu' en mi opinion, hallo, 
pues, que yr a solas major es que 
no mal acempahado; y si ne, cuando 
es mirado, ganacia y caudal perdes. 
(Timoneda III 31) 

Palillos, like the thieving neighbor in the tale, has fol

lowed Martin and overhears Pero's chastisement of his mendi

cant brother, as well as the fact that he also keeps his 

money in his hat. Palillos immediately seizes the chapeau 

and silver within, vanishing while the confused Pero accuses 

Martin of the robbery. The scene terminates with both 

blindmen left as witless buffoons: 

Martin. Id a rodar, 
i que nonada! 

Pero. Cempadre, a mi no me 
agrada que con dine
res burlemos; si no 
[ahy] perderemos la 
nuestra amistad 
passada. 

Martin. Digos qu' essa bada-
jada que dezys es mal 
dicha, si sentis. 

Pero. Ea, dexa d' aquessos 
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fieres, y belveme mis 
dineres, que ves los 
teneys. 

Martin. iMentis! (Timoneda 
III 35) 

In writers such as Timoneda and Badajoz, the issue of aban

donment of the sightless by the guide becomes central to 

other scenarios in which the Blindman becomes both victim and 

buffoon, deprived of his money and suspecting his innocent 

blind compatriot. 

In an entremes as well, Timoneda presents the blind 

beggar of Oraeienes as having a tight reign on his guide, 

Hermandillo. The inference is that the servant is accustomed 

te abuse but has no other choice: 

Ciego. 

Mogo. 

Ciego 

Mogo. 
Ciego. 
Mogo. 
Ciego. 

Mogo. 

Ciego. 

iAh den bellaco 
traydor!, idonde 
estas?, Ille^ate aca. 
Ne quiere, que me 
daras. 
Ven aca, ne hayas 
temer. 
<i,Darame? 
Ne, por mi amor. 
Alee '1 dedo. 
Catale aqui, no hayas 
miedo. 
lEh, que lo torna (I) 
a baxar! 
Pues icomol <i,siempre 
he d'estar assi con 
el dedo quedo? ia fe, 
si cojerte puedo, den 
rapaz! ...(Timoneda 
III 10) 

Both beggar and guide are approached by a Pobre who is 

ironically soliciting a handout. When offered nothing but 

prayers the disposition of the pauper becomes hostile as he 

lashes out at the unresponsive mendicant. Implicitly this 

resembles other depictions of Timoneda's blind beggars, cast 

as self-serving, insensitive, and exploitative, whose ora

tions are meaningless and hypocritical. As the entremes 

closes, the Pobre is berating the Ciego as he can offer 
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nothing te relieve the despair of the angry and frustrated 

pauper: 

Pobre. Anda, bellaco 
alcuzere, no tabenes, 

que se color de 
oraeienes andas el 
mundo robande. 

Ciego. iYo robande? Dale, 
Hernando, no 
aguardemes mas raze-
nes. (Timoneda III 
15) 

In print the medieval phenomenon of el eiege y su meze 

carried into the Spanish Golden Age and well beyond. The 

comical antics of the squabbling due eventually subside as 

both ultimately part company, pursuing different literary 

directions. Soon the picaro, "que no se contenta con satis-

facer solo el hambre" (Mazur 31), fellows a more diverse path 

in the pursuit of romance and adventure as demonstrated in 

such works as Guzman de Alfarache (1599) by Mateo Aleman 

(1547-1614) and Comedia Famosa de Pedro de Urdemalas (1615) 

by Miguel de Cervantes Saavedra (1547-1616). In these 

writings the blindman plays a mere peripheral role but still 

represents essentials of the beggar's plight. His character 

still trains the trickster apprentice who becomes more 

animated in development, having multiple amos or achieving 

total independence. In a secondary capacity, the blind 

beggar occasionally surfaces as a point of reference for the 

picaro. Aleman's Guzman, for example, travels with a group 

of beggars, and at one point, learns their code of ethics. 

Their unwritten law indicates that groups, as well as types 

of beggars, must ethically not violate each other's rights by 

encroachment on another's territory or claim. Their code 

indicates adherence te certain standards of conduct in their 

profession as Guzman relates: 

Supe cuantos bocades y come los habia de 
dar en el pan que me daban, como lo habia 
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de besar y guardar, que gestos habia de 
hacer, les puntes que habia de subir la 
vez, las horas a que a cada parte habia 
de acudir, en que easas habia de entrar 
hasta la cama y en cuales no pasar de la 
puerta, a quien habia de importunar y a 
quien pedir sola una vez... Item mandamos 
que ningun mendige, llagade ni 
estropeade, de cualquiera destas 
naciones, se junte con los de etra, ni 
alguno de todos haga pacto ni alianza eon 
ciego rexaderes, saltaembanco, miisico ni 
peeta ni con contives libertados. (Aleman 
II 183, 184) 

Certain remarks throughout the text maintain the image 

of the blind mendicant as scheming and aggressively in 

pursuit of an easy charitable touch. In one instance, Guzman 

expresses his own desperate situation in simile form that 

draws parallels between his actions and those of the 

sightless mendicant: "Ibame tras la gdosina, como ciego en 

el rezade" (Aleman II 254). 

Another reference te the blind in Guzman de Alfarache 

parodies a popular expression of the time. Upon taking his 

leave, Guzman refers te the blind in oxymoronic fashion when 

he quips: 

Con este se quedaron y nes dividimos. 
Pudierales decir entonces le que un ciego 
a otro en Toledo, que, apartandose cada 
cual para su posada, dije el uno dellos: 
iA Dios y veamonos! (Aleman IV 135) 

This relatively common anecdote customarily appears at the 

end of a statement on departure as a kind of comical quip 

that emphasizes the finality of an act or situation. Miguel 

de Cervantes also employs the dicho in the first part of El 

ingenioso hidalho don Qui.lote de la Mancha (1606) in which 

Sancho utters: "y en estando uno centento, no tiene mds que 

desear; y no teniendo mas que desear, acabose, y el estado 

venga, y a Dios y veamonos, como dije un ciego a otro" 

(Cervantes I 502, Quijote, Cap. L). 

In Pedro de Urdemalf^n and La vida del buscon llamado don 
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Pablos (1626) by Francisco de Quevedo y Villegas (1580-1645) 

the physically blind appear primarily as beggars who receive 

charity for the recitation of prayers, as does Lazarille's 

colorful and eclectic master. The sightless characters of 

Cervantes and Quevedo provide a spring-board for the actions 

of the protagonist or picaro. In Pedro de Urdemalas. the 

central character is well-trained in the recitation of 

prayers, but appears to disregard the beggar's ethical cede 

as he feigns blindness to infringe on another beggar's turf. 

The sightless mendicant seen defers from protest when he 

learns the intent of the picaro: rather than solicitatien for 

charity Pedro wishes te secure the attention of an attractive 

widow who compensates the real beggar so that she and Pedro 

can be alone together: 

Cie. Hermano, vaya a etra puerta, 
porque aquesta casa es mia, 
y en rezar aqui no acierta. 
Ped. Yo reze per cortesia, 
no por premie, cosa es cierta, 
y assi, puedo 
rezar dequiera, sin miedo 
de pendencia ni reyerta. 
Cie. oEs vistoso, ciego henrado? 
Ped. Estoy desde que naci 
en vna tumba encerrade. 
Cie. Pues yo en algun tiempo vi; 
pero ya, per mi pecado, 
nada vee, 
sino lo que no dessee, 
que es lo que vee vn desdichade. 
<i.Sabra oraciones abondo? 
Ped. Porque se que se infinitas, 
aqueste, amigo, es respondo: 
que a todos las doy escritas, 
o a muy pocos las escondo. 
Se la del anima sola,...(Cervantes 164-
165) 

On leaving, the blindman invokes the beggar's code to invite 

Pedro to his home whenever he is again in the area. This 

generosity contradicts the traditional image of the physi

cally blind as greedy and insincere. In reality, fraterni

ties er brotherhoods of blind beggars had long existed as an 
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important, organized support system: 

The free brotherhoods of the blind, 
founded as corporations toward the close 
of the Middle Ages, are chiefly to be 
looked upon as organized beggary. While 
the religious motive was present in the 
earlier times, it was lacking in the 
later organizations. As an example of 
the societies formed purely and simply 
for self-help, certain companies of 
Russian blind may be cited. Their mem
bers assumed the names of "the earnest or 
never-laughing," "pilgrims" or "friends." 
At the head stood an ataman ordinarily 
called "lord" or "father." A congress of 
the blind elected this chief for an 
indefinite period and his power and 
influence were really significant. He 
settled disputes ajnong the blind, imposed 
penalties, laid out the routes of the 
beggars and gave permits to members of 
other companies te beg in the territory 
of his "union." In his absence the 
assembly of the blind made decisions 
according te the laws of custom. (French 
61-62) 

4,2 The Physically blind and the motif of 
the "ciego de cantares" 

Historically, the blind beggar has long been associated 

with the recitation and singing of prayers in exchange for 

charity. In Spanish literature, the image first appears in 

the fourteenth century work, El libra de buen amor (1330-

1345) by Juan Ruiz, the Archpriest of Hita (1283-1350). In a 

discussion centering en which musical instruments are 

inappropriate for certain types of songs, the narrator 

declares: "Cantares fiz'algunos de los que dizen ciegos" 

(Ruiz 407). Later there appear several examples of these 

"cantares de ciego." The content of the songs gives some 

insight into their sightless singers and serves as a literary 

basis on which the characterization of the Spanish blind 

mendicant will be considered until well into the nineteenth 

century. The basic premise is that the blind offer prayers 
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and religious chants or songs for the souls of these who are, 

in turn, charitable in the giving of alms: 

I Can tar de ciegos^ 
1710- Varenes buenes e onrados, querednos 
ya ayudar, a estos ciegos lazrades la 
vuestra limosna dar; semes pobres e 
menguados, avemosle a demandar. 
1711. De los bienes d'este siglo non 
tenemes nos passada; bevimes en grand 
periglo, en vida mucho penada: ciegos, 
bien como vestiglo, del mundo no vemos 
nada (Ruiz 447,449) 

The image of the ciego de cantares (my term) endured 

throughout Spain's medieval and Golden Age in one form or 

another, reflecting a realistic aspect of Spanish society. 

Historically, the parents of blind children would commonly 

seek out a veteran ciego de cantares for the training of the 

sightless youth in the proper recitation and singing of 

prayers to prepare the blind apprentice for begging in order 

to survive in the sighted world. In her study en the sub

ject, Madeline Sutherland includes a portion of a document 

dated September 14, 1495, that reflects a type of medieval 

contract drawn up between one Leonor Rodriguez, the wife of a 

pot vendor in Triana and the blindman, Juan de Villalobos 

regarding the training of her blind son. Lope: 

[pone] a lope su fijo, giego, mogo de 
hedad de doze anos...,cen juan de villa
lobos, giego...,desde oy fasta quatro 
anos primeros, para que en este dicho 
tiempo el dicho su fijo le sirua en el 
dicho su ofigio de rezar e le acompane en 
tedas las otras cosas que le dixere e 
mandare fazer en el dicho ofigio, que al 
dicho mogo sean honestas et posibles de 
fazer... (Sutherland 25) 

Sutherland further indicates that the contract stipulates 

that the blindman is to "give his apprentice food, clothing 

and lodging, in addition to teaching him to say prayers well" 

(Sutherland 25). 

In the latter part of the sixteenth century the 
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association of beggar and verse began te modify in response 

to the advent of printed material, profoundly affecting the 

role of the blind peddlar in society as well as popular 

Spanish literature of the day. The blindman, previously 

dependent on charity, began te sell popular pulp literature, 

cheap te produce, and affordable to the urban masses, hawked 

in the streets of Spanish cities by blind vendors who 

advertised their wares through recitations and songs from the 

texts. The popular material came to be known as literatura 

de cordel or "literature on a string." The texts in pamphlet 

form, attached together by a long string or cord, would hang 

at the side of the sightless beggar for display as he would 

recite or sing to advertise and push the literary merchan

dise. The material included eoplas, relaciones, pronostices, 

piscatores, villaneieos, seguidillas, prayers, almanacs and 

an important subgenre known as the romance de eiege which 

reaches its apex of popularity in the eighteenth century. 

The chapboeks er pi legos sueltos, essentially pamphlets and 

inexpensive to produce, involved a piece of paper folded 

several times in order to maximize the printed content in a 

limited framework: 

Por pliego sue 1 to se entiende, en 
general, un cuaderno de pocas hojas 
destinado a propagar textos literarios o 
historicos entre la gran masa lector, 
prineipalmente popular. Su extension 
varia segun la de la obra que contienen y 
asi, aunque en un principio sirvio como 
norma atenerse a lo que era en verdad un 
pliego, es decir, una hoja de papel en su 
tamafie natural, doblada des veces para 
fermar echo paginas, poco a poco se ha 
ido extendiendo el concepto y se 
considera como pliego suelto al cuaderno 
de hasta 32 planas y aun mas. 

Tales opuscules son la fuente donde 
bebio y bebe el pueblo espanol sus cono-
cimientos de la poesia, la novela, el 
teatro y aun la historia. Porque quien 
no podia adquirir les voluminesos tomos 
de las Partes compraba por poquisimo 
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dinero la Eelacion o el Pasillo de las 
comedias que le interesaban; de igual 
manera que el que ne podia permitirse el 
lujo de alcanzar la vduminesa Cronica 
del Cid pagaba escasos maravedis per el 
Sumario de la misma. La novela de 
caballeria, mas que en los tomes en folio 
de las edicienes cempletas, se ha 
propagado en les restimenes cien veces 
impresos. (Rodriguez Mofiino 11, 12) 

Much of this popular literature was lost due to the 

delicate physical composition of the material, the folding of 

the paper as well as its handling which promoted rapid 

disintegration of the product: "doblados en varies cruces 

para mejor caber en la faltriquera, la rotura era normal; el 

manosco, que acaba por desgastar las esquinas de recio papel, 

el herida de muerte para las pocas hojillas" (Rodriguez 

Mohino 12). 

Within the genre of the "literature en a string" appear 

the original compositions of the blind themselves. This 

popular form of verse came to be known as the romance de 

ciegeo which contains its own unique characteristics. 

Regarded by many as a corruption of literature for the next 

200 years, the Blindman's Ballad began to be peddled during 

the latter part of the sixteenth century. This literary form 

resembles the romance viejo with octosyllabic lines, the even 

strophes having assonant rhyme. Its variation from 

traditional verse is unmistakable which facilitates its 

identification as a i^omanee de ciego. The frequent presence 

of the phenomenon of enjambment, for example, sharply dis

tinguishes the unique versification from other ballad types. 

Phrases and sentences frequently exceed the limits imposed by 

standard ballad meter and rhyme. Sentences and words are 

thus abruptly broken off or divided so that they must be run 

together before the meaning of the overall passage can be 

understood. 

An "exordium" is also peculiar to the romance de ciego 
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as a unique kind of introduction that precedes the actual 

narrative. The exordium generally included the name of the 

blind composer and a little autobiographical information 

along with its date of composition. Some of the sightless 

blind balladeers to attain a modicum of notoriety included: 

Gines de Sandoval, Cristobal Bravo and Caspar de la Cintera. 

The latter was one of the mere popular and prolific composers 

whose verse was primarily religious and contemplative: 

147 Aqui se cotienen des 
marauillosissimos y/ dulcissimes milagros 
de la serenissima (sin par nacida) madre/ 
de Dies y sehera nuestra. Acaecidos a 
deuotes suyos: los / quales tenian cuenta 
con rezar su rosario cada dia. Nueuamen 
/ te copuestes en graeieso metro por 
Garpar de la Cintera pri- / uado de la 
vista, natural de la ciudad d Ubeda: 
vezino de Gra / nada. Visto y examinado 
por vn theologe de la orden de los / 
predicadores. Ano de mil y quinientos y 
sesenta y des ales / a veynte y des de 
deziembra. / [Grabado: Virgen sedente y 
arrodillados Emperador, Reyes y otras 
personas. ] (Rodriguez Mofiino 193) 

The artistic legitimacy of the Blindman's Ballad was 

considered dubious and controversial by the reading elite of 

the period as it principally catered to the plebe as a 

popular form. Its audience primarily consisted of city 

dwellers, merchants, domestic servants and ethers that 

comprised the working class and those in the lower levels of 

society. As such "the genre of the literatura de eerdel was 

the literary culture of most Spaniards" (Sutherland XX). 

Regardless, the more sophisticated considered these writings 

inferior and vulgar. "From Lope de Vega in the seventeenth 

century to Ramon Menendez Pidal in the twentieth, the edu

cated railed against these ballads" (Sutherland XIX). One 

reason that popular literature came under such attack is that 

it blatantly sidestepped established literary rules defining 

acceptable and proper narrative poetry during the Golden Age. 
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The lines become se fragmented that it is almost necessary to 

speak the colloquial language of the masses to comprehend and 

appreciate the genre. Seme compositions were quite explicit 

and revealing so the reading elite categorized all 

"literature en a string" as salacious trash. Its literary 

worth was condemned by the established writers such as Felix 

Lope de Vega y Carpio (1562-1635), who considered this 

popular genre to be literary treason: 

"La malicia de estos hembres [se atreve] 
muchas veces a la Fe y buenas costumbres. 
[...] los sucesos que buscan, las 
Tragedias que fabrican, las fabulas que 
inventan de hembres que en las ciudades 
de Espana fuergan sus hijas, matan sus 
madres, hablan con el demonie, niegan la 
Fe, dicen blasfemias; y afirman que les 
castigaren en tal parte, donde nunca se 
vio ni eye tal cosa. Y otras veces 
fingen milagros y que la Virgen nuestra 
Senora baja del Cielo... [...] 
imprimiendo satiras contra las ciudades y 
a las personas que se pueden cenocer por 
les titulos, oficios y sucesos..."(Cruz 
Garcia de Enterria 177) 

Lope strongly infers that his own literary colleagues occa

sionally produced bastardized versions of the genre to 

participate in its popularity. Their contributions were 

anonymous to ensure their professional disassociation, though 

any residual was not denied:^^ 

Lope alude a este en un parrafe que no hemos 
conseguide descifrar, aunque presentimos se refiere 
a alge muy concrete—y molesto—para el: 

...se valen [etros autores] de 
ellos [de los ciegos] come de 
ministros y oficiales para 
ganar de comer, siendo ellos 
rices y eon oficios en la 
Republica y aun en la Casa 
Real, de que merecerian ser 
depuestos.(Cruz Garcia de 

Enterrias 116) 

Political movements sought prohibition of the popular 

literature which was outlined in the Indice de 1584 and in a 
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royal decree of 1767. In the eighteenth century the popular 

material even found its way into sehoolbook primers and in 

1782 Temas de Iriarte lashed out at its potential to corrupt 

and pervert the young mind. In 1798, Juan Melendez Valdes 

launched a pretest for their immediate ban as he considered 

the content te promote superstition as well as the glori

fication of the misdeeds of the criminal elements. He 

proposed that the material might tend to warp weak minds and 

to influence their imitations in real life: 

Tedas estas producciones, o mas bien 
abortes de la neeesidad famelica y la mas 
crasa ignorancia, o son histories y vidas 
sonadas de foragidos y sus guaperias, con 
resisteneias continues a la Justicia y 
sus Mimistros, robes y atrepellamientos 
de dencellas, muertes videntas, 
desacatos de los temples y otras tales 
maldades, que, aunque contadas 
groseramente y sin aline, encienden las 
imaginaciones debiles, para quererias 
imitar, y han llevado tal vez algunos al 
cadahalso; e son cuentos de condenados, 
milagros supuestos, y falsas devociones, 
que pervierten la razon de la jubentud 
espahola, desde la misma infancia, 
dandola ideas falsas e injuriosas de lo 
mas sante de la religion y sus misterios, 
de las practicas piadosas y la virtud; e 
son en fin narraciones indecentes de 
obscenidades y groserias, que ofenden a 
la par el buen gusto, el recato y la 
decencia publica, corrempen el espiritu y 
el corazon, y hacen a las veces en uno y 
otro impresiones indelebles. (Sutherland 
XXI)i2 "[Estas 

eoplas} son tan necias y sandias, que 
entre quantas venden los ciegos de teda 
Espana, ningunas se hallaran que le sean 
tanto, o al menos que las excedan." 
(Sutherland 19)^3 

Some considered much of the content of the Blindman's Ballads 

to be contrived and false, implying that the blind 

composer/seller fabricated religious stories and distorted 

historical accounts. The image of the blindman as a divisive 

peddler was also reflected in the works read by the literary 
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elite. Therefore, romances de ciego frequently appeared as 

highly suspect as was the veracity of the sightless 

composer/seller. 

Miguel de Cervantes was one of the first Spanish writers 

te mention the blind balladeer as both composer and literary 

peddler. In his exemplary novel. La gitani1 la (1613), 

Preeiosa is a beautiful young gypsy who charms her audience 

with her singing. Seme poets supply her with original 

ballads which is not an unusual practice. The narrator 

points out "que tambien hay poetas que se acomodan con 

gitanos, y les venden sus ebras, como las que hay para 

ciegos, que les fingen milagros y van a la parte de la 

ganancia" (Cervantes 5). Cervantes' apparent mistrust of the 

blind balladeers also reveals itself in the first part of KL 

ingenioso hidalgo don Qui.iote de la Mancha (1606). As the 

new governor of an island, Sancho Panza effectuates his own 

decrees in righting the societal wrongs of his new isle 

kingdom. The laws to be stringently enforced include one 

concerning the highly questionable integrity of the blindman 

and his ballads: he is subject to penalty if he does not 

adhere te certain standards. The narrator indicates: 

...puso gravisimas penas a los que 
cantasen cantares lascivos y 
descempuestos, ni de noche ni de dia. 
Ordeno que ningun ciego cantase milagro 
en eoplas si no trujese testimonio 
autentico de ser verdadero, por pareeerle 
que los mas que los ciegos cantan son 
fingidos, en perjuicio de los verdaderos. 
(Cervantes Vol II 915) 

Similar early disapproval for the genre and its com

poser is also reflected in Lope's play Santiago el verde 

(1615). In a discussion between don Rodrigo and don Garcia, 

some disparaging remarks are uttered: 

Cell. Y <i,acabaronse las 
bodas? 

Gar. Si se hubieran 
acabade, dixera al 
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fin de la obra el 
galan de aquesta 
dama: aqui gargia y 
despues gloria. 

Rod. Dad per mi vida, 
maestro, esa historia 
para copies a un 
giego que la pregone 
y a un negio que la 
cenponga. 

Gar. Ya, senor, la escribe 
vn nezio 
y otro giego la 
pregona. 

Rod. Ne se come se 
consiente que mil 
inbentadas cosas por 
yneranes se vendan 
por los giegos que 
las toman. 
Alii se cuentan 
milagros, martirios, 
muertes, desenrras, 
que ne han passado en 
e1 mundo, 
y al fin se vende y 
se compra. (Lope de 

Vega 109) 

Another characteristic description of the blind ballad

eer can be found in the anonymous novel. La vida v hechos de 

Estebanillo Gonzalez, hombre de buen humor (1646). On 

approaching the main plaza, the narrator-protagonist wit

nesses the performance of a blindman who sings and sells his 

own ballads. Estebanillo considers the verses terrible and 

even worse is the voice of the sightless peddler as he sings 

and solicits: 
LLegue a la de Montilia a tiempo que con 
un numerose senado y un copieso auditorio 
estaba en su plaza, sebre una silla sin 
costillas y con solo tres pies come 
banqueta, un ciego de nativitate con un 
cartapacio de eoplas harta mejores que 
las famosas del perro de Alba, por ser 
ejemplares y de mucha dotrina, y ser el 
autor; el cual, chirriando como carrucha 
y rechinande como un carro y cantando 
come un becerre, se rascaba el pescueso. 
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eneogia les hembres y cecaba a todo el 
pueblo. (Carreira 204) 

In spite of his negative impressions, the narrator observes 

that the compositions are nevertheless well received by an 

audience who enthusiastically buys up all of the eoplas on a 

string. EstebsLnillo is se impressed by the public demand for 

the material that he yearns to share the blindman's good 

fortune: 

Eran tantas las que vendia que a no 
llegar la noche diera fin a tedas las que 
traia. Fuerense todos los eyentes 
encopldos y gusteses del dicho autor, y 
el, apeandose del derrengade teatro, per 
verse des veces a escuras y cerradas las 
ventanas, empezo a caminar a la vuelta de 
su casa. Tuve propuesto de ser su 
Lazarillo de Tormes, mas por areeerme ser 
ya grande para mozo de ciego me aparte de 
la pretension, y llegandome a el le dije 
que, como me hiciera cenvenieneia en el 
precio de las eoplas, que le compraria 
una gran cantidad, porque era un pobre 
mozo estranjero que andaba de tierra en 
tierra buscando donde ganar un pedaze de 
pan. (Carreira 204-205) 

The success of the prudent vendor of romances soon gives 

way to comedic sarcasm as the two arrive at the peddler's 

house. They are met at the doer by his wife who strikes 

Estebanillo as less than attractive. From his description, 

such critics as Twersky might perceive further evidence of 

the idea of the impossibility of the sightless having a 

normal relationship with anyone who is not physically 

disfigured or otherwise marred. The implication by the 

anonymous writer is that the balladeer ought to be grateful 

that he is indeed sightless: 

Tenia una mujer de tan mal arte y 
catadura que le habia Dies hecho a el 
infinitas mercedes de privarle de vista 
per que no viera cosa tan abominable; y 
sebre tedas estas gracias tenia otras 
des, que era ser vieja y muy sorda. 
(Carreira 205) 
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The writings of Ricardo Palma (1833-1919) indicate that 

Spanish America also experienced the phenomenon of the ciego 

de romances (my term). Palma dedicates one of his 

Tradiciones Peruana^ (1872-1906) to the blind as he pays 

tribute to the legendary Franeiso del Castillo (1716-1770), 

otherwise known as El Ciego de la Merced of Lima. Blind and 

orphaned by age fourteen, his friends encouraged him to take 

refuge in a convent in order to escape entrapment into an 

undesirable marriage. Although he received little schooling, 

he became one of the more colorful and popular figures of the 

community due, in large part, te his remarkable mind and 

memory which he applied in composing romances. His verses 

express delicate and humorous social satire as he takes 

subtle jabs at the people of the city. Francisco was often 

invited to recite at celebrations and his popularity 

increased throughout Lima for his extra-ordinary ability te 

improvise and personalize romances immediately upon request: 

atendiende poco a la correccion del 
consonante y mucho a le sentencioso del 
concepto. Y la multitud comprende asi al 
peeta, negando el titulo de tal a 
aquellos que el mundo literario aplaude, 
si estos no saben componer sus versos de 
etra manera que en el silencio de la 
noche, encerrados en un gabinete y 
provistos de pluma y papel. Para el 
pueblo, pues, el solo peeta digno de su 
aplauso es el improvisador. (Palma 604) 

Most of his material originated in his impressions of 

the colonial city dwellers as he wandered the streets of Lima 

guided by his lazarillo. Many of his verses recreate 

conversations that he overheard in the City's streets and 

public squares: 

Because of the poet's blindness, it is 
paradoxical that we should point to the 
visual and descriptive nature of his 
works as their most salient feature. His 
romances and other poems provide a 
surprisingly vibrant picture of eigh
teenth-century Lima combined with the 
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morals and unethical conduct of the 
people. What captures the reader's 
attention is the poet's ability te create 
a clearly delineated vision of the life 
of the time—peopled with Indians, 
Slaves, Ladies of the Evening, Coach
men, Scribes, and a host of others—all 
captured in the natural environs of Lima 
street life. (Ready 43) 

A lot of his work is moralistic, yet humorous as he lightly 

satirizes city folk revealing their wages of sin: 

Dos senoritas habia 
paseandose en un jardin: 
la una como un serafin, 
la etra un dragon parecia. 
Y viendo la pena mia 
tal diferencia en las des, 
las dije: "Ninas, a ves 
<Lquien tales rostros ha dado?" 
La fea dije: "El pecado. 
"La mas hermosa, que Tios...(Palma 604) 
Prehada estabe una niha 
y en riesgo de malparir, 
y vinolo a censeguir 
por antojo de una piha. 
En l a c a s a hubo g ran r i f i a : 
la joven dijo:"Me empre..." 
La madre le dijo: "iQue...^" 
Y tal fue el grito que did, 
que la nifia malpario 
y ne pudo decir ne. (Palma 605) 

At times Fr. Castillo included himself in his own 

creations as he composed from his own personal experiences 

and interactions with acquaintances, paying little heed to 

caste or social position. .A.S a rather liberal humorist, he 

occasionally joked about his own visual impairment as he 

sometimes found himself in rather unique situations which he 

handled with quaint humor and satire: 

Habienddo invitado un amigo para que 
contribuyera con algun dinero a la 
fabrica del Pasee de Aguas, principiada 
per el virrey Amat, contesto: 

Vuestra Curia diligente, 
ilustres seiores, fragua 
un dare pasee de agua 
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que hara el ingenio cerriente. 
Para obra tan eminente 
convite llegue a tener, 
pero no liege a efrecer 
per ser cosa irregular 
que haya un ciego de pagar 
lo que no es capaz de ver. 

A esta decima contesto un franciscane con 
la siguiente: 

Pudiste haber ofrecido 
aunque vista te faltara, 
pues del agua es cosa clara 
que tambien divierte el ruide. 
Gozando tu del eido, 
tu disculpa solo fue 
por ne dar nada, pues que 
pudo tu paternidad 
haber dada la mitad 
que ofrecio aquel que eye y 
ve. . . 

Visitando un dia los claustros del 
convento un eider de la Real Audiencia 
que era tuerto, se detuve ante un cuadro 
que representaba a Santa Lucia con un 
plate en la mane, sebre el cual se 
hallaban los ojos que el verdugo habia 
sacade a la Santa. El eider exigio a 
nuestro peeta ciego que imprevisase alge, 
y he aqui como salio fray Francisco del 
compromise: 

Gloriosa Santa Lucia; 
pues gozas de preeminencia, 
dame un eje para mi 
y otro para su excelencia. 
(Palma 606, 607) 

Certainly the blind cleric did not escape criticism for 

his participation as a type of minstrel who performed his 

extemporaneous recitations for weddings, fiestas and ban

quets. An article in the Mercuric Peruano (1791) expresses 

great disapproval for such practices by a member of the lay 

clergy: "...pero es desgracia que hallemes en su conducta 

que prostituia en cierto mode su talento, y que traia come 

una especie de vida parasitica" (Reedy 43). By the same 

token, as Palma points out, the sightless Limehan poet has 

survived literary obscurity through his improvisational verse 
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thought by Palma to equal that of the peninsular masters: 

Quevedo debio gran parte de su populari-
dad a sus freeuentes improvisaeienes, y 
lo mismo ha sucedido en el Peru con el 
Ciego de la Merced, apode con que desde 
la infancia hemes eido hablar de un vate 
limeno, cuyo verdadero nombre es solo 
cenecide por los aficionados al estudio 
serie de nuestra literatura. Un loco mas 
en el manicomie de las letras peruanas. 
(Palma 604) 

The phenomenon of the blind balladeer eontinued te 

endure in literature even into the twentieth century. As 

Merley observes: "This sort of production still continues, 

and is concerned with all sorts of legends, fantastic tales 

and adventures of the dime-novel type, as well as contempo

rary events" (Merley XIX). 

In the nineteenth century the tradition of the ciego de 

romances as a street singer in Spain rose to perhaps its 

highest point with the personality of one Perico del Ciego, 

who is included in the custombristic writings of his contem

porary, Perez Galdos. In an essay, Sainz de Robles describes 

him as a "famoso pordiosero madrileno que cantaba coplillas 

politicas con mucha gracia y ronca vez (1860-1873)" (Sainz de 

Robles VI 2039). 

The image of the ciego de romances as a national "tipo" 

never loses potency as an integral element of contemporary 

Spanish literature. The role of the sightless mendicant with 

his "historias en eoplas" endures throughout the twentieth 

century, persisting as a vital artistic concern. 

Contemporary representation is demonstrated by early modern

ists such as Valle-Inclan, and their avant-garde successors, 

as seen in the works of Federico Garcia Lorca (1898-1936). 

In his play. La Zapatera prodigiose (1930) Lorca employs the 

Blindman's Ballad in a suspenseful fashion. In one scene, 

the Zapatero, as puppeteer, entertains a group with a romance 

de ciego: 
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[A callar! Ensenafizas son t§sas que 
eonvienen a tedas las criaturas. Cuando 
usted guste. (El 
zapatero desenrolla el carte Ion en el que hay 
pintada una historia de ciego, dividida en 
pequenos cuadros, pintados con almazarren y 
CO lores violentos. Los vecinos iniclan un 
movimiento de aproximacion y la Zapatera se 
sienta al Nino sobre susrodillas) 
Atencion. (Garcia Lorca 85) 

The story is read and the puppets act out the rather risque 

account of an old-belt maker's young and promiscuous wife who 

wishes to have her elderly husband killed by her lover. 

Obviously, its target is the Zapatera who sits agitated in 

the audience. The verses infer matters in her own life that 

are considered secretive and suspicious: 

En un cortijo de Cordoba 
entra jarales y adelfas, 
vivia un talabartero 
con una talabartera. (Expectaeion.) 
Ella era mujer arisca, 
el hombre de gran paciencia, 
ella giraba en los veinte 
y el pasaba de cincuenta. 
[Santo Dios, come rehian! 
Miren ustedes la fiera, 
burlando al debil marido 
con los ojos y la lengua.... 
<i,Y que haras de mi marido? 
Tu marido no se entera. 
iQue piensas hacer? Matarle. 
Es agil. Quiza no puedas. 
<i,Tienes revolver? ;Mejor! 
iTengo navaja barbera! 
iCerta mucho? Mas que el frio. 

(La Zapatera se tapa los ojos y 
aprieta al Nine. Todos les vecinos 
tienen una expectaeion maxima que se 
notara en sus expresiones.) (Garcia 
Lorca 87, 91) 

The scene creates an impression that the particular romance 

de ciego contains an eery metaphysical insight into the 

Zapatera's personal affairs. This familiar scenario again 

resurrects the image of a Teiresian seer whose image 
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continues to resurface to mysteriously divine the history and 

fate of those mortal. 

Though the literary structure of Medieval and Renais

sance Periods provide for some rather humorous and colorful 

reading with respect te the roles of physically blind char

acters, for the most part, variations on the themes of the 

ciego y su mozo as well as the ciego de romances are somewhat 

limited in cast and scope. As such certain consistent 

thought patterns on the part of the early writers regarding 

the depictions of physically blind images can be found to 

emerge and evolve in particular directions that send messages 

about the blind that are frequently unflattering or negative. 

One such message that tends te repeat itself multifold 

during Spain's literary genesis is that physically blind 

people are vulnerable and totally helpless against adversity. 

Though on one hand often characterized as being very shrewd 

and perceptive, the affliction of blindness itself is an 

overriding factor in placing the sightless figure in off-

guard or compromising positions that set up scenarios that 

are ludicreus or just silly. In essence any defeat or 

mishap, whether at the hands of a picaro guide or otherwise 

is, in reality, a direct result of his inability to ade

quately visually detect and, in turn, protect himself from 

his social predators. 

It should also be remembered that many of the sightless 

images rated little sympathy or compassion in earlier writing 

because they were often cast as shysters, thieves or villains 

and the prevailing effect was that the characters of the 

ciego y su mozo and the ciego de romances (often the same 

personage in one), were, above all, viewed as shiftless and 

untrustworthy. 

In addition, it should be noted that such images were 

primarily employed to add coloring as they became part ef the 

Spanish costumbristic scenery, so, for the most part they 
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were cast as merging characters with limited features that 

were one-dimensional. As the elder trends started to yield 

to more contemporary writing, the physically blind character 

comes into his own with possibilities that are 

multidimensional, although he can never totally escape 

earlier stereotyped images that continue te persist. The 

literature of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries reward 

these marginal figures with more flexibility and diversity so 

that depictions ef the physically blind come more te center 

stage and are presented as individuals who appear to be more 

inclined in dealing with the struggles and challenges which 

they encounter in their darkness. 
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CHAPTER V 

AN ANALYSIS OF SELECTED WORKS OF SEVERAL OUTSTANDING 

SPANISH AND SPANISH-AMERICAN WRITERS OF THE 

NINETEENTH AND TWENTIETH CENTURIES AND 

THEIR LITERARY TREATMENT OF THE 

PHYSICALLY BLIND 

In the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, literary 

representations of the physically blind never completely 

abandon the beggary role nor do they ever fully escape 

traditional associations with desperate and destitute 

plights. What does emerge in the contemporary periods, 

however, are images that evince mere diverse consideration 

and literary depth as opposed to the more customary collec

tive stereotype of the sightless mendicant pauper that tends 

to be rather restrictive and one-dimensional. Some sightless 

characters begin to appear in more complex roles with 

identities that more closely approximate their sighted 

counterparts. Their blindness does net necessarily confine 

the characterization to the established or categorized roles 

of the past as the affliction of loss of sight becomes more 

of a secondary factor in the development of their true 

internal essence. The element of blindness may serve to open 

more positive avenues in character development rather than 

prolonging the punitive confines that the traditional 

collective sightless historically endures. 

This chapter examines selected works by several out

standing contemporary Spanish and Spanish-American writers, 

emphasizing how they incorporate the physically blind into 

their literature. As many of these writers have already been 

the subject of extensive research by others this particular 

segment of study restricts itself to certain thematic aspects 

in the representation of the sightless that one writer may 

share in common with another. The discussion also includes 

references to possible archetypical sources of the past that 
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continue to surface. Classic images are utilized in the 

construction and development of the literary personages in 

these works in addition to the diverse and unique ways in 

which these figures are handled in their more modern 

treatments by the literary giants ef the recent past in Spain 

and Spanish America. 

The themes included in this chapter show certain liter

ary trends and tendencies in writing during a particular time 

frame and appear in different er altered capacities as one 

epoch yields to another. With this in mind, the particular 

themes to be analyzed and discussed are as follows: (5.1.) 

the theme of the paradox of the "sighted blind" (those who 

regain their physical sight in exchange for their inner 

vision) as represented in the works of Benito Perez Galdos 

and Miguel de Unamuno; (5.2.) the theme of the symbolic 

carnivalesque as presented in the works ef Camilo Jose Cela 

and Antonio Buero Vallejo, and (5.3.) the theme ef the sight

less asexual as represented in the works of Ernesto Sabato 

and Federico Gamboa. Other writers and works are briefly 

mentioned as additional support to illustrate a particular 

tendency or variation on a theme, and all reflect a cross-

section of depictions of the sightless in prose and drama 

during the last century and a quarter in Spain and Spanish-

America. 

v.1. The theme of the paradox of the 
"sighted blind" as represented in 
the novel Marianela (1878) bv 
bv Benito Perez Galdos and 
the Play La V^nd& (1899) 
bv Miguel de Unamuno 

Many novels of Benito Perez Galdos (1843-1920) are 

filled with the images of the sightless, so much so that his 

prolific employment ef blind characters suggests preoccupa

tion with the topic on the part of the writer and may reflect 

personal concerns about his own impending physical darkness 
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which occurred in 1911.1 Thus Perez Galdos becomes the most 

important Spanish writer of the last half of the nineteenth 

century to seriously consider and significantly incorporate 

the blind into a realistic genre in which the sightless are 

delegated viable personalities that are critical and central 

to the particular work. Many of his blind characters appear 

as much more than merely one-dimensional in their struggles 

to manage either because of or in spite ef their physical 

impairment. 

In the expansive gallery of sightless characters in the 

novels of Perez Galdos, the traditional image of the beggar/ 

street musician continues to be ever-present. In fact, 

through Perez Galdos, the figure ef the mendicant/musician 

demands te be recognized as a national tipo in Spain. The 

writer records the reality of the Madrilehan streets over

flowing with beggars and streetcorner musicians during the 

epoch ef the novelist. Such scenes are vividly captured 

among the pages of such works as El Doctor Centeno I (1883), 

Tristana (1892) and the four parts of Fortunata v Jacinta 

(1887). A typical example appears in the first part ef the 

latter in which a blind youth is described as he performs a 

romance de ciego in one of the plazas of the capital city. 

His sightless father who is also his instructor and putative 

author of the romance, stands near the boy to accompany and 

evaluate his apprentice: 

Cerca del 17, en uno de los angulos del 
corredor habia un grupo de cinco e seis 
personas entre grandes y chices, en el 
centre del cual estaba un nine como de 
diez anos, ciego, sentado en una banqueta 
y tocando la guitarra. Su braze era muy 
pequeno para alcanzar al extreme del 
mango. Tocaba al reves, pisando las 
cuerdas con la derecha y rasgueando con 
la izquierda, puesta la guitarra sebre 
las redillas, boca y cuerdas hacia 
arriba. La mane pequena y bonita del 
ceguezuelo heria con gracia las cuerdas, 
sacando de ellas arpegios dulcisimos y 
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esos punteados graves que tan bien expr-
esan el sentir hondo y rude de la plebe. 
La cabeza del musico oscilaba como la de 
esos muheces que tienen por pescuezo una 
espiral de acero, y revolvia de un lade 
para otro les glebes muertes de sus ojos 
euajades, sin descansar un punto. (Perez 
Galdos 353-354) 

The sightless youth is his father's apprentice as he carries 

on the family trade of the blind minstrel. Perez Galdos 

paints a vivid picture of a typical performance but as the 

boy's hands are still too small to play the guitar in the 

traditional way, he is taught to compensate by laying it 

across the knees and playing it like a steel guitar or a 

debro. It is also shown that he is left-handed and instead 

of reversing the strings, he must learn to play it reversed. 

This flexibility shows tremendous talent as well as ingenuity 

as the spectators appear to thoroughly enjoy his performance 

ef the romance de eiege as his father proudly looks on. By 

contrast with the flat types seen earlier, the blind father 

and son show depth and rounding. The bey is described with a 

certain affection, while description ef the father suggests 

emotion, pride of authorship, and fondness for the child. 

Thus the human dimension expands enormously: 

Despues de mucho y mucho puntear y rasguear, 
rompio con chillona vez el canto: 

A Pepa la gitani...i...i... 
Aquel iii no se acababa nunca, daba 
vueltas para arriba y para abajo como una 
rubrica trazada con el sonido. Ya les 
faltaba el aliente a los eyentes cuando 
el ciego se determine a posarse en el 
final de la frase: 

lla-cuando la parie su madre... 
Expectaeion, mientras el musico echaba de 
lo hondo del pecho unos ayes y grunidos 
como de un perrillo al que le estan 
pellizcando el rabo. 

iAy, ay, ay, /... 
Por fin concluyo: 

solo para las narices 
le dieron siete calambres. 

Risas, algazara, pataleos...Junto al nine 
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cantor habia otro ciego, viejo y curtido, 
la cara come un corche, montera de pelo 
encasquetada y el cuerpo envuelto en capa 
parda con mas remiendos que tela. Su 
risilla de sufieiencia lo denunciaba come 
autor de la celebrada estrofa. Era 
tambien maestro, padre quizas, del ciego 
chice y le estaba ensehande el oficio. 
(Perez Galdos 353-354) 

In the writings of Perez Galdos the figure of the ciego as a 

national tipo also carries on the traditions of the blind 

street singer ef composed romances as he continues to serve 

as a kind of chronicler ef the day. The other more ambitious 

but perhaps less creative sightless peddlers find a niche in 

the vending of periodicals er gaeetas en street corners. 

In Fortunate v Jacinta III, as well, Perez Galdos 

delineates realistic aspects ef the urban setting of late 

nineenth century Spain through a blind piano player employed 

at Cafe San Joaquin which is a popular back-street hangout in 

Madrid. The portrayal of the character type by Perez Galdos 

is seldom glorified and is commonly described in terms of 

realistic imperfections or limitations. To be sure, most 

sightless street performers are self-taught and less than 

accomplished. Their meager subsistence often depends more on 

the generous nature of the charitable Spaniard than on his 

musical appreciation: 

Al pianista ciego le daba el cafetero 
siete reales y la cena. Por el dia se 
dedicaba a afinar. Era casado y con echo 
de familia. Tocaba piezas de opera y de 
zarzuelas francesas como una maquina, con 
ejecucion facil, aunque incorrecta, sin 
gusto ni sentimiento. A pesar de esto, 
en ciertes pasajes muy naturalistas, en 
que imitaba una tempestad o las 
campanadas, de incendios que da cada 
parroquia, le aplaudia mucho el publico, 
y a ultima hora le pedian siempre haba
neras. (Perez Galdos 41) 

Most ef the sightless destitute that walk the streets of 

the city in galdosian novels are unnamed and lack special 
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talent, left to their wits te compete for subsistence, 

primarily funded through contributions inspired out of pity 

er whim. These novels serve to document the stark reality of 

the times and chronicle the fact that Spain lagged far behind 

the rest of Europe in organized governmental benevolence or 

social programs in the education and training of its 

challenged citizens. The National Census ef 1877 indicates 

that Spain had the highest per capita ratio ef blind people 

of any nation in Europe.2 At least one attempt at civil 

assistance, however took the form of the Institution Colegio 

de Serdo-Mudos y Ciegos which was founded in 1809 and was 

ultimately taken over by the government in 1868. This 

institution "is one ef Spain's more specific attempts to 

employ the latest scientific, medical and educational means 

to combat the curse of having the highest blind rate per 

capita in Europe" (Chamber 31). This taken effort could 

accommodate no more than two per cent ef the total blind 

populace and vast numbers of the sightless were left to fend 

for themselves in the streets and alley ways ef Madrid and 

elsewhere up until the Revolution ef 1868. The situation was 

so desperate that only the blind were permitted to sing and 

recite for charity in public places through decree. 

The plight ef the blind in the streets of Madrid abounds 

in the extreme detail of the costumbrista as Perez Galdos 

recorded his own impressions and observations during the last 

decades of the nineteenth century. In his novel Tristana, he 

mentions the Colegio de Sordo-Mudos y Ciegos in a particular 

scene where the fortunate trainees go out for a stroll in the 

park: 

a la sazon pasaron per alii, viniendo de 
la Castellana, los sordo-mudos, en grupos 
de mudo y ciego, con sus gabanes azules y 
galonada gorra. En cada pareja, los ojos 
del mudo valian al ciego para poder andar 
sin tropezenes; se entendian per el tacto 
con tan endiabladas garatusas, que 
causaba maravilla verles hablar. Gracias 
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a la precision de aquel lenguaje, 
enteraronse pronto los ciegos de que alii 
estaban los hospicianos, mientras los 
muditos, todos ojos, se deshacian por 
echar un par de veronicas. Como que para 
esto maldita falta les hacia el don de la 
palabra! En alguna pareja de sordos, las 
garatusas eran un movimiento 6 vibracion 
repidisima, tan agil y flexible como la 
humana vez. Centrastaban las caras 
picarescas de los mudos, en cuyes ojos 
resplandecia todo el verbo humano, con 
las caras aburridas, muertas, de los 
ciegos, picoteadas atrozmente de 
viruelas, vacios les ojos y cerrados 
entre cerdosas pestanas, 6 abiertos, 
aunque insensibles a la luz, con pupila 
de cuajde vidrie. 

Detuvieronse alii, y por un memento 
reino la fraternidad entre unos y etros. 
Gestos, muecas, cucamonas mil. Los 
ciegos, no pudiendo tomar parte en ningun 
juego, se apartaban desconsolados. 
Algunos se permitian sonreir como si 
vieran, llegando al eonocimiento de las 
cosas per el velocisimo teclear de los 
dedos. (Perez Galdo^ 49-50) 

The abundant detail evinces Perez Galdos's personal 

observation and annotation. Such observations are also 

manifest in the mendicant group outside the north door of San 

Sebastian Church as described in Misericordia (1897). In 

this case, however, Perez Galdos provides names and more 

definitive personalities for such central sightless charac

ters as Pulido and Almudena. The creation of the latter, 

Mordejai Almudena, perhaps the most important figure in the 

novel besides Benina, is based on the writer's own personal 

contact and experiences while walking the streets of Madrid. 

In a pre facia del autor for the novel written in 1913, Perez 

Galdos offers insight into the origin of the character of the 

sightless Almudena: 

El more Almudena, Mordejai, que parte tan 
principal tiene en la accion de 
Misericordia, fue arrancado del natural 
per una feliz coincidencia. Un amigo. 
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que come yo acestumbraba a flanear de 
calle en calle observando escenas y 
tipos, dijome que en el Oratorio del 
Caballero de Gracia pedia limosna un 
ciego andrajoso, que por su facha y 
lenguaje parecia de estirpe agarena. 
Acudi a verle y quede maravillado de la 
salvaje rudeza de aquel infeliz, que en 
espanol aljamiado interrumpido a cada 
instante por juramentes terrorifices, me 
prometio centarme su romantica historia a 
cambio de un modesto socerro. Le lleve 
conmigo per las calles centricas de 
Madrid, eon escala en varias tabernas 
donde le invite a confertar su desmayado 
cuerpo con libaciones contrarias a las 
leyes de su raza. De este modo adquiri 
ese tipo interesantisimo, que los lecte-
res de Misericordia han encontrado tan 
real. Toda la verdad del pintoresco 
Mardejai es obra de el mismo, pues poca 
parte tuve yo en la decripcion de esta 
figura. (Perez Galdos 8) 

5.1.1 Benito Perez Galdos and the Theme of the Paradox of the 
"Sighted Blind" as Represented in MARTANF.TA (1878) 

In 1878, Benito Perez Galdos dramatically deviated from 

his cast of lower-class sightless beggars and musicians with 

the creation of the blind Pablo Penaguilas, co-protagonist in 

the novel Marianela. This rather sentimental novel, combines 

influences of Hugo, Balzaac and even Zola, literarily 

manifest in the images of Pablo and his disfigured sixteen-

year-old lazarilla, Marianela. Ideologically eclectic, the 

elements of romanticism unite with the forces of cestumbrisme 

as well as signs of Perez Galdos' growing interest in the 

positivistic. The scientific influences and innovations ef 

the century before become apparent as well and are central to 

the identity of Pablo Penaguilas. The protagonist, blind 

from birth, suddenly receives the gift of restored sight 

which tragically occurs at the expense of his loyal and 

loving guide, the pitiful Nela. 

The story hinges upon the relationship between a young 

blind fellow of the upper-middle class, and a poor orphan 
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girl who leads him through the countryside ef Socartes. 

Pablo's father is relatively wealthy and his son is well 

taken care of. The boy's mind is keen and receptive. The 

only thing that he lacks and desperately wants is the ability 

to see which Marianela supplies through her wonderful 

descriptions of their surroundings with her exciting and 

colorful imagination: 

...yo le digo todo. El me pregunta como 
es una estrella, y yo se la pinto de tal 
modo, hablando, que para el es lo mismito 
que si la viera. Yo le explico come sen 
las hierbas y las nubes, el cielo, el 
agua y los relampagos, las veletas, las 
mariposas, el hume, los caracoles, el 
cuerpo y la cara de las personas y de los 
animales. Yo le digo lo que es fee y lo 
que es bonito, y asi se va enterando de 
todo. (Perez Galdos 24) 

Marianela, however, is in complete contrast to her blind 

friend. She is poor, orphaned, illiterate, and also 

physically unattractive as the result ef a severe fall which 

has left her disfigured, underdeveloped and sickly. The 

family that takes her in after her mother's death is not 

excessively kind to her as she is rarely fed and is made to 

sleep in a basket in a corner of the shack. Early in the 

novel she articulates her own self-image when she remarks to 

Dr. Golfin, "yo no sirvo para nada" (Perez Galdos 20), To be 

sure any positive aspect ef Nela's life except her 

interactien with Pablo has been destroyed by the hazards of 

her accident, exacerbating an already difficult life devoid 

of care, opportunity and happiness. On his initial encounter 

with Nela, Dr. Golf in observes: "No conociendda, se dudaba 

si era un asombroso progreso o un deplorable atrase" (Perez 

Galdos 19). 

Pablo and Marianela both live in an area in which nature 

flourishes and bucolic grandeur coexists with the rough and 

rocky terrain of the dangerous mines, in one of which Nela's 

mother has disappeared, never to be seen again. The two 
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young friends wander about the countryside together and, 

embraced in nature's wondrous grasp, form a loving bond, 

completely oblivious te any physical impairment that each 

might have, somewhat reminiscent of Hugo's Dea and 

Gwynplaine, juxtaposed. Certain parallels can also be drawn 

between Marianel's primitivism and that of Maria in Jorge 

Isaacs' novel of the same name (1868). Both girls have a 

similar background and fate, and both thrive in the splendor 

of a neoplatonic setting that expresses the spiritual essence 

of each. 

La Nela, like Maria, is quite uncorrupted while in her 

own natural element which she graciously shares with Pablo 

through delightful and wondrous descriptions grounded in the 

metaphysical. During their long walks in the wilderness, 

both are excited and inspired as the spiritual combines with 

the natural. Nela's impressions of this natural beauty are 

expressed in terms of pathetic fallacy and make a tremendous 

impression on Pablo's portentous imagination and attitude. 

Marianela interprets and verbalizes her surroundings from 

metaphysical perspectives which are central to her primordial 

thought structure. Though primitive and superstitious, her 

beliefs are presented to Pablo in a loving effort that 

stimulates and inspires internal sight in the youth. These 

long walks are filled with discussions that draw the two 

closely together in a common bond in which symbolic inter

pretations lock in primordial beauty in an innocent and 

uncorrupted child-like manner. Anything outside or external 

that could be troubling or repulsive is ignored, dismissed or 

explained in terms that Nela deems appropriate to suit the 

setting or situation. A typical stroll involves the 

following exchange, in which Nela invents a mythic explana

tion of the origin of flowers and stars: 

iAy! Nela, se me figura que per dentro 
ye vee alge. 
—iOh! si, lo entiende...come que todos 
lo tenemes dentro. El sol, las hierbas. 
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la luna y el cielo grande y azul, lleno 
siempre de estrellas: todo, todo lo 
tenemes dentro: quiere decir que, ademas 
de las cosas divinas que hay fuera, 
nosotros llevames otras dentro. Y nada 
mas...Aqui tienes una flor, etra, etra, 
seis: tedas son distintas. <:,A que no 
sabes tu lo que son las floras? 
—Pues las flores—dije el ciego alge 
confuse, acercanddas a su rostre,— 
son...unas come sonrisillas que echa la 
tierra...La verdad, no se mucho del reino 
vegetal. 
—iMadre divinisima, que poca ciencia!— 
exclamo Maria, acariciando las manes de 
su amigo.—Las fieres sen las estrellas 
de la tierra. 
—Vaya un disparate. <i,Y las estrellas, 
que son? 
—Las estrellas son las miradas de los 
que se han ido al cielo. 
—Entonces, las flores... 
--Son las miradas de los que se han 
muerto y no han ido todavia al cielo— 
afirmo la Nela con entera conviccion.--
Les muertes son enterrades en la tierra. 
Come alia abajo no pueden estar sin echar 
una miradilla a la tierra, echan de si 
una cosa que sube en forma y manera de 
flor. Cuando en un prado hay muchas 
flores, es porque alia...en tiempos 
atras, enterraron en el muchos difuntos. 
(Perez Galdos 51) 

As Nela interprets their rustic surroundings to Pablo 

through word and touch, images are made to vibrate with new 

life and meaning for the boy, who so desperately desires to 

see things for himself. In turn, Marianela, for the first 

time, through Pablo, experiences self-love and worth as the 

boy provides essential positive feedback which stimulates 

Nela's inner qualities which have long remained dormant. As 

Pablo's guide and friend, Nela now has a purpose in life: 

Aquella debil criatura, en la cual pare
cia que el alma estaba como prensada y 
constrehida dentro de un cuerpo misera
ble, se ensanchaba, se crecia maravillo-
samente al hallarse sola con su amo y 
amigo. Junto a el tenia espontaneidad. 
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fantasia. Al separarse, creeriase que se 
cerraban sobre ella las negras puertas de 
una prision. (Perez Galdos 45) 

The two breathe new perspective into each other. Nela's 

inner beauty becomes manifest through Pablo's internal visio.-. 

or perception as she hears of her own exquisite essence. For 

the first time she begins to consider herself as something 

lovely and very special te be valued: 

Tu alma esta llena de preciosos tesores. 
Tienes bendad sin igual y fantasia sedu-
ctera. De todo lo que Dies tiene en su 
esencia absolute, te dio a ti parte muy 
grande. Bien lo conozco: no vee lo de 
fuera, pero veo lo de dentro, y tedas las 
maravillas de tu alma se me han revelado 
desde que eres mi lazarillo... (Perez 
Galdos 54) 

With the formation of a kind of co-dependence, the two soul-

mates draw close and as the possible reality of Pablo's 

restoration of sight nears, he inevitably proclaims his love 

for Nela and enthusiastically makes plans for their future 

together after his operation. As Marianela takes in these 

amorous accolades she conceives new hope and purpose for 

herself, thanks to her sightless companion: 

--Oye tu--dijo el ciego con amoroso 
arranque:--si me dan a escoger entre no 
ver y perderte, prefiero... 
--Prefieres no ver...;Oh! iMadre de Dios 
divine, que alegria tengo dentro de mi! 
—Prefiero no ver con los ojos tu hermo-
sura, porque la veo dentro de mi clara 
como la verdad que porolamc interiormen-
te. Aqui dentro estas, y tu persona me 
seduce y enamora mas que tedas las cosas. 
--Si, si, si--afirm6 la Nela oon desvar-
io:—yo soy hermosa, soy muy hermosa. 
—Oye tu: tengo un presentimiento... si, 
un presentimiento. Dentro de mi parece 
que esta Dios hablandome y diciendome que 
tendre ojos, que te vere, que seremos 
felloes...iNo sientes tu lo misme^ 
--Yo... El corazon me dice que me veras-
...pero me lo dice partiendoseme. 
..Vere tu hermosura ique felicidad!— 
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exclamo el ciego con la expresion deli-
rante, que era su expresion mas prepia en 
ciertes mementos.—Pero si ya la veo; si 
la veo dentro de mi, clara como la verdad 
que proclamo y que me llena el alma. 
— S i , si, si... —repitio la Nela con 
desvarie, espantados les ojos, tremulos 
los labies.—Ye soy hermosa, soy muy 
hermosa. (Perez Galdos 73,74) 

Perez Galdos then introduces two important factors that radi

cally upset and alter the idyllic state of things. The first 

is the arrival of Pablo's beautiful cousin, Florentine. The 

second occurs when Dr. Golfin performs cataract surgery on 

Pablo and the youth can see for the first time in his life. 

The visit by the lovely Florentina takes its toll on the 

solidarity and tranquility previously enjoyed between the two 

protagonists. Though the newcomer is quite pleasant and 

amiable to Marianela, the latter is nevertheless forced to 

take a subordinate role in this new triangle as Florentina 

comes from the same aristocratic stock as her blind cousin. 

Nela must therefore, defer and resume her original 

subservient status as a member of an inescapable under-class. 

Unknowingly Florentina quickly takes over Nela's cherished 

role of Pablo's confidant as Nela graciously submits and 

becomes the odd member ef the group in rank. Florentina is 

also gifted with a vivid and ereative imagination that rivals 

that of Nela as she uses the external world te excite Pablo'6 

mind and transforms the ugliness and banality ef the mundane 

into fresh and stimulating perspectives. On one occasion, 

for example, the three visit the rough and barren terrain 

where abandoned strip mines are located. They approach the 

dangerous and feared mine known as "La Terrible" in which 

Nela's mother perished years before. As they contemplate the 

craggy ruins that comprise the entrance of the foreboding 

darkness within, Florentina demonstrates to Pablo the 

dynamics of sight and mind and how both taken together can 

transform an otherwise dull and severe realism into fantastic 
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wonderment: 

—Todo eso que dices, observo el ciego,— 
me prueba que eon los ojos se ven muchos 
disparates, le cual indica que ese organo 
tan preciose sirve a veces para presenter 
las cosas desfiguradas, cambiando los 
objetes de su natural forma en etra 
postiza y fingida; pues en lo que tienes 
delante de ti no hay eonfituras, ni 
gates, ni hembres, ni palillos de 
dientes, ni catedrales, ni berrachos, ni 
cafeteras, sino simplemente roeas creta-
ceas y masas de tierra caliza, embadurn-
adas con oxide de hierro. De la cosa mas 
sencilla hacen tus ojos un berengena. 
—Tienes razon, prime. Per ese digo yo 
que nuestra imaginacion es la que ve y no 
los ojos. (Perez Galdos 125) 

Ironically, Pablo's defensive reaction to Florentine's 

imagery as he now takes issue with the mind's eye indicates a 

subtle change in attitude as he begins to make his transition 

to an external realism, and imagination becomes relegated to 

contrived fantasy. The discussion between Pablo and his 

cousin also has a symbolic bearing en the relationship 

between Pablo and Nela as Pablo starts to reconsider his own 

concept ef idea and form as an exclusive unit, prefiguring a 

tragic conflict at the end of the novel. Florentine's final 

statement in the discussion is also directed at Nela as the 

beautiful cousin relents and returns to a more visual reality 

of how things really are and unimagined: "Sin embargo, estos 

sirven para enterarnes de algunas cositas que les pobres no 

tienen y que nosotros podemos darles" (Perez Galdos 125). 

Though Florentine's closing lines are innocent and show 

her sensitive and charitable nature, there is nevertheless 

subtle condescension that serves to remind poor Nela of her 

former miserable and unhappy state to which she must now 

return as Pablo is soon to achieve external sight: 

Diciendo este, tocaba el vestido de la 
Nela. 
<<<LPer que esta bendita Nela no tiene un 
traje mejor?—ahadio la sefiorita de 
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Penaguilas—Yo tengo varies y le voy a 
dar uno, y ademas otro, que sera nuevo.>> 
Avergenzada y confuse, Marianela .̂.o 
alzaba los ojos. (Perez Galdos 125-126) 

The second factor, to be taken with the first, is the 

advent of Pablo's restoration of sight through the surgery by 

the eminent oculist. Dr. Teedoro Golfin. Upon achieving 

sight, Pablo is given the opportunity to confirm and trans

form the wonderful illusions of the mind into the reality of 

visual images. The sudden phenomenon of Pablo's physical 

vision has unexpected implications that complicate the 

situation. His new eyes become transfixed on one of the 

first images he is allowed to see which is his beautiful 

cousin, whom he at first mistakes for La Nela: 

<<iOh, Dios mie!...iesto que veo es la 
Nela?—dijo Pablo con entusiasta admira-
cion. 
—Es tu prima Florentina. 
--[Ah!--exclamo el joven confuse.—Es mi 
prima...Yo no tenia idea de una hermosura 
semejante...iBendito sea el sentido que 
permite gozar de esta luz divina! Prima 
mia, eres como una musica deliciesa; eso 
que vee me parece la expresion mas clara 
de la armonia...(Perez Galdos 167) 

Upon first gaze an immediate attraction springs up between 

the two cousins and the feelings he now holds for Florentina 

replace those once engendered by Marianela, emotions that 

have been confined to internal images of the imagination. 

Pablo's feelings for Nela are new quickly relegated to a more 

spiritual essence as his attention turns to external stimuli 

with his new vision. 

Pablo suddenly faces a conflict with the philosophy 

which has developed from his former state of blindness. 

Prior to Pablo's miraculous surgery, as Marie A. Wellington 

points out, the youth is unable to distinguish between his 

thoughts and ideas, and their external dimension in form, 

from which conflict and contrast often occur as proposed by 

Mdyneau.x over a century before. Such is the case, for 
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example, when Nela gives Pablo some flowers to touch and 

indicates that the plants are simply the extensions of the 

metaphysical soul which governs the natural processes. Thus, 

Pablo, with an active imagination but with limited external 

er tactile association, at Nela's encouragement, associates 

the spiritual with the physical. Her primitivistic outlook 

suffices to represent all that is pleasant and comfortable 

which temporarily sustains Pablo in his darkness. As it 

were, "his reason acts upon this intuitive knowledge, and he 

concludes that there is a single beauty that serves both idea 

and form, that he does not need eyes to conceive one type of 

beauty that incorporates all possible beauties, and that type 

is Nela" (Wellington 22). 

As Pablo regains his sight, he experiences immediate 

confusion as the new ocular sense attempts to mediate between 

idea and form which may initially tend to conflict, as 

documented in the medical annals with such prior cases as 

that of Maria Teresa in her sighted agony as well as the case 

of Chesselden's young patient who is not able to identify his 

own pets upon first glance. 

In a final chapter appropriately titled "Los ojos matan" 

(xxi),3 Pablo's visual birth provokes the death of his 

tragic lazarilla. As Marianela, much like Gide's pro

tagonist, realizes the impossibility of the situation because 

she cannot compete with Florentina's beauty, she literally 

ceases to exist. Her sickly state rapidly deteriorates 

further as Pablo searches to finally gaze upon the one 

responsible for the illumination of his darkness with the 

dynamics of nature's spectacle which has been processed 

through the love of the guide. The attainment of external 

physical sight alters the importance of and dependence on the 

"mind's eye" and, in a word, Marianela is no longer 

necessary. Paradoxically, Pablo's entranee into the external 

world of physical sight simultaneously produces an internal 

blindness to that which has been so integral to his life in 
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the past. Because ef Pablo's restored vision, Nela's role 

has now been relegated te obscurity and her attempts to avoid 

being seen by Pablo take their toll on her delicate frame. 

Her fate is ultimately sealed with their last encounter as 

Pablo witnesses her demise. Though he sees, he is now blind 

to the one who caused him to see while in his physical 

darkness. Her death symbolizes the loss of Pablo's inner 

vision as it must now yield to a more realistic external view 

which often conflicts with that which is visually 

internalized: "Pablo Penaguila has a highly developed 

ability to think logically, but his blindness isolates him 

from much of reality...Marianela must die when Pablo gains a 

complete contact with the real world, so imagination must 

give way to scientific thought" (Ruiz Fernells 143). 

In a final scene as all are gathered around Nela's 

deathbed. Dr. Golfin, who represents the positivistic, lashes 

out in frustration at the paradox of visual blindness and hew 

external sight often serves to compromise the essence ef 

inner beauty. With this, Marianela expires as Pablo looks on 

with his new visual gift: 

Despues callaron todos. Callaban miran-
dola. El primero que rompio la palabra 
fue Pablo, que dijo: 
<<iEres tu...eres tu!...>> 
Pasaron per su mente ideas mil; mas no 
pudo expresar ninguna. Era precise para 
ello que hubiera descubierto un nuevo 
lenguaje, asi como habia descubierto dos 
nueves munchos: el de la luz y el del 
amor per la forma. No hacia mas que 
mirar, mirar, y hacer memoria de aquel 
tenebroso mundo en que habia vivido, alia 
donde quedaban perdidos entre la bruma 
sus pasiones, sus ideas y sus errores de 
ciego. Florentina se acerco derramando 
lagrimas para examinar el rostro de la 
Nela, y Golfin, que la observaba como 
hombre y como sable, pronuncio estas 
liigubres palabras: 
<<iLa mato! ;Maldita vista suya!>> 
Y despue^, mirando a Pablo con severidad, 
le dijo: 
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<<Retifese usted.>> 
—Morir...morirse asi sin causa alguna.-
..Esto no puede ser—exclamo Flcrentina 
eon angustia, poniendo la mane sobre la 
frente de la Nela.—iMaria!...iMarianel-
a!>>. (Perez Galdos 189) 

Members of the Generacien de 98 speak to the tremendous 

impact and influence of Perez Galdos as the modern movement 

approaches the twentieth century. To be sure, Galdos, as 

Luis Iglesias Feijoe points out, is an inspirational presence 

throughout the lives of the writers in this group as exposure 

to the Galdos writings begins in their earliest formative 

years: 

...ven a Galdos muy alejade de la estet-
ica y los temas de los escriteres del 98. 
Y, sin embargo, don Benito esta muy cerca 
de todos ellos, hasta el punto de haber 
side sehalado en mas de una ocasion como 
uno de sus maestros e inspiradores. 
Todos leyeron sus ebras en la juventud. 
Unamuno hablo de los dias <<en que 
lloraba sobre las paginas de sus primeras 
Nevelas contemporaneas>> (Iglesias Feijoe 
81-82) 

Notwithstanding major aesthetic diffences, the writers 

comprising the generacien praise the contributions of the 

eminent realist who was so important to each in their own 

literary production's: 

En una ocasion concrete, con motivo del 
resonante estreno de lectra en 1901, 
Baroja lo proclamo guia de <<la generac-
ion actual>>, Maeztu y Martinez Ruiz no 
le fueron a la zaga en encendidos elegies 
y la nomina en pleno de la juventud—los 
tres citados, Valle-Inclan, Unamuno, 
Machado--colabor6 en la revista, fundada 
apenas un mes despues del estreno del 
drama galdosiano, cuyo titulo adopto como 
nombre de pila. << Con Electra, pues— 
escribe Inman Fox—, Galdos ha emergido 
tambien, al menos momentaneamente, como 
el jefe espiritual de la generacion de 
1898>>, opinion corroborada al complete 
per Lily Litvak, que se refiere incluso a 
la <<creaci6n de un grupo generacional 
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baje el magisterio de Gald6s>>. (Iglesias 
Feijoo 82) 

In 1912, in his "Lecturas espafielas," Azorin echoes this 

collective accolade as he declares that "Galdos ha revelado 

Espana a los ojos de los espafioles que la deseenoeian. La 

nueva generaci6n de escriteres debe a Gald6s todo lo mas 

intimo y profundo de su ser" (Iglesias Feijoo 82). Guillen, 

as well, affirms the importance of Gald6s as an essential, 

vibrant force and role model for these writers in their 

pursuit of new literary dimensions. He states: "La 

admiracion expresa o tacita de los ^noventayechistas' se 

revelaba en la influencia que, aceptada a sabiendas e invol-

untariamente, Galdos ejercio sobre ellos. Su manera de ver y 

su estilo se reflejan en las ebras de los jdvenes" 

(Iglesias Feijoo 82). 

Gald6s's unconventional usage of the physically blind 

figures to inspire other writers to take such directions. 

Unamuno fellows suit in the same fashion as his sightless 

protagonist is also faced with unexpected problems on re

gaining her sight like Pablo. In this instance, however, the 

scenerio takes a direction that is mere spiritual in nature. 

5.1.2 Miguel de Unamuno and the Theme of the Paradox of the 
"Sighted Blind" as Represented in the Plav "La Venda" fl899^ 

In his short play. La Venda (1899), don Miguel de 

Unamuno (1864-1936) carries the theme of the paradox of 

external blindness from the metaphysical state treated by 

Gald6s to a more spiritual plane. The play opens with two 

characters, don Juan and don Pedro, who are locked in debate 

concerning St. Paul's thesis cited in II Corinthians 5:7. 

The preponderance of discussion of the pair reflects an 

unamunian philosophical preoccupation as Unamuno contemplates 

his own personal issues of faith versus reason in the search 

for spiritual understanding. This theme regularly surfaces 

throughout his works. In his letter to the playwright, Juan 
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Barco, a critic and friend of Unamuno, the latter confirms 

that his play is a symbolic manifestation of his own spiri

tual crisis of 1897. Barco refers to his friend's conflict 

as "su case" which the play parallels and counsels: 

Sole que en el simbole de la fe me parece 
que deberia usted quedarse en la epoca de 
la vision, sin pasar a la nueva ceguera 
de les euarenta anos despues; 
sencillamente porque si en lo fisico se 
puede recebrar la vista y reeegar luego, 
en lo moral (mire usted con serenidad y 
sin prejuicios a su case) es imposible. 
Es como la virginidad que no se recobra. 
(Unamuno 62) 

In his prologue to Unamuno's Teatro Complete, M. Garcia 

Blanco reaffirms Barco's statement that addresses the source 

for the motivation behind the creation of "La Venda": 

Porque es muy seguro que tambien este 
drama arranque de las horas espirituales 
de la crisis unamuniana de 1897. Y es 
mas que probable, aunque hoy no pedamos 
comprobarlo, que Juan Barco debio ser de 
los inieiados en ella per el propio don 
Miguel. Ese parentesis de su carta en 
que se refiere a "su case" parece denet-
arlo. De tedas maneras, se nos presenta 
con bastante claridad el designio de don 
Miguel, de censiderar a la protagonista 
de su nuevo drama come simbole, nada 
menos, de la fe, ciega tambien como ella. 
Y si aquella recobra la vista y ne le 
sirve para erientarse hacia la casa de su 
padre enfermo, viendose obligada a volver 
a una ceguera provisional vendandose de 
nuevo los ojos, entonces apareceria con 
meridiana claridad lo que quise 
representar en su drama: que la perdida 
de esa fe es atrozmente desorientadora, y 
que es precise volver a ella. Lo cual 
entronca muy bien, nos parece, con el 
intimo proceso que de su crisis se 
desprende. (Unamuno 62-63) 

Andres Franco, as well, delineates the play as an overt 

expression of the writer's ongoing spiritual dilemma which 

begins to manifest itself before the Spanish-American War. 
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anhele de volver a la fe de su infajicia" (Franco 87). 

In the opening lines, the conversation between two 

peripheral characters prefigures the symbolic scenario that 

fellows and to which the rest of the play is dedicated as 

blind faith is pitted against reason. Diametrically opposed 

avenues lead to the complete attainment of spiritual en

lightenment: 

DON JUAN 

...Tal vez nos sucede con la verdad lo 
que, segun las Sagradas Letras, nos 
sucede con Dios, y es que quien le ve se 
muere... 

DON PEDRO 
I Que hermosa muerte! [Morir de haber 
visto la verdad! ,i,Puede apetecerse etra 
cosa? 

DON JUAN 
iLa fe, la fe es la que nos da vida; por 
la fe vivimos, la fe nos da el sentido de 
la vida, nes da a Dios! 

DON PEDRO 
Se vive per la razon, amigo Juan,; la 
raz6n nos revela el secrete del mundo, la 
razon nos hace obrar... (Unamuno 300) 

The protagonist, Maria, serves as the literary vehicle 

through which the spiritual conflict is played out. She has 

been blind since birth. Shortly after her surgery in which 

her sight is restored, Maria learns that her father, who 

lives on the ether side of the city, is sick and dying and 

wishes to see her. Although only a couple of days have 

elapsed since Maria's surgery, she is nevertheless determined 

to rush to his bedside and sets out to walk the distance 

against the advice of her doctor. Adjustment to her new 

world of sight has not yet had sufficient time to occur. 

Undaunted, she proceeds and the paradox of "sighted blind

ness" unfolds as Unamuno describes: 

Se lanza a la calle; pero no conoce el 
camino, porque le estorba la vision, y 
tiene que vendarse los ojos y coger un 
pale para poder ir derecho a la casa 
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paterna. Su mundo es el de las 
tinieblas; en el ve y en el vive. 
(Unamumo 61) 

Maria's previous sightless condition has forced her to 

contend with the visual world guided by her blind faith, 

shared and supported by her father. Through his encourage

ment, she felt content in her perpetual darkness, deriving 

strength and happiness through her faith coupled with the 

love of her father, becoming confident and competent in her 

independence while blind, as she leads what seems to be a 

relatively normal life, marries and has a child. Ironically, 

blindness has sustained her. "Es la oscuridad la luz de su 

vida, la guia de sus pases. Asi ha cenecide las cosas, asi 

ha 'visto' a su padre. No necesita de nadie, ni aun de los 

ojos de su marido" (Cruz Mendizabal 130). Initially, dona 

Eugenia also reassures the others of Maria's competence in 

the sighted world: 

Ciega, si. Recorre asi, con su baston, 
la ciudad toda y jamas se pierde. Conoce 
sus callejas y rineones todos. Se case 
hara cosa de un afto, y casi todos les 
dias va a ver a su padre, que vive en un 
barrio de las afueras. (Unamuno 302) 

Maria projects the essence and importance ef blind 

faith as her newly restored sight (the symbol for reason and 

scientific progress) only confuses and impedes her desire to 

see her father, ironically, for the first and last times. In 

desperation, to expedite and facilitate the rest of the 

journey, she reverts back to her original state of darkness, 

borrowing a blindfold and cane to manage the rest of the way. 

In so doing, she exchanges one type of sight for another, 

falling back on her accustomed methods of mobility: 

Pero la ciencia ha progresado y ha prog-
gresado tanto que parece imponerse a 
todo, parece tener la sducidn a cada 
problema y Maria, ciega de nacimiento, 
recupera la vista. En la narracion nos 
dice Unamuno que al recibir la vista 
"ella no hacia mas que palpar los objetes 
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aturdida y llevarselos a los ojos y 
sufrir, sufrir una extrana opresion de 
espiritu, un terrente de punzadas, la 
lenta invasion de un nuevo mundo en sus 
tinieblas". La realidad de las tinieblas 
invadida per otra realidad distinta, 
punzadas y sufrimientes producidos per un 
mundo hasta ahora desconocido por la 
vista y tan distinte del eonocimiento 
tactil. (Cruz Mendizabal 130) 

As Maria resorts to a blindfold to find her way, she 

essentially refuses te ignore and reject the faith that has 

been instrumental in her physical and spiritual directions. 

To defer to external sight is to subvert the message in the 

pleas made by St. Paul.^ Maria's deferral to darkness 

reflects an unamunian postulate that confronts and challenges 

logic er reason as misleading or false. This is symbolized 

by Maria's sudden immersion into the sighted world, a place 

where she finds herself lost and helpless until her inner 

sight is reactivated. As Unamuno himself suggests, Maria's 

retreat to darkness is ironic, as it is an effort to escape 

the sighted blindness that leaves her confused and lost. The 

blindfold serves to recapture her original perspectives 

reflecting those of the writer. Franco suggests: 

...la ceguera, la vuelta a la ineenscie-
ncia de la infancia donde la razon esta 
aiin dormida y el corazon campea gloriese, 
vuela libra en busca del Padre. "Cada 
dia hago nueves descubrimientos en la 
vieja fe". Vieja fe que es siempre nueva 
e inecente en la infancia de cada hombre. 
"Parece como se extiende la luz de un 
alba y a su creciente lumbre el campo 
oscuro, que formaba una pastosa mancha, 
va combrando contornes y centenido y 
figuras y vida. iCuando saldra el sol!" 
(Cruz Mendizabal 142) 

As Maria finally reaches her father's house and ap

proaches his bedside, all are baffled by her odd appearance 

and behavior as she refuses to remove the bandage from her 

eyes. 
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Marta, Maria's sister, contemplates her sibling in 

wonderment. She is poised with medicine in hand to minister 

te the stubborn father who insists that death is imminent and 

that his last request is te see Maria. Marta, in direct 

contrast with her sister, represents logic and reason, 

discouraging contact by the father with Maria as it will 

excite his emotional state and expedite his demise. Her 

rational appeal includes hiding the severity of his condition 

from him as she tries te comfort the dying man. Prior to 

Maria's arrival, Marta and Maria's husband, Jose, attempt to 

placate the eld man, but he will have none ef it: 

JOSE 
(Tomandole el pulse. ) Hoy esta mejor el 
pulse, parece. 

MARTA 
(A Jose, aparte.) Asi; hay que engafiarle. 

JOSE 
Si, que se muera sin saberlo. 

MARTA 
Lo cual ne es morir. (Unamuno 313) 

Marta symbolizes the cold reality of the outside world that 

revolves around a detached and sterile logic. She appraises 

the situation in terms of reason over faith. Her futile 

attempts to discourage Maria's visitation, as well as her 

seemingly rational manner in which she administers to her 

stubborn father, indicate the contrast to her sister. The 

siblings' conflict represents that of reason versus faith. 

Marta, like Maria, has much concern for her father but has 

been somewhat hardened to the reality that she, unlike Maria, 

has not been blessed with child and the father appears 

partial to his blind daughter and grandchild. 

The religious paradox of sighted blindness is brought 

out in the final scene as the father's dying request for 

Maria to see him is granted and Maria appears as the appalled 

Marta and Jos6 look on. As father and daughter come 

together, the essence of the writer's own spiritual conflict 

is played out. As Maria stands before him, her father 
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implores her to remove the bandage, to which she vehemently 

resists: 

EL PADRE 
(Llamando.) Maria, ven. lY quitate esa 
venda, quitatela! iPer que te la has 
puesto? iEs que la luz te dafia? 

MARiA 
Ya te he dicho que fud para ver el camino 
al venir a verte. 

EL PADRE 
Quitatela; quiero que me veas a mi, que 
no soy el camino. 

MARiA 
Es que te veo. Mi padre es este y no 
otro. (El Padre intenta quitdrsela y 
ella le retiene las manos.) No, no; asi, 
asi. 

EL PADRE 
Por lo menos que te vea los ojos, esos 
hermosos ojos que nadaban en tinieblas, 
esos ojos en los que tantas veces me vi 
mientras tu no me veias eon ellos. 
Cuantas veces me quede extasiado contem-
plandetelos, mirandome deloresamente en 
ellos y diciendo: "<!,Para que tan hermosos 
si no ven?" (Unamuno 321) 

As Maria responds to her father, "Para que tu, padre, te 

vieras en ellos, para ser tu espejo, un espejo vivo" 

(Unamuno 322), the writer decodifies his symbolic characters 

that project his own internal conflict expressed in 1897 in 

his Diario.«5 To Unamuno, as he digests St. Paul's admoni

tion, the implication is that physical sight not only dis

turbs and disrupts the essence of God, but can also 

destroy it: 

...quien muere ante la Verdad (-Luz) no 
es el hombre sino el propio dies (-FE) en 
nosotros ..."El eonocimiento de Dios 
precede del amor a Dios, y es un eonoci
miento que poco e nada tiene de racional. 
Porque Dios es indefinible. Querer 
definir a Dios es pretender limitarle en 
nuestra mente; matarle. En cuanto 
tratamos de difinirlo, nos surge la 
nada." (Pilar Palomo 69) 

As Franco further suggests,® the father symbolizes God 
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who can only truly be perceived through a blind faith. When 

he finally contemplates himself in Maria's eyes which are not 

clouded by reason, he is the one who must die as blind faith 

yields to eyes now sighted which cannot sustain him. When 

Marta intervenes and jerks off Maria's bandages, both father 

and daughter are forced to gaze, each upon the other. The 

spiritual bend that has held the two together, originating 

and sustained in darkness, is suddenly threatened as its own 

end approaches. 

Some strong parallels can be drawn between Pablo's 

situation and that of Maria as the restoration of physical 

sight for both becomes responsible for the death of a loved 

one. As one dimension transcends to another, there is no 

longer a need for the symbolic catalyst of the mind and heart 

whether it is a question of imagination or belief. As Perez 

Galdos' Pablo and Unamuno's Maria are admitted into the world 

of the sighted, both Nela and Maria's father must perish in 

order for the transformation to be complete. Each has served 

to nourish the imagination and faith, respectively, of their 

blind counterparts. As the existence of each is based upon 

the sightless whom they serve, each must be sacrificed in 

order for a different level ef perspective te be achieved 

where little tolerance for the fantastic or the spiritual is 

allowed. The departure ef Nela and Maria's father, who have 

been tremendous support systems, releases both Pablo and 

Maria into the physical world. Ironically, however, the 

acquisition of physical sight carries certain penalties with 

it, so that both Pablo and Maria join the sighted blind in 

the absence of that physical blindness which created and 

sustained their vision internally while in physical darkness. 

Both Perez Galdos and Unamuno break new literary ground 

for innovative and imaginative Spanish and Spanish-American 

writers who will represent the physically blind in new and 

different ways. One example occurs in the plays of Joaquin 

Calve Sotelo (1905-). In two of his plays, in particular. 
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"Cuando llegue la noche" (1943) and "Cuando llegue el dia" 

(1952), the action centers around a sightless protagonist. 

In both plays Calve Sotelo provides his own form of irony as 

restoration of sight becomes possible for the protagonist in 

each play. In "Cuando llegue la noche," Maria Cristina, like 

Perez Galdos' Pablo, thrives on the possibility to see, which 

she may achieve through her stepfather, an opthamdogist, who 

is also deeply in love with her. The doctor has taken care 

of Maria Cristina exclusively since her mother's death and 

now his love for her becomes more of an sjnorous attraction. 

The surgery is successful except for the fact that the 

restoration of sight is only temporary and impending return 

to darkness for the girl remains ever-present. Irony comes 

into play as Maria Cristina rejects the one who has given her 

sight to marry Guillermo, a pilot. The two wed and the drama 

ends with the expectation of a child and the anxiety over the 

potential of its hereditary blindness. Maria Cristina also 

contemplates her own eventual return to a sightless state. 

In Calve Sotelo's short play, "Cuando llegue el dia," 

the ironic is also present as Marta is eligible to have her 

vision restored by surgery, but declines the operation as she 

is completely satisfied in her sightless world which includes 

her husband who is also blind, but whose condition is 

inoperable. Marta feels that the external world would 

disrupt their lives, echoing sentiments of the past found in 

such historical figures as the Blindman of Puisseaux and 

Maria Theresa Von Paradies. In Marta's case, she feels that 

physical sight will bring weakness and vacillation in her 

family's life: 

Para meditar, nosotros los 
ciegos, estamos bien dotados. 
Ustedes los que ven, esperan 
igualarse con nosotros para 
meditar. La noche es su 
ceguera y, a obscures, deciden 
el si o el no de sus preblemas. 
Yo lleve dos semanas, sin que 
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la luz del dia me haya turbado 
un solo instante, reflexionando 
sebre mi respuesta. Aunque, en realidad 
desde el primer minute 

estaba a punto. (Ruiz-Fornells 141-142) 

Marta explains that recuperation ef sight will only serve to 

debilitate her strength and further obstruct her life which 

is hard enough. Paradoxically she feels that physical sight 

seemingly facilitates life but in reality complicates the on

going struggle in the search for happiness: 
Lo que en realidad Marta necesita es que 
le "den fuerzas" y ne que se las quiten, 
pues su meditacion la ha hecho reflexio-
nar y saber que "...La vida no iba a 
costarme. Perder mas de lo que tengo 
perdido, no pedia ser...Y el dolor fisi
co, creame, doctor, me importa muy poco. 
Para lo que no deseaba que me quitaran 
fuerzas es para decirle a usted que no 
quiero recuperar la vista. (Ruiz-
Fornells 142) 

5.2. The theme of the symbolic carnivalesque as 
represented in the vignettes of Historia de 

Esvana—Los Cieses v Los Tentos(19b3) bv 
Camilo Jose Cela and the plav 

El Concierto de San Ovidio 
(1962) by Antonio Buero Valle.io 

As G.G. Brown observes in his contribution to the 

edition ef Historia de la literatura espahola (Tome 6/1.Siglo 

XX). the years following the tragedy of the Spanish Civil War 

(1936-2939) and its aftermath saw a marked reduction of 

overall literary productivity. Much of the innovation and 

excitement of creativity in writing that the first third of 

the century enjoyed was replaced by a kind of postwar liter

ary sterility as evasionistas and cempremetidos attempted to 

placate, pander to or skirt the new dictatorial regime in 

which the printed word was severely scrutinized and censor

ship became pervasive.'^ 

As in most cases, inevitable exceptions managed to break 

through during this chaotic epoch with the emergence of such 
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works as Nada (1944) by Carmen Laforet (1921-) and La Far.ilia 

de Pascual Duarte (1942) by Camilo Jose Cela (1916-). Beth 

novelists interrupted the literary void and their important 

early postwar contributions "dieron que hablar y sirvieron de 

estimulo para que surgiera el nevelista latente que habia en 

algunos jovenes" (Del Rio II 537). Laforet produces the 

first novel in Spain that vividly reflects the consequences 

of the Civil War. The impact of the Spanish catastrophe and 

its many implications are also heavily weighted in the 

writings of Cela, the eventual Nobel laureate. The effects 

on the psyche of the Spaniard and Spain's subsequent ruling 

elite become central to numerous biographical sketches that 

Cela ultimately produces for the next several decades. Many 

characters such as Pascual Duarte are presented against a 

backdrop of stark realism that reflects the postwar period. 

Negative emotional impact in Cela's literary efforts earns 

the literary label of "tremendismo" which essentially paints 

a type of realism or neo-naturalism "que actuaba lo goyesca" 

(Del Rio II 537). The tremendistic traces in the vast 

writings of Cela extend well past mid-century. To achieve 

his powerfully revulsive impact Cela draws upon the 

physically blind as but another technical vehicle utilized to 

convey critical indictments toward his fellow countrymen, 

whom many he considers historically complacent and 

hypocritical. 

The situation that Cela and his contemporaries face 

during the forties and after mid-century closely parallels 

that of the turn ef the century forebears who also convert 

their experiences from the effects of the Spanish-American 

War into innovative genius in writing. In both respects the 

Spaniard becomes intensely critical of his society and self. 

As Franco comes to power, unamunesque echoes once again 

resound in the works of Cela and the playwright Antonio Buero 

Vallejo (1916-) to mention only two. The talents of both 

produce works that are highly charged, and often in a 
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symbolic fashion, attack the community of "su Espana." 

On occasion, to deliver their social messages, both Cela 

and Buero incorporate the images ef the physically blind as a 

kind of symbolic mimicry for the Spanish predicament. 

Through their sightless characters they draw profound 

dysfunctional inferences as in Cela's La Historia de Espaha-

los ciegos v los tontn.s and in Buero's El Concierto de San 

Qv1d1Q• In both works, sightless characters are cast as 

unfortunate, vulnerable buffoons that become the victims ef 

manipulation and exploitation. The blind are presented as an 

elemental under-class in the Spanish social network, implying 

that the unfortunate Spanish masses are historically blind, 

incapable ef determining their own individual destiny, and 

instead prone to be led by a kind of governmental lazarillo. 

"Y Cela no escapa esta su critica de una Espana ciega o 

enceguecida" (Cruz Mendizabal 187). 

The two works by Cela and Buero Vallejo selected for 

study closely parallel each other in scenario, symbolism and 

theme. Both writers place their blind characters in the 

societal arena as the objects of derision and folly, remi

niscent of the cruel medieval communal games. Once more the 

blind appear as ridiculous pawns, completely vulnerable to 

misguidance for the capricious pleasures of the community 

that stops at nothing to satisfy its egotistical indulgences. 

In both Cela's story and Buero's play, the image _f authority 

achieves pleasure and entertainment through deception by the 

manipulation of a group of willing sightless citizens, 

oblivious to others' nefarious intentions. Those responsible 

for carnivalesque scenes in which the sightless are mocked 

recall the mischievous lazarillian figure from centuries 

before, a type of misanthropic prankster who leads, or better 

said, misleads his unwitting master for his own personal 

gain. By incorporating the physically blind, both Cela and 

Buero Vallejo symbolically reveal the state of the Spanish 

community. Both works dramatically reflect the 
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two groups of blindmen who, like their medieval brethren in 

life and literature, are placed in the arena ef the carniva

lesque to perform once again for their devious lazarillian 

guides: 

...funcionan come simbdes, simbolos de 
una ceguera cdectiva, ceguera que per un 
lade u otro nos ha de tocar a cada uno. 
Ceguera que habra de hacer brotar 
instintos sadices en los que gozan de 
superioridad sobre los ciegos. 

El espanol o ha nacido ciego o lo 
han cegade. No hay otra alternative, 
como tampoco habia alternative para el 
espaholito de Machado a quien una de las 
dos Espafias habria de helarle el corazon. 
El ciego, indefenso ante los ebstaculos 
que se le pueden poner per delante es 
materia de sumision, de 
dejarse llevar, confiado, por aquellos 
que gozan de vista. (Cruz Mendizabal 
187) 

The ancient theme of the carnaval serves to inspire Cela and 

Buero Vallejo in their creation ef a rather grotesque varia

tion on the subject in which to place their sightless char

acters. In both works a small band of defenseless blindmen 

are put into a ghastly medieval game as the pathetic objects 

of folly for the public spectator. Their blindness acts to 

enhance the role of freaks as they are placed in one situa

tion, thinking that it is another. The result is a grotesque 

contradiction in which the elements of the comic and the 

horrific merge. In both instances there is laughter on one 

hand and disgust on the other, and the peculiar combination, 

according to Philip Thomson "makes the whole thing even more 

shocking, even more difficult to stomach" (Thomson 5). In the 

particular case of "El concierto," Buero Vallejo contrives 

the idea of the carnaval in a kind of Rabellaisian outtake, 

in which the carnavalesque atmosphere is seen as a grotesque 

exaggeration of life.s 



5.2.1 The Theme of the Symbolic Carvivalesaue as Represented 
in the Vignettes of Historia de esvafia—les oieeos v Io:z 
tontos! by Camilo Jose Cela 

In one part of a four volume series titled A la pata de 

pale - Cela features the physically blind in a kind of tongue-

in-cheek satirical narration filled with dark humor which he 

titles Historia de Espaha-los ciegos v los tontos. It 

comprises short biographical histories of the cause and 

effect of the blindness of several sightless characters and 

their individual predicaments as they struggle to survive 

their society in darkness. The common denominator of blind

ness ultimately binds them together in a somewhat bizarre 

concluding scene deemed "tremendamente goyesca y esperpenti-

ca" (Cruz Mendizabal 188) that is inspired and orchestrated 

by two of the town's most prominent citizens. As suggested 

by the series title which alludes to the lame and those 

obliged to use a wooden leg and his inclusion of the mentally 

retarded ("los tontos") along with the blind, Cela shows 

man's inhumanity te man in myriad ways, as society at large 

behaves cruelly because of the failure or inability to 

empathize with the handicapped, the unfortunate (and by 

extension, the poor, the vanquished, or those who espouse 

unpopular beliefs). Through this group of naive sightless, 

Cela mi.xes the humorous with the grotesque in a symbolic 

manner as he "reveals his bitterness at the unfeeling atti

tude of his fellow countrymen toward the unfortunate" 

(McPheeters 153). Thus, the writer reflects the historical 

predicament of Spanish society which he considers to be under 

the constant control of the abusive few. 

The first part of the Historia de Espana, which is the 

"Cuenta de los ciegos," consists of a composite of short 

sketches or vignettes including the biographical sketches of 

six blind characters. Their lives ultimately become enmeshed 

in a rather curious final scene orchestrated by don Ode 

Cabrejas Garcia and don Leonardo Montejo, two pillars of the 
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community. 

The rather comical, arrogant, and self-centered don Ode, 

around whom the action revolves, is described as a bitter, 

frustrated inventor, a misogynist, and a pseudo-intellectual 

who is extremely defensive of his short stature.® In brief, 

he represents the essence of shallow egotism as he appears 

indifferent and insensitive to the plight of others, 

considering them important only in terms of his own personal 

gain and social advancement: 

A don Ode Cabrejas, de nine, su madre lo 
trato muy mal, le arreaba coces, le 
sacudia mamporros, lo metia en la cama 
sin cenar, ets. Cuando don Ode Cabrejas 
fue mayor, en justa correspondencia trato 
mal a todos los que pudo y se dejaban. 
(Cela I 101) 

Don Ode's lack of compassion toward his fellow man 

becomes quite apparent through his brief encounters with the 

various blindmen of the eommunity. Lorenzo, for example, has 

been blinded in an electrical explosion and is left almost 

completely incapacitated. In response to this tragedy don 

Ode remarks to Lorenzo : "iMala suerte, hermano, al que le 

toca, le toca, ya se sabe!" (Cela 13). In another mishap, 

Hugo Senantes, a landscape painter, has the misfortune of 

disturbing a wasps' nest while in the field and is blinded by 

the aggravated insects which "comieron los ojos, a poco mas 

lo matan" (Cela 13). Concerning Lorenzo's artistic 

profession that has been severely hampered, don Odo observes, 

"iMala suerte, hermano, lo unico que le queda es tener 

resignacion!" (Cela 14). Siso Martinez, another of the 

sightless six, is the only character of the group to be blind 

from birth, "...era pobre de solemnidad y, per no tener, no 

tenia ni ojos...Los ojos de Siso Martinez estaban vacios y 

como en una aguanosa carne viva. Don Odo, que a veces era 

chistose, decia que en los ojos de Siso Martinez se podia 

mojar pan" (Cela 14). In the case of the fragile Carole 
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Vega, alias Triquiti, who gradually loses his sight, don Odo 

feigns a superficial charitable image via a minimal donation: 

"sella darle una perra los demingos" (Cela 15). 

Also in the sightless let is Tiburcio Certes Notario, 

blinded with a hot iron as a child by a smith whose actions 

are highly suspect: 

A Tiburcio Cortes Notario, de la del 
hierro, le secaron los tiernos odres del 
llanto, las delicadas bdsitas que se 
usan para guardar las lagrimas y dejarias 
escapar despues, poco a poco, cuando hace 
falta. (Cela 23) 

The last character in the group, Moises Valverde, has 

his lights put out with a ferocious kick by an obstinate 

mule. Oddly enough, his survival ef the trauma propels him 

into legendary fame. The tragedy is reversed as the martyred 

Moises lives to tell the tale that now provides for his 

livelihood: "Fue igual que si me hubieran reventado la 

cabeza, I que coz! A Moises Valverde, de la coz que le dieran, 

le quedo la frente hundida y rema la nariz! (Cela 26). 

The interaction of don Odo and the sightless group of 

six is spurred by the activities of La Sociedad del Femento 

de las Artes of which Cabrejas Garcia is an enthusiastic and 

active member. As a questionable practicing aficionado of 

the arts, don Odo arranges a community funcion in the guise 

of a fund-raising event, all in the name of charity. A bull

fight is to be staged in the town's square with rather 

unorthodox toi-'eres, "Media docena de ciegos bien mane jades, 

pueden dar mucho juego" (Cela 15). 

To accomplish this spectacle, don Odo approaches each 

blindman with a financial offer for playing bullfighter, 

assuring the safety of each: 

Don Odo, a la mafiana siguiente, apalabro 
a los ciegos. Cinco duros por barba y un 
lema para todos: discrecion, suerte y al 
tore, que es una mona. No es puede pasar 
nada, la organizacion solo quiere hacer 
la caridad y es va a soltar un afioje que 
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no levanta del suelo mas que una cabra. 
Y ademas, embdado; la organizacion no 
quiere sangre, la organizacion sole 
quiere hacer la caridad. Bueno, don Odo, 
muchas gracias por haberse acerdado de 
nosotros; cinco duros son siempre cinco 
duros. (Cela 34) 

What is left unsaid is the surreptitious plan that don 

Odo contrives with his boss, don Leonardo Montojo, the 

wealthiest man in town. They plan to pit half ef the blind-

men against the other half in a scene which rivals the 

medieval antics performed in the courtyards and squares in 

the kingdom of Charles VII in the fifteenth century, previ

ously described by M.Anagnos. The final scene approximates 

J. Beck's description of the typical black humor of the 

Middle Ages which is "darkly tinged with cruelty" (Beck 163). 

In Cela's version, don Odo divides the sightless half-

dozen as he separates the weak ones from the strong. He 

tells the more aggressive blindmen, Lorenzo, Tiburcio and 

Moises that they will be furnished with clubs to subdue a 

bull which will wear a cowbell to facilitate its presence. 

The weaker and mere delicate half including Hugo, Siso and 

Carole (debilitated by their artistic leanings), hear that 

all will be given cowbells to wear around the neck to avoid 

any confusion of location. With these instructions, don Odo 

emerges as a kind of literary archetype reincarnate as he 

carries on in the tradition of the medieval trickster. 

Don Odo'i, crafted spectacle goes according to plan as 

the aggressive half with clubs pursues the sounds of the 

cowbells and severely pummels the subordinant half in a scene 

that mimics the pig chases described by Anagnos in the 

medieval courtyards and plazas. The brutal funcion only 

ceases when it begins to rain and the spectators retire 

inside to drink wine and relax. As the scene cencludes, 

Cela's harsh criticism of Spanish society and its leaders 

becomes manifest with the subtle irony regarding prominent 
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members of the audience of curious onlookers: 

En el balcon del Ayuntamiento, adornado 
con la bandera espahola, las autoridades 
locales—el alcalde, el cura, el sargente 
de la Guardia Civil—senreian, conse
nt idores y ufanos, a la multitud. Fue 
una lastima que el mal tiempo desluciera 
la funcion, Los ciegos del cencerro 
llevaren una tunda considerable y la 
gente le paso bien y henestamente. El 
choto, se conoce que asustado de tanto ir 
y venir de estacazes, dio dos vueltas al 
trote y se aculo en chiqueros, a ver 
hacer. Despues empezo a caer agua y los 
espectadores se fueron a tomar unos 
blances. (Cela 35) 

Cela's satirical list of the composition of the audience 

names the town's leaders including the priest, the mayor and 

the police, pillars of the Franquista community. Their 

complacency symbolizes condoned perpetuation of social chaos 

by leaders who profit at its expense. The si.x blindmen who, 

independently, appear to function successfully in their 

relatively uncluttered worlds are sought out and manipulated 

to play the role of buffoons for the entertainment of the 

power structure of the Spanish community. With the token 

pittance handout, the sightless, quite blindly become 

unwitting pawns that voluntarily compromise their dignity, 

pride and any semblance of autonomy as they can only respond 

to a cowbell in the societal arena in much the same manner as 

conditioned pavlovian pups. 

Through brief vignettes before the final scene, Cela 

presents each character as a functioning individual member of 

their community. From the group considered to be the weak 

half, for example, Hugo Sanantes is described as pure of 

heart and soul, and, unlike don Odo, highly trained in the 

appreciation and creation of artistic beauty. Siso Martinez, 

who is congenitally blind, is evicted from his home at a very 

young age by his father in a harsh attempt to make the blind 

youth fend for himself. Like the blindman in Lazarillo de 
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Torme.q. Siso must rely on his wits for survival. The third 

member, Carole Vega, on the other hand, is a peddler in the 

streets from whom the mayor requires a financial kickback. 

He is a very amiable and most kind individual who: "da migas 

de pan—y tambien carihosas palabras—en el hombre y en la 

flaca rodiila" (Cela 29). 

Those blindmen classified as stronger who carry the 

clubs into the absurd coi^rida, each is a fairly capable and 

independent individual as he pursues life's challenges. 

Lorenzo continues to raise a family and produces a son who 

becomes a foreign missionary though his father prefers that 

he fulfill Lorenzo's dreams of having a son that becomes a 

famous bullfighter. In a somewhat perverse ironic twist, 

Lorenzo becomes a kind of misguided torero in don Ode's 

carnival. Tiburcio Cortes Notario is tall and strong and 

efficiently performs his duties in a slaughterhouse. He is 

also a musician who carries on the tradition of the Ciego de 

romances, performing with his guitar "la ristra sin fin de 

las ingenues y obscenas eoplas de su minerva" (Cela 23). The 

final member, Moises Valverde, with whom the children love to 

play, is a notable teller of tales primarily precipitated by 

the famous mule kick whose hooves "le dejaron la nariz, le 

salia el humo para arriba en vez de para abajo" (Cela 28). 

As a collective unit, the independent identity of each 

blindman becomes lost in the malaise of the carnivalesque as 

their composite blindness becomes integral for the spoof, 

constituting the most important factor to be exploited and 

enjoyed by community elite. As J. Cruz Mendizabal indicates, 

this exploitation by the indifferent and insensitive few 

sends a sarcastic message for those who sit in condescending 

judgement on the established bench of Spanish rule. The 

manipulation and mistreatment of the masses reflects profound 

short-sightedness of the community leaders whose ultimate 

priorities are self-gratification and personal indulgences. 
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Selfishness ultimately "blind" these who lead toward an 

inevitable path ef societal cerruption and eventual 

destruction of the society itself: 

Les lideres del orden material, espirit
ual y publico, arrebujades en la bandera 
espahola, pretegidos per ells, sonrien, 
aceptan, aprueban benevdes el juego de 
los ciegos, la risa que provocan los 
gelpes de ciego, la superioridad del 
ciego fuerte sobre el debil, la sumision 
de ambos y el motivo de juego y fiesta 
para todos. Las dos Espahas ciegas, la 
fuerte y la debil son motivo de risa para 
unos pocos lideres, ciegos tambien por 
el poder, por el dogmatismo y per la 
fuerza. (Cruz Mendizabal 188) 

5.2.2 The Theme of the Symbolic Carnivalesque as Represented 
in the Plav El Concierto de San Ovidio bv Antonio Buero 
Valle.io 

In much the same fashion as Cela, Antonio Buero Vallejo 

(1916) structures his play El concierto de San Ovidio (1962) 

around a group of defenseless and pathetic blindmen who, like 

those in Historia de Espana, are duped into participating in 

a public function at the Fair of San Ovidio. In both 

Historia de Espana and El concierto a sightless group appears 

as a kind of side-show oddity exposed to public humiliation 

as the collective dignity of the physically blind is 

compromised for the profits of others. In both works the 

blind unwittingly, though voluntarily, submit to public 

display and perform roles meant to look ridiculous and 

comical, reminiscent of the events staged in medieval times. 

Besides the scenario similarities in both works, other 

parallels surface, linking Cela and Buero Vallejo together in 

a common bond of concern for their country in its trying 

times. Both works reflect a dramatic congruency in the 

symbolic intent on the part of each writer. Cela and Buero 

Vallejo eaeh strategically place their sightless characters 

in a carnivalesque atmosphere in which their vulnerable 
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sightless figures are ridiculed like medieval buffoons or 

freaks. From these symbolic spectacles, each writer implies 

personal contempt for the indifferent, insensitive and 

exploitative nature ef Spain's leaders toward downtrodden and 

disenfranchised elements of their citizenry. Though Buero 

Vallejo perhaps shows a bit more discretion, setting the play 

in another place and time to avoid any censorship, El conci

erto is far more complete and entailed than Historia de 

Espana as it not only satirizes those in power, but also 

dramatically reflects the chaotic Spanish eccnomy. Buero 

Vallejo allegorically attacks the vocational/educational 

systems ef Spain which he considers to be historically 

lacking in accommodating the welfare of its masses. Even in 

the most contemporary of times Buero Vallejo believes these 

systems continue to lag behind the rest of a more progressive 

Europe.^° 

El concierto de San Ovidio takes place in Paris in 1771, 

shortly before the French Revolution. The antagonist ef the 

play, Luis Maria Valindin, a shrewd entrepreneur and 

ambitious opportunist, visits the Prioress in charge of the 

Hospicio de los Quince Veintes (Quinze Vingts), the 

historically famous Paris shelter for the blind. The pretext 

of his visit is that, as a representative of the Baron de La 

Teurnelle, Valindin has a philanthropic mission that can be 

of great economic benefit for the poor little hospice in 

return for its complete cooperation. Valindin needs a group 

ef the sightless inhabitants to give musical performances at 

the upcoming Fair of San Ovidio. He offers to prepare them 

for the event with sufficient musical training, to furnish 

and outfit them. The little group of blind beggars selected 

for the project are medioere musicians at best, e:-:cept for 

David, the sightless protagonist of the play who possesses 

exceptional musical potential. 

The Prioress enthusiastically accepts Valindin's pro

posal, but as the play progresses it becomes apparent that 
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the true motives of the Entrepreneur involve personal gain at 

whatever expense ef others. This is initially overshadowed 

by the exuberance ef the destitute members ef the residence, 

excited by potential economic improvement. Valindin explains 

to the Prioress and her sightless wards that their musical 

training will provide them with the means for independence, 

acquiring a trade that holds a lucrative prospect for the 

hospice which has traditionally depended on the meager 

charity derived by begging in the streets. Thus Valindin 

justifies any means to achieve his goal which he contends 

will be beneficial to all. He defends himself to his lover, 

Adriana as he proudly boasts: "Yo tengo buen corazon y soy 

filantropo" (Buero Vallejo 42). Valindin also sweetens the 

pot by telling the Prioress that after the performance at the 

fair, the possibility exists of taking the show on the road 

and touring for international performances. Though the blind 

musicians respond with reluctance and pessimism due to their 

own personal inadequacies in confidence and security, the 

spokesman, David, is an exception and is overjoyed at 

achieving his ultimate dream to be formally trained in the 

violin and to pursue a career in music. The drawback has 

always been his inability to read music though the music 

instructor realizes his real potential. David's aspirations 

increase in this exciting period of the Enlightenment, a 

progressive era in which, the blind are finally making 

significant educational advances: 

David: iReid! Siempre habre pensado yo 
lo que no OS atreviais a pensar. Siempre 
aprendere yo cosas que voeotros no os 
atreveis a saber. 
Lucas: iQue cosas? {Breve pausa.) 
Did: oNo habeis eido hablar de Melania 
de Salignac? 
Nazario (bullion): iQuien es esa sehera? 
Gilberte (risueno): iUna hermosa senora! 
David (grave): Si. Cree firmemente que 
es hermosa. Yo creo que es la mujer mas 
hermosa de la tierra. 
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Elias: <i,Y que? 
avid: Esa mujer sabe lenguas, cincias. 
musica...Lee. jY escribe 
sola! No se come lo hace 
libros! 
Elias: Bueno iV que? 
David: iEs ciega! 
Nazario: iAs! iBah, bah!. 
37) 

iElla, ella 
pero lee ... i en 

(Buero Vallejo 

With the contractual agreement settled between Valindin 

and the Prioress, the little group of blind musicians shut

tles daily to and from Valindin's quarters to train and 

practice for its musical debut en the opening day of the 

fair. Their excitement over the possibility of becoming 

serious musical performers, however, is cut short at the 

dress rehearsal for their upcoming performance. On the 

stage, Valindin explains to the sightless orchestra that the 

set, as well as their dress, employ the motif of a king and 

his court. The retarded Gilberte is to stand center stage 

dressed as a monarch. He is told that the decorated royal 

emblem that adorns his throne is in the form of a beautiful 

bird (as the childish Gilberte is also referred to as 

"Pajarillo"). The ether blindmen are to surround him as the 

wise men in attendance to his majesty. David, who is ex

tremely perceptive, becomes highly suspicious of Valindin and 

the entire setup when he discovers through touch that there 

are needless music stands and sheet music placed to face away 

from the blind fiddlers. As David continues to grope around 

the set, he uncovers other things that he considers peculiar 

and realizes the significance of the royal emblem. He 

announces to all that the emblem is a royal peacock which he 

knows to be the ancient symbol of the fool. With the true 

intent for their performance thus exposed, David finds 

Gilberte outfitted to represent a mythological freak with the 

ears and tail of an ass: 

David: Pero yo se que el pave real 
significa eso. Es el animal que pintan 
al lade del mas necio de los reyes. 
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Donate: iSigue, David! 
David: El rey Midas, a quien le nacieron 
erejas de asno por imbecil. Tu eres el 
rey Midas, Gilberte. Y le que llevas en 
la cabeza sen dos orejas de burro. 

Murmullos entre los ciegos. Gilberte se 
las toca. 

Valindin (con ira y despecho): iTu que 
sabes? <i,Que sabe un ciego? iNada! (Buero 
Vallejo 76) 

With David's public disclosure of his findings to the 

rest, Valindin arrogantly confesses to the carnivalesque 

scheme. As the hepes of the group are dashed, the entrepre

neur adds insult to injury with a crowning blow as he defends 

his "philanthropic intentions" and mandates: 

Vesotros habeis de fingir que veis y que 
leis las partituras...Como las canciones 
son comicas es necesario para la gracia 
del conjunto. \Y no os importe que vues-
tros gestos hagan reir! Al centrario: 
cuanto mas...graciosos esteis, mejor. 
Ahora le ensayaremos. Para ello es 
menester que os pongais estos...anteojos 
de carton. (Los va dando). Se sujetan en 
las orejas. (Buero Vallejo 77) 

The tension rapidly escalates with the exchange between David 

and Valindin and it becomes disturbingly clear that the blind 

musicians have been deceived by the greedy and manipulative 

entrepreneur into playing freakish clowns whose large-pointed 

hats and ridiculous apparel underscore their role as dunces 

rather than musical artists. The fanciful dreams of serious 

musical study and performance have been nothing more than a 

lie in order to fill Valindin's pockets. When his attempt to 

quell the sudden turn of events fails, he delivers a stinging 

defense to David and his stunned compatriots that is heavily 

laced in cold and painful reality. The gist is that both he 

and they should take advantage of and profit from who and 

what these blindmen really are. He is simply transporting the 

laughable spectacle of the sightless beggar/musician from the 
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streets to the stage: 

David: jQuereis eonvertirnos en payasos 
Valindin (lento): Aunque asi fuere. Los 

payasos ejercen un oficio henrado. 
A veces ganan tanta fama que el mismo rey 
los llama. 

NAZARIO se quita sus gafas 

David: iNosotros no seremos payasos! 
Valindin: <i,Que sereis entonces? iMuertos 
de hambre y de orgullo? 
Adriana: Luis... 
Valindin: [Calla tu! (Suave.) iNo 
haciais reir por las esquinas? <i,Que es 
importa hacer reir un poco aqui? 
David: [No queremos que nos crean imbec
iles! (Se arrance el gorre y lo tira) 
Valindin: iNadie es lo llama! 
David: ;Vos nos lo llamais! iEl pave 
real, las orejas de asno, las palmatori-
as, nuestras muecas para leer las parti-
turas al reves... y nuestra horrible 
musica! Cuanto peer, mejor, <i,no? jEl 
espectacule consistia en servir de esca-
rnio a los papanatas! (Buero Vallejo 77-
78) 

Now faced with the possibility of David leading a revolt and 

ruining the project, Valindin threatens jail should they 

violate their contract, rationalizing that they should be 

grateful te him for having arranged the opportunity for this 

profitable venture: 

iCiegos, lisiados, que no mereceis 
vivir! iSabeis le que hacen con los nines 
ciegos en Madagascar? iYo he sido marine 
y le he visto! 
DAVID: iNo lo digais! 
ADRIANA: iLuis, per Dios Santo! 
VALINDIN: izarandeando a Donate): iLos 
matan! ;Los matan como a perros sarnoses! 
(Buero 79) 

With the threat ef imprisonment, David and the fright

ened blindmen go ahead with the ridiculous farce, enthusias

tically received by the amused patrons of the little cafe as 

they howl in delight at the little band of blind musicians 
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bedecked in absurd garb and staring out in hopeless resigna

tion through large cardboard spectacles. They blankly gaze 

upon the music stands and exaggerated musical notes which 

face the crowd, never to be read by those who can manage only 

screetching sounds on their single-stringed violins. 

As the tragic scene plays out, Buero Vallejo introduces 

a fortunate epiphany grounded in historical fact. One ef the 

spectators who wanders into the cafe happens to be Valentin 

Haiiy (1745-1822). The noise has aroused his curiosity and he 

enters the cafe te investigate, feeling shocked and repulsed 

by the farcical performance that he witnesses en the stage. 

The significance and impact of his presence at that place and 

time will be immeasureable for the blind community of the 

future. The tragic scene en stage inspires Haiiy to dedicate 

his life to the pedagogy of the sightless and he ultimately 

initiates the first system ef reading for the blind, later 

perfected by Louis Braille (1809-1852), his former 

student. 11 Through his life's efforts, Haiiy ultimately 

comes to be considered the father ef the blind. 

Buero Vallejo's play ends as the seething David awaits 

Valindin in a darkened room for a final, lethal confronta

tion. The protagonist has won the affections of Adriana and 

now intends to exact final justice on the devious and un

scrupulous entrepreneur. As Valindin enters the dark abode, 

he finds himself on David's terms as their roles paradoxi

cally are reversed. With the advantage of darkness, David 

overpowers Valindin who is unable to see and defend himself. 

The blind musician kills him but the sightless assassin is 

betrayed by another member of the group. Donate, also 

enamored with Adriana, is jealous of David and denounces him 

to the police, leading to David's arrest and execution for 

Valindin's murder. The work ends with Haiiy's statement of 

resolve as he dedicates himself to the relief of the plight 

of the sightless. 
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Buero Valleje's El concierto. like Cela's Historia, 

focuses on the physically blind in carteonish and bizaare 

scenes that are paradoxical in nature. The comical portray

als and antics which entertain the audience ef the play are 

designed te have a profoundly dramatic and sobering effect on 

the reader or spectator ef the larger (framing) works. 

Cela's rather severe vignette has no resolution and delivers 

a harsher impact. The farsical hunt for the absent bull is 

abruptly ended when the event is rained out in the midst ef 

the melee. The implication is that though the event itself 

is ephemeral, the societal process responsible will continue 

to endure, promoted by the controlling entity exploiting 

those who can only be led and manipulated. 

Buero Vallejo, on the other hand, sends a message via El 

concierto that is more hopeful in its overall outlook. The 

play functions as a kind of springboard for the historical 

facts surrounding Valentin Haiiy's extraordinary "wendepunkt" 

in life that propels him into a profession which changes the 

course ef history for the role ef the blind in society. 

Buero Valleje's play, unlike Historia de Espana, offers 

vindication for the depiction of the lowly sightless clown 

whose destiny has traditionally been catering to and 

placating the demanding and often cruel audience of life 

which comprises the social, religious and political struc

tures of the Spanish community. 

Edward Gillespie discusses the symbolic significance of 

the blind in the plays of Buero as they reflect the play

wright's own personal concerns about the power structure of 

Spanish society and those affected by its processes and 

philosophy. As Gillespie indicates. El concierto is satiri

cally laced with harsh criticism for the Church and govern

ment that represent the two dominant ruling factors in 

Spain.12 Like Cela's representation of the powerful who 

attends the bloody arena and chasing of "the bull," Buero 

Vallejo also includes representatives of this power structure 
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who condone and encourage the tragic spectacle in the cafe at 

the Fair of San Ovidio. 

In order to avoid censorship, Buero Vallejo employs 

"distanciamiento historico"!^ which is steeped in irony as 

the past portrayed clearly coincides with the current times 

ef the playwright. The Paris of 1771, just before the French 

Revolution facilitates Buero Valleje's satirical criticism 

because it duplicates social and political ills and evils 

found in contemporary Spanish society. As R. Domenech 

suggests, pre-revdutionary France of the late eighteenth 

century and Spain's Civil War with its aftermath some 150 

years later, have much in common.i^ In both cases the 

declining monarchy was ultimately overthrown, giving rise to 

virtual chaos and the subsequent reign of tyranny. This 

social and political upheaval is cleverly represented in KL 

concierto _ The poor blind musicians in the play symbolize 

the lower rungs of Spanish society which traditionally 

operate on oppression and fear and the ever-present threat of 

reprisal or jail absence of total allegiance, or better, 

total submission. Blind submission also perpetuates the 

Spanish power structure at the expense of those who 

involuntarily sustain it. In most succinct terms, Barry 

Jordan evaluates the symbolic essence of the play's message 

and reduces it to a: 

moral condemnation of expioitation and 
its dramatic potential to a violent scrap 
between binary opposites: blind and 
sighted, i.e., between the "good" 
oppressed lower orders (good because 
oppressed) and the "bad" bourgeois tyrant 
(bad because violent and bour
geois) . (Jordan 432) 

Gillspie maintains that the blind beggars of the hospice are 

not just physically blind, but are intellectually blind as 

well, unaware of the "forces that mold their lives and keep 

them in hunger and poverty."i^ 

In El concierto Buero Valleje's blindmen are helpless 
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and vulnerable, treated as children by both the Prioress and 

Valindin. This attitude symbolically reflects the image of 

the Spaniard and his tendency te be unconditionally led and 

controlled by the powers that be, in much the same way that a 

blindman must follow his lazarillo. In El concierto, the 

tyrannical Valindin becomes the symbolic lazarillian exten

sion of the Spanish power structure. He considers himself 

philanthropic, with motives he considers good for the people 

in spite of themselves: 

Ye tengo buen corazon y soy filantropo. 
[Pero la filantropia es tambien la fuente 
de la riqueza, galga! Esos ciegos nos 
daran dinero. [Y yo los redimo, los 
enseno a vivir! En el Hospicio se morian 
poco a poco y conmigo van a ser apla-
udidos, van a ganar su pan... f5e emocio-
na)]kh\ iHacer el bien es hellol...(Saca 
un pafiuelo y se suena. )(Buero Vallejo 42) 

His true nature, however, is revealed to be that of a 

ruthless and egomaniacal epportunist who baits and leads the 

sightless and vulnerable let of musicians whom he deems 

mindless. In much the same way a medieval lazarillo handles 

his inept master, Valindin considers them easily manipulated 

and guided, simply tools that will turn an easy profit for 

the entrepreneur at the fair. Valindin often shows impa

tience and contempt for those who question or do not obey. 

An attempt at any assertiveness on their part is met with 

insult or threat. On occasion, Valindin's arrogance vio

lently clashes with the defiance of David, who is extremely 

perceptive, a natural leader and a rebel. His independent 

nature makes him the spokeman and protector of the little 

sightless band of musicians. In one scene David confronts 

the antagonist, whose temper erupts and he attacks the 

defenseless blindman. The message that follows the assault 

on David serves as a symbolic admonition to Spanish society 

who question or confront those who control Church and State: 

Apresa en el aire el garrote y con 
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una torsion vigorosa se le arranca a 
DAVID y lo arreja al suelo. Luego le 
retuerce el braze contra la espalda y le 
ebliga a arrodillarse. DAVID gime. 
ADRIANA: ;Son ciegos, Luis! 
VALINDIN: Enterate, imbecil. Eres 
eiege. ;Y debil! Nunca intentes nada 
contra un hombre con los ojos en su 
sitio. (Buero Vallejo 115) 

The Prioress also shares some guilt in Valindin's 

ambitious carnival creation. Her characterization is a 

symbolic extension ef the Church in Spain. Though well 

intentioned, the tendency is to treat her sightless wards 

much like disabled children totally dependent on her. Her 

primary function is to provide a semblance of comfort and she 

encourages their beggary for the good of the Church and the 

survival of the Hospice, promoting a very limited life-style 

from which there is no escape until the arrival of Valindin. 

With the unexpected, attractive financial proposal by 

Valindin to take and train some of her sightless flock for 

the upcoming Fair of San Ovidio, the saintly guardian readily 

agrees to hand over the blind wards the deceptive 

businessman. Even when the Prioress becomes suspicious of 

the true motive of Valindin, she refrains from interceding on 

behalf of the helpless, blind beggars. In one scene, David 

pleads for his violin in order to practice his music in the 

Hospice. Valindin guards the instruments and will not permit 

the blindmen te practice for any possible improvement, 

thereby ensuring they will not acquire professional 

proficiency and ruin his plans for the freak-show. When David 

implores the Prioress to ask Valindin to release the 

instruments, she concedes. When Valindin refuses, she 

continues to support his project though now suspicious and 

later merely detaches herself from further contact thereby, 

allowing the plan to run its course: 

PRIORA: Ser Andrea, si ese caballero 
vuelve a esta casa, yo no estare para 
el. iEntendido? 
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SOR ANDREA: Si, reverenda madre. 
Pere...<:,es un caballero? 
PRIORA (se encoge de hembres): Lleva 
espada. 

Se vuelve y se encamina rapida a la 
derecha. 

SOR ANDREA: Las cien libras estaban 
cabales, reverenda madre. 
PRIORA (que se detuve al oirla): Bien. 
(Buero Vallejo 97) 

David, Buero Valleje's counter to Valindin, is the 

featured member of the blind troupe, the only member ef the 

sightless sextet who is genuinely gifted. Being quite 

perceptive and independent as well, he not only uncovers the 

manager's real fate for them, but also radically alters 

Adriana's ideas regarding the true capabilities of the blind. 

Initially, she holds only pity, but through David she gains 

new insight towards them as well as towards her own self and 

ultimately falls in love with the recalcitrant blind leader. 

Finally, David brings the farce to a close with the 

assassination of the villainous entrepreneur. David's grim 

fate seems to repeat that of sightless ancestors of past 

literature whose destiny he must now share. Gillespie draws 

on the ancient literary images in an analogy and appraisal 

of Buero Valleje's most compelling figure of the play: 

The Church, the Police and Valindin are 
all formidable antagonists in El 
concierto de San Ovidio, but foes of this 
type are needed to challenge David's 
pride. Left unchecked by a more 
benevolent Prioress, an understanding and 
kindly entrepreneur, David would have 
taken charge of the Hospice and 
expropriated the orchestra. David's 
desires are not diabolical, but they are 
extremely ambitious. In this respect, 
David is much like Oedipus, who pursues 
his quest to a tragic end. David, 
already blind, possesses all the 
characteristics of a classic hero. 
(Gillespie 64-65) 

With Historia de F.spaha Cela utilizes particular images 
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of the physically blind as a symbolic vehicle te deliver 

social indictments of his fellow countrymen and their seeming 

gullibility vis-a-vis the fascist power structure and its 

obsequious religious ally. Cela's sightless pseudo-calf 

chasers are easily manipulated and controlled by don Odo who 

willingly places them in harm's way for the pleasure of the 

sighted leaders. In Buero Valleje's symbolic ve-hicle, his 

sightless group of musicians stand frightened and confused in 

their predicament, poised under threat of jail to perform in 

their ridiculous costume for the howling patrons. In 

Historia the blind are given clubs to be used en each other. 

In El concierto they are given battered one-stringed 

instruments to complete the carnivalesque shew for the profit 

of the sponsors. Cela's blind wear cowbells around the neck, 

while Buero Valleje's sightless wear foolish headgear and 

paper spectacles te exaggerate the folly of their disability. 

In both works, whether it be silly bull chasers or pathetic 

untrained musicians, both writers place responsibility for 

societal deficiencies and social improprieties at the feet ef 

their Spanish countrymen. Any social abuse by Church or 

State becomes a by-product of a citizenry that defers from 

confronting and attempting to correct the problems and people 

that are responsible for and in control of its destiny. The 

state of blindness becomes a symbolic metaphor for these who 

are unable to see, er choose net to see the social 

inequities, but rather prefer to remain resigned, to exist 

and grope in the darkness in much the same way as the images 

of the biblical sightless. The blind critic, Jean-Paul 

Borel, in an introduction to El concierto. articulates this 

seemingly inherent reluctance and resignation to confront the 

issues regarding the entities that comprise an often short

sighted power structure in Spain which has long challenged 

the essence of the Spanish soul: 

Un hombre consciente de sus debilidades, 
pero al mismo tiempo ansieso de 
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vencerlas; ansieso de descubrir el camino 
hacia un mejor estado del mundo, sin el 
que no hay mejora pesible lo humano; 
ansieso en fin de comprender cada dia 
mejor el enigma del hombre, es decir, de 
superar nuestra congenita ceguera para 
eon lo humano, porque si no se prefundiza 
nuestra conciencia de le humano, toda 
mejora del mundo es ilusoria. 

Pero es un ciego, porque cada paso 
adelante, hacia la comprension del 
fenomeno la existencia humana, tambien 
acarrea el descubrimiento de nuevas 
difieultades, de nuevas zonas escuras 
dentro del campo reducide de nuestra 
vista. (Buero Vallejo 18) 

Buero Vallejo extends the significance of blindness to 

include the Spanish audience. "He sees the mission of the 

writer as that of the conscience of his society and the 

underlying purpose of his own writings as that of opening 

eyes (el de abrir les ojos)" (Gledrich-Leffman 678). The 

playwright, in his own words, expresses the essence of his 

theater as "unas gafas para cegates que quisieran ver. Pero 

no todos los cegates quieren ver, ne todos sufren el mismo 

grade de insuficiencia optica" (Geldrich-Leffman 680). 

Cela's satirical usage of physically blind characters is 

largely limited to Historia de Espana though the topic also 

surfaces in a collection of old tales under the title Bara.ia 

de invenciones (1953). In the brief narrative "Pequena 

parabola de "Chindo', perro de ciego," Cela draws on the 

traditional image of the blindman and his guidedog. The 

story is more of a children's tale that focuses on a lonely 

and aging guidedog who devotes his life to the service of his 

aging sightless master. When the blind beggar dies, the dog 

is left te roam aimlessly and without purpose. When the old 

pet finally expires, his spiritual essence is released as 

three blind cherubs descend to carry his soul where his 

services are eternally needed. 

Buero Valleje's incorporation of the physically blind is 

much more versatile. The appearance of sightless characters 
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in many of his works constitutes a kind of literary signature 

for the writer who seems to border on obsession with the 

subject. The frequent recurrence of blindness in Buero 

Valleje's plays, as Hanna Geldrich-Leffman suggests, often 

symbolizes the search for truth: 

Very often this search is expressed in 
symbols ef light and darkness, vision and 
blindness. Therefore, blind characters 
play a central role in his theater as 
symbols of human blindness confronting 
life and its problems and their own 
nature and destiny and the cencomitant 
search for light and illumination. 
(Geldrich-Leffman 679) 

Even those works by Buero Vallejo that do not contain blind 

characters such as Las cartas boca aba.io (1957) focus on the 

eye and its implications. In Las cartas, for example, each 

page is laden with visual references to create and direct the 

tone and action. 

5.3. The theme of the sightless asexual as 
represented in the novels SantR 
(19Q3) by Federico Gamboa and 

El Tunel n94R^ bv 
Ernesto Sabato 

Heretofore, the vast majority of the material presented 

concerning the literary depictions of the physically blind in 

the Spanish realm derives heavily from peninsular Spain. 

Certainly, literature on the subject by Spanish-American 

writers is neither minimal nor remiss in its contribution. 

On the contrary, the emergence of the physically blind as a 

serious literary consideration in Spanish-American liter

ature appears about the turn of the twentieth century in 

Mexico with the "El inecente" (1894), a short story by Angel 

de Campo (1868-1908), and the novel Sania by Federico Gamboa 

(1864-1939). 

As the twentieth century unfolds, the physically blind 
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assume their places in current literature thanks to such 

notable writers as Manuel Galvez, Jorge Luis Borges, Ernesto 

Sabato and Gabriel Garcia Marquez, to mention just a few 

throughout Spanish America. Te the sightless character, the 

Spanish-American writer gives a new and somewhat different 

significance compared to that of his Peninsular counterpart; 

novel images carrying unique perspectives regarding blind

ness surface in these works. The literary blind are now set 

in the culture and times of Spanish America. Federico 

Gamboa's Santa, for example, is written to reflect the 

impoverished underside of Mexican urban life during the 

turbulent period just prior to the revolution in the initial 

decade of the twentieth century. Influences on the writer 

from the literary movement of Naturalism during this time 

frame exert themselves in his treatment and commentary on the 

paradoxical role of the Mexican woman as both prostitute and 

saint, which is reflected in the novel. Especially 

significant for the present investigation are the natural

istic influences in the development of Hipolito, the blind 

piano player and co-protagonist. 

Another such example appears in Ernesto Sabato's El 

Tunel, written in Argentina during mid-century, which offers 

a different set of perspectives and implications regarding 

the physically blind with the inclusion of Allende, Maria's 

sightless husband. He is but one of a network of psycho

logically enigmatic figures that revolve around the patho

logical protagonist, Juan Pablo Castel as he interacts with a 

pseudo-jetset crowd in Buenos Aires. 

Although new innovation and technique are seen to abound 

in the literature of Spanish America producing more unique 

characterizations of the physically blind in current writing, 

the contemporary writer never totally breaks ties with the 

sightless images of the past, which continue to exert 

immeasurable influence on even the latest of literary 

creations. 



In a poem titled "Poema de los denes" by Jorge Luis 

Borges (1899-1986), for example, the eminent Argentinean 

bibliotecario details his own ironic predicament as he 

laments the onset ef his blindness. As the result of this 

turn of events, as James Higgins points out, Borges switches 

literary gears when he contemplates the gravity of his life 

that is slipping into darkness: 

As a short-story writer Borges is always 
thought of as being a particularly modern 
figure. Yet as a poet he dissociated 
himself from the avant-garde current of 
the twenties and thirties...(Higgins 98) 

The painful strophes reflecting Borges' sightless state 

dramatically conjure up the image of John Milton and rather 

closely parallels similar lamentations found in Paradise 

Losi- Like his predecessor poet, Borges, now faced with his 

own blindness must reluctantly accept his membership in the 

involuntary ancient fraternity of the blind sage: 

Nadie rebaje a lagrima o reproche 
Esta deciaracion de la maestria 
De Dios, que con magnifica ironia 
Me dio a la vez los libros y la noche. 

De esta ciudad de libros hizo duehos 
A unos ojos sin luz, que solo pueden 
Leer en las biblioteca de los suenos 
Los insensatos parrafos que ceden. 
(Borges 176) 

Borges' ironic situation evokes an incident in the life of 

George Eliot's fictional character, Bardo, found in his novel 

Romola, written a century before. The blind Bardo, the 

protagonist's father, is a scholar who has dedicated his life 

to the study of the classics. He suddenly and tragi-cally 

finds himself in darkness, amidst copious volumes that he can 

no longer read. 

As seen with Milton and Bardo, Borges similarly links 

himself in verse to antiquity as he analogizes his own 

dispair. Incorporating characters from the past with which he 

can new identify. He expresses the state of helplessness 
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that he feels and now shares with the sightless images that 

have preceded him in literature: 

De hambre y de sed (narra una historia 
griega) 
Muere un rey entre fuentes y jardines; 
fatige sin rumbo los confines 

De esta alto y honda biblioteca ciega. 
(Borges 176) 

Further parallels with figures of the literary past can 

be drawn as well with the blind women characters in a couple 

of works by Gabriel Garcia Marquez (1928-) . Such sightless 

femahe figures are Ursula, who appears throughout Cien anos 

de soledad (1967) and the grandmother Minas, in the brief 

chapter, "Rosas artificiales," from Los funerales de la Mama 

Grande (1962). In both instances, the image of the strong 

and independent blind woman is replicated in much the same 

way as the female figures of writers of the past, such as the 

images found in the works of Sir Waiter Scott or Rudyard 

Kipling. Garcia Marquez presents these blind women as 

competent and inspirational in their endeavors to success

fully deal with their affliction as they rely on other senses 

which compensate: 

Ursula demuestra una gran habilidad al 
adaptarse a su mundo de tinieblas sin que 
la familia se de euenta. Fue 
desapareciendo el espacio, sintiendo "la 
distancia entre las cosas"; descubrio el 
"auxiiio imprevisto de los olores": 
"sabia cuando estaba la leche a punto de 
hervir"; la casa le revelo todos sus 
rineones en oscuridad y hasta descubrio 
el ritmo secrete de la 
familia...(Sacerio-Gari 62) 

Historically speaking, while blind women in literature 

are often represented as strong willed, self-reliant and in 

control of their own destiny in darkness, many sightless male 

figures, conversely, occupy roles that are far more negative 

and demeaning. To an extent, the literary roles of males are 

reversed or inverted at the onset of the afflic-tion, that is 

to say that the strong are reduced to a state of helplessness 
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while their blind female counterparts ascend from weakness to 

strength as they encounter their darkness. For the male 

figure, the depiction of the state ef blindness is frequently 

associated with that ef complete debilitation. Though the 

mind may remain keen and alert as with the images ef the 

early seers and sages, a majority ef the physically blind 

male characters throughout history are rendered as totally 

incapacitated and largely unable to accomplish nor-maiity. 

Commonly, the blindman in literature may also be disfigured, 

immobile or have a variety of other defects. He is typically 

represented as either physically repulsive or at least 

unattractive, and his overall appearance lacks appeal for the 

opposite sex. As already discussed in Chapter Three of this 

study, rarely has the blindman been portrayed in a positive 

physical light with a masculine physique that is strapping, 

statuesque or even moderately healthy. Any Apollonian er 

Adonisian attributes are gener-aily withheld from the 

sightless male and reserved for the more virile, sighted 

protagonist whose physical frame must reflect a cesmetic 

essence in body as well as mind. 

Exemplifying this literary tendency in the extreme 

differences regarding the characterization of the blind 

versus the sighted we find the male protagonist in the novel 

Nacha Reeules (1919) by Manuel Galvez (1882-1962). Through

out almost the entire novel, Nacha's co-protagonist, Fernando 

Monsalvat, possesses the essential attributes of the ideal 

composite male. He is handsome, healthy, well-educated and 

well-traveled, rich and good-hearted. Hie influence and 

unwavering love for Nacha, a prostitute, are successful in 

rescuing her from her lowly profession and deplorable 

situation. Suddenly, near the end of the novel, Monsavat 

undergoes an emotional and physical metamorphosis as the 

result of an illness which ultimately leaves him sightless. 

With this event the heroic image is quickly reduced to almost 

complete incapacitation. He now finds himself totally 
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dependent on the converted and loyal Nacha: 

Pero aquella mahana comprendio que iba 
vdviendose ciego. Una triste noche 
comenzaba a caer sobre su vida, y 
sintiose solo, aislado del mundo entero, 
de Nacha misma, en una horrible soledad. 
iY come se reconcentro en lo mas hondo de 
su alma, y como se elevo en su dolor, por 
encima de las preocupaciones humanas! 
Todo se terno pequeno, efimero, ante 
aquella gran tristeza que 
presentia...iEra demasiado triste aquella 
muerte de sus ojos... (Galvez 175) 

When informed of his inevitable blindness by his physician, 

Fernando reacts as though he has been issued a sentence of 

death which translates to man's worst fear...a state of 

helplessness and uselessness. He will be forced to 

relinquish many of his philanthropic activities in the com

munity which define his worth and essence. Mere than 

anything, however, Monsalvat is terrified of circumstances 

that parallel the plight of Milton or Borges. Nacha's 

husband must contemplate the dilemma assoeiated with the 

scholars of literature that go blind and, in essence, are 

forced to surrender their tools of life: 

No era el no ver lo que apenaba a 
Monsalvat, sino la inutilidad en que 
aquella desgracia le sumia. Hubiera 
deseado trabajar y continuar su obra en 
favor del pobre y del caido. Pero, ̂ .que 
podia hacer un ciego? Se limitaba a 
reunir a los chicuelos del barrio, a los 
que en forma agradable y divertida, les 
ensehaba muchas cosas. iLastima no poder 
ensenarles a leer! (Galvez 179) 

The assignment of Monsalvat's impairment by Galvez seems 

intended more to ingratiate Nacha than to disengage her co-

protagonist. Fernando's transition to a more delicate state 

provides Nacha the impetus to rise in total dedication to the 

care of her fallen husband as their roles are now virtually 

reversed. Ultimately Fernando's dignity and scholarly 

respect are partially restored after a period of 

_ , 
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convalescence, and he regains the following of his old 

students who surround him again, hanging on his every word as 

he fervently lectures on world affairs and condems the 

possible outbreak ef a world war. As most of his authority 

is reinstated, he again feels confident and complete in life 

with his loving Nacha nearby as he inspires his huddled group 

of eager alumni. The novel ends as "la noche del ciego 

habiase llenado de estrellas" (Galvez 181). 

Alberto J. Carlos indicates that Nacha Regules contains 

certain influences derived from Naturalism.i® Through 

Monsalvat's odyssey in the streets, Galvez examines the seedy 

side of society, tracing the life of a prostitute in Buenos 

Aires. Though the novel falls short of the true spirit of 

hard-core Naturalism, the blinding of Monsalvat certainly 

exemplifies the gloomy preoccupation of the 

movement with disease, despair, hereditary incapacity and 

limitation in life. 

Though Monsalvat's scholarly dignity is ultimately 

regained, little mention is made concerning romance or 

intimacy in the marriage of Nacha and Fernando. If one 

important aspect of Nacha's composite is defined in terms of 

her professional sexuality albeit of an impersonal or sterile 

nature, any such sexual implication becomes vir-tually absent 

in her relationship with the sightless Monsalvat. With his 

blindness, any previous physical attraction yields to other 

considerations for the e.x-prostitute towards her husband, 

ranging from admiration to pity. Any romantic attachment of 

inference seems exiled by the disease, replaced by an 

atmosphere of support and care for her disabled spouse. 

Together with works of Zola, Gamboa's novel (discussed 

below) impacts Galvez, for Santa serves as the quintes

sential naturalist work in Spanish America, i'̂  Like Galvez, 

Gamboa also pairs up a prostitute and a blindman, throwing 

them into the lowest level of Spanish-American social strata. 

The reader observes their struggles as each clings to the 
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other for support and survival, though the feelings that one 

has for the ether are measured quite differently due, in 

large part, to physical blindness. 

5.3.1 The theme of the sightless asexuals represented in the 
novel 
Santa bv Federico Gamhna 

In Mexico at the beginning ef the twntieth century the 

novelist Federico Gamboa created what would be the most 

famous and widely read work of his country until almost mid-

century. Debra A. Castillo describes Gamboa's masterpiece as 

Mexice's perennial best-seller, the first novel selected for 

mass-market promotion in supermarkets. It also inspired 

songs from such notable artists as the Mexican composer, 

Agustin Lara (1897-1970) whose "Aventurera," "Santa" and 

"Mujer" are songs dedicated te the legendary trollop. 

During this time period Gamboa received great acclaim 

for his compelling novels. Maria Guadalupe Garcia Barragan 

deems him "el unico naturalista de habia espanola que capta 

el pujante caracter epico de Emile Zola, plasmadolo--sin 

imitario ni copiarle— en vigorosas descripciones colec-

tivas" (Garcia Barragan, 1980, 290). Keeping this in mind, 

the immediate success ef the nevel and its long duration as 

Mexice's most popular work had a direct and most profound 

bearing on literary images of the physically blind during a 

great part of the first half of the twentieth century in 

Spanish-American fiction, owing largely to the figure of 

Hipolito, the blind pianist and co-protagonist in the novel. 

Like the pathetic Santa, his ceunterpart in the story, Hipo 

is so subjected to and riddled with naturalistic defects and 

limitations that his sightless affliction is not merely 

associated with, but constitutes and explains his charac

terization. His blindness also comes to be the most 

important factor in Santa's life. Because Hipo is blind, and 

apparently rendered impotent by his blindness, he can never 

aspire to an intimate romantic relationship with the one that 
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he comes to se love and cherish. 

Only a few years prior to Gamboa's fame, Perez Galdos 

wandered the back streets ef Madrid drawing upon its atmos

phere and element that he later detailed in print. In much 

the same way as the Spanish realist, Federico Gamboa, often 

accompanied by his writer-friend Angel de Campo (1868-1908) 

also strolled throughout the lower sections of Mexico City, 

with both young writers becoming familiar with the many 

quaint backstreet cafes and cantinas that comprise the night 

life of the capital city. Like their Spanish predecessor, 

Gamboa and de Campo recorded their observations and 

impressions of the seedier elements of the social structure 

which would constitute the foundation for Gamboa's famous 

work. As in the case of Perez Galdos, the images of the 

blind musicians, in particular, provided compelling raw 

material for the young Mexican writers as they witnessed the 

sightless performers ef the lower barrios desperately 

attempting to eke out a subsistence in a harsh and 

challenging environment. The phenomenon of the blind pianist 

as a viable literary character in Spanish-America first 

appears in association with these bohemian and naturalistic 

settings. 

In his story "El inecente," first published in La 

Revista Azul on July 8, 1894, de Campo incorporates the 

character of a back-street blind piano player, indistin

guishable from one that Gamboa will later develop into one of 

the major figures in Santa. 

If Galvez denies his Monsalvat romantic encounters with 

Nacha because of blindness, Gamboa ups the ante in his 

concept of the sightless asexual as portrayed in the char

acter of Hipolito, Santa's blind piano player. At the onset 

it becomes apparent that Hipo's sightlessness renders him 

incapable ef having any relationship with Santa that can 

transcend the level of friendship or confidant of the tragic 

prostitute. Gamboa's initial description of the blindman, 
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"con los horribles ojos blanquizos" recalls Flaubert's 

grotesque and eerie beggar that plagues Emma. The Mexican 

writer, also, supplies his character with an additienal 

ocular malady te underscore physical deformity. Gamboa 

depicts a man who can only inspire pity or fear, emotions 

that do not generally engender or accompany lust or affec

tion towards one who induees such reactions. Hipo has lit

erally been artistically neutered because of his sightless 

affliction. This need not deny legitimate verisimilitude but 

it seems that Hipo's asexuality or impotence is intended as 

the censequence of blindness. His inability to intimate-ly 

interact with a woman appears inseparable from his sight-less 

state. It is in reality the other characters and not he 

himself who cannot imagine him participating in romance or 

intimacy. Regardless of his hopes or efforts, he can never 

win Santa's heart or be anything beyond a loyal friend. 

To understand er explain this attitude, one most 

remember that the novel is written around the dawning of the 

age of Sigmund Freud (1856-1939) approximately at the time 

psycho-analysis becemes popular. More significant for this 

study is Freud's great interest in the human eye and its 

decisive relationship to psycho-sexual development and 

interaction between the genders. As Jacob Twersky indicates, 

Freud's numerous comments on the importance of the eyes role 

in sexual attraction have a major impact on the literature of 

the time.i® 

On an even deeper level Freud has some rather unset

tling views concerning the implications of blindness with 

regard to symbolic castration. A few of his contentions 

regarding vision, or lack thereof, shed some light on the 

medieval mind and the ageless fears in which blindness is 

associated with the absence of sexuality. Freud links 

blindness, which he feels to symbolize the absence of life, 

to castration which represents the absence of any 

regenerative power: 
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Das Studium der Traume, der Phantasien 
und Mythen hat uns dann gelehrt, dai3 die 
Angst um die Augen, die Angst zu 
erblinden, hSufig genug ein Ersatz fiir 
die Kastrationsangst ist. Auch die 
Selbstblendung des mysthischen 
Verbrechers Odipus ist nur einer 
Ermaf3igung fiir die Strafe der 
Kastration...(Geldrich-Leffman 672) 

In the literature ef the period and more specifically 

Gamboa's novel, Santa. such Freudian influence combines with 

elements of Naturalism to project the physically blind as a 

kind of asexual entity as manifest in the character of 

Hipolito, the blind piano player. He lives in the bordello 

te which Santa comes to work and has as his primary function 

accompanying the prostitutes who also sing and dance for 

their patrons. 

Seen after Santa's arrival the blind musician befriends 

the newest member to the brothel and "per mutua atraccion, 

Santa e Hipolito simpatizaron desde que se eoneeieron" 

(Gamboa 72). Santa readily accepts Hipo's kindness and 

support, and responds in kind. His sightless appearance, 

however, incites pity and revulsion in Santa who takes great 

pains "para no encontrarse con la mortecina luz de aquellos 

ojos que casi la miraban con alge de suplica desesperada per 

no poder mirarla" (Gamboa 76). 

Some evidence exists that Hipo also feels lustful 

towards the other girls of the house but their occasional 

favors are only given te him in jest without any serious 

consideration of real emotional involvement. Though the 

blindman is grateful, he knows his place and does not cross 

the line te compete with the rest of the clientele, consid

ering all of the girls to be capricious and insensitive until 

he comes to know Santa with whom he immediately begins to 

fall deeply in love. Hipo validates her paradoxical name as 

he shares his feelings with his lazarillo in whom he 

confides. As Hipo's love for the girl grows, he not only 
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endures continuous rejection by her but experiences intense 

internal conflicts because of his physical limitations. Not 

surprisingly, the anguish of jealousy quickly surfaces in an 

atmosphere in which he is the only one who cannot vie for 

Santa's attentions. Ironically he is also the only one who 

truly appreciates and "sees" the essence of her soul though 

he alone is net privy to her giving of pleasure. As the new 

hooker on the block, Santa must share a room with the 

sightless musician in the prostibulo. She trusts her 

roommate completely and often undresses in his presence as 

her duties dictate. In this otherwise intimate setting, 

Santa does not consider Hipo as any threat to her privacy as 

his blindness appears to render him a docile prototype for 

the freudian neutered sightless. Hipo, on the other hand, 

constantly internalizes the frustration of being the only one 

unable to gaze on Santa's loveliness: 

—"IAhora se desnuda ella!..."—seguia 
pensando. Y de s61o pensarlo, se 
estremecia en su banquille, cual si agua 
helada le escurriese per la medula, y sus 
horribles ojos blanquizcos, sus ojos sin 
iris y sin esperanza de poder admirar 
jamas esa desnudez magnifica, sebre la 
que galopaban desbocados todos les 
apetites, enfureeidas y dementes tedas 
las concupiscencias, sus ojos de estatua 
se encerraban muy apretades, come si la 
soberana desnudez de Santa tuviera el 
privilegio prodigiose de deslumbrar y 
herir hasta los ojos de los ciegos...! 
(Gamboa 140) 

The characterization of Hipo, like Santa's name, has a 

paradoxical inference. One critic considers the blindman 

"simultaneamente el mds romantico y realista de la novela" 

(Garcia Barragan 290). Hipo's internal essence, seen in the 

intense feelings that he holds for Santa contradicts his 

external or outward presence. Physical deformity overrides 

the beauty within as Santa continuously keeps Hipo distant 

and at bay. Bert L. Lewis reaches back to the literary 
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images of antiquity to analogize the paradox, comparing Hipo 

to Hephaestus, the lame and ugly god of the forge. He also 

links Hipolito's blindness together with his hideous 

appearance to the one impaired lover of Aphrodite.i® As in 

El concierto, with the figure ef Hipo one can again clearly 

see Hugdian efforts to merge the sublime with the grotesque. 

Gamboa effectively augments the latter factor with such 

scenes in which the sightless piano player becomes the folly 

ef the working girls that he occasionally attempts to pursue. 

Like Gregor in Kafka's Die Verwandlung. the grotesque is 

intensified as the character of Hipo elicits the seemingly 

incompatible feelings of laughter and revulsio. Hipo's 

character fairly well fits Philip Thomson's observations on 

the subject who notes: "that the extreme incongruity 

associated with the grotesque is itself ambiv-alent in that 

it is both comic and monstrous" (Thomson 5). 

As Santa's profession begins to take its toll on her own 

health and appearance, Hipo's struggle with the clashing 

forces of the external versus the internal transfers to his 

beloved friend. Like the ancestral sages before him, Hipo 

confides in his lazarillo that he is the only one who can 

truly "see" through the ugliness that the wages of her duties 

have brought: 

—iYa! —rugi6 Hip61ito enderezdndose— 
ya no me digas mas, porque te pego...iYa 
veo a Santita, ya la vi, y bendigo a Dios 
porque soy ciego y no he de verla como la 
miras tu! (Gamboa 148) 

In the novel Hipo never realizes his greatest desire as 

Santa continues to refrain from any consideration of the 

blindman as a viable mate. She can only pay lip service to 

the attraction felt by the smitten blindman: 

S6 que usted me quiere, me lo ha probado 
cien ocasiones...y yo, francamente, per 
ahora, no le quiero a usted...pero no me 
inspira asco ni repugnancia, eso no. 

En lugar de respuesta, Santa vencio sus 
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ascos, cerro los ojos, y cual si 
cumpliera con obligacion ignorada, 
caritativamente, beso a Hipolito, [en 
plena boca! Y escape a menudo trote 
femenino, recogiendose la falda; y el 
ciego se quedo petrificado, sin alientos, 
todo su cuerpo miserable y mal vestido, 
recargado a la pared, muy abiertos sus 
horribles ojos sin iris. (Gamboa 232, 
234) 

Ironically, as Santa's delicate state of health 

continues to deteriorate, she begins more and more to retreat 

into Hipo's world as he offers her solace and the hope of an 

eventual escape from their misery with dreams of a normal 

life together, as it were: "—No saldremos de los sencillos, 

de los naturales y hemos de ser nosotros, Santita, les 

primeros en espantarnos de que con tan poca cosa se sienta 

uno tan feliz..." (Gamboa 252). 

In her downward spiral and with her body ravaged with 

disease, the vigilant blindman never wavers from her side. 

At the end, Hipo lovingly eases Santa's passage from life. 

It is at her point of departure that Santa ultimately 

realizes the gravity of the love that Hipo has been ever so 

willing to offer her. In essence, she recognizes her own 

mortal blindness: 

Echose Santa en brazes de Hip61ito, 
cegada per la llama de aquel amor, que 
lejos de extinguirse, trazas llevaba de 
perdurar hasta la muerte de quien lo 
nutria o de quien lo inspiraba; quizes 
hasta despues, mas alia de la muerte y 
del olvido. 

iDe verdad tanto me quiere, Hipo? 
(Gamboa 314) 

Santa finally succumbs and as she slips from the 

blindman's grasp he lashes out in frustration and anger at 

his own miserable life that he considers sterile and devoid 

of engendering any real love from another. His intense 

sadness pours over the body of the dying friend and seems to 

cleanse her limited perceptions about the only man who has 
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"seen" her soul. As she expires, Hipo's love is her last 

perception, and ironically, as well, the first love, that she 

fleetingly experiences. Regardless, though his inner beauty 

ultimately manifests itself to Santa, it is still expressed 

as an extreme contrast to his physical grotesqueness: 

El eiege al decir esto, habiase 
incorporado, y la luz de la vela le dio 
de lleno en su rostro comide de viruelas, 
en sus horribles ojos sin iris, que, por 
inmoviles, parecian mirar las tristezas 
que brotaban de sus labies pretestantes, 
el acumulado dolor que enumeraba, el 
deseensuele de su existencia yerma en 
amores. Muy impresionada, veialo Santa, 
sin reparar ya en la fealdad de su 
adorador ultimo, antes descubriendo en 
ese propio rostro enfamado con la triple 
marca de la viruela, del padecer y de la 
miseria moral y material, en esos ojos 
blanquizcos de estatua de bronce, sin 
patina, una hermosura exrtrafta, un 
atractivo de persona martirizada, que ha 
apurado hasta las heces, sditario y 
mudo, el caliz amarguisime de tedas las 
desgraeias. (Gamboa 316-317) 

The novel, Santa, is an excellent example that occurs in a 

time frame after the long duration of the romantic movement 

had largely run its course and had left significant marks. As 

other literary trends came into vogue and take hold during 

the transition of the nineteenth te the twentieth century, 

such strong romantic tendencies toward the sen-timental and 

the melodramatic persisted to filter into even the most rigid 

and inflexible forms of writing that would be considered to 

be diametrically opposed to such leanings. For the purpose 

of this part of the study, it should be noted that a most 

important contribution of the romantic to future movement was 

the modification of the roles of secon-dary or peripheral 

characters who were brought more to the center and served to 

function in critical and leading capacities. Whereas many of 

these characters previously were relegated to peripheral 

roles as their essence merely comprised part of the 
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decoration for the costumbristay the romantic movement moved 

to radically alter the aspect of the marginal image and ought 

to exhalt and glorify in print figures that had the potential 

to be quite colorful and exciting. Many of the figures 

reflected personages that were found in the lower strata of 

society who, before, are traditionally viewed as antisocial 

at best. Suddenly the subjects who, traditionally, were only 

considered appro-priate as material for the romance de ciego, 

were literarily vendicated and were promoted to a heroic 

level. Among the variety of marginal characters that became 

ef great interest were the physically blind. 

The figure of Pablo in Marianela is, of course, one of 

the first examples that the blind beggar of the streets is 

exchanged for the young sightless protagonist and his loving 

lazarilla, who was literarily bathed in sentimentalism and 

melodrama. 

Gamboa closely follows Hugo's approach in the form of 

Hipolito, the blind co-protagonist. Santa's loving pro

tector is a prime candidate as the sublime merges with the 

hideous. Like Quasimodo, Hipo's grotesque features only 

serve to function as a superficial exterior that conceals the 

pure and intense love that he holds for his tragie friend. 

Hipo fairly well follows the patterns set forth by such 

characters as Hugo's Gwynplaine or, taken to its extreme, 

Quasimodo as all are complete social outcasts because of 

deformity and hideous physical appearance. Like his romantic 

predecessors, Hipo is endowed with a powerful love for Santa 

that can never totally transcend his physical boundaries. He 

can, therefore, only internalize his conflicts which are 

rooted in his inability to see his beloved and thus, any 

possible reciprocity of affection becomes remote. Because of 

the traditional and rather rigid standards that exist in 

relation to physique and romance, it is inconceivable on the 

parts of Hipo, Santa and the reader for there to be any 
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viable romantic interlude between the protagonists, only 

painful desires that must remain in cheek. This acceptance 

on Hipo's part essentially engenders his asexuality as his 

blindness prevents him from any successful and complete 

relationship. As William R. Paulson points out, this aspect 

becomes a most important factor in the romantic treatment in 

the merging of the sublime with the grotesque: 

The absence er loss of sight can be 
understood only with respect to the 
centrality of vision and the eye. But 
blindness is more than the absence of 
sight; it may also be a deformity or 
mutilation, a mark of punishment and 
violence, and it is no surprise to find 
blindness, in Hugo's work, linked to 
castration. (Paulson 168) 

As Paulson also suggests with respect to Romantic doctrine, 

which can also be applied to Hipolito's situation with a kind 

of tongue in cheek: "The love of the blind appears to be 

free from the aggressivity and perils that are implied by the 

erotic gaze" (Paulson 178). 

5.3.2 The theme of the sightless asexual as presented in the 
nQ2l&2^El Tunel bv Ernesto Sabato 

In several of his works, Ernesto Sabato (1911-) utilizes 

physically blind characters in a variety of roles. For the 

most part, his sightless images impart rather negative 

implications as they exude an aura of the myster-ious, the 

evil or the enigmatic. Examples of malevolent or suspicious 

creatures are demonstrated in El tiinel (1948), Sobre heroes v 

tumbas (1961), Informe sobre ciegos (1968) and Abad6n el 

extermindador (1984). In most instances Sabato's blind 

characters are either hated or feared. In Elescritor v SUR 

fantasmas the author confesses to his own personal fears of 

the sightless. As Juan Rodriguez points out, they reflect 

the essence of Sabato's underlying message in which man is 

placed in a continuous state of crisis. In both Sobre heroes 
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V tumban and Abadon el extermindadnr the sightless characters 

are cast as wicked and powerful in their nocturnal world. In 

the former novel they punish their disobedient sighted 

followers by plucking out their eyes to establish absolute 

control. The menacing sect of blindmen who are in control of 

the universe serve as antag-onists for Fernando in his 

attempt to overcome his own personal ordeal: 

...esos usurpadores, especie chantajistas 
morales que, cosa natural, abundan in los 
subterraneos, per esa cendicion que los 
emparenta con les animales de sangre fria 
y piel resbaladiza que habitan en cuevas, 
cavernas, sotanos, viejos pasadizos, 
cafios de desages, alcantarillas, pozos 
ciegos, grietas profundas, minas 
abandonadas con sileneiosas filtraciones 
de agua: y algunos, los mas poderosos, en 
enormes cuevas subterraneas, a veces a 
centenares de metres de profundidad. 
(Rodriguez 29) 

In Informe sobre ciegos. there are strong suggestions 

that the blind arouse suspicion and distrust like their 

ancestral literary brothers. One such example is found early 

in the work when the narrator has a sudden encounter with a 

sightless figure. The brief scenario calls to mind that ef 

Flaubert's blind beggar or Stevenson's evil Pew. Like both, 

Sabato's blindman is equally repugnant and imposing as he lay 

in wait for the unsuspecting narrator: 

;Que espanto! El ciego estaba contra 
la pared, agitade, evidentemente a la 
espera. No pude evitar el llevarmelo per 
delante. Entonces me agarr6 del braze 
con una fuerza sobrehumana y senti su 
respiracidn contra mi cara. La luz era 
muy escasa y apenas podia distinguir su 
expresion; pero toda su aetitud, su 
jadeo, el brazo que me apretaba como una 
tenaza, su voz, todo manifestaba rencor y 
una despiadada indignaci6n. 

—iMe ha estado siguiendo! —exclamo 
en voz baja pero como si gritara. 

Asqueade (sentia su aliente sobre mi 
rostro, olia su piel humeda), asustado, 
murmure monosilabos, negue loca y 
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desesperadamente, le dije "senor, usted 
esta equivocado", casi cai desmayado de 
asco y de prevenci6n. (Sabato 26) 

In 1938, Sabato, as Jose Echeverria points out, began to 

distance himself from his formal training in the sciences and 

turned to writing "para penetrar en el universe abismatico de 

sus deliries" (Echeverria 86). It was this philosophical 

exchange of facts for feelings that one gains some insight 

into the possible sources for Sabato's blind characters. A 

decade later in 1947, the writer became intensely interested 

in the movement of Existentialism which exerts considerable 

influence in his novels that follow. As a result, Sabato 

draws certain conclusions in which the eye becemes a pivotal 

factor in expressing existentialistical concepts. Sabato 

writes: "Adverti que en Sartre todo provenia de la vista...No 

es que razone mal, es que se siente culpable, leemos. 

Paginas sobre el cuerpo, la mirada, la verguenza. Se 

aterrorizaba cuando lo miraba. iQu^ es lo que pueden ver? 

el cuerpo. El infierno es la mirada de los etros" 

(Echeverria 86). 

If the eye becomes all-important in Sabato's inter

pretation of the psychologically horrific, it is not a far 

reaeh to understand why blindness can only serve to exag

gerate and extend the idea. Thus, the character of Allende, 

Maria's enigmatic blind husband, becemes an integral figure 

in El tunel. (1948) written a year after his Sartrean 

epiphany. 

The character of Allende is written as a most puzzling 

and complex personage whose role as Maria's spouse confuses 

and frustrates the analytically obsessed Juan Pablo Castel. 

The blindman appears to Castel to be mere of a human keep

sake than a legitimate mate to Maria as he cannot fathom his 

lover's attraction to her sightless spouse. Consequently, 

both Maria and Allende ultimately become victims of Castel's 

pathologically obsessive nature as his personality literally 
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breaks down in its frantic attempt te figure out the pair in 

analytical and logical terms which never seem to compute. 

The story begins when the psycho-neurotic Castel 

observes Maria who is studying one of his paintings. 

Entranced by her beauty and interest in his art, he arranges 

to meet her as the initial encounter seems to inspire a 

mutual interest. The date is interrupted, however, when 

Maria suddenly leaves the city. At this point the psyche of 

the painter comes under duress as he is instructed to go to 

Maria's heme to receive a letter of explanation for her 

cancellation. When he arrives it is the blind Allende who 

greets him and gives him the mysterious note. With the 

unexpected appearance of the blind husband, Castel's 

obsessive and analytical mind becomes fixated on figuring out 

the arrangement. Before meeting Allende he is directed into 

the study where he finds volumes of books in braille. 

Initial confusion rapidly escalates when the blindman 

receives him and abruptly announces his rather uncon

ventional marital status te the perplexed Castel: "No me 

llamo Iribarne y no me diga sefior" (Sabato 39). Allende 

gives Castel the love note which he reads in front of the 

blindman in silence. Very uncomfortable, he recalls: "Me 

senti un especie de monstrue, viendo sonreir al ciego, que me 

miraba con los ojos bien abiertos...No veia el memento de 

huir de aquella sala maldita. Pero el ciego no paracia tener 

apure. oQue abominable comedia es esta?" (S6bato 39). As 

the perplexing scene in the study concludes and Allende 

excuses himself, the painter's confusion quickly turns into 

anger which he projects onto his sightless host: 

Y ese ciego, <i,que clase de bicho era? 
Dije ya que tengo una idea desagradable 
de la humanidad; debo confesar ahora que 
los ciegos no me gustan nada y que siente 
delante de ellos una impresion semejante 
a la que me producen ciertos animales, 
fries, hiimedos y silencioses, como las 
viboras. Si se agrega el hecho de leer 
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delante de 61 una carta de la mujer que 
decia ' Yo tambiSn pienso en usted,' no es 
dificil adivinar la sensacidn de asco que 
tuve en aquellos mementos. (Sabato 40) 

As Castel continues to dwell on the role that Allende 

plays in Maria's life, he perceives the blindman as emas

culated and weak. To confirm this, he later confronts Maria 

on the matter. According to her, the relationship began 

normally but has definitely been altered. In much the same 

way as Gamboa's Hipolito, Maria reveals te Castel that 

Allende serves as a kind of support system for the capri

cious and intriguing woman. Allende appears to be the only 

source of stability in her unsettled world. What is lacking 

in her appraisal of her husband to Castel is any allusion to 

mutual intimacy of wedlock: 

Maria me miro con mayor tristeza. Estuve 
un rate callada y al cabo me pregunto con 
vez muy dolorIda: 
—<i,Es necesario que responda tambien a 
eso? 
—Si, es absolutamente necesario—le dije 
con dureza. 
—Me parece horrible que me interrogues 
de este modo. 
—Es muy sencillo: tienes que decir si o 
no. 
—La respuesta no es tan simple: se puede 
tener y no tener. 
—Muy bien—conclui friamente—.Eso 
quiere decir que si. 
—Muy bien: si. 
--Entonces lo deseas 
—He dicho que tengo relaciones con el, 
no que le desee. 
—jAh! —exclame triunfalmente—.iEso 
quiere decir que tienes relaciones sin 
desearlo pero haciendde creer que lo 
deseas! (Sabato 58) 

Castel reasons that the unusual arrangement confirms Maria as 

a capricious temptress, and begins to see his own dark 

reflection in the image of the cuckolded blind spouse. He 

verbalizes these suspicions and conclusions to his new lever 
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and declares: 

—Porque es evidente—presegui 
implacable—que si demostrases no sentir 
nada, ne desearlo, si demostrases que la 
union fisica es un sacrificio que haces 
en honor a su carifie, a tu admiracidn 
por su espiritu superior, etcetera, 
Allende no volveria a acostarse jamas 
contigo. En otras palabras: el hecho de 
que siga haciendde denuestra que eres 
capaz de enganarlo no solo acerca de tus 
sentimientos sino hasta de tus 
sensaciones. y que eres capaz de una 
imitacion perfecta del placer. (Sabato 
59) 

With this rationalization Castel uses Maria's infi

delity toward Allende te emotionally torment her. He also 

uses the husband's blindness to exaggerate the issue. Castel 

aggravates his own frustration over the matter as he 

frantically tries to explain the relationship to himself 

while feeling compelled to wound the adulterous wife: "Por un 

instante, senti el deseo de llevar la crueldad hasta el 

maximo y agregue, aunque me daba cuenta de su vulgaridad y 

torpeza: —Engafiando a un ciego" (Sabato 59). 

The figure ef Allende does not reappear until the end ef 

the novel after Castel has murdered Maria. It is through the 

blindman that the mad painter justifies the fatal act. At 

the conclusion of the story Castel seeks out Allende to 

confess and even proclaim the righting of a wrong from which 

both he and the blindman have suffered. To his surprise, 

Allende does not react as expected. The seemJngly resigned 

and obscure spouse suddenly erupts, displaying anguish and 

anger on hearing of the murder of his wife and attempts to 

attack Castel in a violent rage. The killer is quite taken 

aback to find that he has done no favor in ridding Allende 

and himself ef the unfaithful wife and lover. Allende's 

outburst reveals an insight that Maria's confused lover can 

never grasp. Allende, like Hipolito, completely accepts his 

wife's lifestyle, though the relationship has been anything 
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but normal. Allende nevertheless found it to be viable and 

workable. Maria and Allende drew on each other for strength 

and solace in their matrimony. Essentially to destroy one is 

an act that will destroy the other. Now, to complete the 

deadly process, Castel declares to Allende what the blindman 

already knows and accepts: 

—iVengo de la estancia! |Maria era la 
amante de Hunter! La cara de Allende se 
puso mortalmente rigida. 
—[Imbecil! —grit6 entre dientes, con 
un edie helade. Exasperado per su 
incredulidad, le grite: 
—iUsted es el imbecil! iMaria era 
tambien mi amante y la amante de muchos 
etros! 

Senti un herrendo placer, mientras el 
ciego, de pie, parecia de piedra. 
— I Si! —grite—. |Yo lo engafiaba a usted 
y ella nos engahaba a todos! iPero ahora 
ya no podra enganar a nadie! iComprende? 
jA nadie! |A nadie! 
—iInsensate! —aullo el ciego con una 
voz de fiera y corrid hacia mi con unas 
manos que parecian garras. 
Me hice a un lade y tropezo contra una 
mesita, cayendose. Con increible 
rapidez, se incorpord y me persiguio per 
teda la sala, tropezando con sillas y 
muebles, mientras lloraba con un llanto 
seco, sin lagrimas, y gritaba esa sola 
palabra: iinsensate! (Sabato 100) 

It is later in prison that Castel learns of Allende's 

suicide. His obsessive overanalysis does not subside with his 

incarceration. However, on hearing of Allende's death, it 

becomes evident that Juan Pablo will never understand Maria 

and Allende's arrangement. His concluding statements 

underscore his incapacity to solve the puzzle of the enig

matic Allende, reflecting his inability to understand the 

mechanics er degrees of love that are not necessarily 

measured in terms of sexuality. For Maria to care for, much 

less be attracted to, Allende is totally illogical to Castel. 

Though Juan Pablo is but one of a string of levers, Allende, 

seemingly unencumbered, remains loyal and unique to her. 
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something that Castel can never resolve. The murderer can 

only define love in terms of sexuality and lust. For Maria 

to feel any attraction to the blindman transcends carnal 

boundaries, which Castel can only consider to be bordering on 

the perverse. So the killer is left to forever ponder why 

Allende has taken his own life: 

En estos meses de encierro he intentade 
muchas veces razonar la ultima palabra 
del ciego, la palabra insensato. Un 
cansancio muy grande, o quiza un oscuro 
instinto, me lo impide reiteradamente. 
Algun dia tal vez legre hacerlo y 
entonces analizare tambien los motives 
que pudo haber tenide Allende para 
suicidarse. (Sabato 101) 

Allende maintains a relatively low profile in the novel until 

the announcement of his wife's murder by Castel at the end of 

the story. Here the reader is able to gain some real insight 

into the character of the blindman that has other-wise 

remained relatively obscure and inactive. Allende'6 violent 

reaction to the ghastly message reveals some unsettling 

things about the sightless husband. As his normally sedate 

state is abruptly transformed into one of violence and rage, 

the overall reaction to his wife's death reflects someone who 

has been deprived of something valuable rather than of the 

loss of a loved one. Shock and grief, as even an 

afterthought, are replaced with anger and disgust, as when 

property is violated. Castel never stops to consider that 

Allende is not only aware of Maria's open life-style but 

actually condons and supports it. In effect, the 

unconventional marriage takes on the semblance of pimp/ 

prostitute or a variation thereof as sexual displacement 

seems likely. As he attempts to attack Castel while yelling 

insults, the tear ducts of his sightless orbs are virtually 

dry. The revelation of Allende's unexpected and dramatic 

change in behaviour completely baffles Castel who feels he 

has done a real service for the one who new confronts him. In 
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actuality, Castel's analytical mind has again overloaded and 

has only yielded him half-truths as he gropes to under-stand 

why Maria has continued to keep her sightless spouse. In 

fact, there appears to be much more of a mutual bond as she 

too appears te be kept by Allende. His library suggests him 

to be quite cerebral which stimulates his spouse who 

demonstrates interest in the arts that first impressed 

Castel. This would seem to indicate intellectual compat

ibility. As Maria continues to have an array of levers, 

there may include an economic arrangement that also exists 

between the pair or, perhaps, it is only Allende's accep

tance and tolerance of Maria's sexual antics that tend to 

bind the two. Regardless, Allende, in complete contra

diction te Castel's appraisal of the blindman, is a powerful 

force that continues to draw his wife back into a sustained 

relationship that appears comfortable for both. For this, 

her destruction insures his own suicide. To the confusion of 

Castel, it is now the only solution to one who has been 

rendered as half alive and half dead by Maria's assassin. So 

Allende has little choice but to complete the process that 

Castel has begun. 

One of the most significant aspects of the sightless 

characters presented in this chapter is the tendency for the 

blind te be cast in roles that are crucial to the storyline. 

Beginning with Marianela. the traditional figure of the 

physically blind character as a kind of scenic prop starts to 

yield to a personage that is more developed in profile. The 

figure of a sightless Pablo, for example, far exceeds the 

customary one-dimentional role. In effect, the phe-nomenon 

of blindness and its implications provide for a new and 

diverse range of possibilities never before considered. The 

blind co-protagonist in Marianela proves te be a worthy 

investment as the romantie trends of the past are regen

erated and seek to filter into the changing literature. It 

^.-^xJUutf 
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readily adapts to new characters that easily conform to its 

sentimental and melodramatic leanings. 

As the sightless character develops more as a central 

figure, the psychological issues regarding the affliction 

become a focal point of conflict and resolution for the 

sightless protagonist and is new as a point of departure for 

infinite possibilities. The reader/audience is exposed to 

the internal conflicts of the individual who is faced with 

the adversities and challenges of life in darkness. 

Maria's ironic predicament in Unamuno's "La venda" 

proves to be interesting as the primary subject is faced with 

an unexpected dilemma when her vision is restored. 

In Buero Valleje's El concierto the sightless David is 

placed in a role of inspirational leadership as he appears to 

be the most effective candidate in the struggles to op-pose 

Valendin's exploitation. Though resolution is costly David's 

efforts te avenge the honor and dignity of the lit-tle group 

of blind musicians, sadly inspires his martyrdom. 

To be sure the blindness of a main character has become 

an intrinsic feature to a story line yet continues to remain 

an enigmatic object of curiosity for the sighted. As the 

physically blind characters are presented in roles that are 

more important, their profiles enjoy exposure that is 

considerably more revealing. The phenomenon of blindness 

still engages and spellbinds the reader or observer in the 

same way that it did at the beginning of civilization. A 

true understanding or insight into the sightless character 

can never be fully complete as the mystery will continue to 

persist. Even such important figures as Sabato's Allende, 

who remains fairly low profile in the novel, invites much 

wonderment and speculation though his actual appearance in 

the story is fleeting. As with every character in this 

chapter, the blind as primary contributors become familiar as 

their internal workings that comprise the essence of the 

sightless character as an independent entity can be examined. 
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It must be taken into account, that most writers about the 

sightless, however inspired, are not themselves blind and may 

manufacture their characters according to personal precepts 

and impressions. Though the diverse talents of these writers 

portray the blind in a variety of interesting aspects and are 

responsible for engendering other innovative possibilities, 

accuracy is often sacrificed as central sightless characters 

are given the opportunity to be contemplated and pondered as 

never before. As blind characters continue to develop as 

integral units of a work and their roles revert more from an 

object as part of scenic decoration to that of a viable 

subject, parts of the enigma of the nature of blindness will 

still persist. It will serve to motivate and inspire other 

writers that are forth- coming to further delve into the 

infinite literary possi-bilities that surround the character 

that is placed in physical darkness. 
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CHAPTER VI 

AN EXAMINATION OF DEPICTIONS OF THE PHYSICALLY 

BLIND IN THE WORKS OF RAM6N DEL 

VALLE-INCLaN (1866-1936) 

A cursory review of the works of Ramon del Valle-Inclan 

reveals the frequent inclusion of physically blind char

acters during the major part of his literary career (1895-

1926). Few other Spanish writers, save Benito Per6z Galdos 

or Antonio Buero Vallejo are so consistent in incorporating 

the sightless in their works. In Valle, it becomes a no

ticeable characteristic of his artistic endeavors. 

Nevertheless, Valle does not exhibit the same literary 

preoccupation with the blind as Buero, whose sightless 

characters are consistantly placed in a role that is more 

central to the plot as blindness itself thematically 

dominates many ef his works. However, as J. Cruz Mendizabal 

points out: "Estudiar los Ciegos de Valle-Inclan supone 

adentrarse en un ambiente clasice de estatica vision ciega. 

La casi obsesionante descripcion de los ojos videntes se 

transforma en Valle-Inclan en admiracion ante las insensibles 

y siempre fijas pupilas de los ciegos" (Cruz Mendizabal 51). 

Many of Valle's blind characters, unlike these of Buero, are 

relegated to roles that are for the most part secondary. 

They are designed te serve as part of the scenery, a type of 

costumbrismo blending that adds to Valle's Galician 

landscape. As Enrique Segura Covarsi indicates: "Estos 

personajes cdectivos tienen una tipdogia especial en 

consonancia con el ambiente de la obra ..-Corretean per sus 

ebras como per las veredas y caminos de Galicia" (Segura 

Covarsi 50). 

Whatever the extent of artistic employment, the fact 

remains that physically blind characters are of great 

importance to Valle's writings, appearing in more than a 
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dozen works beginning with one of his earliest vignettes, 

"Las Verbenas" (1892), enduring through the esperpentic 

period and finally appearing in his later novel, Tirane 

Banderas (1926). Colorful figures such as the Ciego de 

Gondar and others reappear in almost every play and story 

during Valle's early and middle literary periods. In his 

play Voces de gestafl912K the protagonist is a sightless 

female whose blinding by the enemy establishes the intense 

direction for the drama. One of Valle's most important 

sightless characters is instrumental in securing his 

creator's legacy as a literary immortal. In Luces de 

bohemia("1924) the dying blind poet. Max Estrella, defines the 

concept of the esperpento and its profound symbolic 

implications that Valle directs toward Spain and her people. 

Little has been written about the variety of sightless 

characters represented throughout Valle's works. The 

recently published Bibliografia general del Ramon del Valle 

Ino1An (1995), one of the most complete reference catalogs 

about the writer, runs in excess of 500 pages and its 

extensive listings serve as an informative tool to even the 

most sophisticated investigator of Valle. Ironically, 

amongst the vast copilation of material, only one pub

lication cited addresses the array of blind images that 

present themselves throughout his literature. On page 495 of 

the guide, Enrique Segura Covarsi's brief publication 

entitled "Los ciegos del Valle Inclan" (1952) is mentioned. 

The extremely informative article, though less than com

plete, and dating from nearly half a century ago, consti

tutes the most important source as a point of departure for 

Chapter VI of this study. 

Chapter VI focuses on Valle's sightless figures and 

possible sources for their inspiration. Using Segura 

Covarsi's publication as but one reference, this section of 

study investigates the fascinating physically blind images 
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found in Valle's works. The present study agrees with 

Covarsi's contention that Valle's intense preoccupation with 

the image of the sightless is an integral part of his 

aesthetic motifs. While Valle frequently casts his blind 

characters in peripheral roles, a consistent pattern linking 

these images in one form or another strongly suggests they 

are of great value to Valle's literary world: 

Valle-Inclan tiene una constante 
preocupacion por los ojos. En las 
descripciones de sus personajes crea un 
canon propio en donde los ojos adquieren 
un lugar destacado...Aun ofrece mayor 
interes la constante preocupacidn de 
Valle-Inclan per las cuencas en 
apariencia inmutable de los ciegos. Le 
preocupan los ojos multiformes y tragicos 
en ciega quietud. La cabeza del ciego 
Maximo Estrella es rizada y ciega, de un 
gran caracter clasico-arcaico, recuerda 
los Hermes. A Valle-Inclan les ciegos en 
su mirada le recuerdan siempre a los 
dieses gentilicos. Les ojos de les 
ciegos son a veces agatas blanquecinas. 
Y Electus, el ciego de Gondar:"tiene los 
ojos abiertos, inmoviles, semejantes a un 
dies primitive, aldeano y jovial". Esta 
veneraeion per los ojos de ciego va 
intimamente ligada al credo estetico de 
Valle-Inclan. (Segura Covarsi 51) 

6,1 The sightless female characters in the 
works of Valle-Inclan 

The blind women characters that surface in the works of 

Valle-Inclan are closely associated with the nostalgic 

Galician past. They appear to be endowed with exceptional 

insight and memory regarding the transistion of life and land 

in their Galician surroundings where the feudal, aris

tocratic states of old begin to crumble, giving way to a 

still more decadent social structure in which law is regarded 

even less. The sightless state of the women seems to mirror 

the exaltation of times lost; their blindness accompanies the 

ability to capture and retain those temporal and spatial 

•xsd 
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elements that customarily dissipate in the course of time. 

Valle's sightless females are unencumbered by conventional, 

external vision that can distort and corrupt temporal and 

spatial elements. Inner vision, sometimes referred te as the 

"mind'5 eye" ironically approximates the essence of the truth 

as its objectivity is undisturbed by visual interference that 

is external and linear rather than internal and cyclical. La 

Reja, in Aguila de Blasonf19Q91. reminds us of the 

association of blindness to truth when she declares: "Aunque 

todos no la verian, que les ojos traidores se arrastran per 

la tierra como los alacranes, y no pueden mirar a la verdad. 

iLa verdad, ciega como la luz!" (A.B. 44).i 

In attempting to recreate the romanticized days of a 

feudal Galician past, Valle utilizes the blind female to 

guard er retain and sustain the chronological past. Their 

appearance signals Valle's return to idealized times past as 

the essence of their character reflects particular women in 

his own youth. 

Valle's sightless women costumbrista characters typi

cally play roles that enhance the background. Like the blind 

beggars that will follow this section, the blind women 

function for show rather than substance, and usually deco

rate the heart ef the feudal Galician estate. Often, these 

sightless figures are delegated such roles as a governess, 

responsible for the care of children of the manor, and are 

associated with the talent of storytelling. This gift 

parallels the traditional vocation ef the blind beggar, 

though the status of the female appears significantly 

elevated above that of the sightless coplero who plays to an 

audience eager to hear the latest gossip or a bawdy tune in 

exchange for a lismosna or food. However, for both groups 

the outward appearance of the sightless character usually 

implies decadence as these figures are often aged and 

incapacitated. Valle's esteem for his sightless female 
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characters consists in employing them to keep his Galician 

past in tact. Their mind encapsulates the memory of a time 

undisturbed such as reflected by the image of Micaela la Reja 

who reappears in several works. 

One exception from this type of female caricature is 

found in the play Voces de gesta. The blind female 

protagonist almost a peasant soldier or Joan of Arc figure, 

dedicates her life to following her fleeing king to assist 

him in defeating the barbarians who have invaded their land. 

Two different Micaelas appear in Valle's earlier works. 

Micaela La Galana belongs to the House of Bradomin in the 

Sonatas and Micaela La Reja, of the Montenegro clan, appears 

in the Comedias barbaras. It is the former with whom this 

part of the study is concerned as Micaela La Galana 

ultimately looses her physical sight because of old age. As 

Roberta L Salper indicates, Micaela has a profound effect on 

the young Bradomin inundating his youth with exciting stories 

and tales of adventure and intrigue, ever in the Galician 

tradition: 

En la introduceion a Jardin umbrio, 
Bradomin explica que la Galana posee la 
clave para gran parte de sus memorias de 
infancia, aquella misteriosa y afierada 
"Utopia" de antafto. Mas aiin, precede a 
atribuir tedas las historias en la 
antologia a la dencella de su abuela: 
"Tenia mi abuela una dencella muy vieja 
que se llamana Micaela la Galana...Sabia 
muchas historias de santos, de almas en 
pena, de duendes y de ladrones. Ahora yo 
cuento las que ella me contaba". (Salper 
145) 

In one particular story from the collection Jardin 

umbridf19031. Micaela relates an exciting tale about one of 

the famous ancestors of a young Bradomin. Micaela has not 

yet experienced blindness but interestingly enough a blindman 

is included in her cast. In the story "Mi bisabuelo," 

wherein a helpless blind man has been cheated, the Bisabuelo 
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comes to his defence, killing the culprit: 

Un anochecido escuch§ el relate a la 
vieja aldeana que ha side siempre la 
cronica de la familia. Micaela hilaba su 
cope en la antesala redonda, y contaba a 
los etros criados las grandezas de la 
casa y las historias de los mayores. (J.U 
96) 

Perhaps the model for Valle's sightless female 

storytellers can be traced te the writer's youth. In La 

lampara maravillnsaf191RK considered a manifesto of his 

aesthetics, Valle relates early visitations with his Latin 

teacher that essentially prefigure his encounters with a 

blind ama and the immediate reactions that she causes within 

the impressionable pupil; ultimately bearing en his 

depictions of blind female characters and the tales with 

which they are associated: 

Aiin recuerdo la angustia de mi vida en 
aquel tiempo, cuando estudiaba latin baje 
la ferula de un cl^rigo aldeano. Todos 
los sucesos de entonces se me aparecen en 
luz de anochecer y en un vaho de 
llovizna. Nos reuniamos en la cocina: 
El ama, con el gate en la falda, asaba 
castafias; el clerigo leia su breviario, 
ye suspiraba sobre mi Nebrija. Llamaban 
a la puerta, en el regaze del ama 
avizorabase el gate, y entraba una vieja 
que acudia a la vela despues de las 
Cruces. Era ciega, ciega desde mocina, 
ciega de las negras viruelas. Sabia 
centar cuentos, y todos tenian una 
evocacion nocturne: Cielo estrellado, 
sombras de arboles, viento hiimedo, luces 
per los caminos, martas per el file de 
las tejas. Entraba con un 
estremecimiento de frio, llena de luna y 
de campo. Sus cuentos nunca sucedian en 
el mundo de nuestros sentidos. Tenian un 
paisaje translucide. Eran relates 
campesinos que convertia en mites el alma 
milenaris de aquella aldeana ciega: 
parecian grimerios imbuidos de poder 
cabalistico, tan religiose era el respete 
que penia en el signo de algunas 
palabras. Las figuras, el ondular de los 
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ropajes, el rumor de las pisadas, el 
temblor de las almas, las vidas y las 
muertes, todo estaba lleno de taumaturgia 
y de misterio. Emanaba una sensacion de 
silencio de aquellos relates forjados de 
auguries, de castigos, de mediaciones 
providenciales, y el paisaje que los ojos 
de la narradora ya no pedian ver tenia la 
quietud de las imagenes aprisionadas en 
los espejos magicos. iObras I 576) 

The aged and sightless Micaela appears in one scene in 

Sonata de otofiQn902K as Concha and the Marques revisit the 

old Bradomin estate years later. Anthony Zahareas suggests 

that the character ef Bradomin is Valle's alter ego and this 

brief scene tends to support that notion.2 it literally 

takes Valle's experiences as a youth with the blind ama and 

moves the effect years ahead now that Concha, Bradomin (and 

Valle, though not yet the age of the Marques) are older. As 

the pair investigate the old house, little has changed and 

seemingly the past has been frozen in time, as is made most 

evident when they suddenly come upon old Micaela who seems to 

have maintained her position throughout the passing years. 

It is for this reason that Valle has rendered her blind; her 

condition holds the key to sustaining the past. Like the 

many stories that invaded Valle's mind years before, for 

which his sightless guardian is responsible, the old Micaela 

now conserves the past that Valle finds se important in 

print: 

Concha murmure en voz baja: 
— <i,Te qcuerdas de esta antesala? 
—Si. <:,La antesala redonda? 
—Si...iEra donde jugdbamos! 
Una vieja hilaba en el hueco de una 
ventana. Concha me la mostrd con un 
geste: 
—Es Micaela... La dencella de mi 
madre.iLa pobre esta ciega! No le digas 
nada... 
Seguimos adelante. Algunas veces Concha 
se dentenia en el umbral de las puertas, 
y senalando las estancias sileneiosas, me 
decia con su sonrisa tenue, que tambien 
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parecia desvanecerse en el pasade. (S.O. 
35) 

Another good example in which a blind woman represents 

the essence ef the past appears in Aguila de Blasonf1909). 

the first of the trilogy, Comedias barbaras. In one scene 

the old, sightless shepherdess, Liberata, tends flocks for 

others for her meager sustenance, encountering doha Maria, 

Montenegro's estranged wife. Their topic of discussion turns 

to the old days when life was much better. Even the name of 

the sightless shepherdess invokes times past: 

Cinco afios lleve en una noche oscura, que 
no soy ciega de nacencia. Por tener un 
pedaze de pan que llevarme a la boca, 
guardo estas cabras de otra pobre. Los 
animales me conocen, y yo conozco los 
parajes a donde llevarlos para que puedan 
triscar. Soy Liberata La Magnifica, que 
otro tiempo iba a la villa con las peras 
de ore y las manzanas reinetas de mi 
huerto. iTiempos aquellos! Despues 
casose una hija moza que me quedaba, 
partiendese de mi vera sin mas acerdarse. 
Por tener un pedaze de pan que llevarme a 
la boca, guardo estas cabras de otra 
pobre. (A.B. 175) 

In Valle's play. Voces de gesta(1911K we again 

encounter the image of a blind shepherdess. The character ef 

the sightless Ginebra differs markedly from the tradi-tional 

female figures inhabiting the medieval estates in earlier 

works. The storyline likewise differs from Valle's previous 

endeavors. The years from 1909 to 1917 are considered an 

interim period in which Valle departs from his established 

writing styles.^ Some creations during this time include 

artistic anomalies such as the fairy tale La cabeza del 

dragonf 1909'̂  and the medieval epic Voces de gesta. The 

latter, completely in verse form, is considered by some 

critics to be inferior to other works during the same period. 

Nevertheless, it is, significantly, the only work other than 

Luces de bohemia (1924) in which a sightless figure plays a 
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leading part. What is even more unusual is that the 

sightless protagonist is a girl. 

Though tragedies do not seem to be Valle's forte,-* the 

writer's depiction of Ginebra, the sightless shepherdess, 

emulates that of the tragic hero in the classical vein. As 

an Oedipal variant, Ginebra is blinded and twice raped by the 

same villain who murders her son. She ultimately wanders in 

darkness for twenty years in search of her fallen king. 

Ginebra's being exudes misfortune, and Valle's aesthetic 

treatment of the grotesque and the cruel effectively augments 

the precarious plight of the tragic heroine. Her ultimate 

purpose in searching out her king in hiding is to deliver her 

ofrenda which represents her pledge of loyalty to the 

monarch. To accomplish this, she must wander the countryside 

for a decade with gift in hand ever ready to present to the 

regal leader. The ofrenda is, in fact, the rotting severed 

head of the enemy captain who raped and blinded her and 

murdered her son. Ginebra's desire for further revenge 

drives her to join the king again to seek the enemy. 

In Voces de gesta the mixing of the spatial and 

temporal elements reflects Valle's exaltation of the Carlist 

Wars and the Middle Ages. These settings provide a launching 

pad from which he directs a satirical indictment towards 

organized militarism. The theme of the historical struggles 

ef the pueblo against oppressive forces dominates throughout 

the sufferings of the sightless protagonist. The image of 

Carlo Magno and the Rey Carlino blend as the distant past 

merges with almost-present in superposicidn temporal to 

symbolize and glorify the Carlist efforts in Spain during the 

nineteenth century. The play praises the solidarity of the 

pueblo and idealizes the rural tradition which Valle desires 

to preserve in print. His opinion of Isabel II and 

subsequent monarchs seems less than supportive: 

Quiere demostrar que el carlismo es lo 
juste, le legitime, lo autentico. Que su 
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presencia late en los corazones del 
pueblo inecente, ne maleado per la 
ciudad. Su pieza corresponde al punto 
algido de su militancia, es su aportaeion 
a la lucha. Por eso en esta obra no hay 
comportamientos humanos, sino pesturas 
politicas abstractas: es un auto 
sacramental de exaltacion 
tradicionalista. (M. L. Gil 257) 

Like the Carlist campaigns, the play does not end with a 

bang but rather fizzles out in resignation, defeat and 

disbandment. The once fervent cry of "Dios, Patria, Rey" 

(Zahareas 362, 369) diminishes, though the spirit of the 

pueblo endures and struggles to survive its adversaries: 

...las glorias carlistas ensalzadas por 
el autor pertenecen irreversiblemente al 
pasade y se dan sin future: de la 
exaltacion se pasa explicita e 
implicitamente a la conviccidn de que tal 
pasade carece de potencialidad actual y 
futura y de que sus glorias no sen las 
gestas epicas del luchador victorioso, 
sino la grandeza de anime frente a la 
adversidad. (M. L. Gil 256) 

The opening lines prefigure the heroine's impending fate 

as she nostalgically yearns for happier days (a prevalent 

theme in Valle's plays), an idealized past interrupted by the 

evil, alien armies which now disrupt their peace: "iSiempre 

a mirar y a querer cegar en aquel sol de los dias distantes!" 

(V.G. 14). References to blindness occur in the initial 

Jornada as Oliveros, Ginebra's lover, wounds a wolf, blinding 

it, symbolizing the fate ef his lover. Like the wounded 

animal, Ginebra, violated and sightless, will be forced to 

wander, fending for herself, alone and alienated. 

In the initial Jornada, Abuelo Tibaldo voices the 

longing to return to the past traditionalism, expressing his 

love for his monarch, now in seclusion. At first, Ginebra is 

unsympathetic to the plight of the pueblo in its efforts to 

repel the alien enemy who pursues King Carlino: 

TIBALDO 
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iLa sangre de Reyes no muere, rapaza! 
No hay nadie que fije termino a un reinado, 
el buen Rey, gobierna aun siendo enterrado; 
y en vane la muerte pasa su cuchilla, 
pudriendo en la huesa se manda en Cast11la. 

GINEBRA 

I Del Rey Carlo Magno de barba florida, 
del otro Rey Carlos de barba bellida 
se acabo la raza! (V.G. 17) 

Towards the end of the first act Ginebra undergoes an 

extreme attitude adjustment with the arrival of the enemy 

invaders. The barbaric Capitan interrogates her about 

helping King Carlino, who has just fled, and then proceeds te 

assault and blind her for entertainment. Her degradation 

provides Ginebra the impetus to lash out at the villain as 

another allusion to wolves underscores her anger and anguish: 

iComedme los ojos, la boca, las manos, 
y no me dej^is entre estos villanos! 
iLobes, dientes blances, salid de les tobes! 
iLobes, bocas negras, lobes, lobes, lobes! 
(V.G. 39). 

Valle's concept of the horrific is demonstrated through 

Ginebra's grim fate which intensifies as treachery becomes 

cyclical and unending. 

Emphasizing the grotesque and cruel, Valle underscores 

Ginebra's abuse and blindness, blending the two to provide 

the ultimate in terror as one transcends te the ether: 

Ginebra, el protagonista de la tragedia, 
representante de todo el pueblo oprimido 
y especie de eje sobre el que recaen 
todos los horrores y crueldades que 
produce el comandante de las tropas 
enemigas. Ginebra vive un verdadero 
holocausto: es perseguida, aprisionada, 
torturada y jugada a los dados, juego que 
determina quien la va a violar; antes, y 
come especie de penetracion premonitoria, 
una lanza lunera, simbole tan fdlico, la 
penetra los ojos...(Esturo Velarde 55) 

With the first attack, Ginebra's ordeal has just begun. The 

rape produces the illegitimate Garin and a decade later 

mother and son are revisited by the same barbarian invader. 
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The evil Capitan does not recognize Ginebra nor is he aware 

of his son from the rape ten years before. The soldier's 

destructive disposition has not altered and the end of the 

second act is a more horrible version of the first as he 

again rapes Ginebra and then murders Garin, never imagining 

that it is his own son. These inhuman acts symbolize Valle's 

disdain for an organized military. The horrors inflicted on 

Ginebra, an innocent victim, represent the suffering of the 

pueblo or rural element whose simple mode of life inevitably 

receives the brunt of the ravages of war, as vividly captured 

in the paintings of Goya a century before.^ Ginebra, 

determined to avenge these latest atre-cities, finds a sword 

and, after the fiend falls into a drunken slumber, proceeds 

te decapitate him. Embracing the cause of the pueblo, she 

seeks her king in hiding to present him the severed head of 

his enemy symbolizing her dedi-catien. As she begins her 

peregrination, she bids farewell to her fallen sen: "lAdids, 

hije mie, a quien no vi nunca! Para Rey Carlino le lleve en 

ofrenda, cogida en mi halda, la cabeza trunca."(V.G. 71). 

Ten years elapse before the final act which finds Ginebra 

still scouring the countryside, severed head in hand, to 

present the grisly gift to show her loyalty to the cause. 

In the final scene Ginebra, at long last, reaches King 

Carlino's camp where she encounters Oliveros, her old lover, 

who barely recognizes the aged and withered hag. The grue

some gift for the king has decayed with the shephardess 

carrying the trophy for a decade. Her re-encounter with 

Oliveros exemplifies the writer's incomparable, graphic 

descriptions of the grotesque. As Ginebra approaches 

Oliveras, she declares: "iDiez anos te busco, sin hallarte 

nunca, pudrid en mis alforjas la cabexa trunca, senti sus 

gusanos correr como rios per entre mis manes" (V.G. 78). Yet 

another reference to wolves reflects the fate of the nomadic 

and alienated pack of agrarian wanderers whose village has 
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been destroyed, forcing them to search the countryside for 

their leader to replenish their spiritual sustenance. 

When the blind shephardess presents the macabre prize, 

Carline somberly realizes that the cause has been lost; the 

future will not come through violence or continual conflict. 

His army virtually dissipated, Carlino must wander alone, 

seeking his own destiny, leaving Ginebra and the rest to de 

the same: 

Ginebra is no longer the symbol of a 
people striving en behalf of its rightful 
king because he is no longer a king 
striving and suffering for his people. 
The unanimity of the cause has become the 
single purpose of individuals, Ginebra 
and Carlino. In pointing to this 
situation with the tragedy Valle-Inclan 
has underscored the position of the 
Carlist movement. In reality Den Carlos 
had abandoned Spain and his hopes, dying 
in Venice in 1909. (Lima 102) 

Before the king resumes his seclusion, he takes the 

severed head from Ginebra and buries it beneath a tree, a 

symbolic act whereby violence is entombed under the old oak 

to which allusions are made throughout the play. "La ofrenda 

del edie quede sepultada junto al viejo roble de la 

tradicion" (V.G. 97). The tree symbolizes the pueblo's 

traditional past and the legacy that rests beneath its 

branches. Early in the play Tibaldo, the second of three 

generations that carry on the tradition, declares to Ginebra: 

"Baje nuestro roble, estando en conciertos, se eyen las voces 

de los Reyes muertes" (V.G. 17). The king inters the remains 

of the enemy alongside those for which the tree of tradition 

blooms, an act of symbolic capitulation and resignation to a 

lost cause. Yet the pueblo (Ginebra) like the sturdy tree 

that endures, retains its resilience and spirit. While the 

sightless shepherdess pleads with the king to continue the 

struggle, he defers to pursue his own path, provoking Ginebra 

to declare: 
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Rey, para arn^s de nuevas andanzas, 
te dara metal el mente herrerizo, 
te dara su fuego el tronco roblize, 
y a vesotros el arbol sagrado, las lanzas. 
Entre las hogueras de vuestres rediles, 
al fundir los hierros, migas pastoriles 
hervireis con leche de loba y pantera. 
iY llegada la cena postrera, 
la campesina celacon. (V.G. 97) 

Carlino's refusal to continue the fight seeks to resolve 

existing conflicts in terms of capitulation rather than 

impossible victory: 

Con lo que Voces sugiere una vez mas la 
correspondencia de la legendaria guerra 
centra el invasor pagane con las guerras 
civiles espafielas del siglo XIX. El 
espiritu beligerante de lo personajes de 
la trilogia carlista ha quedado lejos, 
pues esos versos nos expresan un deseo de 
paz que el autor selemniza, en boca de 
Carlino, con un apasionado canto al 
"arbol sagrado", consiguiendose asi un 
final exaltade en plenitud de entusiasmo 
per las pasadas glorias, liltima vision 
pesitiva del tradicienalisme en la 
literatura valle-inclaniana: (Gil 271) 

Valle employs Ginebra's tragic blinding effectively to 

evoke a kind of traumatic epiphany for the long-suffering 

shepherdess: 

Ginebra queda ciega en la lucha; pero 
luces interiores de fe y de sacrificio la 
iluminan hasta el fin, en que hace 
entrage a su rey de la calavera que 
atestigua su venganza implacable...(Gil 
257) 

When her vision is extinguished by the sadistic captain, her 

internal flame is ignited and revelations ef traditional 

values reinforce her fervent determination to defeat the 

oppressive foe. She realizes her victory a decade later with 

the beheading of the pagan soldier. Her blindness becomes 

the means to an end, inspiring her to take battle against the 

barbaric invader. Her darkness guides her internal gyroscope 

as she successfully slays the barbarian fiend and locates her 
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king after ten years of searching. J. B. Avalle Arce 

observes: 

Estos ciegos, privados de la luz del dia, 
se guian per una ardiente luz interior, 
que como en una radiografia, traspasa la 
opacidad de las cosas y penetra hasta el 
trasfondo de la realidad y del tiempo. 
Por eso Ginebra, al identificar su 
destine, enceguece; la llama interior del 
culto a la tradicion bastara para guiarla 
al Rey Carlino. Con las cuencas vacias 
de sus ojos, Ginebra etea la posibilidad 
de una Espana mejor.(Zahareas 366) 

6.2 The character of the sightless beggar 
in the works of Valle-Inclan 

One of the more colorful Galician characters to emerge 

from Valle's pen, one whose image recurs throughout the ex

panse of the writer's efforts, is the sightless Ciego de 

Gondar, otherwise known as Electus. His formal debut occurs 

in "Flor de Santidad" (1904) with his literary exit in Cara 

de Plata (1922). In all he surfaces in one novelette and 

five plays spanning virtually all of Valle's major literary 

periods. Blind beggars such as Electus appear in the early 

nostalgic works presenting a decadent Galicia in a feudal, 

medieval motif, and continue to the later esperpentos. 

Throughout the works, the physical appearance of the 

Ciego de Gondar remains fairly constant though some modi

fication occurs. Some times he travels with a lazarillo, and 

at others he wanders the countryside alone. Initially, he 

appears as the traditional blind beggar wandering from 

village to village recounting stories or better, "piearesccs 

decires" (Obras I, 391). Another duty is relaying oppor

tunities for work to the poor who gather to hear him in 

return for alms or goods. The essence of this sightless 

character inheres in his physical appearance which does not 

change noticeably throughout Valle's works. He is described 

as "un ciego mendicante y ladino, que arrastra luenga capa y 

. f ̂jsw«wJ"̂ -;.;-.-.•-,'.-,-,..... ^ 
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cubre su cabeza con parda y puntiaguda montera" (Obras I, 

365). He is cast in the medieval tradition of the blind 

bard/balladeer as well as the medieval sightless mujeriego. 

His profession as a wandering prosero is beneficial as he 

"refiere historias de divertimiento a las mozas sentadas en 

terno suyo" {Obras I, 365). His typical image reflects "mas 

malicia que sus decires, esos afiejos decires de los jocundes 

arceprestes aficionados al vino y a las vaqueras" {Obras I, 

365). 

Anthony Zahareas indicates that the physical descrip

tion of Electus and the other well-known characters is not 

accidental but an important aesthetic treatment calculated to 

present an easily recognizable type.^ Valle's process of 

character evocation in the ease ef Electus and other sight

less figures follows a distinct order. Initially, the 

character is portrayed via the comments of others before his 

actual appearance. His appearance is generally met with 

welcome as the people consider him a good source for news and 

opportunities that he picks up in his wanderings. However, 

at times, he is met with disfavor as his rather sneaky 

reputation precedes him."̂  When the sightless figure finally 

appears, his image is already well established and visually 

anticipated. When the physical description is complete, 

Electus generally appears and approaches a group of waiting 

mendicants, effecting a grand entrance (if with Lazarille, he 

is announced). He always speaks, usually joking with these 

in his proximity, informing his eager listeners ef the latest 

happenings around the area. Because Valle-Inclan's primary 

interest is to mirror various facets of Spanish society, he 

gives considerable attention to linking a particular type ef 

character to the ambiente, thereby situating a figure in his 

corresponding milieu "...the Ciego de Gondar (is found) 

outdoors amidst a group of townspeople,...Valle defines him 

according to his job or role in society" (Zahareas 125). 
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Because of his recurring presence in Valle's works as a 

peripheral figure, Electus becemes the most recognizable of 

the mendicants that roam through Valle's stories and plays. 

The image of the sightless mendicant, Electus, is a 

product of Valle's own personal observances and impressions 

in the field. The earliest development of this sightless 

anomaly occurs in a collection of short periodical publi

cations written before 1895. In a brief personal vignette 

titled "Las Verbenas," Valle attends a nocturnal fest 

celebrated for the vespers of Saints and explains the 

tradition of the event celebrated throughout Spain, 

particularly one commemorating San Antonio de la Florida. As 

Valle observes the events and regalia, a group of musicians 

with a blind beggar trailing along becomes the inspiration 

for the Ciego de Gondar: 

A esta orgia del color que marea y 
enfebrece, con el movible ir y venir del 
gentle, se unen los grites de les 
vendederes y el desapacible son de las 
murgas pedigiienas, y las tocatas 
zarzueleras de los organillos, y las 
notas flauteadas del clarinete de Pipa, 
un ciego ladino que guiado per un 
perrillo encamisado y sarnoso, circula 
per tedas partes implerando la caridad 
para una hija enferma, que nunca tuve el 
muy truhan. (Fichter 148) 

These initial observations reveal some disdain for mendicancy 

which Valle considers fraudulent. Though the image ef 

Electus becomes modified in Valle's later works, these 

negative qualities constitute archetypical features. Electus 

appears for the first time in "Flor de Santidad" and, though 

his literary intrusions are minimal throughout Valle's 

stories and plays, he generally functions as an entertaining 

source of delight for his loyal listeners. In an early 

reference to the sightless image in "Las verbenas," Valle 

writes: 

Recorren las calles reunidos en grupos y 
todo lo miran entre pasmados y huranos. 
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Dende hay un ciego, alii se paran, y no 
se alejan, hasta despues de haberse 
aprendido algunos de sus cantares que se 
van repitiendo entre dientes para que no 
se les olviden y poder llevarselos al 
pueblo. (Fichter 149) 

Years later, Valle observes ether blind beggars who inspire 

new literature such as "El embrujado." 

Electus belongs to the miserable Galician pedestrians 

who collectively and separately travel from village to 

village in search of subsistence, as described in "Flor de 

Santidad": 

Delante va una caravana de mendigos. Se 
eyen sus voces burlenas y descreidas. 
Como cordon de orugas se arrastran a lo 
largo del camino. Unos son ciegos, etros 
tullidos, etros lazarados. Todos ellos 
comen del pan ajene, y vagan per el mundo 
sacudiendo, vengatives, su miseria y 
rascando su podre a la puerta del rice 
avariente. {Obras I 409-410) 

Though Electus is cast in a secondary role so that each 

appearance is relatively brief, his personage is consistently 

included in the stories and plays that transcend the major 

literary periods of the writer. His development reflects the 

literary metamorphosis of his creator. As Zahareas observes: 

"In the use ef reappearing characters as the cornerstone of 

his literary edifice Valle is primarily indebted te Balzac" 

(Zahareas 127). 

Although initial formulation for the character of the 

blindman Electus can be traced to an article written by Valle 

around 1892 entitled "Las Verbensas,"^ his genesis as a 

viable member of Valle's Galician plebes occurs in the 

novellette "Flor de Santidad"(1904) in which he forms part of 

a cavalcade of the socially disenfranchised, presented as 

types rather than individuals during Valle's initial literary 

period. In "Flor de Santidad," the writer decorates the 

Galician landscape with colorful character types who wander 

their homeland steeped in superstition and legend. Allen 
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Phillips points out concerning the writer's purpose that "lo 

que (Valle-Inclan) quiere subrayar en realidad es la 

superviviencia del pasade medieval en Galicia" (Quirk 39). 

Set in a kind of neoplatonic ambience emphasizing the 

bucolic Galician scenery and simple rural life, the story 

features the shepherdess Adega, whom Antonio Machado 

describes in terms of her eyes: "en cuyes ojos la llama azul 

fulgura/De la piedad humilde, en el romere ha visto" {Obras 1 

350). The play revolves around a superstitious peasantry and 

their efforts to neutralize a curse. Adega cares for the 

animals of the innkeeper and his wife who allow her board. 

The owners of the inn fall out of favor with a disgruntled 

beggar who alleges supernatural powers, curses the pair and 

seduces the shepherdess, who believes him to be God. 

Following the spell, the animals sicken and die and Adega 

becomes pregnant. Accompanied by the innkeeper's wife, she 

searches for someone to remove the mal ojo of the vengeful 

beggar, encountering Electus, the blind mendicant, who is a 

popular figure among the Galician country folk: 

Un ciego mendicante y ladino, que 
arrastra luenga capa y cubre su cabeza 
con parda y puntiaguda montera. Refiere 
historias de divertimiento a las mozas 
sentadas en terno suyo. Aguel viejo 
prosero tiene un grave perfil monastico: 
pero el pice de su montera parda, y su 
boca rasurada y aldeana. semejante a una 
gran sandia abierta, guardan todavia mas 
malicia que sus decires, esos afiejos 
decires de los jocundes arciprestres 
aficionados al vino y a las vaqueras y 
rimar las eoplas. Las aldeanas se 
alborozan, y el ciego sonria como un 
fauno viejo entre sus ninfas. {Obras I 
365). 

In one descriptive sweep Valle introduces Electus in 

multicolored fashion. First, as blind, he is relegated to 

the traditional role of the common beggar. The phrase 

"mendicante y ladino" evokes strong images of the crafty. 
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shiftless blind master in Lazarillo de Tormes. The garb of 

the traditional blind beggar, with long, dingy cape and 

covered face therein serve to cloak the blindman in mystery 

and suspicion. The phrase "grave perfil monastico" conjurs 

up the sightless images of antiquity, divinely castigated for 

their mortal sins and then rewarded with the status of "seer" 

or sage, ultimately alienated from both mortal and deity. 

Sinister and malevolent facets are highlighted in "El 

Marques de Bradomin" with Valle's repeated description of the 

beggar's mouth as a "sandia abierta," projecting a malevolent 

sneer or freakish smile reflecting ominous thoughts. Valle's 

mention of the "historias de diver-timiento a las mozas" 

underscores another talent his-torically associated with the 

blind. As a teller of tales the Ciego de Gondar is competent 

at entertainment. The ability to rhyme his eoplas recalls 

another image as the ciego de romances. As the eoplas and 

decires are directed to the maidens, lewd motives of the 

blindman emerge as the bawdy verses have lecherous 

underpinnings, placing him in familiar company with other 

lascivious sightless brethren of the literary past. Valle's 

comparison of Electus with the irreverent archpriests that 

are given te wine, women and song suggests one whose nature 

is laden with excesses. Valle evokes ether such images with 

these additional lines: 

El ciego permanece atento y malicioso, 
gustando el rumor de las risas como les 
ecos de un culto, con los ojos abiertos, 
inmoviles, semejante a un dies pri
mitive, aldeano y jovial. {Obras I 366) 

Such allusions to the past place Electus on the level of a 

Teiresias type, as the ancient seer's carnal lust for a 

goddess provoked his blindness. Many other traditional 

sightless characters share the common trait of lechery and 

entice through verse to exploit a vulnerable lass for sexual 

favors. Ronald J. Quirk supports Valle's inference that ties 

the Ciego de Gondar to antiquity: 

^•'•'^ ' * ' 
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Otra evocacion notable de la edad clasica 
es el retrato del ciego Electus como un 
fauno entre ninfas en la orilla de un 
rio: "...el ciego sonrie come un fauno 
viejo entre sus ninfas... El Ciego 
permanece atento y malicioso, gustando el 
rumor de las risas como los ecos de un 
culto; con los ojos abiertos, inmoviles, 
semejante a un dios primitive, aldeano y 
jovial" (464-65). Comiinmente se le ha 
censiderado a Electus come continuacion 
de las tradiciones picaresca y erdtica de 
la literature espahola (e., Sanz Cuadrado 
518, Segura Covarsi 49-52 y Diaz-Plaja 
77-78, 178,183): lo citado aqui 
manifiesta su relacion con una tradicion 
grecorremana tambien. (Quirk 42) 

The Ciego de Gondar is not se shallow as one might 

expect. He provides a source for gossip as he wanders the 

countryside from villge to village overhearing private talks, 

and notes work that is currently available, informing these 

in need, constituting a kind ef mobile employment agency 

informing the public of possible work. One of his duties as 

informant, however, suggests pandering as the term acomodo 

can take on a more subtle meaning than mere work. He is 

constantly greeted by those interested in finding work and 

otherwise: 

Y se alejaba golpeando las losas con el 
cueto del pale. Tres zagales le llamaban 
desde lejos: 
—Una fabla, Electus. Dijeronnos que se 
despedia el criad del Senor Abade de 
Cela. 
—Nada he eido. 
iNo te dieron encargo de que buscases 
otro? 
—De esta vez ninguna cosa me han dicho. 
—Sera entonces mentira. 
—Puede que lo sea. 
— o Y tu ne sabes ningun acomodo? 
—Tal que pueda conveniros a vesotros, 
solamente s6 de uno. 
—iDonde? 
—Aqui, en la villa. Las tres nietas del 
Sefior mi Conde. Tres rosas frescas y 
galenas. iPara cada une de vesotros la 
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suya! 
Los zagales reian al oirle: 
—Estas rosas estan guarnidas de muy 
luengas espinas. Solamente tu puedeslas 
coger. 
Y vdvieren a estallar las risas con 
alegre e ingenua mocedad.( Obras I 392-
393) 

On another occasion Valle ressurects the medieval 

concept of the lazarillian guild. La Vieja, who is traveling 

with Adega, has brought her grandson for whom she seeks work. 

She approaches Electus who refers her to another blindman who 

needs an apprentice and guide. They encounter the sightless 

mendicant exercising his trade "..un ciego pide limosna y 

levanta al cielo los ojos, que parecen dos agatas blanquecins 

...y el ciego tiende la palma seca y amarillenta. . . " ( Ot>ra£? I 

395).® As master and lad meet, the medieval contract 

mentioned in Chapter IV comes to mind. A blind mendicant and 

the poor mother of a prospective youth negotiate a contract 

for his training. Valle's blindman attempts to convince the 

youth of his great opportunity for prestigious duty as a 

lazarillo, but the new apprentice is obviously less than 

enthusiastic at being forced into the labor market when still 

only a child. Like Lazarillo de Tormes, he must learn 

quickly in order to survive: 

La vieja empuja al nine, que tiembla como 
un cordero acobardado y manse ante aquel 
hombre hosco, envuelto en un rote capote 
de soldado. La mane amarillenta y 
pedigiiena del ciego se pesa sobre los 
hembres del nine, andale a tientas per la 
espalda, corre a lo largo de las piernas: 
— o T e cansaras de caminar con las 
alforjas? 
—Ne, sefior; estoy hecho a eso. 
—Para llenarlas hay que correr muchas 
puertas. iTii conoces bien los caminos de 
las aldeas? 
—Donde no conozca, pregunto. 
—En las romerias, cuando yo eche una 
cepla, tu tienes que responderme con 
otra. iSabras? 
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—En deprendiendo, si, sefior. 
—Ser criado de ciego es acomodo que 
muchos quisieran. 
—Si, sefior, si. 
—Puesto que has venide, vamos hasta la 
rectoral. lAlli hay caridad! En este 
paraje no se recoge una triste limosna. 

El ciego se incorpora entumecido, y 
apoya la mane en el hombre del nifie, que 
contempla tristmente el large 
camino...(Qbras I 396) 

Valle's play "El Marques de Bradomin"(1907) incor

porates dramatic adaptations of various characters and themes 

found in earlier novels and stories: "It is a sentimen

talized pastiche of the Sonatas in which he inserted snippets 

from other works of the period" (V.Smith 21). The Ciego de 

Gondar appears in the play as a carbon copy of his role in 

"Flor de Santidad" with virtually no modification, and with 

largely the same dialogue. Descriptions of the blind beggar, 

his favorite expressions, and his jokes are duplicated with 

little or no change. 

Electus is but a prop for the reunion of Bradomin and 

Concha. As the blindman approaches the palace he is warmly 

greeted by the congregation of beggars desirous of hearing 

the latest happenings around the area. He maintains a 

modicum of respect, unlike his forthcoming roles with the 

Montenegro clan in the Comedias barbaras and still lower 

descent in Divinas palabra. As he approaches the palace, 

where the group of beggars are gathered. La Quemada, en 

spotting him, refers to the blindman as the "famoso prosero" 

{Obras II 858). Electus's fans ask him to recount a fabla or 

to provide news of any acomodo. Minguifia, rather than La 

Ventera in "Flor de Santidad," quizzes the Ciego de Gondar 

about possible work for her grandson. Valle provides Electus 

with some subtle retorts which disclose a sagacious image of 

one who profits from the mistakes of the past: 

Minguifia.—Tii que andas per los caminos y 
tienes eonocimiento en tedas las aldeas. 
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para un nieto mie, ino podras darme razon 
de una casa donde me lo miren con 
blandura, pues nunca ha servido? 
Electus.—iQue tiempo tiene? 
Minguifia.—El tiempo de ganar lo. Nueve 
anos hizo por el mes de Santiago. 
Electus.—Como el sea despierte, amo que 
le mire bien ne faltara. 
Minguina.—Dies te oiga. 
ElectusJ—Si que me eira. Aun cuando es 
muy viejo, no esta sorde. 
Minguifia.—Deja las burlerias, Electus. 
(Obras 1 859) 

As before, Electus travels alone without Lazarillo, a 

solitude fairly constant with the blindman's appearances 

throughout Valle's works save "El embrujado", where Electus, 

now more of a Ciego de romances, is accompanied by Virula, 

his lazarillian mistress who assists him in dispatching the 

forboding eoplas. In "Flor de Santidad," the blind beggar 

wanders alone in the play and recounts the loss of a previous 

apprentice, repeating dialogue treated in "Flor" as Electus 

delivers his quips and concerns himself with sexual 

subtilties amidst his mendicant audience. The exchange 

between the Ciego de Gondar and la Quemada reiterates almost 

verbatim that of the blind beggar and la Ventera in "Flor": 

Minguina.—Electus, no eches en divide a 
mi rapaz. 
Electus.—El rapaz, como sea despierte, 
acomodo habra de tener, y buen acomodo. 
Al criado que tenia enantes abrieronle la 
cabeza en la romeria de Santa Baya, y 
esta que loquea. Aunque ye conozco les 
caminos mejor que muchos que tienen 
vista, un criado siempre es menester. iY 
ser criado de ciego es acomodo que muchos 
quisieran! 
La Quemada.—Y ser ciego con vista, mejor 
acomodo. 
Electus.—iQuien habia per ahi? 
La Quemada.—Una buena moza. 
Electus.—Para el sefior Abade. 
La Quemada.—Para folgar contigo. El 
sefior Abade ya esta muy acabade. (Obras 
II 860) 
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The scene concludes with the repeat of another favorite 

remark of Elctus delivered to El Tullido de Celtigos and El 

Manco de Gondar in which his metaphorical rosas are laced 

with sexual innuendos. The off-color quips leave his fans 

rolling in the aisles as he departs: 

Se alboroza la hueste y el ciego 
permanece atento y malicioso, gustando el 
rumor de las risas como los ecos de un 
culto, con los OJOS abiertos, inmoviles, 
semejante a un dios primitive, aldeano y 
Jovial. (Obras II 861) 

The reappearance of the Ciego de Gondar in dramatic form 

reinforces Valle's aesthetics as a costumbrista 

reconstructing his idyllic Galicia of the past. As Electus 

reemerges in Comedias barbaras and in Divinas palabras. a 

clear correlation can be detected in the adaptations ef 

Valle's sightless beggar. While the idealized past of 

Valle's homeland progressively declines and the period of 

decadence begins to yield to esperpentic, the character ef 

Electus parallels the changes in his ceunterpart as the 

pastoral atmosphere of Adega's neoplatonic setting waxes 

diabolical and sinister tones that emerge assoeiated with the 

plays of Don Juan Manuel Montenegro and his clan, culminating 

in Divinas palabras. In the latter play the blindman becomes 

a minor antagonist in a parody on religiosity. 

Throughout his literary career, Valle, much like Buero 

Vallejo, makes use of the eye to implicate both tone and 

direction. Whenever possible, Valle employs the visual sense 

as an aesthetic device exploiting the ability of the eye to 

reflect intense emotions and feelings. In "El Marques de 

Bradomin," for example, references abound to the eyes of La 

Dama Concha, Bradomin's cousin and past lever. In one 

particular scene, the eyes especially reflect the inner 

vision and memories of a past life mere pleasant than the 

present now in decline. Valle describes the dying Dama in 

terms characterizing ocular aesthetics. Though the eyes of 

•ivaz^Tzs.rjrscs:^ 
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Concha are dim, there still glows a slight, nostalgic glimmer 

of times past where youth and love prevailed in an idyllic 

Galicia: 

Exhala las ultimas palabras como si 
fuesen suspires, y con una mano se cubre 
los ojos. El Marques de Bradomin besa 
aquella mano sobre el rostro, y despues 
la aparta dulcemente. Los ojos, los 
hermosos ojos de enferma, llenos de amor, 
le miran sin hablar, con una larga 
mirada. (Obras II 870) 

In the play, "El Marques de Bradomin," the uncle of the 

protagonist, Don Juan Manuel Montenegro, enters as el Marques 

is engaged in reading. Don Juan Manuel chides his nephew on 

the negative effects of such a pasttime as the eyes once 

again become central to the discussion. The uncle also 

alludes to excessive reading in the Cervantian mode: "Tu 

leyendo? Sobrino lo mejor para quedarse ciego iY que 

librote es ese? Sobrino, has heredado la mania de tu abuelo, 

que tambien se pasaba los dias leyendo. jAsi se volvio loco! 

(Obras II 879,880). 

Valle's delineation ef the image of Electus, though 

costumbrista in intent and effort, transcends the mere 

Galician character. The archetypical features involve a 

continuous progression of the historical literary depictions 

of the blind beggar. Valle's sightless scamp first appears 

in "Flor de Santidad" and then reappears in the dramatic form 

of "El Marques de Bradomin, "becoming more cosmic in scope 

and embodying varied perceptions of past blindman. Pithy 

verbal bites in description such as "atento y malicioso" 

("Bradomin"); "dios primitive" ("Flor," "Bradomin"); 

"prosero," "parfil monastico", ("Flor", Bradomin", "Romance 

de lobes"); "atencidn sagaz," "historias divertidas" 

("Flor"), etc. produce a universal image which cannot be 

restricted to a particular genre or to a certain period in 

writing. Electus is a historical composite ef historical 

depictions of the blind beggar whose features can apply to 
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one er all who claim membership in the literary fraternity of 

the sightless: 

Estos pobres mendicantes, introducen en 
la fabula el concepto dramatico 
simbdista del "cosmic drama", cuya 
esencia consiste en que ne representa 
"une anecdote et une individu" sine 
"I'histoire e'ternelle de I'Homme." 
(Esturo Velarde 31)io 

As the Ciego de Condar completes his brief appearances 

in the pleasant medieval landscape of an ideal Galicia with 

cueto in hand, he taps his way out of the dissipating feudal 

forces of the Bradomin clan to reappear as part of a much 

more violent atmosphere with the Comedias barbaras. These 

three plays center on the Montenegro family structure. The 

first two of the trilogy, Aguila de Blasdn and "Romance de 

lobes", written between 1907 and 1909, actually follow the 

action ef Cara de Plata, which, although presenting earlier 

events, was written last in 1922. Like the Bradomin series, 

the trilogy also has its feudal lord, Don Juan Manuel 

Montenegro, Bradomin's uncle, who is much more of a tyrant 

and endowed with considerably more vice and arrogance than 

his nephew. Montenegro's estate is also in decline, mere 

through internal corruption. That which remains is disputed 

by the greedy and barbarous sons raised by Den Juan Manuel 

who now defy him. Now the feudal victor has become victim as 

he is pursued by his own family until virtually all perish 

and everything is destroyed. Zahareas suggests that the 

trilogy is a subtle interpretation of the total dis-sdving 

of a medieval feudal structure and the "disente-gration of a 

way of life in Spain" (Zahareas 322). 

As John Lyon indicates, this move from the peaceful, 

pastoral setting to the more violent motif of a family set 

against itself propels Valle closer to the expreseionistic 

path as he nears his esperpentic phase ef writing: 

In the Comedias barbaras characters are 
conceived archetypally as products of 
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their tradition and natural background. 
There is no conflict between individual 
and context. The landscape and the 
cultural tradition are determining forces 
which bind classes and individuals in an 
interdependent relationshi The primary 
passions of lust, greed and superstitious 
fear which motivate the characters are 
rooted in the collective atmosphere 
rather than the individual psyche. As we 
go from Aguila de blason and Romance de 
lobes to Divinas palabras, Cara de plata 
and finally to the Retablo de la lujuria, 
avaricia y la muerte, these instinctive 
passions become increasingly dominant, 
the characters they possess increasingly 
unheroic and dehumanized and the tone 
increasingly comic. (Lyon 149) 

In the trilogy, the element of the grotesque becomes 

much more pronounced. In "Romance de lobes", for example, 

the descriptions of the mendicant crew are more graphic, 

highlighting their sufferings on a more personal level. 

Valle's exaggeration of physical deformity announces 

expressionistic tendencies and heralds future trends in his 

writings. In Retablo. the poor receive excessive description 

of their infirmities: "Un mendige gigantesco que tiene los 

ojos llagados per la lepra, y en aquella voz gangosa y oscura 

se arrastra come una larva la tristeza milenaria de su alma 

de siervo" (Obras I 622). 

The emergence of Electus in the play is preceeded by 

comments among the beggars designed to color and define his 

role. Valle shows subtlety and comic irony. La Sorda first 

mentions Electus, having heard of his impending arrival: 

Andreina La Sorda.—El Ciego de Gondar 
dijome que tenia pensado llegarse a 
Flavia-Longa. 
El Morcego.—Si es cuento del Ciego de 
Gondar, sera mentira. (Obras I 621) 

When Electus finally arrives, two things are modified 

about the character. He is accompanied by a young lazarillo 

for the first time, probably the result of negotations with 
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Minguifia for her grandson in "El Marques de Bradomin." The 

blindman is also packing a musical instrument quite common to 

the trade of the Ciego de Romances.^^ Valle's description 

of the lugging of the apparatus suggests a rather 

frightening, grotesque image that emulate in print the "Black 

Paintings" of Goya: 

La zampoha que lleva a la espalda le hace 
el bulto de una Joroba, bajo la luenga 
capa. El lazarillo va cargado con las 
alforjas: Es un nine aldeano vestido de 
estamena, con la guedeja 
trasquilada sobre la frente con tonsura 
casi medieval. (Obras 1 638) 

Valle quickly defines the essence of the beggar as a 

furtive eavesdropper whose mission is secretive and sin

ister, a role acquiring even more ominous implications in "El 

embrujado" as one who profits from information uncovered 

while lurking in the shadows. In "Romance," he taunts 

Andreifia with a delicious morsel of information in hopes ef 

some sexual recompense. The gist of the gossip is that one 

of the sons ef don Juan Manual (don Farroquifie) has been 

locked up within the sanctuary and has asked Electus te seek 

help for his release. So, the Ciego intends to take full 

advantage ef the situation: 

La vieja criada llega a donde el ciego, y 
aparta con su diestra de bruja al 
lazarillo, empujandole hacia el hogar 
donae se agrupa la hueste mendicante. El 
Ciego de Gondar y ta vieja se enredan en 
una pldtica, que comienza en alta voz y 
acaba en susurro de secrete. 

El Ciego de Gondar.—Bien de mi corazdn, 
allega si quieres, y si non, non, que per 
el mundo sobran mujeres. 
Andreifia. — iValiente prosero! 
El Ciego de Gondar.—Allega tu pice, 
paloma real, allega tu pico, que no soy 
gavilan. 
Andreifia.—Acaba de una vez, que se me va 
la lumbre. 
El Ciego de Gondar.—Hermana Rebela, 
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sepia en el lar. Nos, tras de la puerta, 
hemos de amasar, meter y sacar y dar de 
barriga. No riades, rapaces, que ne bay 
picardia. (Obras I 639) 

In Cara de Plata, one early scene shows an outdoor fair 

where "ciegos y lazarillos cantan sus romances" in a festive 

atmosphere (C. 98). Amongst the peddlers, entertainers and 

carnies, the Ciego de Gondar helps Pichona to pitch her 

wares, ironically "miracle water" for the eyes. While seemly 

the least qualified in moving the item, Electus successfully 

barks the liquid ware with his usual comical and ingenious 

quips, drawing and enticing the crowds. All anticipate the 

expected bawdy strophs regardless of the event: 

Pichona la Bisbisera 
lAgua de rosas para los ojos! 

iPetaquillas del presidio de Ceuta! iA la 
rueda del biribis, que a todos contenta! 
iAmigos, ya descenoceis a Pichona la 
Bisbisera! lA cuarto la suerte! jA 
cartifie rabelo! 

El Ciego de Gondar 
iSe cansa la boca de cantar! iSe 

cansa el pie de bailar! iSe cansa el 
hombre de picar en la misma mujer! iY les 
ojos nunca cansos en su aquel de mirar y 
contemplar! (C. 100) 

El Ciego de Gondar, like Cempadre Fidel in "Los Cuernes de 

don Friolera," aecompanies the ferias constantly taking place 

around the area. Their performances of the suggestive 

eoplas, hawking their wares, or simply soliciting lismesnas, 

place them in a subgroup often deemed desperate and deformed 

who utilize the carnavalesque arena as a base from which to 

entice, manipulate and fleece a vulnerable public, at the 

mercy of the professional sightless charlatan. Electus is in 

his own element at the carnival as character and locale 

reflect each other. Pie Baroja perceptively links Valle's 

carnival to his characters and the symbolic implications that 

are derived therefrom: 

El Carnaval es, o por le menos ha sido. 
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la fiesta mas completa de los hombres. 
Le tiene todo: la risa, la barbarie, el 
disimulo, el miedo. Hay en el pesos de 
sentimientos ancestrales, totemicos, que 
se remontan a las epecas mas lejanas...El 
Carnaval tiene muchas caras, muchas 
facetas; es demoniaco y libertine; une el 
sentido igualitario y el erotico, la 
fecundacidn y la locura, la obscenidad y 
la rebeldia, la risa y el terror-
panico...El Carnaval viene de una 
corriente subversiva, demeniaca, 
antisocial, humana, demasiado humana, que 
diria Nietzsche...El Carnaval despierte 
ese demonic perverse que impulsa a herir, 
a molestar, a desprestigiar. Es el 
espiritu sadico, que se une con el de la 
lubricidad...Otro demonie que se 
despierta en Carnaval, que esta en su 
tradicion y que han perseguido las 
autoridades de las ciudades y de los 
pueblos, es el demonie de la funebridad, 
de lo macabre. (Esturo Velarde 176) 

Valle-Inclan's aesthetic clock, brings forth familiar 

characters throughout his literary periods. Though mostly in 

a secondary capacity, the character of the Ciego de Gondar 

reappears in Valle's early articles, novellets and plays, 

enduring to the period ef the esperpentos. Though the 

physical presence of the blindman remains fairly constant in 

the works and reflects the cultural "type" imagery 

characaterizing the Spanish blind beggar/balladeer, the 

overall character of Electus progressively changes with each 

work. The alteration may be subtle or dramatic though his 

sneaky and furtive nature remains throughout. Valle provides 

a flexibility to the mendicant that mirrors the mood of each 

work. In the medieval setting of "Flor de Santidad," for 

example, the image of Electus relates to that of Lazarillo's 

master whose life revolves around turning a buck. In "El 

embrujado," however, emphasis on the mysterious becomes a 

fundamental theme of the play which includes such dark 

elements as greed, lust, superstition, tragedy, and death. 

Electus is programmed te fit in perfectly as the sightless 

B 
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nomadic who ominously heralds intrigue and tragedy, presaging 

events that unfold during the drama. 

Though a supporting character, the figure of Electus is 

never reduced but rather augmented with each succeeding 

appearance. In "El embrujado" he wears the mystical garb ef 

the ancient sightless sage: 

Electus is a minor character whose role 
is crucial in the play because his 
pronouncements provide "a commentary on 
and an exemplification of Valle-Inclan's 
mystic commitment and aesthetic creed." 
(Maier 152) 

Like Teiresias, who exercises his supernatural duties as the 

bearer of bad tidings, Electus is endowed by Valle with the 

power ef the revelations of crime and death. Carol Maier 

expresses Electus' characterization as less than mystical or 

extraordinary, indicating that "his ability to identify 

characters before they actually arrive on stage barely makes 

him a visionary, and he himself says that his songs and 

asides only repeat information that is already known" (Maier 

152). 

Electus is an archetypical Greco-Roman medieval 

composite of several familiar literary depictions of the 

past, incorporating a cyclical element that merges the 

archetypal sightless images of antiquity with the Galician 

ambience in Valle's works and reflecting a preference for 

mixing the contemporary with a nostalgic past. Such 

composites discourage linear motion and enhance conceptual 

timelessness: 

Ne dvidemos que todos los temas 
fundamentales de la obra (amor filial, 
avaricia, lujuria, supersticion, lealtad, 
tragedia, muerte, etc.) tienen 
antecedentes tempranes en la humanidad. 
Afiadase a esta afirmacion que las 
acotaciones de la plaza, en su calidad de 
cuadros, adquieren una dimension estatica 
que le da fuerza a la neeion de que todo 
lo presentado en el drama si bien actual 
es preterite al congelar, estas pinturas. 
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emociones y caracteristicas fisicas de 
siempre. (Gonzalez-del-Valle 75, 76) 

"La verbena" contains the particular genesis of the 

Ciego de Gondar, who is cast with intuitive powers that 

foretell er reveal things past, present and future. The work 

derives from an incident that Valle experienced while 

celebrating his forty-sixth birthday on an outing in the 

Galician countryside in 1912. At a pilgrimage site he stood 

amidst a group of visitors and watched as they approached the 

hermitage on their knees in prayer, while also witnessing a 

blind balladeer recount the horrific details of a recent 

homicide in the vicinity. As the writer listened intently to 

the ciego de romances elaborate the dreadful event, he was 

inspired by the image and that very night drafted an outline 

for "El embrujado" including the blind figure of Electus, 

based on the sightless source of inspiration. The sightless 

minstrel impressed Valle as having a malicious aura.12 

As the story line of "El embrujado" unfolds, the 

elements of greed and lust are primary vices that stand out, 

providing the impetus for the play. Jean-Paul Borel reminds 

us: "ni la lujuria ni la avaricia tienen ya si entido una vez 

cumplido el destine; ellas no eran sino los caminos de la 

muerte" (Zahareas 570). Valle cloaks the play with the 

superstition of a Galician peasantry, presenting the 

collective soul of the people who face the forces of the 

diabolical and the occult. To achieve its maximum effect, 

Valle opens his feudal drama with colorful characters that 

reflect their archetypal antecedents. El Ciego de Gondar 

appears in the role of the sightless sage and as a clegQ de 

romances, a most appropriate image to give the play its tone 

and direction. Electus sets the initial scene delivering 

ominous eoplas that he and his lazarillian bride deliver to 

the female help in the house of don Pedro Bolafio. As the two 

approach the workers it is apparent that the reputation of 

the Ciego de Gondar proceeds him. Electus and La Moza del 
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Ciego are regarded with suspicion and disdain. The pair are 

looked on as carnival barkers who seek to entice and incite 

for a price: 

La Moza del Ciego.—iEl Ciego do Gondar! 
La Navora.—iYa llega el Antruejo! 
iVeras tii que mala idea trae! 
Juana de Juno.—iNunca la tuve buena! 
La Navora.—iLas viruelas que la picaron 
los ojos habian de picarle la lengua! 

(Obras I 721) 

Valle does not permit Electus to escape from his 

lascivious comportment, an integral factor of his composite 

image. In practically every appearance of the blindman 

throughout Valle's works, sexual issues inevitably arise 

quickly through dialogue or action en his part. In this 

case, in an exchange between the women, Electus has 

apparently won over his lazarillian companion from his old 

competitor, the Ciego de Flavia.i^ Virula serves to 

symbolically link the two blindmen. As she "serves" one, 

then the other, the Moza del Ciego validates both as 

questionable types who function on the same level, devoid of 

integrity and respect. Both the Ciego de Gondar and the 

Ciego de Flavia are wandering minstrels who vie for her 

services in their profession and pleasure. La Moza becomes a 

kind of prize for the one who can offer her the most. All 

seem rather one dimensional as each considers the other to be 

an object with which to promote their limited goals, 
reflecting the theme of the play: 

La Moza del Ciego.—Somos casados de poco 
tiempo,y la cama nos llama. 
La Navora.—Libremente lo declaras. 
El Ciego.—Primero lo declara el enemige 
que ves encisma la sangre, a viejos y 
mozas. 
Juana de Juno.—Recuerdome, Virula, 
cuando ibas con el Ciego de Flavia. 
Todavia ha de volver con §1. 
La Moza del Ciego.—Este cativo no 
consiente que lo hagan de menos. 
El Ciego.—Tengo bien ferrado el pale. 
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Juana de Juno.—Pues el Ciego de Flavia 
lo juega de maravilla, que aprendio de 
mozo en la raya del Portugal. 
La Navora.—Como un lobe va por los 
caminos, deseando topar con ves. 
El Ciego.—Ese dia se vera quien sale con 
la cabeza quebrada. (Obras I 721) 

The Ciego de Gondar and his lady then perform the 

contrived romance that establishes the dramatic tone and 

course that the play takes. With his Spanish zanfofia, the 

Ciego de Gondar "canta y mueve un viejo son en el teclado 

desvencijado. La moza le acompafia con el pandero" (Obras I 

722). The two performers take turns reciting the eoplas that 

relate the recent incident in which don Pedro's son is 

murdered. Alledgedly he has had an illegitimate son by Rosa 

Galans which, in fact, is not true. The infant is now under 

the care of grandfather Bolafio. The romance is abruptly 

interrupted by Malvin, one of Bolafio's wards who grabs 

Electus to rough him up just as don Pedro intervenes. The 

ensuing discourse further disdains the Ciego de Gondar in his 

depiction as part of the sightless scourge who indulge the 

questionable practices in the pursuit of profit: 

Don Pedro.—iDejad al Ciego! Harte 
sab6is que no es del Ciego el coliman de 
sus presas. 
Malvin.—Por sabido que ne. Otro raposo 
las urde sin salir del tobo. Mas sea de 
la cabeza, sea del rabo, ye lo he de 
sacar. 
Don Pedro.—iDeja sus incumbencias a 
Dios! Tii alcanza al Ciego y hazle que 
vuelva para hablar conmigo. Rapaz, te 
recomiendo que no lo maltrates. Suelta 
el cayado que tomaste. 

(Obras 1 723) 

Electus divines the arrival of dofia Isddina who is 

betrothed to the dead son, Miguelin. As the female peasants 

praise the blindman's supposed powers passed on by ancestral 

sages, Malvin, who is no fan of Electus, disputes his 

ability. In spite ef the Moza defending her master, Malvin 

m 
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challenges him regarding the supernatural, deeming Electus a 

shyster and fake: 

El Ciego-—Senti al gavilan volar sobre 
ella. Senti a la sierpe alentar para 
ella. Senti al Santo Angel de la Guarda 
majar sobre todos nosotros, bailandonos 
una ribeirana encima de la cabeza y de 
los hembres, con sus pies blances. 
Juana de Juno.—iCalla, prosero! 
La Moza del Ciego.—|Prosero sera!...Pero 
el adivinar adivino quien venia. 
Malvin.—A poco tambien le proclamas 
brujo. Adivino como pudiera adivinar 
cualquier otro Dofia Isddina, tedas las 
tardes, al toque de la oracion, aparece 
per la puerta con la siiplica de ver al 
infante que recogio Don Pedro. (Obras I 
730) 

With his brief appearance at the beginning of the play, 

Electus serves to announce the initial disaster of the murder 

of don Pedro Bolafio's son and his illegitimate child which 

establishes the premise for the action throughout the play. 

After his performance, the pseudo-sage then exits and dees 

net reappear until much later. The Ciego de Gondar and 

Virula reemerge to announce the second and final tragedy that 

propels Rosa Galans into a supernatural frenzy in converting 

herself and her two followers into diabolical mastifs 

destined for hell. 

Electus tells don Pedro about hearing shots and screams 

during his arrival to the estate. This time, however, the 

image ef the blind seer is played down. The scene fore

grounds the sneaky essence of the pair who hide in the 

shadows and overhear the crime in progress: "Rather than 

enabling the other characters to glimpse hidden meanings, the 

mysteries he announces are secrets about other people that he 

cannot keep (secrets he reveals more from drunken-ness than 

inspiration)" (Maier 153). As Malvin is bringing the infant 

back to don Pedro, a shot wounds Malvin, killing the infant. 

By this time don Pedro is conditioned to the suspicious 
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appearance of the pair. Valle reintroduces the blindman and 

his guide again with sinister features that prefigure the 

second tragedy of the play: 

Aparecen en la puerta El Ciego De Gondar 
y La Moza. Dos figuras negras que 
despiden un vaho de hume dad. El hombre 
se sacude baJo la anguarina. La mujer 
hace temblar largo y fino las sonajas de 
la pandera. (Obras 1 754) 

Valle reinforces ancient depictions of the blind endowed 

with special powers and in league with supernatural elements. 

The second appearance of Electus is viewed by don Pedro 

Bolafio as an omen; his unannounced presence is seen as 

conspiratorial to the tragedy. The minstrel's declarations 

to don Pedro, whether prophetic or not, introduce disaster 

into the life of the Hidalgo. The Ciego's presence at the 

end of the play is seen as foreboding. Through his reve

lations, Electus becomes the Teiresian counterpart to 

Bolafio's oedipal reflection who first scoffs at the sightless 

bearer of bad tidings and then, like Oedipus, becomes a 

victim: 

Den Pedro.—iMala nueva trails! iSois 
pajaros de mal agiiero ! 
La Moza del Ciego.—La nueva que traemos 
asi puede ser buena come puede ser mala. 
No la denigre sin la cenocer, que no le 
pedimes aguinaldo per ella. 
El Ciego.—Me falta la luz de los ojos, y 
de tedas las cosas de este cativo mundo 
solamente legre alcanzar una parte 
pequefia. . . Pero decia mi abuelo que per 
la oreja, como per el rabo, se reconece 
todo el cuerpo de la bestia. A Rosa 
Galons (sic) le robaron el hijo. Qui6n 
fuese no s6... 
Don Pedro.—iTu lo has visto? 
El Ciego.—Yo nada vee. (Obras I 754) 

The years between 1913 and 1920 reflect a virtual halt 

te theatrical production by Valle-Incl6n. Beginning in 1920, 

a tremendous literary surge occurs lasting for most of the 

decade and ultimately earning the writer fame. 
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Expressionistic elements unfold in his plays with a 

particular approach that will become a unique genre and 

"ismo" comprising the Valle-Inclanesque. i'* It is through 

the plays of the 1920's that Valle-Inclan: 

...libera la escena espanda de ataduras 
tematicas tradicionales y de formas 
arcaicas. Influye en esta nueva 
perspectiva la estetica expresionista y 
la nueva forma por el inventada: los 
esperpentos (Esturo Velarde 131). 

With the play Divinas palabras (1920) the esperpentie 

spirit of the writer blossoms and characters change from 

traditional depictions of the idyllic and plasticity of the 

aristocratic images comprising the past of Valle's homeland 

to much mere realistic personages whose representation is 

expressionistic. "The play is the esperpento's jeering 

retort to the idealized vision of Galicia to be found in 

previous writings such as "Flor de Santidad" (V. Smith 94). 

The characters are highly animated, exaggerating the most 

negative aspects of life in terms that are more universal, 

though played out in the Galician mode: 

La obra ofrece un panorama de las 
realidades del mal: adulterio, lujuria, 
obscenidad, avaricia, crueldad, 
hipecresia, homosexualidad, vanidad, 
incesto, ostentacion, cobardia, y 
disimulo. (Zahareas 579) 

Greed and lust are the motivating factors for the existence 

in the composite characters and these factors provoke a stark 

reality, giving each personage a sordid essence. The evils 

reflected in the magic and superstition found in past 

writings new submit to current forms that are more real and 

horrific, exaggerating the form dehumanized as seen on the 

canvases ef Goya. Valle-Inclan's tendency is to "presentar a 

la persona en toda su exterioridad para que 6sta sea reflejo 

y comentario de su degeneracidn interior, tal y como pretende 

hacer el expresionismo" (Jerez Ferran 111). 
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Initially, the concept of physical dehumanization is 

abruptly produced with the character of little Laureane, an 

"enano hidrocefalo," a deformed monster spawned by the dying 

prostitute, Juana la Reina, the sister to Marl Gaila: 

La figura monstruosa del nifio, a quien 
VAlle-Inclan califica varias veces de 
"engendro", aumenta el horror y la 
repugnancia a traves de las reiteradas 
descripciones que hace del monstrue, 
victima inecente de la indiferencia de 
sus familiares y en general de todo el 
pueblo que habita la villa nunca 
nombrada. (Esturo Velarde 136). 

The horrific essence of the living abortion ironically 

provides a grisly income for a trio of sisters, among them 

Marl Gaila, the central character. The tragic little monster 

is carried around in a cart for display to elicit charity for 

the sickly mother until her death from veneral disease. The 

ghastly fund-raiser is then turned over to Marl Gaila and the 

other sister who carry on the avaricious project. 

Laureane, the hideous creature, is the symbolic essence 

or nucleus around which the characters of the play revolve, 

reflecting their corrupt nature: "La fealdad grotesca es el 

elemento que domina el aspecto visual de Divinas palabras, 

asi como es la ignorancia moral la nota fundamental del 

caracter de les personajes" (Zahareas 581). 

Mari Gaila drags the cart with the tragic spectacle from 

fair to fair for profit. She is the adultrous wife ef the 

Sacristan, totally devoid of any conventional sense of shame, 

with a crude lust for life which she fully intends to pursue. 

Laureane is the vehicle by which her greed is satisfied until 

she, while at a tavern, briefly abandons the cart to gratify 

her carnal appetite. The helpless idiot succumbs to 

excessive drinks of alcohol plied to it by the patrons for 

amusement: 

El enano habia tenide el ultimo temblor. 
Sus manos infant lies, de cera oscura, se 
enclavijaban sobre la colcha de 
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remiendos, y la enorme cabeza azulenca, 
con la lengua entre los labies y los ojos 
vidriados, parecia degollada. Las 
moscas del ganado acudian a picar en 
ella. (D. 115) 

As Mari Gaila pulls the cart on another excursion in 

search of adventure and fortune, she meets an old partner of 

the past. El Ciego de Gondar makes a cameo appearance in the 

play as he encounters Mari Gaila on the road. 

The blindman emerges in the first scene of the second 

Jornada in the role of a familiar type of the past. A 

conversation between la Vecina and Marica Del Reino recalls 

the old days when Mari Gaila and the Ciego de Gondar 

performed romances de ciego as a duo: 

LA VECINA 
Cuando tiene una cepa, muy divertida se 
pone. iSan Bias, lo que pudimos reir con 
ella estos tiempos pasados en el 
ventorrillo de Ludovina! El Ciego de 
Gondar, que tambien estaba a barlovento, 
la requeria para que se le juntase, y 
ella le cerraba la boca con cada 
sentencia... 

MARICA DEL REINO 
Pues el ciego es agudo. 

LA VECINA 
Pues no le valia su agudeza. Y todo se 
lo decian en eoplas: El ciego con la 
zanfofia y ella con el pandero. 

MARICA DEL REINO 
Milagros del vino y mal mirar per la 
conducta. 

LA VECINA 
I Si no se paga todo lo que bebe! Muchos la 
convidan per su labia y per oirle las eoplas tan 
divertidas que saca. (D.P. 79-80) 

Soon, the old song and dance team meet again en route to 

a fair. Mari Gaila complains to the Ciego de Gondar that she 

will never make the distance as the cart with the tragie 

idiot is too much for her to pull. Gondar suggests a 

compromise reminiscent of the medieval scenario of "mutuum 

auxilium" when the blind carry the lame as depicted in the 

work by Andrieu de la Vigne. Valle modifies the model 
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somewhat as the Ciego de Gondar expects mere than just visual 

guidance: 

EL CIEGO DE GONDAR 
Y veras tu provecho, si te penes en un 
acuerdo conmigo. 

MARI-GAILA 
De acuerdo ya estamos, salve que tu 
llamas acuerdo al dormir juntos, y eso de 
mi ne lo esperes. 

LA TATULA 
iAmen de Dios, si el pecado ne puede con 
vesotros! 

MARI-GAILA 
Con mi carne de rosas, que este cativo ya 
me esta palpando. iAparta la mane, 
centellon! 

EL CIEGO DE GONDAR 
iNo escapes, Mari-Gaila! (D. 85) 

If the lecherous, avarice nature of the Ciego de Gondar has 

been implied in past works, it becomes fully manifest in 

Divinas palabras as he and Mari Gaila appear cut from the 

same cloth. He articulates to his old partner: "Tientame las 

alforjas, que algo busco viene en ellas" (D.P. 85). In 

another statement to the Peregrine, the Ciego de Gondar 

implies his lack of integrity as he observes "unos cerremos 

el mundo con honradez y etros sin ella" (D.P. 87-88). 

Valle-Inclan presents the Ciego de Gondar as a composite 

of Spanish tipos of the physically blind. His performances 

in the taverns with Mari Gaila with his zanfofiia accords with 

images of the Ciego de romances persisting well into the 

nineteenth century. His cunning approach to making money 

also places him alongside his medieval brother found in 

Lazarillo de Tormes. Moreover, in Divinas palabras. Valle 

emphasizes Electus's lascivious nature, a trait common in 

depictions of the physically blind in early medieval French 

literature. Though Gondar's appearances in the play are 

infrequent, on each occasion the image of the physically 

blind as shiftless and lecherous is pervasive. As Mari Gaila 

is essentially the Ciego's female counterpart, she 
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anticipates and avoids his fondling and suggestive banty 

because, through experience, she is aware of his sexual 

proclivities. Thus, Mari Gaila is always thwarting his 

tactile ogling and amorous efforts. Mari Gaila, in much the 

same way as Hipo's desires are constantly dashed by Santa, 

rejects any sexual advances made by the blindman though her 

promiscuity with others has earned her a sordid reputation. 

In every instance the woman, Mari Gaila in this case, is 

reduced to an object to be possessed and used. The blindman 

furthers the dehumanizing process of Mari Gaila. Each time 

that the Ciego de Gondar appears en the scene, the topic ef 

conversation turns sexual as his lustful incli-nations are 

made clear to those around him. The only respect that exists 

between the two comes from her resis-tance to physical or 

verbal advances by the sightless lecher. One such example 

finds the pair at a tavern as the Ciego de Gondar offers Mari 

Gaila some wine. The exchange soon turns lewd as she once 

again becomes the object ef the blindman's affections: 

EL CIEGO DE GONDAR 
iQuieres catar ahora un bianco que hay de 
Amandi? iSabe a fresas! 

MARI-GAILA 
iBuena vida te das! 

EL CIEGO DE GONDAR 
Si quieres catarlo, entra. 

MARI-GAILA 
iY si da en marearseme la chela? 

EL CIEGO DE GONDAR 
Nos subimos a dormir al sobrado. 

MARI-GAILA 
i Condenado tema! iComo estas tii sin una buena 
rapaza? 

EL CIEGO DE GONDAR 
Las rapazas solamente valen para si. Un ciego 
requiere mujer legrada. (D. 92-93) 

Mari Gaila's lover, Septimo Miau, also mocks the blindman, 

triggering another aspect of the woman as an objeet dehu

manized. They discuss intimate implications of the post 

partum change in the physiology of a woman. The strong 

character of Mari Gaila, however, turns the issue back onto 
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the blindman and her lover to end the exchange: 

EL COMPADRE MIAU 
(Mas parece al contrario! Como no ve, ne 
puede apreciar hermosura, y cuando palpe, 
querra encontrar las mollas prietas. 

EL CIEGO DE GONDAR 
iTu, come las tienes, Mari-Gaila? 

LA VENTERA 
Despues de parir, no hay mollas duras. 

MARI-GAILA 
Eso va en la cendicion de cada mujer. 
Ye, despues de parir, tenia la carne que 
no se me agarraba un repulgo, 

EL CIEGO DE GONDAR 
Deja ver come las tienes ahora. 

MARIA-GAILA 
Para que te acompafie, has de tener las 
manos quedas. 

EL COMPADRE MIAU 
iSi usted se va, ne podemos hacer el 
cetejo! 

MARI-BAILA 
iHabla usted del cetejo del ojo biroque 

EL COMPADRE MIAU 
iCabal! (D. 93) 

Septimo Miau's implication that the blindman cannot 

appreciate Mari Gaila's physical beauty would have a great 

effect on Hipolito, who was constantly frustrated by being 

unable to gaze upon Santa. For the Ciego de Gondar, however, 

the curse is minimal; his feelings do net seem to transcend 

the carnal and what can be achieved through his tactile 

pursuits. Gondar is much more shallow than Hipo as the issue 

of contorted female flesh as an effect of childbirth appears 

to be a more exciting topic than any desire for a con

ventional, intimate relationship or love. Note: The 

exaltation of corporal deformatity is a strong expres

sionistic element heavily influenced by the painters from 

Griinewald to Van Gogh and including El Greco, Goya and more 

recently Cezanne and Munch.i° Valle, much like Baudelaire, 

successfully converts the deformed and grotesque from canvas 

to print. 
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Another common aesthetic technique linking Valle to the 

grotesque is reflected in exaggerated or contorted facial 

expressions such as found in Goya's painting, "Los 

Caprichos"; more specifically with the exaggerated emphasis 

on the mouth with respect to distorted smiles, or sneers. 

Maria La Tatula, for example, in Divinas palabras. "en un 

reir astute descubre las encias desnudas de dientes" (D. 

149). The ghastley Laureane, as well, is repeatedly 

described in terms of facial expressions such as "negro de 

moscas, hace su mueca" (D. 59). El Ciego de Gondar similarly 

appears "con la montera derribada y una taza de vino entre 

las manes, asoma en la puerta del meson. Tiene la risa 

jocunda del mosto y del yantar" (D. 92). [The archaisms 

"mosto" and "yantar" for food and drink shape a rustic or 

medieval image of gluttonous indulgences. His jocular mood 

is braced by the wine he hopes te share with Mari Gaila.] 

The image ef the Ciego de Gondar in Divinas palabras 

contrasts markedly with his appearances in prior works. In 

earlier roles, the depictions of Electus evoked the mys

terious and diabolical. He maintains a mere ominous aura 

than in Divinas where he portrays a comically repelling drunk 

whose essence centers around greed and vice. As Summer 

Greenfield points out, the image of the Galician peasant as 

an incidental aesthetic has disappeared. Gone are the 

sentimental and nostalgic elements associated with the 

Montenegro dynasty. In its place, the personages comprising 

the Galician plebe take on mere realistic aspects with the 

tendency to create a parody on the human condition which is 

seen as negative and pessimistic.i® The Ciego de Gondar 

converts from the mystical and sinister to the avaricious 

drunk who is sexually obsessed. Regardless of typecast, 

however, each depiciton emanates from a much older source. 

Both Zahareas and Greenfield agree that the image ef Electus 

is "always a figure evocative of the remote past, 

particularly the medieval" (D. 92). 
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The eye's association with the underworld of darkness is 

present in Divinas palabras. This time it is not Electus, 

but Septimo Miau who radiates the occult. The farandul wears 

a patch over one eye which he claims gives him extraordinary 

insight. The bandaged orb is more for gimmicry, but is quite 

unsettling to the ignorant poor: 

SIMONIRA 
iPer bueno esta usted sefialado en la 
cara! 

SfiPTIMO MIAU 
iCree usted, joven? 

SIMONIRA 
Cree en Dios. 

Septimo Miau escupe la colilla, alza el 
pai^che con dos dedos, descubriendo el ojo 
que lleva tapado, y con un guino le 
recata de nuevo baJo el verde tafetan. 

SfiPTIMO MIAN 
iYa ha visto usted come no estoy 
senalado! 

SIMONIRA 
Pues per alguna maldad lo encubre. 

SfiPTIMO MIAN 
Por lo mucho que penetra. Tanto ve, que 
se quema, y he de llevarlo tapado. 
iPenetra las paredes y las intenciones! 

SIMONIKA 
iAve Maria! Tanto ver es de brujos. 

PEDRO GAILO 
El Demonie se rebeld per querer ver 
demasiado. 

SfiPTIMO MIAU 
El Demonie se rebelo per querer saber. 

PEDRO GAILO 
Ver y saber son frutos de la misma rama. 
El Demonio quise tener un ojo en cada sin 
fin, ver el pasade y el no logrado. (D. 
147) 

Characterizations of the physically blind appear in 

almost every facet of the writings of Valle-Incldn. Regarded 

as pre-esperpepto,!'^ La cabeza del dragdn (1909), a two-act 

puppet farce, is classified by David Nicholson as "a satire 

of the symbolist fairy drama" and contains the character of 
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the sightless Cempadre Zacarias who makes two brief 

appearances (Nicholson 461). The play is part of Valle's 

early theater which actually belongs to his middle period and 

is "designed to penetrate aesthetically a mystical and 

timeless spirit world and conjure up the exotic beauty ef a 

remote past" as Greenfield points out in her article "Early 

Theatre (Tradition and Modernity), Cuento de Abril: Literary 

Reminiscences and Commonplaces," contained in Ramon del 

Valle-Inclan. An Appraisal of his Life and Works by Anthony 

N. Zahareas (Zahareas 353). 

In La cabeza del dragon, which is full ef "Swiftian 

overtones and Cervantine ingenuity," Valle dabbles in ancient 

French folklore with a kind of tongue-in-cheek approach to 

fairy tale form (Lima 96). This rather unusual mix is but 

one part of reaction against the literary mainstream of the 

time. Such sources as the fairy tales of the Grimm Brothers 

and medieval legends are favored as "playwrights of symbolist 

bent adapted fairy tales, myths and legends in their revolt 

against realism around the turn of the century" (Nicholson 

469). 

In the case of La cabeza del dragon the particular 

sources that Valle draws upon are fairly obvious, first a 

variation on Grimm's tale, "Der Eisenhans".^^ In both 

stories a wood sprint or goblin is captured by the King and 

placed in a cage to halt the practical jokes and annoying 

harrassment that the little menace inflicts on the royal 

family, particularly the Queen. One day, while young Prince 

Verdemar is playing with his brothers, his ball rolls into 

the Sprint's cage. The gremlin uses the ball as a bargaining 

tool, baiting the Prince to release him in exchange for the 

toy. Verdemar agrees, realizing afterwards the wrath he will 

incur from his father for the deed; thus he sets out with the 

Sprint for adventurous travels to avoid punishment from the 

King. 
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The remainder of the play lends itself to the legendary 

scenarios characterizing the Dragon Slayer series, a 

collection of tales considered among the oldest of the 

European tradition, that originate in early French 

literature. Valle's adaptation does not veer far from the 

basic premise ef the ancient French fairy tale. Prince 

Verdemar, under the protection of the enchanted Sprint, 

challenges a terrible dragon to free the beautiful Princess 

Infantina from its evil hold. Victory is to be accomplished 

with a diamond sword provided to him by the grateful goblin. 

Verdemar's real adversary is not the dragon, however, 

but Espandian, the boastful local bully who challenges 

Verdemar for the attentions of the princess. After Verdemar 

kills the dragon, Espandian's attempts to take credit are 

foiled by the Sprint who cuts out the tongue of the dragon, 

showing it to all as proof of Verdemar's valiant feat. The 

Prince is declared the real hero, ending the tale happily as 

the prince and princess wed, uniting the two royal families. 

Though the basic structure of Valle's play varies little 

from the composite of the traditional fairy tales, Tolkien 

draws the line in qualifying it as a true form of the fairy 

tale genre because of the "methods of burlesque" that Valle 

applies throughout the story line (Nicholson 461). 

Notwithstanding attempts to classify Valle's contribution, 

the play's social satire often takes an anecdotal form, 

incorporating the blind character, Zacarias. Cempadre 

Zacarias represents a compilation of sightless images of past 

literature. He is first a vendor of gaeetas and romances in 

the royal palace. In some instances he is clownish, in 

others, he appears quite perceptive. For Valle's own purpose 

the blindman serves as a comical victim of the system, 

steeped in social sarcasm. 

Zacarias is generally paired with the Bufon, giving one 

an idea of his status. His initial appearance occurs at an 
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inn where he is invited to join Prince Verdemar along with 

the Bufon to eat and converse. Light comedy involves both 

blindman and guidedog, neither appearing markedly cognizant 

of exactly where they are, responding to Verdemar's 

invitation to join him and the Bufon. So that they can 

locate the table, Zacarias suggests a sure method to his eld 

friend, the Bufon, to expedite the matter and is literally 

dragged to the table by the ravenous curr: 

EL CIEGO 
iAdonde estas, Berteldo? 

EL BUFON 
Aca, cempadre Zacarias. 

EL CIEGO 
iEstas solo? 

EL BUFON 
Solo con un amigo que me hace la merced 
de pagarme la cena. Acercate. 

EL CIEGO 
LLama al perro para que me guie. 

EL BUFON 
iComo se llama tu perro? 

EL CIEGO 
De varias maneras. La mejor es llamarle 
ensefianole una tajada. (CD. 50) 

As the dog, blindman in tow, wrestles the bone from the 

Bufon's grasp, the latter jokingly analogizes the scene to 

the destitute state in which he and the blindman new find 

themselves. The inference is that their socio-economic 

status compares with that of the mascot, as both animal and 

owner are in dire straits: 

EL BUFON 
iCempadre Zacarias, tu perro ha sido 
hombre alguna vez! 

EL CIEGO 
Nunca me lo ha dicho. 

EL BUFON 
Pues al ver la tajada hizo tales 
demostraciones...i6 sera que todos los 
hombres primero han sido perros! (C.D.51-
52) 

As the three men begin their feast, the conversation turns to 

the Ciego whom the Bufon introduces to Verdemar as a seller 
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°f gaceats and romances in the king's Court. Zacarias, 

irritated and hard-pressed because of being out of work, 

denounces the current social structure, accusing all from top 

to bottom of irresponsible behavior. He intimates that the 

royal heads pass the proverbial buck down the social chain 

until it reaches the bottom where its worth is negligible: 

Que las vendia, cempadre, Berteldo. Era 
oficio tan ruin, que apenas daba para 
malcomer, y lo he dejado. Los reyes no 
pagan nunca a quien les sirve. 
Encomiendan a los certesanos esas 
miserlas, y los certesanos las 
encomiendan a los lacayos, y los laycayos 
cuando llegas a cobrar salen con un pale 
levantado. (CD- 53) 

The Ciego and Bufon discover that each is waiting for the 

same boat to travel to Las Indias to escape their economic 

misery. In appraising the situation, the Bufon colorfully 

quips to the Ciego: "iSe quebrd la soga del perro y buscas 

una longaniza para atarlo?" (CD. 54). The Bufon criticizes 

modern society's increasing disregard for the disabled. With 

this, Valle articulates his disdain for what is unthinkingly 

considered progressive. The Bufdn's desire to return to a 

Galician past and an idealistic world of Bradomins and 

Montenegros seem to echo Valle's nostalgia for aristocratic 

elegance and protocol, and a world where the dignity and 

welfare of the downtrodden are kept intact. The Buf6n tells 

the Prince: 

EL BUFON 
i Los viejos! iLos iniitiles! iQu6 

loeuras estas diciendo? En otro tiempo 
algunos hubo, pero ahora se ha dado una 
ley para que los automoviles los aplasten 
en las carreteras. iDe qu6 sirve un 
viejo de cien afios? iDe que sirve una 
vieja gorda? iY los tullidos que se 
arrastran como tortugas? Ha sido una 
ley muy sabia, que merecid el aplauso de 
teda la Corte. Asi se hacen fuertes las 
razas. Tu es pesible que no lo halles 
bien, porque eres un sentimental. Le he 
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cenecide desde el primer memento, en 
cuanto me convidaste a cenar. iEres un 
sentimental! (CB. 54-55) 

Particularly interesting to this study are Verdemar's 

brief comments regarding his adoration for the beautiful 

Infantina ironically described in terms of blindness. 

Through the Prince, Valle makes the subtle inference that a 

sightless state is conducive to objectivity and that vision 

is prone to corruption. As such, the blind, physically 

removed from worldly temptation, possess a pristine type of 

insight that is incomparable in clarity. The reference to 

this sixth sense, as it were, harks back te the ancient sages 

and seers. Verdemar informs Zacarias that he has dined with 

the blindman seeking an opportunity to inquire about the 

Princess Infantina, since such information can only be found 

in the objective source of the sightless: 

EL CIEGO 
i Un sent imental! 

EL PRINCIPE VERDEMAR 
A ti te convide, porque jamas 
centemplaste a la princesa, y su 
hermosura no puede moverte. El bien que 
tu digas de ella no nacera del encanto de 
tus ojos. lOjala todos les que haban de 
una mujer cegasen antes de verla, que asi 
sera mas cuerde el juicio y habria menos 
engahados! Yo la vi un memento pasar 
entre los laureles del parque real, y 
solo con verla nacio en mi el deseo de 
veneer al Dragon. (CB. 56) 

As the Ciego enters the play in such humorous fashion, 

so does he exit. In the final scene the Ciego and the Bufon 

reunite at the royal wedding ceremony. Neither has sailed 

for Las Indias. The Bufon has been robbed of his clothes 

while the Ciego offers an equally ridiculous excuse for 

having remained: 

EL CIEGO 
Yo tampoco pude embarcar, pero no fue por 
falta de vestido. Habia tomado pasaje 
para mi solo y no me admitian al perro. 
Querian que pagase como si fuese una 
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persona. 
EL BUFON 

Las personas sen las que debian pagar 
como perros, porque de tales reciben el 
trato en esos barcos de emigrantes. (CB. 
152-153). 

The Ciego appears resigned to his destiny that has histo

rically linked his affliction to his profession as a seller 

of romances. Good, bad or indifferent, he is compelled to 

follow his sightless antecedents who perpetually hawk their 

wares on a string through the streets of the world: 

EL CIEGO 
Me quede en tierra, y aca me vine, a la 
querencia de mi antigue oficio. Vuelve a 
vender las gaeetas a la gente del 
Palaeio. (CB. 153) 

Because events of the day will attract the public, the Ciego 

feels his business temporarily picking up, but indicates that 

hard times will again seen prevail. The social structure is 

again indicted by the blindman, who suggests that whatever is 

generally considered bad starts at the top and gravitates 

downward, being suffered most by those at the bottom. Valle 

cleverly employs subtle word play to underscore the message 

as well as its messenger: 

Estos dias algo se hace con motivo de las 
bodas reales, y, sebre todo, con la vista 
del proceso de Espandian. Pero el agesto 
esta cuando hay denuncias. Entonces 
vende de oculto. Si se habia mal del 
Rey, todos los palaciegos pican. (CB 
153) 

6.3 Sightless Characters in the esperpentos 

In Valle's later writings, he remains consistent in the 

use of sightless characters featured in two of his famous 

esperpentos. In Luces de bohemia (1924) and "Los cuernos de 

den Friolera" (1925), the blind are given rather powerful 

roles so as to control and guide the direction of the 

particular play. The sightless also symbolically serve as a 

ms 
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vehicle of expression for underlying messages which signi

ficantly communicate major aspects of Valle's changing 

literary philosophy. Valle draws on familiar sightless 

models of past periods to represent these images. In Luces. 

Max Estrella is a sightless, tragic bohemian poet who prides 

himself on continuing the tradition of the classical 

ancients. As Robert Lima indicates in his article, however, 

there is one major difference. He points out that Valle 

feels that "Humanity's lot in the present is to be crushed 

under the same burden that in antiquity was borne heroically" 

(Lima 8). In Luces the poor, miserable poet becomes a social 

anachronism. Max represents a distorted image of the past; 

an outcast in his own environment, he appears dehumanized by 

a corrupt and decadent society that he observes and 

critiques. The blindness that he bears ne longer symbolizes 

divine punishment in exchange for immortal talents. Rather, 

Max's affliction is derived from mortal vice which he terms 

as "el regale de Venus" (L.B. 152). Max's image as a 

pathetic and miserable part of a deformed system negates or 

undermines his worth. Valle confirms that: "La ceguera es 

bella y noble en Homero. Pero en Luces de bohemia esa misma 

ceguera es triste y lamentable porque se trata de un peeta 

bohemie: de Maximo Estrella..." (Dougherty 192). 

In "Los cuernos de don Friolera," the figure of the 

blind puppeteer, Cempadre Fidel, derives from the image of 

the ciego de romances. Replete with zanfofia and marion

ettes, the sightless minstrel initiates and terminates the 

action of the first version of the play. He creates and 

manipulates the wooden dolls. His role, though brief, has 

critical importance for Valle's aesthetic and philosophical 

intent, the notion of artistic distancing and various gnostic 

implications that become interwoven in the work. 

The overall idea for Luces de bohemia can be traced to a 

brief article by Valle published in 1892, titled "Madrid de 
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Noche." It records his personal observations of the bohemian 

nightlife in the capital city, and centers around notes 

concerning the nocturnal vice which overtakes the city 

nightly: "fistas des clases de pajaros de la noche, bohemios 

y horizontales acuden en las primeras horas de la mafiana, al 

popular cafe de Fomos" (Fichter 159). Valle also mentions a 

close friend who, rather than wed, commits suicide; "bohemie 

de pura sangre, tan falto de dinero come sobrado de 

ingenio..." (Fichter 160). 

Valle's experience with the tragic death ef this 

bohemian friend reappears years later as his friend and 

mentor, Alejandro Sawa, becemes the inspirational model, 

combining with Valle's ideas as expanded in "La media noche" 

to produce his first esperpento. Luces de bohemia. In 

reality. Max Estrella embodies the essence of both Sawa and 

Valle who are artistically and emotionally fused: 

La critica que se ha ocupado de este 
personaje da per hecho que Valle Inclan 
ha llevado a Alejandro Sawa a 
protagonizar Luces de bohemia. En 
efecto, varies aspectos de la vida y la 
persona de este escritor bohemie dan 
corporeidad a Max Estrella. Sin embargo 
este personaje ciego es el mas 
autobiografice de todos los personajes de 
Valle Inclan. Max Estrella come 
arquetipo del artista representa tambien 
a Valle Inclan encarnado espiritualmente 
en su personaje a traves del eual se 
autodefine eomo conciencia de su tiempo, 
expositor de los males que aquejaban a 
Espafia al iniciarse el siglo XX. 
(Barbeito 237) 

Alejandro Sawa (1862-1909), the quintessential bohemian 

poet, began his writing career as a naturalist, traveling to 

Paris (1890-1896) to associate with those responsible for 

modern innovations in the arts. Sawa subsequently became 

important for his friendship with Verlaine and for 

introducing the symbolist writer to Spain. His extensive 

insight into the modern French movement during the last few 
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years of the nineteenth century as well as his own artistic 

endeavors make him a valuable friend and mentor to the 

members of the Generation of 98. 

Tragically, Sawa's life was steeped in poverty and 

sickness. If suffering and misery inspire creation, Sawa was 

indispensable for turn-of-the-century writers and poets. The 

poet Fernando Martin Fernandez Ldpez gravely acknowledges: 

...murio loco...Tedas las horas del 
admirable escritor fueron de apuros y de 
escasez pecuniaria. 
La miseria lo acogetaba y lo merdia 
implacable, (qtd. in De la Pena 37) 

Sawa's tragic life ended prematurely with an agonizing 

death described by those in attendance, including Darie, 

Iglesias and Valle-Inclan. Ruben Darie provides insight into 

Sawa's grave illness and, prefacing Iluminaciones sobre la 

sombra by Sawa with these words: "El angel-diablo del 

alchohol! Unos cayeron victimas de 61; etros pudimos 

amaestrarle y dominarle. Sawa fue de los que buscaron el 

refugie del "false azul nocturne' centra las armaguras 

cotidianas y las pesims jugadas de la maligna suerte" (Sawa 

70). In a brief epithaph, Manuel Machado affirms that "Jamas 

hombre mas nacido/para el placer, fue al dolor/mas derecho" 

(Sawa 75). 

The effects ef Sawa's agonizing death appear in a letter 

from Valle-Inclan to Ruben Darie after a vigil with the 

remains ef the blind poet before his burial. Valle mourns 

the loss of his friend as he solicits funds for the 

posthumous publication of Sawa's final artistic efforts: 

Querido Darie: 
Vengo a verle despues de haber estado en 
casa de nuestro pobre Alejandro Sawa. He 
llorado delante del muerto, per el, por 
mi y per todos les pobres poetas. Yo no 
puedo hacer nada; usted tampoco, pero si 
nes juntames unos cuantos algo pedriamos 
hacer El fracase de todos intentes 
para publicarle y una carta donde la 
retiraban una edaboracion de sesenta 
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pesetas que tenia en ^j Liberal le 
volvieron loco en los ultimos dias. Una 
locura desesperada. Queria matarse. 
Tuve el final de un rey de tragedia: 
loco, ciego y furioso. (Phillips 21) 

Sawa's legacy of tragedy and suffering extends beyond 

the parameters of his short life due to the macabre circum

stances of his death. The grotesque corpse inspired some 

writers in attendance at the vigil, including Baroja and 

Valle-Inclan to reproduce such scenes in later writings. In 

one example, while friends attend the wake, someone suggests 

that Sawa may not be dead but rather be in a catalyptic 

state. To allay fears for their former comrade: "Basandose 

en tan absurda teeria, llegaron a quemar los dedos del 

cadaver para comprobar si reaccionaba ante el estimulo" 

(Senabra 10). This horrendous ritual is repeated in works ef 

Baroja and Valle with the characters Villasiis and Max 

Estrella, respectively, after their deaths. Variations on 

the arrival ef the gruesome cochero to retrieve the body for 

quick burial also appear in scenes by both authors. 

In Luces another somewhat grotesque tribute to Sawa 

reflects an expressionistic kind of realism where the 

dehumanizing element augments the absurdity of life and 

death. Sawa's intimate friend, Hernandez Luquero, recalls 

the pauper poet laying in a simple coffin, crude and rough, 

which accidentally caused an unusual spectacle. He later 

records the grisly scene: 

Le vi en el ataiid, en un humilde pise de 
la travesia del Conde Duque. De una de 
sus sienes es corria un hilo leve de 
sangre, que se habia coagulado. Obra 
fortuita de un clave de la pobre 
caja...(Phillips 28) 

Valle reproduces the incident of the coffin splinter in 

the opening of Scene XIII in Lucies as Max's wife and daughter 

stand sobbing over the remains of the blind poet: 

Velorio en un sotabanco. MADAMA COLLET y 
CLAUDINITA, desgrefiadas y macilentas. 
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lloran al muerte, ya tendido en la 
angostura de la caja, amortajade con una 
sabana, entre cuatro velas. Astillande 
una tabla, el brille de un clave aguza su 
punta sobre la sien inerme. (L.B. 190) 

Valle effectively transfers the circumstances of Sawa's 

death to highlight the esperpentic element of the play. 

Ironically, the bizarre death of Sawa/Max portends aspects of 

the death and burial of the writer himself.i® What is 

equally ironic is that Sawa's fame is achieved through his 

tragic sufferings and failures in life as his image in print 

and on stage in Valle's Luces propels the blind poet into the 

fraternity of the literary immortals. As H. R. de la Pefia 

indicates in a tribute to Sawa, his ultimate legacy of 

literary success is realized through his misery in life and 

his tragic demise which he faces as destitute, mad and blind: 

La existencia de estos tipos formidables 
son largos edapsos, estasis perpetuos, 
largas embriagueces. Han amado con tanto 
impetu sus suenos que estos los han 
aniquilado. Sabian que sin dolor no hay 
gloria y presentaban la faz al 
sufrimiento con geste estoico. 
Entregaban como arras de su fide1idad al 
arte sus corazones, esperando el page, ne 
en mene- da sucia y vii, ni en cargos 
acomodaticios y remuneratorios, sino en 
credenciales de inmortalidad. (De La Pena 36) 

In Luces de bohemia the blind Max Estrella assumes 

attributes and experiences ef Sawa along with his mind and 

attitude. As Valle sometimes enjoys anachronistic indul

gences with little regard to following conventional temporal 

and spatial routes. Max appears as a fish out ef water, left 

te wither and perish in an alien, hostile environment that 

deteriorates around him. As a variant of sightless poet in 

the tradition of the ancients and now a has-been. Max exists 

at the center of contemporary Madrid which has degenerated 

into an insensitive, decadent and uncouth society with 

little use for him or the artistic processes. In his 

nocturnal edessey, accompanied by his lazarillo, don Latino, 
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Max stands out as an inappropriate legacy amidst barbarians 

who are totally self absorbed with little appreciation for 

anything but vice or cerruption. Max is the essence ef 

alienation as he recognizes that he has become part of that 

which he criticizes and hates. His bohemian life style has 

earned him such rewards as veneral disease and drunkenness, 

relegating him to a level even beneath the decadent society 

that he abhors. Hence, there is mutual alienation by both 

poet and place. 

Nevertheless, Max also considers himself above the 

societal mire that surrounds him. Valle inserts references 

aligning the blind poet with the status of the ancients. At 

times the effect appears fabricated and forced: 

Su cabeza rizada y ciega, de un gran 
caracter clasicoarcaice, recuerda los 
Hermes....El peeta saca el brazo per 
entre los pliegues de su capa, y lo alza 
majestuoso, en un ritmo con su clasica 
cabeza (ciega). (L.B. 88, 94) 

Once Max analogizes his blindness in the words of Hugo as he 

proclaims himself "Como Homero y come Belisario" (L.B. 152). 

Segura Covarsi affirms the connection of Valle's blind 

figures to the ancients when he states: "A Valle-Inclan les 

ciegos en su mirada le recuerdan siempre a les dieses" 

(Segura Covarsi 51). 

Besides alluding to the divinely blinded, Valle brings 

the poet back to earth as Max mortally mingles with other 

blind images such as the Ciego de Gondar and the licentious, 

sightless figures populating the bawdy literature of the 

Middle Ages. In Scene X Max and don Latino fraternize with 

several prostitutes, with results recalling the lecherous 

groping of the blind Electus in Valle's earlier works: 

Max. Para algo soy ciego. 

La Lunares...iQue mano tienes ! No me 
palpaes mas la cara. Palpame el cuerpo. 
(L.B. 174) 
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Though Max suffers the temptations of the underworld in 

his dantesque-like descent, his blindness sets him apart 

from that society of which he is so critical. Max makes 

visible the real significance and importance that Valle 

places on the role ef the blind and the symbolic impli

cations that the writer attaches, communicating the 

philosophical ideas that he closely embraces. To Valle, 

blindness allows for extraordinary perception. Physical 

vision represents more of a detraction and, ironically, a 

limitation rather than advantage, much in the same vein as 

such histerical figures as the Blindman of Puisseaux, Maria 

Ven Paradies and others already discussed. Max himself 

indicates: 

MAX. IVeo, y veo magnificamente! 
MADAMA COLLET. iPero que ves? 
MAX. iEl mundo! 
MADAMA COLLET. iA mi me ves? 
MAX. iLas cosas que toco, para que 
necesito verlas! (L.B. 88).... 
MAX....El ciego se entera mejor de las 
cosas del mundo, los ojos son unos 

ilusienados embusteros. (L.B. 154) 

Because of his blindness Max can distance himself from 

that which he evaluates so that a mere global objectivity is 

achieved. Via this concept of distancing for a completely 

objective perception, the blind poet's perspective becomes 

the writer and vice versa. Valle's concept of stellar 

vision first appears in his "Breve Noticia," the intro

duction to "La media noche"(1917) (his observations from the 

allied front in France) from which the writer later draws en 

for Luces de Bohemia: 
Desaparecera entonces la pobre mirada 
del soldado, para crear la vision 
cdectiva, la vision de todo el pueblo 
que estuve en la guerra, y vio a la vez 
desde todos los parajes todos los 
sucesos. El circulo, al cerrarse, 
engendra el centre, y de esta vision 
ciclica nace el peeta, que vale tanto 
como decir el Adivino. 
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Yo, torpe, y vane, de mi, quise ser 
centre y tener de la guerra una vision 
astral, fuera de geometria y de 
cronologia, come si el alma, 
desencarnada ya, mirase a la tierra 
desde su estrella. (Obras II 71 A) 

From the stellar vantage point of the blind poet, 

Max/Valle can recognize the decadence and deformity that 

abound throughout his land. The tragedy of this state of 

things is his own personal anguish; he is inevitably caught 

up in the system, wherein dehumanization and deformity 

prevail. The more clearly Max perceives this fact, the 

closer to death he must come in order to represent the 

ultimate essence of a stellar or celestial achievement. It 

is in the same scene (XII) that Max defines the cencept of 

an esperpentic Spain and then dies: 

MAX. ...El esperpentismo lo ha inventado 
Goya. Los heroes clasices han ido a 
pasearse en el eallejon del Gate. 
DON LATINO. iEstas completamente curda! 
MAX. Los heroes clasices reflejados en 
los espejos concaves dan el Esperpento. 
El sentido tragice de la vida espafiola 
solo puede darse con una estetica 
sistematicamente deformada. 
DON LATINO. iMiau! iTe estas 
contagiando! 
MAX. Espana es una deformacion grotesca 
de la civilizacion europea. (L.B. 182). 

No matter how grotesque, hope remains as Max, through his 

blindness in life and then through his death, is released 

from the misery and suffering while the concept of stellar 

vision persists and remains vibrant as his name, Mdximo 

Estrella, implies: 

La visidn del peeta ciego es tragica 
porque contempla--incapacitado para 
transformarla—una realidad 
esperp^ntica, que termina por 
aniquilarle, encontrando en la muerte, 
la liberacidn: "Lo grotesco infunde 
miedo a la vida antes que miedo a la 
muerte." (Esturo Velarde 158) 

^sm 
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Thus the link between blindness and immortal or eternal 

insight is made. The sightless poet revokes the ancients 

who by virtue of their blindness, repeatedly trade external 

vision for stellar vision, exchanging the physical te 

receive the divine gift of what Valle terms vision estelar. 

Max rises to a level far above his agony and complaints. 

His ability te ultimately recognize and define the absurdity 

of his surroundings, his times and particularly himself, 

like the absurdity of his death, releases him from his 

agonizing association with the mundane: 

La aclaracion violenta de Max y la 
demestracion de su limpieza de espiritu 
lo preparan para la manifestacion cumbre 
de su mision en este mundo. Ciego, pero 
con una luz clara que le hace penetrar 
en lo mas hondo y oscuro de los rineones 
del ser humano, en lo mas intrincado de 
la historia de Espafia, va a dejar su 
testamento estetico, su interpretacion 
sin paliativo alguno de lo que es la 
vida, de lo que es la Historia en 
Espafia. Para esto. Max tiene que ser 
necesariamente ciego. Esta apreciacidn 
de la verdad historica de Espafia no la 
puede tener sino un Ciego de pupila 
inalterable ante reflejos y luces fatuas 
que lo circundan constantemente. Max, 
ciego, es quien puede distinguir con 
claridad los conceptos que se aplican a 
las cosas. (Cruz Mendizabal 60-61) 

Sightless characters also play miner but significant 

roles in "Los cuernos de don Friolera" (1925), the first 

work considered by many critics to contain the fundamental 

ingredients of the true esperpento.^° In particular, 

Valle draws on the image of the traditional blind minstrel 

of the streets and fairs as seen in the figure of Cempadre 

Fidel. The sightless puppeteer functions to underscore 

certain important aspects of the writer's aesthetic 

manifesto discussed in complete detail in "La lampara 

maravillosa" (1916). 
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Though the profile of the physically blind in the play 

is peripheral, each performs popular role variations 

satirizing traditional themes such as the Spanish code of 

honor and of jealousy, originally represented in such works 

as "El medico de su honra" (1635), one ef a trilogy of so-

called wife-murder plays by Pedro Calderon de la Barca 

(1600-1681). 

"Los cuernes de don Friolera" indicts the historical 

treatment ef themes or values deemed inherently Spanish and 

more specifically, "literatura culta castellana," which 

Valle considered elitist and fosselized. Valle substitutes 

the sightless performers who represent popular literature, 

incorporating the sightless Cempadre Fidel in the prologue 

and the ciego de romances in the epilogue to satirically 

disrupt and subvert traditional themes. 

These sightless performers offer two versions of the 

account of don Friolera, eoneerning the little soldier, 

Astete, who is pressured into murdering his adulterous mate. 

Each version provides a literary contrast to what Valle 

considered elitist literature too long intact and 

unchallenged. Redolfo Cardona explains: 

Por otro lade tenemes la posibilidad de 
la literatura popular. Esta se presenta 
en des manifestaciones: una en su 
estado pristine, sin contaminaeion de la 
tradicion culta castellana y que da como 
resultado "este donoso buen sentido, tan 
contrario al honor teatral y africano de 
Castilla", que vimos expresado con 
"dignidad demiurgica" en el tabanque del 
Cempadre Fidel. Pero tambien tenemes 
otra literatura popular, pero 
contaminada per la tradicion castellana 
y que da como resultado el "periodismo 
ramplon" del romance del ciego. La 
iinica posibilidad de regeneracidn estd 
en rechazar absolutamente la tradicidn 
castellana y adoptar esa pristina, 
incentinuada tradicion popular 
representada por el tabanque. Este se 
caracteriza per la posibilidad de 
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acecarse a les temas—tomados de la 
realidad de la vida—y tratarlos come si 
fuesen algo completamente ajene a 
nosotros. Solo mirando todo esto como 
desde otro planeta "desde el aire", 
(Zahareas 665) 

Besides the two sightless performers who relate their 

versions of "Los cuernos," another blind figure appears in 

the initial scene, depicted as the bearer of a painting by 

Orbaneja. The artistic ware of the sightless vendor sparks 

a discussion between don Estrafalarie and don Manolito, 

introducing the actual story of den Friolera that is played 

out through Cempadre Fidel. The dialogue regarding the 

grotesque canvas directly reflects Valle's personal 

aesthetic concepts which follow and come into play through 

the fanteches of the blind puppeteer. 

Prior to Cempadre Fidel's appearance, don Estrafalarie 

voices Valle's thesis concerning a new genre in the 

esperpento to replace traditional writing that has long 

espoused dogmatic and cruel themes of honor and revenge 

which he considers ridiculous. Seeking literary 

alternatives to modify such deeply entrenched themes with 

the twist of the esperpento, don Estrafalarie declares: 

...Mi estetica es una superacion del 
dolor y de la risa, come deben ser las 
conversaciones de los muertes, al 
contarse historias de los vivos....Yo 
quisiera ver este mundo con la 
perspectiva de la otra ribera...En tanto 
ese Bululu, ni un sole memento deja de 
considerarse superior, per naturaleza, a 
los mufiecos de su tabanque. Tiene una 
dignidad demiurgica. (D.F. 68,69,76)21 

These remarks by don Estrafalarie reflect Valle's 

alternative approach to writing with respect to the 

relationship of author to character which mimics God's 

relationship to man. One approach involves the author 

kneeling which indicates a godlike reverence for the 

character as demonstrated in the writings of the ancients. 
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Another approach involves standing, showing more of an 

identification with the character as exemplified in such 

works as Shakespeare's "Othello." The final approach on 

which the theory of the esperpento is based is succinctly 

described by the writer himself: 

Y hay otra tercer a manera, que es mirar 
al mundo desde un plane superior, y 
censiderar a los personajes de la trama 
como seres inferiores al autor, con un 
punto de ironia. Les dieses se 
cenvierten en personajes de sainete: 
Esta es una manera muy espafiola, manera 
de demiurge, que no se cree en mode 
alguno hecho del mismo barro que sus 
mufiecos. . . . 
El creador no fraterniza con los seres 
que crea: permanece ajene a ellos, sobre 
ellos. La crueldad, tan caraeteristica 
de la literatura nuestra, precede de 
ese: de que al autor que estd per encima 
de sus personajes le son indiferentes 
los dolores de los personajes esos: solo 
conmueve el infortunio de los iguales. 
(Dougherty 175,176) 

The blind puppeteer, Cempadre Fidel, sets into motion 

the first version of the account of don Friolera. The 

description of the blind puppeteer appears normal enough as 

he emerges in much the same way as dees Electus, el ciego de 

Gondar, before him: 

Bajo la capa parda de un viejo ladino 
revelan sus bultos los mufiecos de un 
teatro rudimentario y popular. El 
bululii tec lea un aire de fandango en su 
desvencijada zanfofia, y el acolito, 
rapaz lleno de malicias, se le esconde 
bajo la capa, para mover los mufiecos. 
(Martes 69) 

Fidel abandons the role of the traditional sightless, 

carnivalesque entertainer as he is transformed from 

puppeteer to Demiurge, an entity that subverts the 

relationship of author to character of the traditional 

literary past. The Bululii is indifferent to that which he 

manipulates. The marionettes only serve te entertain their 
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master, who, like the Demiurge, physically and spiritually 

distances himself from that which he controls. He allows 

them to flounder in the absurdities of life. It only serves 

to provide a grotesque amusement for their master through 

tragedy so designed as to be comical. The tragic hero of 

the Golden Age is reduced to an absurd state through 

pursuing traditional values now considered to be pure folly. 

The little lieutenant's efforts provide entertainment for a 

deity with little regard for mortal values: 

The hero of old no longer exists in the 
modern world, nor are there gods who 
pursue men for vengeance and punishment. 
The place of the god has been taken by 
man-made conventions; to these has been 
attributed that superior and intangible 
power that can capriciously drive men to 
adept fantastic attitudes and carry out 
grotesque actions. (Brooks 159) 

Within the play, the three presentations ef the debacle 

ef don Friolera becomes progressively more absurd as dark 

humor advances te a higher plain. In the first two ver

sions, dona Loreta is spared. The third version, presented 

by the ciego de romances, culminates in the most graphic, 

horrendous representation with the decapitation of dona 

Loreta and her lover for their sinful deeds, more accurately 

reflecting the traditienal romance as it exaggerates and 

sensationalizes crime and passion. This "yellow journalism" 

causes negative assocations with its sightless vendor. Like 

the ancient Teiresias, who is the bearer of bad tidings, the 

ciego de romances comes to be identified as a sensationalist 

who provides historias of antisocial occurences, real as 

well as fictional, including murders, executions and 

perversion, often related in nightmarish form. 

In the first version within the play, don Estrafalarie 

resurrects the image of the blind puppeteer or Bululu who 

actually participates in the story with his wooden figures 

dangling from his arms. Cempadre Fidel, a varient of the 
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ciego de romances^ performs while accompanying himself on 

the zanfofia. Traditional eoplas however, are replaced with 

dialogue between the ciego and his characters. The visual 

enactment incorporates expressionistic tendencies upon which 

the esperpento relies. As a demiurge, Cempadre Fidel 

remains completely detached from any spiritual commitment 

other than to incite violence, sexual deviation, jealousy 

and the avenging of honor to satisfy Fidel's insatiable 

appetite for perverse entertainment at the expense of that 

which he controls: 

LA MORA 
iCiego piojoso, no encismes a un hombre 
celoso! 

EL BULULu 
Si pringa de aceite, dele usted mule. 
Levantele usted el refajo, saquele usted 
el faldon para fuera, y olisquee a que 
huele el pispajo, mi Teniente Don 
Friolera. iMi Teniente, que dice el 
faldon? 

EL FANTOCHE 
iValgame Dios, que soy un cabron! 

EL BULULii 
Dele usted, mi Teniente, baqueta. 
Zurrela usted, mi Teniente, el pandero. 
Abrala usted con la bayoneta, en la 
pelleja, un agujero. iMatela usted si 
huele a aceitero! 

LA MORA 
Vertioseme anoche el candil al meterme 
en los cobertores. iDe eso me huele el 
fogaril, ne de andar en etros amores! 
i Ciego mentiroso, mira tii de no ser mas 
cabrdn, y no encismes el corazdn de un 
enamorado celoso! (Martes 71-72) 

Though antagonistic and cruel, Cempadre Fidel does not allow 

the scene to play out in tragedy as doha Loreta's life is 

spared by having don Friolera place a coin at the foot of 

the body, which immediately reviving her as greed prevails 

ever death. 

In the second version, the action becomes both more 

tragic and ridiculous when don Friolera, in rage, seeking to 
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kill dofia Loreta, inadvertently shoots his daughter instead: 

DON FRIOLERA 
iAsesines! iCabrones! iMas cabrones 
que yo! {Mate a mi mujer! iMate usted a 
la suya, mi coronal! iMatela usted, que 
tambien se la pega! iPim! iPam! iPum! 

DORA PEPITA 
ildiota! 

EL CORONEL 
iTeniente Astete, ha perdido usted la cabeza! 

DORA PEPITA 
iPanche, imponle un corrective! 

EL CORONEL 
iPeita, la vida de un hije es algo serie! 

DORA PEPITA 
iQue crimen herrendo! 

EL CORONEL 
Teniente Astete, pase usted arrestado al Cuarto de 
Banderas. 

DON FRIOLERA 
iMe estoy muriendei iPedria pasar al Hospital? 
(Martes 167) 

The second and more complete production of the tale of 

the tragic little soldier extends the first, elaborating 

Valle's aesthetic concept of puppetry in defining the 

esperpento in terms of a dehumanizing process. Characters 

are left to flounder in the muck of the tragic/comic human 

experience overseen by an indifferent creator: 

De igual mode que el cempadre Fidel 
maneja a sus muheces desde arriba 
(fisica y psicelogicamente), Valle-
Inclan hace lo mismo con sus fanteches 
en la segunda version de la obra, y su 
cuerpo vital, pudiendo lograr asi un 
distancimiento de la tragedia humana. 
(We ingarten 47) 

In the final interpretation of the story, Valle employs 

the more traditional image of the ciego de romances who 

relates the tale in graphic form as don Friolera carries out 

his execution as expected according to the Spanish Code of 

Honor, intensifying the ridiculous with the bloody 

decapitation of wife and lover which avenges the little 

soldier and goes far beyond. As he completes the 
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requirement for resolving the adulterous issue, his actions 

are rewarded by the controlling social structure as his name 

and deed become immortalized in the heroic tradition. 

As the esperpento is constructed around the image and 

activities of Cempadre Fidel in the first version of the 

tale, the final version in the form of the traditional 

romance de ciego serves as an inferior contrast, an 

exaggerated and distorted reproduction of traditional 

elitist literature that extends from the Golden Age of 

Spanish literature and runs through the works of Echegueray. 

The third presentation of the tale is told in cepla 

form by a eiege de romance, observed by Don Estrafalarie and 

don Manolito, both now in jail. The opening scene is 

expressionistic with visual humiliation augmenting the 

symbolic absurdity of the esperpento. As in the final 

moments when Max lay dead in the streets in Luces. Valle 

employs the primitive, decadent and crude to achieve 

symbolic intensity with a dog that relieves itself in open 

view. This time the blindman's mascot repeats the act on 

old posters bearing the names of writers and actors who 

represent traditional drama. As the two prisoners 

incarcerated for anarchy look on, den Estrafalarie restates 

his support of the esperpento's potential to regenerate 

Spanish literature. Referring to the Bululii and his 

interpretation of the story, don Estrafalarie proclaims 

"Este tabanque de mufiecos sobre la espalda de un viejo 

prosero, para mi, es mas sugestivo que todo el retdrico 

teatral espafid. Yo no digo esto per amor a las formas 

populares de la literatura. Ahi estan las abominables 

eoplas de Joselito" (Martes 74). As the play concludes don 

Estrafalarie (now a captive audience) must endure the final 

version of "Los cuernos de don Friolera" in the popular 

style that he loathes as the elitist literature which it 

tends to distort. As he overhears the prosero's 
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lamentations in verse he responds: 

DON ESTRAFALARIO 
Este es el contagie, el vii contagie, 
que baja de la literatura al pueblo. 
(D.F. 172)... 

DON ESTRAFALARIO 
iSolo pueden regenerarnos los mufiecos 
del Cempadre Fidel! 

DON MANOLITO 
iCon decoraciones de Orbaneja! iYa me 
acuerdo! 

DON ESTRAFALARIO 
Don Manolito, gastese usted una perra y 
compre el romance del eiege. 

DON MANOLITO 
iPara que? 

DON ESTRAFALARIO 
iInfeliz, para quemarlo! (Martes 173) 

Chapter VI has provided an overview of Valle's 

employment of the physically blind and the diverse range of 

their depictions. Though the blind beggars and sightless 

women usually occupy secondary roles, Valle becemes more 

impressed with the literary potential of blind characters as 

his writings progress, as becemes evident with the 

culmination of his writings with the esperpentos, and 

particularly with Luces de bohemia and the depiction of Max 

Estrella. Of all the available character types, the blind 

poet is chosen to introduce the esperpentic concept to the 

literary public, indicating that Valle's usage of the blind 

moves from roles that blend in with the scenery to one which 

functions as the writer's alter ego. Max Estrella serves as 

Valle's mouthpiece in surveying the condition of a society 

which leaves both character and writer dissatisfied. 

Valle's sightless figures represent a strong preference 

for the traditional past that can only be reproduced in the 

mind's eye. If the blind characters such as the Ciego de 

Gondar and Max appear as intruders in the play, it is 

because Valle purposely puts them in situations that are 

alienating to their sighted counterparts, making them stand 

out. They are anachronistic and often become a nuisance. 
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but Valle's blind characters capture the attention of those 

around them. 

Sightless women such as Micaela and Ginebra provoke the 

desire te return to better times while the Ciego de Gondar 

and Max confirm its impossiblity; progressive decline is 

virtually irreversible. Blindness may constitute an escape 

mechanism, conveying a kind of power that transcends the 

temporal and the spatial, explaining why Micaela is content 

to just sit year after year. Although her physical state 

continues to deteriorate, her mind remains ever lucid as she 

perpetuates the past in the mind's eye. 

The sightless in the form ef Cempadre Fidel laugh at 

man's predicament and he seems the only one capable of 

escape. Essentially, as Cempadre Fidel demonstrates, it is 

through the blind that Valle keeps linear change in check as 

his sightless characters break free from the mundane to that 

region that Valle refers to as "la otra ribera". 

As Valle states in "La lampara maravillosa": "Cuando 

los ojos quieren mirar fuera de la eaverna oscura quedan 

ciegos de luz....Y un dia, per la maravillosa escala de la 

luz, peregrin© mi alma a traves de vidas y formas para 

hacerse unidad de amor con el Todo. Desde una ribera muy 

remote contemple mi sombra desencantada y conte sus pases 

sin eco" (Obras I 568-569). For Valle, the nature of 

blindness is paradoxical as its darkness represents the 

source of cosmic illumination. 
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CHAPTER VII 

CONCLUSION 

Part One of this study surveyed the most fundamental 

European literatures that contributed to the formation of 

the Western canon from the classical Hellenic and Roman 

times (including the Bible as a primary canonical text) and 

continuing to the nineteenth century in order te establish 

sources of the basic models for literary depictions of the 

physically blind. From early on, the blind—and thus blind 

characters--seem to exercise a combined attraction or 

fascination and repulsion for sighted persons, reflected in 

the literary characterizations. The relatively few 

prototypical models exhibit only small variations across the 

centuries until comparably recent times. Most models fall 

into one of two categories, positive and negative 

polarities, ranging from the prescient, clairvoyant, or 

divinely-inspired blind prophet or bard to the lecherous, 

furtive and treacherous beggar who is not above larceny when 

the occasion arises. Part One of this study has traced and 

summarized those models so that the portrayals examined in 

Part Two may be juxtaposed with the prototypes or probable 

sources. More pathetic variations of these types shew the 

blind character as fool er victim of cruel jests and the 

trickery of small-time felons. While such types 

unquestionably had—and have—a basis in reality, they also 

respond to other factors, including a general ignorance of 

what might be called the subculture of the blind, a lack of 

personal acquaintance with blind persons, resulting in fear 

and suspicion of the unknown. 

Throughout antiquity, the medieval period and 

Renaissance, stereotypical depictions prevail over more 

individualized depictions. During these periods, most blind 

characters play miner or marginal roles, rather than being 

featured as protagonists. Not until the eighteenth century 
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when scientific advances bring the possiblity of surgical 

intervention in certain kinds of blindness do literary 

treatments become mere varied, imaginative, and interesting. 

Also at this time, blind characters begin to assume central 

or more significant roles, as well as to acquire subjective 

and psychological depth not attributed to them earlier, or 

net developed to any significant extent. As a result, the 

significant blind characters (protagonists or others in 

major roles) of eighteenth and nineteenth century writers 

become individualized, with some being sentimentalized in a 

fashion not seen previously. While the emphasis of this 

study is upon Spanish and Spanish American writers of the 

twentieth century, earlier periods of Spanish literature are 

surveyed as well, in order te establish the full literary 

context and background for portrayals. The present study 

attempts to classify the different characterizations, and 

has shown the literary representations of the sightless to 

be quite diverse, exhibiting a wide range of images. This 

is supported by many authorities on the subject such as 

Enrique Ruiz-Fornells who observes: 

En algunos eases la ceguera tiene un 
alcance muy concrete que conduce a la 
tragedia personal y fisica de les 
individuos y, al mismo tiempo, es el 
simbole espiritual y mental de la 
existencia humana. En etros la ceguera 
aparece come un problema mas relative 
dentro siempre de su propio contenido 
dramatico. Por ultimo, en etros y en 
determinadas circunstancias se trata de 
una clase unica de ceguera causada per 
la incomunicacion, directa o indirecta, 
que afecta a distintos personajes y que 
a veces se transforma en videncia en el 
transito entre la vida y la muerte y la 
vida real. (Ruiz-Fornells, 1983, 136-
137) 

This dissertation has established that certain literary 

movements foment particular literary prototypes ef the 
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sightless that endure in one form or another and can be 

found even in the most contemporary writings. 

Likewise, this study has examined the relationships of 

blind characters in literature with respect te the 

relativity between fact and fiction as many character types 

were presented and accepted as being legitimate and valid 

reflections ef the physically blind in real life: 

Hay en la literature espanola una 
variedad de ciegos y cegueras que llaman 
la atencion del lector. Ciegos que 
representan al personaje falto de vista 
como existe el personaje vidente, es 
decir, un aspecto mas de la realidad. 
Pero existen tambien ciegos que 
simbdizan un aspecto de la vida o una 
negaeion de la realidad. Por otra parte 
hay ciegos que nos ensenan otra realidad 
que el vidente no puede apreciar y que 
es evidente para el ciego. El ciego de 
El Lazarille de Tormes es en verdad el 
lazarillo de Lazaro a quien le ensena 
los intrincados vericuetos de la vida, 
desapareciendo de la escena cuando 
Lazaro esta y aliste para enfrentarse a 
la realidad del mundo que le rodea. 
(Cruz Mendizabal, 1984, 235) 

To differentiate between realism and falsification, 

this study has presented numerous examples of the sightless 

cast in apparently contradictory roles which can only be 

considered paradoxical and ironic. Perhaps the most 

compelling evidence of the gap between reality and fantasy 

among the blind characters appears during the medieval and 

renaissance years as blind characters are cast in ways that 

seem blatantly opposed to each other. In one significant 

strain of medieval literature, the sightless character is 

shown to be a fool while in another genre of the same 

period, the blindman is presented as wise and having near-

omniscient powers. In profound contrast, the eightless 

character becemes an ominous and threatening figure, while 

elsewhere, he is totally helpless and vulnerable te the 
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whims ef a merciless prankster or robber. Such marked 

contrasts in personality can even occur within a single 

sightless individual such as Lazarillo's master, who on the 

one hand, displays degrees of shrewdness and malicious 

intent and, on the other, appears naive and foolish. He is 

quite an eclectic composite of blind characters, being a 

sage that divines the future while simultaneously shewing 

little discretion as his 2770.̂0 leads him unsuspecting through 

dangerous paths. 

This study has found that one literary period can 

contrast markedly with another with respect to particular 

depictions of the sightless. One good case in point is the 

transition of the physically blind, previously written as 

the objects of humor or vice, to idealized characters in the 

literature of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. 

Prevailing sightless figures during these later periods 

project the esence of innocence and purity as sentimental 

literature moves the marginal sightless character to center 

stage. Galdds was among the first to treat the nature of 

blindness and its implications, incorporating innovations 

derived from the progressive era of the Enlightenment. In 

Marianela. restored vision produced unexpected tragic 

consequences. Unamuno enters the twentieth century offering 

a variation on the same theme with a symbolic representation 

of restored vision. 

The range of literary possibilities for the role of the 

sightless has been quite varied and will continue to be so 

as inventive writers revive depictions of the past and 

incorporate other current and unique aspects to give the 

blind character even mere literary potential. 

One of the most consistent observations emerging from 

the diverse images of the sightless in literature is that 

the true nature ef blindness and its implications still 

remain a mystery. The countless sightless characters that 
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appear throughout literary history show their writers to 

have predisposed ideas and concepts far removed from the 

reality of blindness. For one thing, most creators of blind 

images are sighted and have made little effort to 

investigate and learn about the real experiences of people 

who are sightless. Such writers admittedly were not making 

concerted efforts at accurate portrayals se much as 

employing characters to enhance the entertainment value of 

the work as is evident from numerous formerly sighted blind 

characters such as sea captains, innocent children, or 

southern belles who seem unaware of changes in their life 

because of their new inability to see. The all-important 

factor is that fiction concerning the sightless, however 

inaccurate, creates interesting and exciting possibilities. 

At any given time the sightless character may emerge as hero 

or villain and the blindness itself serves to intensify the 

good or evil nature of the character. For example, the 

picaro manages to best the ciego, regardless ef how 

perceptive or clever is his master. The element of 

blindness is often the only reason for his inevitable 

defeat; by contrast, the sightless sage or mystic may have 

the upper hand in works because of the divine gift of 

extraordinary powers of inner sight that allow him to 

explain the mysterious or to solve crimes. Thus, Oedipus 

could not compete with the powers of Teirisias who possessed 

abilities that emanated from the mind's eye. 

Blindness continues to be a most effective literary 

device as it formerly was for the emotionalism and 

sentimentality which comprised much literature of the 

nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Literary greats 

such as Hugo, Dickens, Galdds, Kipling, Gide, Unamuno and 

many others brought the sightless prominence in their works, 

placing them in roles that were extremely compelling. The 
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physically blind became the perfect vehicles to elicit the 

desired responses from readers during these periods. 

Depictions of the sightless in literature are un

endingly cyclical and semblances of various types resurface 

repeatedly, appearing in even the most contemporary of 

writing. Current writers inevitably reach back to images of 

sages and bards ef antiquity or the medieval marvelous/ 

mystical, bringing them forward in time to serve as modern-

day sleuths or illuminating philosophers as past figures 

combine with current images of the blind character. 

This study has especially investigated the unique ways 

in which the blind have been portrayed in Spanish 

Literature. Spanish writings created sightless characters 

who would become national tipos. The genre of the picaro, 

for example, has close links with the ciego de romances. At 

the same time this study examines the diversity of sightless 

characters appearing in the works of Spanish and Spanish-

American writers: 

Los ciegos de Perez Galdds ven otra 
realidad como Pablo en Marianela. Es 
una leccidn para los que dotados de 
vista son incapaces de ver mas alia de 
la realidad aparente. (Cruz Mendizabal 
235) 

Some of these writers such as Galdds, Buero and Valle, in 

particular, even show a preference for the physcially blind, 

frequently portraying them in their works. Galdos and Buero 

present their blind characters on a more personal level so 

that a literay relationship is established between the 

character and the reader. In the cases of Unamuno and 

Valle, symbolic aspects of blindness are heavily utilized as 

the sightless characters become vehicles for philosophical, 

political and religous messages, frequently steeped in 

satire and irony: 

Ciegos como les de Unamuno en La 
venda que son tesis filosofice-
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religiosas del hombre que no se adentra 
en su total personalidad y se deja guiar 
per quienes tienen el control de dirigir 
la fe. Ciegos como en Becquer, el 
mistico romantico organista envuelto en 
efluvios de luz y sonido. (236) 

Though characterizations of the physically blind in 

Spanish literature have tended to become mere flexible and 

versatile in their various representations, one constant 

element is the association of the sightless with the 

mysterious: 

Ciegos en Cela, motive de critica a una 
sociedad ciega. Ciegos en Ernesto 
Sabato que como en El Lazarillo de 
Tormes abren los ojos a quienes estan 
ciegos de nacimiento. Ciegos en Buero 
Vallejo, ciegos en Valle-Inclan, en 
Garcia Marquez y en tantes etros que se 
han servido de ellos para despertarnos, 
para darnos luz, para romper una serie 
de ciegos prejuicios y adentrarnos en 
una luz que per hermosa no quiere decir 
que sea la iinica. 

Les misticos tanbien utilizan la 
ceguera como concepto simbolico y real 
al mismo tiempo para explicar y sehalar 
el camino a los que seguimos aferrados a 
la realidad palpable y cotidiana de 
nuestro existir. (236) 

Writers and readers alike associate the blind with an 

enigmatic force that repels and yet attracts the curious. 

But all literary attempts to understand the true nature ef 

blindness through depictions of sightless personalities fall 

short, for the only ones who can genuinely relate to the 

issues and implications of physical blindness are those who 

live in a world of shadows. 

Nevertheless, physically blind figures throughout 

literature continue to intrigue the readers or audiences as 

they either serve to inspire or to repel; to elicit pity or 

wonderment. Irrespective of the nature of the role, the 

enigmatic element will persist as they play out their roles 
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in darkness: 

Fernando, en el Informe sobre ciegos 
de Sabato, dice que alia abajo en la 
vasta eaverna, entre las tinieblas que 
le rodeaban "fui preparando mis 
sentidos, exacerbanddos per la pasion y 
la ansiedad, per la espera y el temer, 
para ver finalmente las grandes fuerzas 
de las tinieblas como los misticos 
alcanzan a ver al dios de la luz y de la 
bendad." Sin embargo nadie mejor que 
los mismos misticos nos pueden dar 
detalles de esta divina ceguera, 
oscuridad y soledad que invaden su alma. 
(236) 

This study has amplified the body ef material 

addressing the topic of literary depictions ef the 

physically blind emphasizing Spanish and Spanish-American 

writers. It identifies and analyzes themes in common found 

in works that include physically blind characters by Benito 

Perez Galdos and Miguel de Unamuno; Camilo Jose Cela and 

Antonio Buero Vallejo; and Federico Gamboa and Ernesto 

Sabato. Though considerable research has already been done 

concerning the use ef numerous sightless characters by such 

writers as Galdos and Buero, overall research on the topic 

with respect to the majority ef Spanish writers is limited. 

This study has taken a step in expanding to ether writers 

whose sightless figures have had considerably less academic 

exposure. 

Through a historical survey, this study has identified 

traditional sources on which later blind characters were 

based. It also has demonstrated the unique ways that 

physically blind characters evolved in Spanish and Spanish-

American literature. In particular this study examines the 

sightless images of Valle-Inclan and possible sources of 

their inspiration. In so doing, it has expanded upon Segura 

Covarsi's lone article, providing a more complete source of 

reference for the extraordinary collection of sightless 

characters found in the works of Valle-Inclan. 
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After this extensive investigation, it is clear that 

there still exists much potential for further research on 

the topic as it relates to other Spanish and Spanish-

American writers who employ sightless characters in their 

works. Garcia Marquez, Calve Sotelo, and Cela to name a few 

provide fertile ground for future research in examining the 

roles of physically blind characters in literature and 

analyzing their permutations. 
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